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‚¥¬‡©æ“–∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«‡π◊ËÕß°—∫Õ“«ÿ∏‡ªìπÀ≈—° ∫∑§«“¡‡√◊ËÕßπ’È ‰¥â‡πâπ«‘‡§√“–Àå°“√
ªØ‘√Ÿª°“√‡°…µ√¢Õß√— ‡´’¬ ¡—¬ªŸµ‘π«à“ª√– ∫§«“¡ ”‡√Á®¡“°æÕ§«√ ‡æ√“–‰¡à
‡æ’¬ß·µà “¡“√∂™à«¬≈¥°“√π”‡¢â“ ‘π§â“‡°…µ√®“°µà“ßª√–‡∑»‡∑à“π—Èπ ·µà¬—ß
 “¡“√∂ π—∫ πÿπ®π “¡“√∂‡æ‘Ë¡º≈º≈‘µ°“√‡°…µ√∂÷ß¢—Èπ àßÕÕ°‰ªµà“ßª√–‡∑»‰¥â
∑—Èßπ’È ‚¥¬°“√Õ“»—¬¡“µ√°“√µà“ßÊ Õ¬à“ßÀ≈“°À≈“¬ ∑—Èß°“√ π—∫ πÿπ„Àâµà“ß™“µ‘
‡¢â“‰ª≈ß∑ÿπ °“√‡æ‘Ë¡ß∫ª√–¡“≥ °“√ªØ‘√Ÿª∑’Ë¥‘π ·≈–°“√æ¬“¬“¡ ¡—§√‡¢â“‡ªìπ
 ¡“™‘°Õß§å°“√°“√§â“‚≈° ·µà°√–π—Èπ√— ‡ ’́¬°Á¬—ßµâÕßæ÷Ëßæ“°“√π”‡¢â“ ‘π§â“
‡°…µ√∫“ß à«π„πªí®®ÿ∫—π

 à«πª√–‡¥Áππ—¬∑’Ë¡’µàÕª√–‡∑»‰∑¬π—Èπ ∫∑§«“¡«‘®—¬™‘Èππ’È √ÿª«à“‰∑¬¬—ß
 “¡“√∂ àßÕÕ° ‘π§â“‡°…µ√‰ª√— ‡´’¬‰¥â ‡æ√“– à«π„À≠à‡ªìπ ‘π§â“∑’Ë√— ‡´’¬‰¡à
 “¡“√∂º≈‘µ‰¥â ‡™àπ πÈ”µ“≈ ¬“ßæ“√“ Õ“À“√ º≈‰¡â°√–ªÜÕß·≈–·ª√√Ÿª ‡ªìπµâπ
·µàªí®®ÿ∫—πΩÉ“¬‰∑¬°Á¬—ßª√– ∫ªí≠À“ àßÕÕ°‰ª√— ‡´’¬Õ¬ŸàÀ≈“¬ª√–°“√ ‡™àπ ¥â“π
‚≈®‘ µ‘° å ¥â“π∫ÿ§≈“°√∑’Ë¢“¥§«“¡‡™’Ë¬«™“≠‡√◊ËÕß√— ‡ ’́¬ √–∫∫¿“…’·≈–‰¡à„™à¿“…’
‡ªìπµâπ
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∫∑§«“¡«‘∑¬“π‘æπ∏å¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ…¢Õßπ—°»÷°…“À≈—° Ÿµ√ª√‘≠≠“‚∑
 “¢“√— ‡ ’́¬»÷°…“ ®“°®ÿÃ“œ Õ’°‡√◊ËÕßÀπ÷Ëß§◊Õ çThe Russian Health Care

Systemé of Wallaya Monchuket ‰¥â«‘‡§√“–Àå„Àâ‡ÀÁπ«à“πÕ°®“°°“√·æ∑¬å„π

¬ÿ§®—°√«√√¥‘√— ‡ ’́¬®–„™â°“√·æ∑¬åæ◊Èπ∫â“π·≈â« ¬—ß‰¥âπ”°“√·æ∑¬å·ºπ„À¡à‰ª„™â

„π°Õß∑—æ‡ªìπ§√—Èß·√° °√–∑—Ëß¡ÿàß‡πâπ°“√°√–®“¬°“√√—°…“‰ª Ÿàª√–™“™π∞“π°«â“ß

Õ¬à“ß∑—Ë«∂÷ß‡∑à“‡∑’¬¡¡“°¢÷Èπ„π¬ÿ§§Õ¡¡‘«π‘ µå ®π∂÷ß¬ÿ§ªØ‘√Ÿª√–∫∫∫√‘À“√

 ÿ¢¿“æ„π ¡—¬ª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’ªŸµ‘π ∑’Ë¡’°“√º ¡º “πÀ≈—°∑’Ë√—∞¬—ß§ßπ‚¬∫“¬§«“¡

‡∑à“‡∑’¬¡„π°“√√—°…“®“°√—∞ §«∫§Ÿà ‰ª°—∫°“√‡ªî¥°«â“ß ”À√—∫°“√√—°…“®“°

‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈‡Õ°™πµ“¡√–∫∫µ≈“¥‡ √’ √«¡∑—Èß°“√√—°…“„πµà“ßª√–‡∑»  à«π

ª√–‡¥Áπ∑’Ë«à“¡’º≈‡™◊ËÕ¡‚¬ß°—∫‰∑¬Õ¬à“ß‰√ æ∫«à“§π√— ‡ ’́¬°Á¡’§«“¡ π„®·≈–

‡™◊ËÕ¡—Ëπ„π§ÿ≥¿“æ∫√‘°“√ ÿ¢¿“æ¢Õß‰∑¬·≈–‡ÀÁπ«à“§ÿâ¡§à“ ·µà∑«à“¬—ßª√– ∫

Õÿª √√§¥â“π°“√¢“¥·§≈π∫ÿ§≈“°√∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«¢âÕß∑’Ë‡™’Ë¬«™“≠¿“…“√— ‡´’¬ ·≈–¬—ß

¢“¥°“√ª√–™“ —¡æ—π∏å¡“°æÕ

 ”À√—∫∫∑§«“¡«‘™“°“√‡√◊ËÕß ÿ¥∑â“¬ ç√— ‡ ’́¬: ¡À“Õ”π“®π‘«‡§≈’¬√å (2)é
‡ªìπ¢Õß ¥√.√¡¬å ¿‘√¡πµ√’ ºŸâÕ”π«¬°“√»Ÿπ¬åœ ∑’Ëπ”‡ πÕµàÕ‡π◊ËÕß®“°«“√ “√π’È
©∫—∫∑’Ë·≈â« ºŸâ‡¢’¬π‰¥â„Àâ¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈‡™‘ß≈÷°‡æ‘Ë¡‡µ‘¡„πª√–‡¥Áπæ—≤π“°“√°“√ √â“ßÕ“«ÿ∏
π‘«‡§≈’¬√å¢Õß À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ„πÕ¥’µ ‚¥¬‡©æ“–„πª√–‡¥Áπº≈°“√∑¥≈Õß∑’Ëæ∫«à“
‰¥â √â“ß ∂‘µ‘Õ“πÿ¿“æ°“√√–‡∫‘¥∑’Ë√ÿπ·√ß∑’Ë ÿ¥ ‚¥¬∑’Ë¬—ß‰¡à¡’°“√∑¥≈Õß√–‡∫‘¥
π‘«‡§≈’¬√å§√—Èß„¥∑”≈“¬‰¥âµ√“∫®π∑ÿ°«—ππ’È

 ÿ¥∑â“¬°Á§ß®–µâÕß¢Õ‡™‘≠™«π§≥“®“√¬å π—°«‘™“°“√ µ≈Õ¥®ππ‘ ‘µ
π—°»÷°…“ ·≈–∫ÿ§§≈∑—Ë«‰ª ∑’Ë π„®‡°’Ë¬«°—∫√— ‡´’¬„π¡‘µ‘µà“ßÊ ·∫∫ À “¢“«‘™“
„Àâ√à«¡°—π àß∫∑§«“¡«‘™“°“√ ∫∑§«“¡°÷Ëß«‘™“°“√ À√◊Õ∫∑§«“¡«‘®—¬ ¡“√à«¡µ’
æ‘¡æå‡æ◊ËÕ‡º¬·æ√à§«“¡√Ÿâ§«“¡‡¢â“„®‡°’Ë¬«°—∫√— ‡´’¬„Àâ‡ªìπ∑’Ë√—∫√Ÿâ „π«ß°«â“ß Õ—π®–
‡ªìπª√–‚¬™πå‡™‘ß«‘™“°“√ ·≈–§«“¡‡¢â“„®Õ—π¥’ ‚¥¬‡©æ“–„π¡‘µ‘∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«¢âÕß°—∫
‰∑¬·≈–√— ‡´’¬ ◊∫‰ª

√Õß»“ µ√“®“√¬åπƒ¡‘µ√  Õ¥»ÿ¢
∫√√≥“∏‘°“√ª√–®”©∫—∫
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∫∑§—¥¬àÕ

∫∑§«“¡π’Èπ”‡ πÕ‡√◊ËÕß√“«‡°’Ë¬«°—∫°“√∫√‘À“√ª√–‡∑»¢Õßª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’

«≈“¥’¡’√å ªŸµ‘π µ—Èß·µà‡√‘Ë¡‡¢â“ Ÿàµ”·Àπàß„πªï §.». 2000 µàÕ‡π◊ËÕß¡“®π∂÷ß ¡—¬

ªí®®ÿ∫—π ‚¥¬·∫àßπ”‡ πÕ‡ªìπ 4 µÕπ °“√π”‡ πÕ„π«“√ “√©∫—∫π’È ́ ÷Ëß‡ªìπµÕπ∑’Ë

1 π”‡ πÕº≈ß“π∑’Ë‡ªìπ§«“¡ ”‡√Á®√–À«à“ß°“√¥”√ßµ”·Àπàßª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’ 2

«“√–·√°√–À«à“ßªï §.». 2000 ∂÷ß §.». 2008 ‚¥¬„π™à«ß·√°‡ªìπ°“√ª√–¡«≈

º≈°“√¥”‡π‘π°“√∑“ß°“√‡¡◊Õß ·≈–‡Àµÿ°“√≥å ”§—≠∑“ß°“√‡¡◊Õß„π¬ÿ§¥—ß°≈à“«

√«¡∑—Èßª√–¡«≈§«“¡‡ÀÁπ¢Õß∫ÿ§§≈∑’Ë¡’™◊ËÕ‡ ’¬ßµà“ßÊ ‡°’Ë¬«°—∫«≈“¥’¡’√å

ªŸµ‘π·≈–º≈ß“π¢Õß‡¢“  à«π„πµÕπ∑â“¬∫∑§«“¡°≈à“«∂÷ßªí®®—¬∑’Ë∑”„Àâ

ª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’ªŸµ‘πª√– ∫§«“¡ ”‡√Á®„π°“√∫√‘À“√ª√–‡∑» √«¡∂÷ß°“√

ª√–¡«≈§«“¡ ”‡√Á®·≈–§«“¡‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß∑’Ë‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ®“°µ—«‡≈¢‡ª√’¬∫‡∑’¬∫

§«“¡‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß ‚¥¬Õâ“ßÕ‘ß¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈∑’Ë‡ªìπµ“√“ßµ—«‡≈¢®“°·À≈àß¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈µà“ßÊ

∑—Èß·À≈àß¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈∑’Ë‡ªìπ∑“ß°“√¢Õß√— ‡ ’́¬‡Õß ·≈–·À≈àß¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈¢ÕßÕß§å°√À√◊Õ

Àπà«¬ß“π√–À«à“ßª√–‡∑»

§” ”§—≠: ª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’ªŸµ‘π º≈ß“πªŸµ‘π ªŸµ‘πª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’ ¡—¬∑’Ë 3

«≈“¥’¡’√å ªŸµ‘π: ª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’ ¡—¬∑’Ë 3 (1)
Vladimir Putin: President 3 (1)

√¡¬å ¿‘√¡πµ√’

Rom Phiramontri
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AN ABSTRACT

This article presents the story of Vladimir Putin in ruling

Russia from the time he became President for the first time in 2000

to the present. The story will be given in four installments, beginning

with this one, which focuses on his achievements during his first

two terms of the presidency of the Russian Federation from 2000 to

2008. The main part of this installment highlights his political

activities, together with important events during this period and

the opinions of famous people on the president and his work. The

concluding part identifies the factors accounting for Putinûs success

in administering the country, assessing his achievements in terms of

a quantitative comparison of changes based on figures from Russian

and as well as other sources including those of international

organizations and agencies.

Key words: President Putin, Putinûs Achievements, Putin as

President for the Third Term
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«≈“¥’¡’√å ªŸµ‘π: ª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’ ¡—¬∑’Ë 3 (1)

√¡¬å ¿‘√¡πµ√’*

À≈—ß°“√¥”√ßµ”·Àπàßª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’¡“ 2  ¡—¬ (§.». 2000-2008)

ª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’«≈“¥’¡’√å ªŸµ‘π‰¥â √â“ßº≈ß“π‡ªìπ∑’Ëª√–∑—∫„®¢Õß™“«√— ‡ ’́¬ à«π„À≠à

®÷ß∑”„Àâ°“√ ¡—§√√—∫‡≈◊Õ°µ—Èßª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’ ¡—¬∑’Ë 3 ¢Õß‡¢“‰¥â√—∫°“√ π—∫ πÿπ

®“°ª√–™“™π™“«√— ‡ ’́¬∂÷ß√âÕ¬≈– 63.6 ·≈– “¡“√∂¥”√ßµ”·Àπàßª√–∏“π“-

∏‘∫¥’√— ‡´’¬µàÕ‰ª‰¥âÕ’° 1  ¡—¬ ·µà‡¡◊ËÕπ—∫‡«≈“√«¡°—∫™à«ß∑’Ë‡¢“∫√‘À“√ª√–‡∑»„π

µ”·Àπàßπ“¬°√—∞¡πµ√’‡ªìπ‡«≈“ 4 ªï·≈â« °Á‡∑à“°—∫«à“ªŸµ‘π‰¥â∫√‘À“√ª√–‡∑»

√— ‡´’¬µ‘¥µàÕ°—π¡“·≈â«∂÷ß 3  ¡—¬ À√◊Õ 12 ªï „π¢≥–∑’Ëµ”·Àπàßª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’

 ¡—¬∑’Ë 3 ∑’Ë‡¢“‡æ‘Ëß‡¢â“√—∫µ”·Àπàß‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë 7 æƒ…¿“§¡»°π’Èπ—Èπ ®–¡’«“√–¬“«π“π∂÷ß

6 ªïµ“¡√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠∑’Ë‡æ‘Ëß·°â ‰¢„À¡à ·≈– “¡“√∂Õ¬ŸàµàÕ‰ª‰¥âÕ’°Àπ÷Ëß ¡—¬À√◊Õ

6 ªï ∂â“À“°ª√–™“™π™“«√— ‡ ’́¬ à«π„À≠à¬—ßÕ¬“°„Àâ‡¢“‡ªìπºŸâπ”ª√–‡∑»µàÕ‰ª

´÷ËßÀ“°‡ªìπ‡™àππ—Èπ°Á‡∑à“°—∫«à“«≈“¥’¡’√å ªŸµ‘π®–‡ªìπºŸâ∫√‘À“√ª√–‡∑»√— ‡´’¬√«¡

24 ªï

®“°°“√‡ªìπºŸâ∫√‘À“√ª√–‡∑»√— ‡´’¬ ÷́Ëß‡ªìπª√–‡∑»∑’Ë„À≠à∑’Ë ÿ¥„π‚≈°¡“

¬“«π“π ·≈–®–¬—ßµâÕß∫√‘À“√ª√–‡∑»π’ÈÕ’°¬“«‰°≈ »Ÿπ¬å√— ‡ ’́¬»÷°…“·Ààß

®ÿÃ“≈ß°√≥å¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬ ´÷Ëß¡’Àπâ“∑’Ë„Àâ§«“¡√Ÿâ·≈–‡º¬·æ√à¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈¢à“« “√‡°’Ë¬«°—∫

√— ‡ ’́¬·°à™“«‰∑¬ ‡æ◊ËÕ§«“¡‡¢â“„®Õ—π¥’√–À«à“ß Õßª√–‡∑» ®÷ß¡’§«“¡ π„®∑’Ë®–

µ‘¥µ“¡§«“¡‡§≈◊ËÕπ‰À«¢ÕßºŸâπ”√— ‡ ’́¬∑à“ππ’ÈÕ¬à“ß„°≈â™‘¥ ¥â«¬∫ÿ§§≈ºŸâπ’È‡ªìπ

*Õ“®“√¬å ¥√.ª√–®”¿“§«‘™“¿“…“µ–«—πµ° §≥–Õ—°…√»“ µ√å ®ÿÃ“≈ß°√≥å¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬

ªí®®ÿ∫—π¥”√ßµ”·ÀπàßºŸâÕ”π«¬°“√»Ÿπ¬å√— ‡´’¬»÷°…“·Ààß®ÿÃ“≈ß°√≥å¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬ ·≈–ºŸâÕ”π«¬°“√

À≈—° Ÿµ√»‘≈ª»“ µ√¡À“∫—≥±‘µ ( À “¢“«‘™“π“π“™“µ‘) √— ‡´’¬»÷°…“ ∫—≥±‘µ«‘∑¬“≈—¬ ®ÿÃ“≈ß°√≥å

¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬
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ªí®®—¬À√◊Õµ—«·ª√À≈—°¢Õß§«“¡‡ªìπ‰ª„π√— ‡´’¬ ·≈–‡ªìπªí®®—¬ ”§—≠Õ¬à“ßÀπ÷Ëß

¢Õß§«“¡‡ªìπ‰ª„π‚≈° ‚¥¬∫∑§«“¡π’È®–π”‡ πÕ„π√Ÿª·∫∫¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈ æ√âÕ¡∫∑

«‘‡§√“–Àå‡°’Ë¬«°—∫º≈ß“π·≈–°‘®°√√¡¢Õßª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’«≈“¥’¡’√å ªŸµ‘π ´÷Ëß®–µ’

æ‘¡æå„π ç«“√ “√√— ‡´’¬»÷°…“é ªï∑’Ë 4 ©∫—∫∑’Ë 1-2 π’È‡ªìπµâπ‰ª

¡’ºŸâÕà“πÀ≈“¬∑à“π‡§¬‡ πÕ„Àâ»Ÿπ¬å√— ‡ ’́¬»÷°…“·Ààß®ÿÃ“≈ß°√≥å¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬

π”‡ πÕ∫∑§«“¡∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«°—∫§«“¡‡ªìπ¡“ ·≈–°“√‡¢â“ Ÿàµ”·Àπàß¢Õßª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’

ªŸµ‘π ·µà‡π◊ËÕß®“°¢âÕ‡¢’¬π∑’Ë¡’‡π◊ÈÕÀ“¥—ß°≈à“«‰¥â∂Ÿ°π”‡ πÕ‰«â„πÀπ—ß ◊Õ ç√— ‡´’¬

¬ÿ§ªŸµ‘πé ‚¥¬»Ÿπ¬å»÷°…“°“√√–À«à“ßª√–‡∑» ¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬∏√√¡»“ µ√å·≈â«

¥—ßπ—Èπ‡æ◊ËÕ‰¡à„Àâ‡ªìπ°“√´È”´âÕπ°—π∫∑§«“¡∑’Ë®–π”‡ πÕ‡ªìπµÕπÊ „π ç«“√ “√

√— ‡´’¬»÷°…“é µàÕ‰ªπ’È®–¡’‡π◊ÈÕÀ“µàÕ‡π◊ËÕß®“°Àπ—ß ◊Õ¥—ß°≈à“« °≈à“«§◊Õ “√–¢Õß

°“√π”‡ πÕ„π‡∫◊ÈÕßµâπ®–‡ªìπ°“√π”‡ πÕ¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈‡™‘ß«‘‡§√“–Àåº≈ß“π ∑—Èß¥â“π

∫«°·≈–¥â“π≈∫¬âÕπ‰ª„π ¡—¬·√°·≈– ¡—¬∑’Ë Õß¢Õß°“√∫√‘À“√ª√–‡∑»¢Õß

ª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’ªŸµ‘π

‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ‡ÀÁπ¿“æ∑’Ë™—¥‡®π¢Õß√— ‡´’¬°àÕπ∑’Ëª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’ªŸµ‘π®–‡¢â“¥”√ß

µ”·Àπàß π—°‡»√…∞»“ µ√å™“«¬Ÿ‡§√π ¥√.Õ“√‡´ππ’¬å ¬“‡´π¬ÿ§ (Arseniy

Yatsenyuk) ‰¥â°≈à“«∂÷ß√— ‡´’¬‡¡◊ËÕ ‘Èπ ÿ¥¬ÿ§ª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’∫Õ√‘  ‡¬≈µå´‘π ∑’Ë

ª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’«≈“¥’¡’√å ªŸµ‘πµâÕß∑”Àπâ“∑’Ë∫√‘À“√µàÕ«à“ ç‡ªìπª√–‡∑»∑’Ë ‰¡à¡’„§√

§«∫§ÿ¡‰¥â ¡’°“√·∫àß‡ªìπ°≈ÿà¡Õ”π“® °≈ÿà¡∏ÿ√°‘®√“¬„À≠à∑’ËºŸ°¢“¥ §«“¡¢—¥·¬âß

¿“¬„π∑’Ë√ÿπ·√ß °“√‡§≈◊ËÕπ‰À«·∫àß·¬°¥‘π·¥π Õ“™≠“°√√¡ §«“¡«ÿàπ«“¬

 ß§√“¡∑’Ë‡™™‡π’¬ √— ‡´’¬‰√âæ◊Èπ∑’Ë·≈–µ”·Àπàß„π√–∫∫°“√‡¡◊Õß√–À«à“ß

ª√–‡∑»é1

„πß“π°“√‡¡◊Õß„πª√–‡∑» «≈“¥’¡’√å ªŸµ‘π‰¥â‡√‘Ë¡°√–∫«π°“√√«∫√«¡

Õ”π“®¡“‰«â à«π°≈“ß ·≈–‡ √‘¡√–∫∫°“√∫√‘À“√·∫∫·π«¥‘Ëß °“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß

∑“ß°“√‡¡◊Õß∑’Ë ”§—≠§√—Èß·√°„πµ”·Àπàßª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’¢Õß«≈“¥’¡’√å ªŸµ‘π

§◊Õ°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ßÀ≈—°°“√‰¥â¡“ ÷́Ëß ¡“™‘° ¿“ Àæ—π∏å ‰ª‡ªìπ°“√·µàßµ—Èß®“°

1http://korrespondent.net/ukrain/politic/919584
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ºŸâ«à“°“√Àπà«¬°“√ª°§√Õß·≈–ª√–∏“π ¿“¢ÕßÀπà«¬°“√ª°§√Õß·∑π  à«π

Õ¥’µ ¡“™‘° ¿“ Àæ—π∏å∑’Ë ‰¡à¡’‡ âπ “¬¿“¬„π ‰¥â¡’°“√™¥‡™¬„Àâ¥â«¬µ”·Àπàß

°√√¡°“√„π ¿“∑’Ëª√÷°…“·Ààß√—∞ (The Council of State) À≈—ß®“°°“√°àÕ°“√

√â“¬∑’Ë‡¡◊Õß‡∫ ≈“π (Beslan) „πªï §.». 2004 «≈“¥’¡’√å ªŸµ‘π‰¥â·∂≈ßµàÕ

 ◊ËÕ¡«≈™π«à“®–¬°‡≈‘°°“√‡≈◊Õ°µ—ÈßºŸâ«à“°“√Àπà«¬°“√ª°§√Õß¥â«¬‡Àµÿº≈¥â“π

§«“¡¡—Ëπ§ß ‡π◊ËÕß®“°‡°√ß«à“ºŸâ·∑π¢Õß°≈ÿà¡·∫àß·¬°¥‘π·¥πÕ“®‰¥â√—∫°“√‡≈◊Õ°µ—Èß

·≈â«®–„™â ¿“À√◊Õ∞“π– ¡“™‘° ¿“À√◊Õ§«“¡π‘¬¡„π°“√µàÕ Ÿâ‡æ◊ËÕ°“√·∫àß·¬°

¥‘π·¥π‰¥â ®“°ª√–‡¥Áπ¥—ß°≈à“«»Ÿπ¬å«‘®—¬§«“¡‡ÀÁπ “∏“√≥–∑—Ë«√— ‡´’¬2 (All

Russian Public Opinion Research Center) ‰¥â ”√«®§«“¡‡ÀÁπ¢Õß™“«

√— ‡ ’́¬æ∫«à“¡’ºŸâ‡ÀÁπ¥â«¬°—∫‡¢“‡æ’¬ß√âÕ¬≈– 48 ¢ÕßºŸâµÕ∫·∫∫ Õ∫∂“¡‡∑à“π—Èπ

πÕ°®“°π—Èπ¬—ß¡’°“√·°â ‰¢°ÆÀ¡“¬«à“¥â«¬°“√‡≈◊Õ°µ—Èß ¡“™‘° ¿“ºŸâ·∑π√“…Æ√

„Àâ¡’ ¡“™‘°√–∫∫∫—≠™’√“¬™◊ËÕ°÷ËßÀπ÷Ëß ÷́ËßºŸâ·∑π®“°¿Ÿ¡‘¿“§∑’ËÀ“¬‰ªπ—Èπ®–∂Ÿ°

∑¥·∑π‚¥¬ ¡“™‘° ¿“ Àæ—π∏å ∑’Ë¡“®“°ºŸâ«à“°“√Àπà«¬°“√ª°§√Õß ÷́Ëß‰¥â√—∫

·µàßµ—Èß‚¥¬ª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’

º≈°“√‡≈◊Õ°µ—Èß ¡“™‘° ¿“ºŸâ·∑π√“…Æ√„π‡¥◊Õπ∏—π«“§¡ §.». 2003

æ√√§ ç À√— ‡´’¬é (United Russia) ∑’Ë π—∫ πÿπ«≈“¥’¡’√å ªŸµ‘π‰¥â§–·ππ‡ ’¬ß

 à«π„À≠à ‚¥¬∫Õ√‘  °√÷ ≈Õø (Boris Gryzlov) À—«Àπâ“æ√√§‰¥â‡ªìπª√–∏“π ¿“

ºŸâ·∑π√“…Æ√ πÕ°®“°π—Èπ æ√√§ ç À√— ‡ ’́¬é ¬—ß‰¥â‡™‘≠ ¡“™‘° ¿“ºŸâ·∑π

√“…Æ√∑’Ë ‰¡à‰¥â —ß°—¥æ√√§ ( . .‡¢µ) 103 §π¡“√à«¡°—∫æ√√§ ç À√— ‡´’¬é ®÷ß

∑”„Àâæ√√§¡’‡ ’¬ß à«π„À≠à„π ¿“œ ·≈– “¡“√∂¥”‡π‘π°‘®°√√¡µ“¡π‚¬∫“¬¢Õß

ºŸâπ”‰¥â‚¥¬‰¡àµâÕßøíß§«“¡‡ÀÁπ¢ÕßΩÉ“¬§â“π

2http://gazeta.ru/2004/09/22/oa_134315_shtml
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µ“√“ß∑’Ë 1 º≈°“√‡≈◊Õ°µ—Èß ¡“™‘° ¿“ºŸâ·∑π√“…Æ√√— ‡´’¬ «—π∑’Ë 7 ∏—π«“§¡ §.».

2003 (ª√–‡¿∑∫—≠™’√“¬™◊ËÕæ√√§)

≈”¥—∫ æ√√§∑’Ë ‰¥â√—∫§–·ππ‡ ’¬ß‡°‘π√âÕ¬≈– 5 §–·ππ‡ ’¬ß ®”π«π∑’Ëπ—Ëß

æ√√§∑’Ë‰¥â ¢ÕßºŸâ ‰ª„™â ‘∑∏‘ÏÕÕ°‡ ’¬ß‡≈◊Õ°µ—Èß ∑’Ë ‰¥â§‘¥‡ªìπ  . .„π ¿“

§–·ππ √âÕ¬≈– ∑’Ë‰¥â√—∫

 Ÿß ÿ¥

1 æ√√§ À√— ‡´’¬ (çUnited Russiaé) 37.57 120

2 æ√√§§Õ¡¡‘«π‘ µå·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬ 12.61 40

(Communist Party of the Russian Federation)

3 æ√√§‡ √’ª√–™“∏‘ª‰µ¬ 11.45 36

(Liberal Democratic Party of Russia)

4 æ√√§‚√¥‘π“ (Rodina) 9.02 29

∑’Ë¡“:   (Àπâ“ 9), www.cikrf.ru

„πªï §.». 2005 ª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’ªŸµ‘π‰¥âº≈—°¥—π°ÆÀ¡“¬‡≈◊Õ°µ—Èß ¡“™‘°

 ¿“ºŸâ·∑π√“…Æ√ ‚¥¬„Àâ ¡“™‘° ¿“ºŸâ·∑π√“…Æ√¡“®“°∫—≠™’√“¬™◊ËÕæ√√§ Õ’°

∑—Èß¡’°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß°ÆÀ¡“¬ Àæ—π∏å„Àâæ√√§∑’Ë ‰¥â√—∫°“√‡≈◊Õ°µ—Èß„πÀπà«¬°“√

ª°§√Õß ‡ πÕ√“¬™◊ËÕºŸâ∑’Ë ¡§«√®–‰¥â¥”√ßµ”·ÀπàßºŸâ«à“°“√Àπà«¬°“√ª°§√Õß

„Àâª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’‡æ◊ËÕ°“√·µàßµ—ÈßµàÕ‰ª ́ ÷Ëßæ√√§∑’Ë™π–°“√‡≈◊Õ°µ—Èß à«π„À≠à§◊Õæ√√§

ç À√— ‡´’¬é ¥—ßπ—Èπ®÷ß∑”„ÀâºŸâ∫√‘À“√ Ÿß ÿ¥¢ÕßÀπà“¬°“√ª°§√Õß 70 Àπà«¬®“°

∑—ÈßÀ¡¥ 86 Àπà«¬¡“®“° ¡“™‘°æ√√§ ç À√— ‡´’¬é ‚¥¬∑’Ë ¡“™‘°æ√√§ À√— ‡´’¬

ª√–°Õ∫¥â«¬ºŸâ∫√‘À“√√–¥—∫ Ÿß¢Õß∏ÿ√°‘®Õÿµ “À°√√¡¢π“¥„À≠à ºŸâ∫√‘À“√ ∂“∫—π

Õÿ¥¡»÷°…“¢Õß√—∞ ·≈–ºŸâπ”Àπà«¬ß“π„π —ß°—¥ µ≈Õ¥®π‡®â“Àπâ“∑’Ë√–¥—∫ Ÿß¢Õß

Àπà«¬ß“π√—∞ ∑—Èß„π√–¥—∫ Àæ—π∏å·≈–√–¥—∫∑âÕß∂‘Ëπ

°“√§—¥‡≈◊Õ°∫ÿ§§≈‡¢â“∑”ß“π„π√—∞∫“≈√«¡∑—ÈßÕß§å°√¢Õß√—∞·≈–«‘ “À°‘®

„π°”°—∫  ”π—°ª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’√— ‡´’¬‰¥â§—¥‡≈◊Õ°®“°‡æ◊ËÕπ ¡—¬π—°»÷°…“¢Õß

ª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’ªŸµ‘π √«¡∑—Èß®“°ºŸâ∑’Ë‡§¬∑”ß“π√à«¡°—∫‡¢“„πÕß§å°√‡§®’∫’ ·≈–
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‡æ◊ËÕπ√à«¡ß“π∑’Ë ”π—°ºŸâ«à“°“√π§√‡´πµåªï‡µÕ√å ‡∫‘√å° ÷́Ëß‡√’¬°‚¥¬√«¡«à“

ç∑’¡‡´πµåªï‡µÕ√å ‡∫‘√å°é „π‡¥◊Õπ°ÿ¡¿“æ—π∏å §.». 2006 «≈“¥‘ ≈“ø ´Ÿ√§Õø

(Vladislav Surkov) ºŸâ™à«¬ª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’´÷Ëß‡ªìπÀπ÷Ëß„π§≥–«“ß·ºπ¥â“π

°“√‡¡◊Õß¢Õßª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’ªŸµ‘π‰¥âπ”‡ πÕ·π«§«“¡§‘¥„π°“√∫√‘À“√ª√–‡∑»

·∫∫„À¡à∑’Ë‡√’¬°«à“ çÕ∏‘ª‰µ¬-ª√–™“∏‘ª‰µ¬é (sovereign-democracy) À√◊Õ

‚≈°“∏‘ª‰µ¬∑’Ë „™âÀ≈—°°“√ª°§√Õß∑’Ë¬÷¥∂◊Õ§«“¡‡ÀÁπ¢Õß§π à«π„À≠à‡ªìπÀ≈—°

´÷Ëß„π∑“ßªØ‘∫—µ‘°Á§◊Õ π‚¬∫“¬µà“ßÊ ¢Õßª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’µâÕß‰¥â√—∫°“√ π—∫ πÿπ

®“°ª√–™“°√ à«π„À≠à¢Õßª√–‡∑»3

„πÕ’°¡ÿ¡¡ÕßÀπ÷Ëß ª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’ªŸµ‘π‰¥â √â“ß‡ ∂’¬√¿“æ∑“ß‡»√…∞°‘®

·≈–°“√‡¡◊Õß„Àâ°—∫√— ‡´’¬Õ¬à“ß¡’π—¬ ”§—≠ ‚¥¬„π∑“ß°“√‡¡◊Õßπ—Èπ «≈“¥’¡’√å

ªŸµ‘π‰¥â √â“ß§«“¡‡¢â¡·¢Áß„Àâ°—∫√—∞∫“≈  —ß§¡‚¥¬√«¡¡’§«“¡ ß∫ ÿ¢ Õ—µ√“°“√

«à“ßß“π≈¥≈ß ª√–™“™π¡’√“¬‰¥â¡“°¢÷Èπ·≈–Õ“¬ÿ‡©≈’Ë¬‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ ·µà„πÕ’°¡ÿ¡Àπ÷Ëß

¡’°“√®”°—¥ ‘∑∏‘·≈–‡ √’¿“æ¢Õßª√–™“™π·≈– ∂“∫—π∑“ßª√–™“∏‘ª‰µ¬≈â¡≈â“ß

Õß§å°√¿“§ª√–™“ —ß§¡ ·≈–√«¡Õ”π“®‰«â „π à«π°≈“ß ÷́Ëß≈â«π‡ªìπªí®®—¬

‡°◊ÈÕÀπÿπ√–∫∫°“√∑”ß“π∑’Ë„ÀâÕ”π“®‡®â“Àπâ“∑’Ë√—∞ (bureaucracy) ¡’§«“¡‡¢â¡·¢Áß

 ◊ËÕ¡«≈™π·¢πßµà“ßÊ ¢Õß√— ‡ ’́¬‰¥â«‘æ“°…å«‘®“√≥å°“√‡¡◊Õß·≈–

π—°°“√‡¡◊Õß√— ‡ ’́¬Õ¬à“ß‡ºÁ¥√âÕπ ¢≥–∑’Ë ◊ËÕ¡«≈™πµà“ßª√–‡∑»ß°Á√à«¡°—π‡º¬·æ√à

¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈¢à“« “√°“√¥”‡π‘ππ‚¬∫“¬∑“ß°“√‡¡◊Õß·≈– —ß§¡¢Õßª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’

ªŸµ‘π‰¡àπâÕ¬‰ª°«à“°—π ‚¥¬‡©æ“–Õ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß ª√–‡¥Áπ∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«°—∫°“√°¥¥—π
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 ◊ËÕ¡«≈™π∫“ß ”π—° ·≈–„™â°”≈—ß°—∫ ◊ËÕ¡«≈™π ´÷Ëß∫“ßÕß§å°√‰¥â°≈à“«À“«à“

‡ªìπ°“√≈–‡¡‘¥ ‘∑∏‘‡ √’¿“æ„π°“√‡º¬·æ√à¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈¢à“« “√  à«πª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’

ªŸµ‘π‰¥âµÕ∫‚µâ«à“ ç‡ªìπ°√–· ∑’Ëπ—°°“√‡¡◊Õßµ–«—πµ°∫“ß§π‡ÀÁπ«à“‡ªìπ°√–· 

π‘¬¡µ–«—πµ°é ´÷Ëß‰¥â√—∫°“√ π—∫ πÿπ ç‡æ◊ËÕ∑’Ë®–„Àâ√— ‡´’¬¬Õ¡√—∫Õ¬à“ßßà“¬Ê „π

‡√◊ËÕß°“√≈¥Õ“«ÿ∏ ‡√◊ËÕßÕ“«ÿ∏¬ÿ∑∏»“ µ√å ·≈–‡√◊ËÕß‚§‚´‚« ´÷Ëß‰¡à‰¥â‡°’Ë¬«¢âÕßÕ–‰√

°—∫ª√–™“∏‘ª‰µ¬ À√◊Õ ‘∑∏‘‡ √’¿“æ¢Õßª√–™“™π·µàÕ¬à“ß„¥é4

®“°°“√∑’Ëª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’ªŸµ‘π∂Ÿ°°≈à“«À“®“° ◊ËÕ¡«≈™π∫“ß°≈ÿà¡«à“

¥”‡π‘ππ‚¬∫“¬≈–‡¡‘¥ ‘∑∏‘‡ √’¿“æ„π°“√‡º¬·æ√à¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈¢à“« “√¢Õß ◊ËÕ¡«≈™π

¥—ß°≈à“« ∑”„Àâ√— ‡´’¬∂Ÿ°®—¥Õ—π¥—∫®“°Õß§å°√ ◊ËÕ “√¡«≈™π√–À«à“ßª√–‡∑»«à“‰¥â

¡’°“√≈–‡¡‘¥ ‘∑∏‘·≈–‡ √’¿“æ¢Õß ◊ËÕ¡«≈™π‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ‚¥¬µ≈Õ¥ ®“°°“√ª√–‡¡‘π

¢ÕßÕß§å°√ çø√’¥Õ¡‡Œ“ åé (Freedomhouse) æ∫«à“√— ‡ ’́¬‰¥â®”°—¥ ‘∑∏‘¢Õß

 ◊ËÕ¡«≈™π®“°√âÕ¬≈– 40 „πªï §.». 1994 ‡ªìπ√âÕ¬≈– 80 „πªï §.». 2008

(¥Ÿµ“√“ß∑’Ë 2)5
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µ“√“ß∑’Ë 2 °“√®—¥Õ—π¥—∫°“√¡’‡ √’¿“æ„π°“√‡º¬·æ√à¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈¢à“« “√¢Õß

 ◊ËÕ¡«≈™π (0-¡’‡ √’¿“æ∑ÿ°ª√–°“√ 100-‰¡à¡’‡ √’¿“æ)

∑’Ë¡“: freedomhouse.org: Freedom of the Press Historical Data, http://

www.fredomhouse.org/template.cfm?page=274

„π√–À«à“ß°“√¥”√ßµ”·Àπàßª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’¢Õß«≈“¥’¡’√å ªŸµ‘π‰¥â¡’°“√

°≈à“«À“®“° ◊ËÕ¡«≈™π«à“ √—∞∫“≈¿“¬„µâ°“√π”¢Õß‡¢“°¥¥—π°“√∑”ß“π¢Õß

‡ÕÁπ∑’«’ (NTV) ·≈–∑’«’-6 (TV-6) ¡’°“√ —Ëßªî¥∑’«’‡Õ  (TVS) ªî¥Àπ—ß ◊Õæ‘¡æå

Õ‘ √– À√◊Õ‡ª≈’Ë¬π‡®â“¢Õß ”π—°æ‘¡æå Õ’°∑—Èß„π™à«ß‡«≈“¥—ß°≈à“«¬—ß¡’°“√

¶“µ°√√¡ ◊ËÕ¡«≈™πÀ≈“¬§π ¥—ßπ—Èπ∑”„Àâ„πªï §.». 2008 Õß§å°√ ç ◊ËÕ¡«≈™π‰√â

æ√¡·¥πé (Reporters Without Border) ‰¥â®—¥ çÕ—π¥—∫‡ √’¿“æé ¢Õß√— ‡´’¬„Àâ

Õ¬Ÿà„πÕ—π¥—∫∑’Ë 141 ®“° 173 ª√–‡∑»∑’Ë∂Ÿ°®—¥Õ—π¥—∫ ∑—Èßπ’È®“°Õ—π¥—∫ ◊ËÕ¡«≈™π

∑’Ë¡’‡ √’¿“æ¡“°∑’Ë ÿ¥Õ—π¥—∫ 1 §◊Õ‰Õ´å·≈π¥å-Iceland ‰ª ŸàπâÕ¬∑’Ë ÿ¥Õ—π¥—∫ 173

§◊ÕÕ’√‘‡∑√’¬-Eritrea6
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«≈“¥’¡’√å ‚ª´‡πÕ√å ◊ËÕ¡«≈™πºŸâ¡’™◊ËÕ‡ ’¬ß·≈–ª√–∏“π ∂“∫—π‚∑√∑—»πå

·Ààß√— ‡ ’́¬‰¥â· ¥ß§«“¡§‘¥‡ÀÁπ„πª√–‡¥Áππ’È«à“ ç„π™à«ß∑’ËªŸµ‘π‡ªìπª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’

‰¡à¡’ ◊ËÕ¡«≈™π§π„¥µ‘¥§ÿ° ‡¢“‡ªìπ§π¡’¡πÿ…¬ —¡æ—π∏å √—∫øíß§«“¡§‘¥‡ÀÁπ

¡’§«“¡ π„®„§√à√Ÿâ‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß¡“° √—∫√Ÿâ·≈–‚µâµÕ∫‰¥âÕ¬à“ß√«¥‡√Á«·≈–©≈“¥

·À≈¡§¡ ·µàº¡°Á§‘¥«à“‡¢“‡ªìπ§π∑’Ëªî¥µ—«‡Õß¡“°·≈–‰¡à‡™◊ËÕ„®„§√ ¡’§πæŸ¥«à“

‡¢“‡ªìπ§π‡ªìπ°—π‡Õß°—∫ºŸâ „µâ∫—ß§—∫∫—≠™“ ‰¡à‡§¬∂Õ¥∂Õπ„§√ÕÕ°®“°µ”·Àπàß

¡’·µà‡≈◊ËÕπµ”·Àπàß„Àâ Ÿß¢÷Èπ „π∫“ß¢≥–∑’Ëª√–‡∑»Õ¬Ÿà„π¿“«–«‘°ƒµ ‡™àπÀ≈—ß®“°

∑’Ë√— ‡´’¬¡’ªí≠À“°—∫¬Ÿ‡§√π·≈–Õ—∫§“‡ ’́¬ ·µàª√–™“∏‘ª‰µ¬·≈– ‘∑∏‘·≈–‡ √’¿“æ

¢Õß ◊ËÕ¡«≈™π°Á¬—ßÕ¬Ÿà °Á‡ªìπ∑’Ë‡¢â“„®‰¥â«à“ªŸµ‘πµâÕß°“√®—¥√–‡∫’¬∫µ“¡«‘∏’°“√¢Õß

µπ ‡¢“‡§¬∑”ß“π„πÕß§å°√‡§®’∫’ (KGB) ·≈–‡§¬‡ªìπºŸâπ”„πÕß§å°√‡Õø‡Õ ∫’

(FSB) À“°®–‡√’¬°‡¢“«à“‡ªìππ—°ª√–™“∏‘ª‰µ¬§ß‰¡à ‰¥â ·µà·πàπÕπ∑’Ë ÿ¥§◊Õ

‡¢“‰¡à„™à®Õ¡‡º¥Á®°“√é7

„π√–À«à“ß°“√¥”√ßµ”·Àπàßª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’¢Õß«≈“¥’¡’√å ªŸµ‘π §≥–∑’Ë

ª√÷°…“¥â“π°“√‡¡◊Õß·≈– ◊ËÕ “√¡«≈™π¢Õß‡¢“‰¥â®—¥„Àâ¡’Õß§å°√‡¬“«™π¢÷Èπ

À≈“¬Õß§å°√ ‡™àπ çπ“™’é (Nashi-æ«°‡√“) ‚¥¬¡’«—µ∂ÿª√– ß§åÀ≈—°µ“¡‡Õ° “√

°“√®—¥µ—Èß§◊Õ°“√√—°…“Õ∏‘ª‰µ¬ ·≈–∫Ÿ√≥¿“æ·Ààß¥‘π·¥π¢Õß√— ‡´’¬8 π”æ“

ª√–‡∑»‰ª Ÿà§«“¡∑—π ¡—¬ ·≈–®—¥µ—ÈßÕß§å°√¿“§ª√–™“ —ß§¡∑’Ë¡’º≈µàÕª√–‡∑»

™“µ‘·≈– —ß§¡Õ¬à“ß·∑â®√‘ß9 ÷́Ëß«≈“¥’¡’√å ªŸµ‘π‰¥âæ∫ª–°—∫ ¡“™‘°Õß§å°√π’ÈÕ¬à“ß

 ¡Ë”‡ ¡Õ °“√¥”‡π‘ππ‚¬∫“¬∑“ß°“√‡¡◊Õß„π°≈ÿà¡‡¬“«™π¢ÕßªŸµ‘π ∑’Ë„Àâ‡ √’¿“æ

¥”‡π‘π°‘®°√√¡„π°√Õ∫¢ÕßÕß§å°√Õ¬à“ßÕ‘ √– ®÷ß∑”„Àâ„π∫“ß§√—Èß°‘®°√√¡∑’Ë°≈ÿà¡

«—¬√ÿàπ√— ‡ ’́¬‰¥â§‘¥¢÷Èπ¡“ °Á¡’π—¬∑’Ë‡§≈◊Õ∫·Ωß¥â«¬°“√ª√–™“ —¡æ—π∏åµπ‡Õß ‚¥¬
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°“√ √â“ß§«“¡π‘¬¡„πÀ¡Ÿà«—¬√ÿàπ¢ÕßºŸâπ”ª√–‡∑» ®π∑”„Àâ∂Ÿ°«‘æ“°…å«‘®“√≥å®“°

 ◊ËÕ¡«≈™π∑—Èß„π·≈–µà“ßª√–‡∑»Õ¬à“ß°«â“ß¢«“ß10

®“°°“√„Àâ —¡¿“…≥å¢Õß«≈“¥’¡’√å ≈Ÿ§‘π (Vladimir Lukin) °√√¡°“√

 ‘∑∏‘¡πÿ…¬™π¢Õß Àª√–™“™“µ‘ª√–®”√— ‡´’¬„πªï §.». 2004 «à“ „π™à«ß∑’Ë«≈“¥’¡’√å

ªŸµ‘π¥”√ßµ”·Àπàßª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’‰¥â¡’°√–· ™“µ‘π‘¬¡·≈–‡À¬’¬¥ ’º‘«‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ Ÿß

¡“°π—Èπ11 ∑“ßΩÉ“¬§≥–°√√¡°“√ —ß§¡¥â“π°“√ª°ªÑÕß‡ √’¿“æ∑“ß§«“¡‡™◊ËÕ

´÷Ëßπ”‚¥¬ ‡°√’¬ø ¬“°Ÿπ‘π (Greb Yakunin) ‰¥â°≈à“««à“ °√–· ¥—ß°≈à“«π—Èπ‡°‘¥

¢÷Èπ®“°°“√≈–‡≈¬¢ÕßÕß§å°√Õ”π“®√—∞ ∑’Ë„Àâ¡’°“√‚¶…≥“™«π‡™◊ËÕ‡°’Ë¬«°—∫°“√„™â

°”≈—ß·≈–§«“¡‡°≈’¬¥™—ß™π°≈ÿà¡πâÕ¬„π —ß§¡∑’Ëµà“ß‡™◊ÈÕ™“µ‘12

°“√¥”‡π‘ππ‚¬∫“¬∑“ß —ß§¡∑’Ë≈‘¥√Õπ ‘∑∏‘¢Õßª√–™“™πµà“ß‡™◊ÈÕ™“µ‘

ª√–°“√Àπ÷Ëß¢Õß√—∞∫“≈ „π™à«ß∑’Ëª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’ªŸµ‘π∫√‘À“√ª√–‡∑»§◊Õ°“√

∫—≠≠—µ‘°ÆÀ¡“¬¡“µ√“ 309 „Àâ¬°‡≈‘°°“√®—¥°“√»÷°…“¢Õß‚√ß‡√’¬π¡—∏¬¡„π

¿Ÿ¡‘¿“§„π à«π∑’Ë¡’§«“¡‡°’Ë¬«¢âÕß°—∫‡™◊ÈÕ™“µ‘ ·≈–„Àâ „™â¿“…“¢Õß‡™◊ÈÕ™“µ‘‡ªìπ

¿“…“∑“ß°“√¿“…“∑’Ë 213 Õ’°∑—Èß°√–∑√«ß°“√»÷°…“·≈–«‘∑¬“»“ µ√å Àæ—π∏√—∞

√— ‡ ’́¬‰¥âÕÕ°§” —ËßÀ¡“¬‡≈¢ 362 „Àâ°“√ Õ∫¢Õß‚√ß‡√’¬π¡—∏¬¡µâπ·≈–¡—∏¬¡

ª≈“¬µâÕß„™â¢âÕ Õ∫°≈“ß´÷Ëß‡ªìπ¿“…“√— ‡´’¬ ·≈–º≈°“√ Õ∫ “¡“√∂π”‰ª„™â„π

°“√ ¡—§√‡¢â“»÷°…“µàÕ„π√–¥—∫Õÿ¥¡»÷°…“‰¥â14 ®“°π‚¬∫“¬¥—ß°≈à“«‰¥â∑”„Àâ

‚Õ°“ „π°“√√—°…“¿“…“·≈–«—≤π∏√√¡¢Õß™π°≈ÿà¡πâÕ¬µà“ß‡™◊ÈÕ™“µ‘„π√— ‡´’¬

≈¥≈ß‰ª‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß¡“°
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º≈ß“π„π°“√∫√‘À“√ª√–‡∑»∑“ß¥â“π‡»√…∞°‘®¢Õßª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’ªŸµ‘π

‰¥â‡ªìπ∑’Ë¬Õ¡√—∫°—πÕ¬à“ß°«â“ß¢«“ß„πª√–™“§¡‚≈°  ◊ËÕ¡«≈™π√–¥—∫‚≈°Õ¬à“ß

ç‡¥Õ–«Õ≈ µ√’∑‡®Õ√åπ—≈é (The Wall Street Journal) ‰¥â°≈à“«∂÷ßº≈ß“π¥—ß°≈à“««à“

ç‡»√…∞°‘®‰¡à‰¥â‡æ’¬ß·µàæ≈‘°º—π®“°∑’Ëµ°µË”≈ß‰ª∂÷ß¢’¥ ÿ¥„π™à«ß§√‘ µå»µ«√√…∑’Ë

1990 ‡∑à“π—Èπ ·µà‰¥â √â“ß¿“§∫√‘°“√¢÷Èπ¡“„À¡à®“°∑’Ë ‰¡à‡§¬¡’‡≈¬„π ¡—¬ À¿“æ

‚´‡«’¬µ √— ‡ ’́¬‰¥â – ¡‡ß‘πµ√“µà“ßª√–‡∑»·≈–∑Õß§”‰«â‡ªìπÕ—π¥—∫ “¡¢Õß‚≈°

√Õß®“°®’π·≈–≠’ËªÿÉπé15 ÀŸ®‘Ëπ‡∑“ (Hu Jintao) ª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’ “∏“√≥√—∞

ª√–™“™π®’π‰¥â°≈à“«™◊Ëπ™¡°“√∑”ß“π¢ÕßªŸµ‘π«à“ ç√— ‡´’¬¿“¬„µâ°“√π”¢Õß

ª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’ªŸµ‘π„πªïÀ≈—ßÊ ¡“π’È  ∂“π°“√≥å∑“ß°“√‡¡◊Õß·≈– —ß§¡¡’

‡ ∂’¬√¿“æ ‡»√…∞°‘®¢Õßª√–‡∑»æ—≤π“‰ªÕ¬à“ß√«¥‡√Á« ™’«‘µ¢Õßª√–™“™π¥’¢÷Èπ

∑ÿ°«—πé16 πÕ°®“°π—Èπ π—°‡»√…∞»“ µ√å®“°∏π“§“√‚≈°∑’Ë√—∫º‘¥™Õ∫¥â“π√— ‡´’¬

‰¥â„Àâ§«“¡‡ÀÁπ„πª√–‡¥Áπ¥—ß°≈à“««à“ ç„π ¿“«°“√≥å∑’Ë‡»√…∞°‘®‚≈°°”≈—ß™–≈Õµ—«

√— ‡ ’́¬°≈—∫¡’°“√æ—≤π“‰¥â ‰¡à‡≈«‡≈¬ ®—¥‰¥â«à“√— ‡´’¬‡ªìπÀπ÷Ëß„π‡°“–∑’Ë¡’§«“¡

¡—Ëπ§ß∑“ß‡»√…∞°‘®¢Õß‚≈° ∑’Ë –∑âÕπ®“°π‚¬∫“¬‡»√…∞°‘®¡À¿“§ °“√‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ

¢ÕßÕÿª ß§å¿“¬„πª√–‡∑» ·≈–°“√ – ¡¢Õß‡ß‘πµ√“µà“ßª√–‡∑»·≈–∑Õß§” ”√Õß

√«¡∑—Èß ç°Õß∑ÿπ‡ ∂’¬√¿“æé (Stabilization fund) ‡æ◊ËÕ√—°…“§«“¡¡—Ëπ§ß∑“ß

‡»√…∞°‘®é17

¿“æ√«¡∑“ß‡»√…∞°‘®√— ‡ ’́¬„π™à«ßªï §.». 2000 ∂÷ß §.». 2012 ®—¥‰¥â«à“

¡’æ—≤π“°“√∑’Ë¥’¡“‚¥¬µ≈Õ¥ Õ“®®–¡’°“√™–≈Õµ—«∫â“ß„πªï §.». 2009 ®“°«‘°ƒµ

°“√‡ß‘π„π À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“ ·µà„πªïµàÕ¡“°Áøóôπµ—«·≈–‡µ‘∫‚µ‰¥â‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß¥’ ∂÷ß·¡â

 À¿“æ¬ÿ‚√ª‡√‘Ë¡¡’ªí≠À“∑“ß‡»√…∞°‘®„πÀ≈“¬ª√–‡∑» ®“°°“√‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ¢Õß

º≈‘µ¿—≥±å¡«≈√«¡„πª√–‡∑» (Gross Domestic Product-GDP) ¢Õß√— ‡ ’́¬
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µ“¡µ“√“ß∑’Ë®—¥∑”‚¥¬°Õß∑ÿπ°“√‡ß‘π√–À«à“ßª√–‡∑» (International Monetary

Fund) ‰¥â· ¥ß„Àâ‡ÀÁπ«à“‡»√…∞°‘®√— ‡ ’́¬¢¬“¬µ—«µ‘¥µàÕ°—π∂÷ß 10 ªï (¥Ÿµ“√“ß∑’Ë 3)

µ“√“ß∑’Ë 3 º≈‘µ¿—≥±å¡«≈√«¡„πª√–‡∑» (Gross Domestic Product-GDP)

√— ‡´’¬µ—Èß·µàªï §.». 1991

∑’Ë¡“: International Monetary Fund www.imf.org

„π¢≥–‡¥’¬«°—ππ—Èπ ¥—™π’™’È«—¥µ—«Õ◊ËπÊ °Á¡’§«“¡ Õ¥§≈âÕß°—π ‡™àπ ¡’°“√

≈ß∑ÿπ®“°µà“ßª√–‡∑»‡æ‘Ë¡¡“°¢÷Èπ ®“°¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈¢Õß°√–∑√«ß°“√§≈—ß√— ‡ ’́¬

(µ“√“ß∑’Ë 4) ‡ÀÁπ‰¥â«à“ µ—Èß·µàªï §.». 2000 ‡ß‘π≈ß∑ÿπ®“°µà“ßª√–‡∑»‰¥âÀ≈—Ëß‰À≈

‡¢â“‰ª„π√— ‡ ’́¬¡“°¢÷Èπ‡ªìπ≈”¥—∫ ·≈–‰¥â‡æ‘Ë¡ Ÿß¢÷Èπ‡°◊Õ∫√âÕ¬‡ªÕ√å‡´Áπµå„πªï

§.». 2007 ÷́Ëß¡’‡ß‘π≈ß∑ÿπ®“°µà“ßª√–‡∑»‰À≈‡¢â“¡“°∂÷ß 80 æ—π≈â“π¥Õ≈≈“√å

 À√—∞œ18 ®“°√“¬ß“π¢ÕßÕ—ß∂—¥ (UNCTAD) ª√–®”ªï §.». 2008 °Á ‰¥â

 π—∫ πÿπ¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈¢Õß°√–∑√«ß°“√§≈—ß√— ‡´’¬ ‚¥¬®“°√“¬ß“π¢ÕßÕ—ß∂—¥π—Èπ
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√— ‡´’¬‰¥â√—∫°“√®—¥Õ¬Ÿà „πÕ—π¥—∫∑’Ë 4 ¢Õßª√–‡∑»∑’Ëπà“≈ß∑ÿπ ”À√—∫π—°≈ß∑ÿπ

µà“ßª√–‡∑»19 ·≈–„πªï¥—ß°≈à“«√— ‡´’¬¡’‡ß‘π≈ß∑ÿπ®“°µà“ßª√–‡∑» 70 æ—π≈â“π

¥Õ≈≈“√å À√—∞œ20 πÕ°®“°π—Èπ®“°¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈°“√≈ß∑ÿπ®“°µà“ßª√–‡∑»„π√— ‡ ’́¬

®π∂÷ß‡¥◊Õπ¡’π“§¡ªï §.». 2010 æ∫«à“¡’‡ß‘π≈ß∑ÿπ®“°µà“ßª√–‡∑»√«¡∑—Èß ‘Èπ

265.8 æ—π≈â“π¥Õ≈≈“√å À√—∞œ ´÷Ëß®—¥«à“‡ªìπ¬Õ¥‡ß‘π≈ß∑ÿπÕ—π¥—∫∑’Ë 1721 ¢Õß‚≈°

µ“√“ß∑’Ë 4 °“√≈ß∑ÿπ®“°µà“ßª√–‡∑»„π√— ‡´’¬√–À«à“ßªï §.». 1995-2011

(æ—π≈â“π¥Õ≈≈“√å À√—∞œ)

∑’Ë¡“:  ”π—°ß“π ∂‘µ‘ Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬ http://www.gks.ru/wps/wcm/connect/

rosstat_main/rosstat/ru/statistics/enterprise/investment/nonfinancial/#
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°“√∑’Ë¡’‡ß‘π∑ÿπ®“°µà“ßª√–‡∑»‰À≈‡¢â“ Ÿà√–∫∫‡»√…∞°‘®¢Õßª√–‡∑»

®”π«π¡“°‡™àππ’È®—¥«à“‡ªìπ·√ß°√–µÿâπ∑’Ë ”§—≠µàÕ¿“§∏ÿ√°‘®√— ‡´’¬ ·≈–¡’º≈Õ¬à“ß

 ŸßµàÕ°“√‡®√‘≠‡µ‘∫‚µ∑“ß‡»√…∞°‘®¢Õß√— ‡ ’́¬ ®π∑”„Àâ√—∞∫“≈ “¡“√∂®—¥‡°Á∫

¿“…’·≈–¡’‡ß‘π‰ª„™âæ—≤π“ª√–‡∑»‚¥¬°“√≈ß∑ÿπ¥â“πµà“ßÊ ‡æ‘Ë¡¡“°¢÷Èπ ®“°¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈

¢Õß ”π—°ß“π ∂‘µ‘·Ààß™“µ‘√— ‡´’¬ (µ“√“ß∑’Ë 5) °“√≈ß∑ÿπ¿“¬„πª√–‡∑»‰¥â‡æ‘Ë¡

¢÷Èπ®“° 10,000 ≈â“π¥Õ≈≈“√å À√—∞œ „πªï §.». 2000 ‡ªìπ 120,000 ≈â“π

¥Õ≈≈“√å À√—∞œ „πªï §.». 2007

µ“√“ß∑’Ë 5 °“√≈ß∑ÿπ„π√— ‡´’¬√–À«à“ßªï §.». 1991-1998

∑’Ë¡“:  ”π—°ß“π ∂‘µ‘ Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬ http://www.gks.ru/wps/wcm/connect/

rosstat_main/rosstat/ru/statistics/enterprise/investment/nonfinancial/#

„πªï §.». 2008 ª√–‡∑»√— ‡´’¬¡’°“√≈ß∑ÿπ„π¿“§‡»√…∞°‘®µà“ßÊ √«¡
292,720 ≈â“π¥Õ≈≈“√å À√—∞œ22 ÷́ËßÀ“°‡∑’¬∫°“√≈ß∑ÿπ„πªï∑’Ë«≈“¥’¡’√å ªŸµ‘π‡√‘Ë¡

22 ”π—°ß“π ∂‘µ‘ Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡ ’́¬ http://www.gks.ru/wps/wcm/connect/rosstat_
main/rosstat/ru/statistics/enterprise/investment/nonfinancial/#.
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‡¢â“∫√‘À“√ª√–‡∑» §◊Õ ªï §.». 1999 ®π ‘Èπ ÿ¥«“√–∑’Ë Õß¢Õß°“√¥”√ßµ”·Àπàß
ª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’„πªï §.». 2008 °“√≈ß∑ÿπ„πª√–‡∑»‰¥â‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ∂÷ß 3 ‡∑à“23

‚¥¬¡’°“√≈ß∑ÿπ„π¿“§‡»√…∞°‘®µà“ßÊ §‘¥‡ªìπ√âÕ¬≈–¢Õß®”π«π‡ß‘π≈ß∑ÿπµ“¡
µ“√“ß∑’Ë 6

µ“√“ß∑’Ë 6 °“√≈ß∑ÿπ„π¿“§‡»√…∞°‘®µà“ßÊ ¢Õß√— ‡ ’́¬ (§‘¥‡ªìπ√âÕ¬≈–¢Õß

®”π«π‡ß‘π≈ß∑ÿπ)

¿“§¢Õß°‘®°“√∑’Ë¡’°“√≈ß∑ÿπ √âÕ¬≈–¢Õß‡ß‘π≈ß∑ÿπ
°“√¢π àß·≈– ◊ËÕ “√ 24.8
°“√®—¥°“√Õ —ßÀ“√‘¡∑√—æ¬å °“√‡™à“·≈–„Àâ∫√‘°“√ 16.7
Õÿµ “À°√√¡·ª√√Ÿª 15.6

°“√¢ÿ¥‡®“–∑√—æ¬“°√∏√√¡™“µ‘ 14.1
°“√º≈‘µ·≈–°√–®“¬ ( àß) æ≈—ßß“π‰øøÑ“ πÈ” ·≈–°ä“´ 7.7
°“√‡°…µ√ °“√≈à“ —µ«å ·≈–°“√ªÉ“‰¡â 4.4
°“√°àÕ √â“ß 3.4
°“√§â“ª≈’° §â“ àß ´àÕ¡¬“πæ“Àπ– ¢Õß„™â„π™’«‘µ 3.1
ª√–®”«—π·≈–¢Õß„™â à«πµ—«

°“√ “∏“√≥ ÿ¢·≈–∫√‘°“√∑“ß —ß§¡ 2.4
°“√»÷°…“ 2.0
°“√®—¥°“√¿“§√—∞ §«“¡ª≈Õ¥¿—¬¢Õß∑À“√ ·≈–°“√ª√–°—π —ß§¡ 1.7
°‘®°√√¡∑“ß°“√‡ß‘π 1.0
‚√ß·√¡·≈–√â“πÕ“À“√ 0.4

°“√ª√–¡ß 0.1

∑’Ë¡“:  ”π—°ß“π ∂‘µ‘ Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡ ’́¬ http://www.gks.ru/wps/wcm/connect/rosstat_main/
rosstat/ru/statistics/enterprise/investment
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°“√≈ß∑ÿπ¿“¬„πª√–‡∑»¥—ß°≈à“«‡ªìπªí®®—¬ ”§—≠Õ¬à“ßÀπ÷Ëß ∑’Ë∑”„Àâ

ª√–‡∑»√— ‡´’¬¡’°“√æ—≤π“„π¥â“πµà“ßÊ Õ¬à“ß°«â“ß¢«“ß ´÷Ëß àßº≈µàÕ§«“¡π‘¬¡

„πµ—«ºŸâπ”ª√–‡∑»®π‰¥â√—∫°“√‡≈◊Õ°µ—Èß„Àâ‡ªìπºŸâ∫√‘À“√ª√–‡∑»µ‘¥µàÕ°—πÀ≈“¬ ¡—¬

πÕ°®“°√—∞∫“≈√— ‡ ’́¬¡’‡¡Á¥‡ß‘π≈ß∑ÿπ®“°µà“ßª√–‡∑»‰ª™à«¬æ—≤π“

‡»√…∞°‘®¢Õßª√–‡∑»·≈â« √“¬‰¥â∑’Ë ”§—≠∑’Ë ÿ¥Õ’°∑“ßÀπ÷Ëß§◊Õ√“¬‰¥â∑’Ë¡“®“°°“√

¢“¬πÈ”¡—π ‡π◊ËÕß®“°√—∞∫“≈√— ‡ ’́¬∂◊ÕÀÿâπ∫√‘…—∑πÈ”¡—π à«π„À≠à¢Õßª√–‡∑»

ª√–®«∫°—∫√“§“πÈ”¡—π·≈–æ≈—ßß“π„πµ≈“¥‚≈°‡æ‘Ë¡ Ÿß¢÷Èπ‡ªìπ≈”¥—∫Õ¬à“ßµàÕ‡π◊ËÕß

(µ“√“ß∑’Ë 7-8) ®÷ß∑”„Àâ√—∞∫“≈√— ‡´’¬¡’‡ß‘π√“¬‰¥â ‰ª„™âæ—≤π“ª√–‡∑»Õ¬à“ß‡æ’¬ßæÕ

µ“√“ß∑’Ë 7 Õ—µ√“°“√º≈‘µπÈ”¡—π¥‘∫¢Õß À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ·≈–√— ‡´’¬

∑’Ë¡“: www.wtrg.com
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µ“√“ß∑’Ë 8 °“√‡§≈◊ËÕπ‰À«¢Õß√“§“πÈ”¡—π¥‘∫„πµ≈“¥‚≈°

∑’Ë¡“: Energy information Administration and Bureau of Labor Statistics

®“°°“√∑’Ë√—∞∫“≈√— ‡´’¬¡’‡ß‘π‡æ’¬ßæÕ„π°“√∫√‘À“√ª√–‡∑» ·≈–¡’‡ß‘π

≈ß∑ÿπ„π¿“§‡»√…∞°‘®µà“ßÊ Õ¬à“ß¡“°  àßº≈„ÀâÕ—µ√“§à“®â“ß‡©≈’Ë¬„πª√–‡∑»‡æ‘Ë¡

¢÷Èπ ‚¥¬„πªï §.». 2000 Õ—µ√“§à“®â“ß‡©≈’Ë¬„πµ≈“¥·√ßß“π√— ‡´’¬ª√–¡“≥

2000 √Ÿ‡∫‘≈µàÕ‡¥◊Õπ ·µàÀ≈—ß®“°ªŸµ‘π‰¥â∫√‘À“√ª√–‡∑»‰¥â 6 ªï §à“®â“ß‡©≈’Ë¬„π

√— ‡´’¬‡æ‘Ë¡ Ÿß¢÷Èπ‡ªìπ 10,000 √Ÿ‡∫‘≈µàÕ‡¥◊Õπ (¥Ÿµ“√“ß∑’Ë 9)
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µ“√“ß∑’Ë 9 Õ—µ√“§à“®â“ß‡©≈’Ë¬„π√— ‡´’¬§‘¥‡ªìπ√Ÿ‡∫‘≈·≈–¥Õ≈≈“√å À√—∞œ (§.».

1996-2006)

∑’Ë¡“: http://www.worldsalaries.org/russia.shtml

„π¢≥–‡¥’¬«°—π§à“®â“ß∑’Ë‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ™à«¬∑”„Àâ√“¬‰¥â¢Õß™“«√— ‡´’¬‚¥¬√«¡

‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ ÷́Ëß àßº≈∑”„Àâ®“°®”π«πª√–™“°“√√— ‡ ’́¬∑’Ë¡’√“¬‰¥âµË”°«à“√–¥—∫°“√

¥”√ß™’æ (Subsistence level) ≈¥≈ß®“°√âÕ¬≈– 29 ¢Õßª√–™“°√„πªï §.». 2000

‡À≈◊Õ√âÕ¬≈– 13 ¢Õßª√–™“°√„πªï §.». 2009 (¥Ÿµ“√“ß∑’Ë 10)
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µ“√“ß∑’Ë 10 Õ—µ√“ª√–™“°“√√— ‡ ’́¬∑’Ë¡’√“¬‰¥âµË”°«à“√–¥—∫°“√¥”√ß™’æ (Subsis-

tence level) §.». 1992-2009 (‡ªÕ√å‡´Áπµå)

∑’Ë¡“:  ”π—°ß“π§≥–°√√¡°“√ ∂‘µ‘·Ààß™“µ‘√— ‡´’¬ www.gks.ru

πÕ°®“°π—Èπ§«“¡ ”‡√Á®¢Õß°“√∫√‘À“√ª√–‡∑»¢Õßª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’«≈“¥’¡’√å

ªŸµ‘π¬—ß àßº≈‚¥¬µ√ßµàÕ§ÿ≥¿“æ°“√‡ªìπÕ¬Ÿà¢Õßª√–™“™π ÷́Ëß‡ÀÁπ‰¥â®“°Õ“¬ÿ

‡©≈’Ë¬¢Õß™“«√— ‡´’¬‰¥â‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ®“° 65 ªï „πªï §.». 2000 ‡ªìπ 68 ªï „πªï §.».

2008 (¥Ÿµ“√“ß∑’Ë 11)
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µ“√“ß∑’Ë 11 Õ“¬ÿ‡©≈’Ë¬¢Õß™“«√— ‡´’¬√–À«à“ßªï §.». 1990-2009

∑’Ë¡“:  ”π—°ß“π§≥–°√√¡°“√ ∂‘µ‘·Ààß™“µ‘√— ‡´’¬ www.gks.ru

°“√≈à¡ ≈“¬¢Õß À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ‰¥â∑”„Àâ™“«√— ‡ ’́¬‡§≈◊ËÕπ¬â“¬ÕÕ°πÕ°

ª√–‡∑» Ÿß¡“° ‚¥¬‡©æ“–Õ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß „π™à«ßªï §.». 1993-1995 π—Èπ ‡ªìπ™à«ß∑’Ë¡’

°“√Õæ¬æ Ÿß∑’Ë ÿ¥ °≈à“«§◊Õ„πªï §.». 1993 ¡’™“«√— ‡´’¬Õæ¬æ‰ªÕ¬Ÿàµà“ßª√–‡∑»

440,252 §π ‚¥¬„πªï §.». 1994 ¡’®”π«π Ÿß ÿ¥§◊Õ 845,738 §π ·≈–„πªï §.».

1995 ¡’™“«√— ‡´’¬Õæ¬æ‰ªÕ¬Ÿàµà“ßª√–‡∑» 519,519 §π  à«π„πªï §.». 2000

À≈—ß®“°«≈“¥’¡’√å ªŸµ‘π‡¢â“√—∫µ”·ÀπàßºŸâπ”ª√–‡∑»·≈â«π—Èπ ¬—ß¡’°“√‡§≈◊ËÕπ¬â“¬

ª√–™“°√ÕÕ°‰ªÕ“»—¬Õ¬Ÿàµà“ßª√–‡∑» 213,610 §π ·µà ‰¥â≈¥≈ß‡ªìπ≈”¥—∫

®π°√–∑—ËßÀ≈—ß°“√‰¥â√—∫°“√‡≈◊Õ°µ—Èß‡ªìπª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’ ¡—¬∑’Ë Õß °√–· Õæ¬æ

ÕÕ°πÕ°ª√–‡∑»¢Õß™“«√— ‡´’¬‰¥â‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ®πÕ¬Ÿà „π√–¥—∫„°≈â‡§’¬ß°—∫°“√

‡§≈◊ËÕπ¬â“¬ÕÕ°„πªï §.». 2000

®“°§ÿ≥¿“æ™’«‘µ¥’¢÷Èπ∑”„ÀâÕ—µ√“°“√≈¥≈ßµ“¡∏√√¡™“µ‘¢Õßª√–™“°√

≈¥µË”≈ß¡“° ·≈–°“√Õæ¬æ‡§≈◊ËÕπ¬â“¬ÕÕ°πÕ°ª√–‡∑»¢Õß™“«√— ‡ ’́¬¡’Õ—µ√“

‡°◊Õ∫®–§ß∑’Ë (¥Ÿµ“√“ß∑’Ë 12)
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µ“√“ß∑’Ë 12 °“√≈¥≈ßµ“¡∏√√¡™“µ‘·≈–°“√Õæ¬æ‡§≈◊ËÕπ¬â“¬ÕÕ°πÕ°ª√–‡∑»

¢Õß™“«√— ‡´’¬√–À«à“ßªï §.». 1993-2009 (æ—π§π)

∑’Ë¡“:  ”π—°ß“π§≥–°√√¡°“√ ∂‘µ‘·Ààß™“µ‘√— ‡´’¬ www.gks.ru

®“°§«“¡ ”‡√Á®¢Õß°“√æ—≤π“‡»√…∞°‘®·≈– —ß§¡√— ‡´’¬„π‡∫◊ÈÕßµâπ
¥—ß°≈à“« „π™à«ß√–¬–‡«≈“∑’ËªŸµ‘π‰¥â∫√‘À“√ª√–‡∑»„π∞“π–ª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’¡“§√∫
2  ¡—¬ ª√“°Ø«à“‡°‘¥§«“¡‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß„π∑“ß∑’Ë¥’¢÷ÈπÀ≈“¬¥â“π ‡™àπ ª√–‡∑»¡’
ª√‘¡“≥∑Õß§” ”√Õß‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ®“° 15 æ—π≈â“π¥Õ≈≈“√å À√—∞œ ‡ªìπ 490 æ—π≈â“π
¥Õ≈≈“√å À√—∞œ ´÷Ëß®—¥«à“‡ªìπª√–‡∑»∑’Ë¡’ª√‘¡“≥∑Õß§” ”√Õß¡“°‡ªìπÕ—π¥—∫ 2
¢Õß‚≈° º≈‘µ¿—≥±å¡«≈√«¡¿“¬„πª√–‡∑»‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ®“° 5 ≈â“π≈â“π√Ÿ‡∫‘≈‡ªìπ 32
≈â“π≈â“π√Ÿ‡∫‘≈ ß∫ª√–¡“≥·ºàπ¥‘π®“°¢“¥¥ÿ≈ 57.9 æ—π≈â“π√Ÿ‡∫‘≈ ‡ªìπ‡°‘π¥ÿ≈
1.7 ≈â“π≈â“π√Ÿ‡∫‘≈ Àπ’Èµà“ßª√–‡∑»≈¥≈ß®“° 137 ≈â“π¥Õ≈≈“√å À√—∞œ ‡À≈◊Õ
44.8 ≈â“π¥Õ≈≈“√å À√—∞œ Õ—µ√“‡ß‘π‡øÑÕ≈¥≈ß®“° 25 ‡ªÕ√å‡´ÁπµåµàÕªï ‡À≈◊Õ 11.9
‡ªÕ√å‡´Áπµå ‡ß‘π∫”π“≠‚¥¬‡©≈’Ë¬ 612 √Ÿ‡∫‘≈µàÕ‡¥◊Õπ ‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ‡ªìπ 3,682 √Ÿ‡∫‘≈µàÕ
‡¥◊Õπ Õ—µ√“§à“®â“ß‚¥¬‡©≈’Ë¬®“° 1,830 √Ÿ‡∫‘≈µàÕ‡¥◊Õπ ‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ‡ªìπ 15,059 √Ÿ‡∫‘≈
µàÕ‡¥◊Õπ Õ—µ√“ºŸâ∑’Ë√Ë”√«¬‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ®“°√âÕ¬≈– 4.3 ¢Õßª√–™“°√‡ªìπ√âÕ¬≈– 7 Õ—µ√“
ºŸâ∑’Ë¬“°®π≈¥≈ß®“°√âÕ¬≈– 29.9 ¢Õßª√–™“°√‡ªìπ√âÕ¬≈– 14.8 ‡ªìπµâπ πÕ°®“°
π’È¬—ß¡’¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈Õ◊ËπÊ ∑’Ë‰¥âª√–¡«≈‰«â „π‡∫◊ÈÕßµâπµ“¡µ“√“ßª√–°Õ∫π’È (¥Ÿµ“√“ß∑’Ë 13)
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µ“√“ß∑’Ë 13 µ“√“ßª√–¡«≈°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß∫“ß¥â“π„π√— ‡ ’́¬ ¡—¬∑’Ë«≈“¥’¡’√å

ªŸµ‘π‡ªìπºŸâπ”ª√–‡∑»

§«“¡‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß ªŸµ‘π‡¢â“√—∫µ”·Àπàß ªŸµ‘πÕÕ°®“°µ”·Àπàß

¥â“πµà“ßÊ §.». 2000 §.». 2008

 ß§√“¡ ªØ‘∫—µ‘°“√ —πµ‘¿“æ °“√ Ÿâ√∫„π‡™™‡π’¬  àß°Õß°”≈—ß „π‡™™‡π’¬¡’§«“¡ ß∫  àß°Õß

 —πµ‘¿“æ‰ª‚§‚´‚« Õ—∫§Œ“‡™’¬ °”≈—ß —πµ‘¿“æ‰ª Õ—∫§Œ“‡™’¬

·≈–∑“®‘°‘ ∂“π ·≈–‚Õ‡™’¬„µâ

ª√‘¡“≥∑Õß§” ”√Õß 15,000 ≈â“π¥Õ≈≈“√å À√—∞œ 490,700 ≈â“π¥Õ≈≈“√å À√—∞œ

º≈‘µ¿—≥±å¡«≈√«¡¿“¬„π 5 ≈â“π≈â“π 350 æ—π≈â“π√Ÿ‡∫‘≈ 32 ≈â“π 988.6 æ—π≈â“π√Ÿ‡∫‘≈

ª√–‡∑»

ß∫ª√–¡“≥ ¢“¥¥ÿ≈ 57,900 ≈â“π√Ÿ‡∫‘≈ ‡°‘π¥ÿ≈ 1 ≈â“π 782 æ—π≈â“π

(1.8% GDP) √Ÿ‡∫‘≈ (5.5% GDP)

Àπ’Èµà“ßª√–‡∑» 137,000 ≈â“π¥Õ≈≈“√å À√—∞œ 44,840 ≈â“π¥Õ≈≈“√å À√—∞œ

Õ—µ√“‡ß‘π‡øÑÕµàÕªï 25.06% 11.9%

√“§“πÈ”¡—π àßÕÕ°‚¥¬‡©≈’Ë¬ 175 USD/µ—π 609 USD/µ—π

√“§“°ä“´ àßÕÕ°‚¥¬‡©≈’Ë¬ 85.9 USD/1000 §‘«∫‘°‡¡µ√ 233.7 USD/1000 §‘«∫‘°‡¡µ√

Õ—µ√“·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π 28.31 √Ÿ‡∫‘≈/¥Õ≈≈“√å À√—∞œ 23.8 √Ÿ‡∫‘≈/¥Õ≈≈“√å À√—∞œ

‡ß‘π∫”π“≠‚¥¬‡©≈’Ë¬ 612 √Ÿ‡∫‘≈ 3,682 √Ÿ‡∫‘≈

Õ—µ√“§à“®â“ß‚¥¬‡©≈’Ë¬ 1,830 √Ÿ‡∫‘≈ 15,059 √Ÿ‡∫‘≈

ºŸâ∑’Ë√Ë”√«¬∑’Ë ÿ¥ (¡’∑√—æ¬å ‘π°«à“ 13 §π ‡™àπ Abramovich, 87 §π ‡™àπ Derepiska,

1,000 ≈â“π¥Õ≈≈“√å À√—∞œ) Chubais, Vyakhirev, Abramovich, Lisin, Fridman,

Alekperov, Berezovsky Mordashov, Potanin

Õ—µ√“ºŸâ∑’Ë√Ë”√«¬ 4.3% ¢Õßª√–™“°√ 7% ¢Õßª√–™“°√

Õ—µ√“ºŸâ∑’Ë¬“°®π 29.9% ¢Õßª√–™“°√ 14.8% ¢Õßª√–™“°√

°“√∫√‘‚¿§¢π¡ªíß (§πµàÕªï) 120 °‘‚≈°√—¡ 107.0 °‘‚≈°√—¡

°“√∫√‘‚¿§‡π◊ÈÕ (§πµàÕªï) 58 °‘‚≈°√—¡ 60 °‘‚≈°√—¡

°“√∫√‘‚¿§«Õ¥°â“ (§πµàÕªï) 15 ≈‘µ√ 12 ≈‘µ√
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∫∑§—¥¬àÕ

°“√«‘®—¬„π§√—Èßπ’È‡ªìπ°“√«‘®—¬‡™‘ß§ÿ≥¿“æ‚¥¬¡’«—µ∂ÿª√– ß§å §◊Õ (1) ‡æ◊ËÕ

»÷°…“«‘«—≤π“°“√ √–∫∫°“√»÷°…“¢Õß√— ‡´’¬µ—Èß·µà ¡—¬®—°√«√√¥‘√— ‡´’¬∂÷ß

 ¡—¬ À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ (2) ‡æ◊ËÕ»÷°…“°“√ªØ‘√Ÿª°“√»÷°…“¢Õß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡ ’́¬

·≈–‡æ◊ËÕ«‘‡§√“–Àåº≈¢Õß°“√ªØ‘√Ÿª°“√»÷°…“„π ¡—¬¬ÿ§À≈—ß‚´‡«’¬µ

°“√«‘®—¬§√—Èßπ’Èª√–°Õ∫‰ª¥â«¬°“√‡°Á∫√«∫√«¡¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈®“°Àπ—ß ◊Õ

‡Õ° “√ ·≈–‡«Á∫‰´µå ‡°’Ë¬«°—∫«‘«—≤π“°“√¢Õß°“√»÷°…“¢Õß√— ‡´’¬µ—Èß·µà ¡—¬

®—°√«√√¥‘√— ‡´’¬  ¡—¬‚´‡«’¬µ ®π∂÷ß ¡—¬ Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬„πªï §.». 2008

À≈—ß®“°π—Èπ®÷ßπÌ“¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈°“√ªØ‘√Ÿª°“√»÷°…“∑’Ë Ì“§—≠„π ¡—¬ Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬

¡“«‘‡§√“–ÀåÀ“ªí®®—¬ Ì“§—≠∑’Ë¡’º≈µàÕ°“√ªØ‘√Ÿª°“√»÷°…“¢Õß Àæ—π∏√—∞
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AN ABSTRACT

This research is a qualitative research. The objectives are

1) to study the evolution of Russian education from the Russian

empire to the Soviet time 2) to study educational reform in the

Russian Federation, and to analyze the result of educational reform

in the post-Soviet period.

In this research, the information on the evolution of Russian

education during the Russian Empire, the Soviet Union, and the

Russian Federation during 1991-2008 has been gathered from

published documents that include articles and books. The analysis

focuses on educational reform in the post-Soviet period to explore

what were the main factors determining the educational reform of

the post-Soviet period and how it responded to changes in the

economic and democratic systems in this period.

The research findings show that educational reform of the

Russian Federation in the post-Soviet period was meant to strengthen

the state. Society became freer than in the Soviet time. Education

was an important factor contributing to the peopleûs knowledge

about fundamental rights and freedoms in a democratic system.

In addition, the government provided the people with greater access

to news and other sources of information. This was different from

the situation in the Soviet time when the government limited

access to news and information. In the economic realm of the

state, educational reform enabled the people to earn better living
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by giving them opportunities to choose a job. There were main

important factors, which influenced the educational reform of the

Russian Federation in the post-Soviet period. The main important

factors were leadersû vision and the global trends at that time.

However, the educational reform in the Russian Federation

from the time of the collapse of the Soviet Union to 2008 did not

achieve all its objectives due to problems, such as inefficient

management and finance, particularly in schools and institutions in

rural areas.

Keywords: Russian Education, Educational Reform, the Russian

Federation, the Post-Soviet Period
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Educational Reform of the Russian Federation
in the Post-Soviet Period

Kusuma Thongniam*

Education is a primary method to instill in people the ways and

means of living in society. There are different educational patterns in

each country because it depends on their characteristics and global

trend at the moment. Thus, leaders in each country must carefully

decide to reform the educational policy because it can change peopleûs

ideas in society and cause political change and economic development.

For example, Russian education in the post-Soviet period has

been reformed to conform to the change from communism to liberal

democracy. Leaders assume an important role in determining educa-

tional policy for the purpose of developing the country.

A different goal of Russian education in each period was to

serve the state. The Russian educational goal was changed to respond

to the type of regime at the time. The most proper representative of

each regime of the state was its supreme leader in each period because

he or she took charge of the stateûs public affairs. In each period of

Russian history, the type of regime and the leaderûs determination were

most important in formulating educational policy and/or its reform to

make it conform to the regimeûs goal. Moreover, the world trends also

influenced the direction of Russian education.

*Master of Arts Program in Russian Studies (Interdisciplinary Program). Graduate

School, Chulalongkorn University, Academic year 2012.
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The evolution of Russian education since the past has indicated

that the policy and/or reform that were initiated were unique to each

period. Thus, if we would like to understand Russian education in the

Russian Federation, we must primarily look at the evolution of Russian

education.

The evolution of Russian education from the Russian Empire to

the Soviet time

In Russian education in every historical period depended on

the ruler of each period. Although the need in each period was different,

the aims of education in different periods were uniformly to serve the

empire or the state.

During the Tsarist period of the Russian Empire, the most

important aspect of education was to modernize it with a view to

developing the army that would transform Russia into a powerful state

in the eyes of other countries. Previously, education in the Russian

Empire had centered on the study religion taught by the church. There

had been only ecclesiastical schools to prepare people to become priests.

After Peter the Greatûs reign (1682-1725), education was changed. This

period placed importance on modern education modeled on that of

Western Europe. So, a new education pattern was adopted and adapted

from Western Europe. All rulers used education as a method to achieve

their aims. Peter the Great focused on the army, so in his period there

were many schools for the army and the navy. On the other hand,

Catherine the Greatûs reign was in the age of the Enlightenment, so

education in her empire was influenced by French and Austrian ideas.

At that time education was a modern privilege for the gentry only.
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Although rulers of the Russian Empire, after Catherine the Great,

tried to develop education for the people, it was still not for the lower

classes such as serfs and peasants. The first real educational

opportunity for serfs was available during Tsar Alexander IIûs reign

when he abolished serfdom. It was an important reform in the history

of the Russian Empire. Thus, it was the first time that serfs could study

without having to pay any tuition fees. Nicholas II took this idea to

develop education. However, his promotion of education did not help to

maintain the power of the Empire. Finally, there was the revolution of

1917 that changed the Empire into the Soviet Union. Absolutely, the

objective of education was changed by the needs of Soviet leaders.

Education in the Russian Empire was the most important

foundation for its development in the subsequent periods, not least

because a number of schools, institutions and universities that were

established during the Russian Empire. In addition, many have

remained today such as the Moscow State University.

In the early Soviet time, especially during the Lenin (1922-

1924) and Stalin (1922-1953) periods, the leaders ruled the Soviet Union

with Marxist philosophy. The important aim of Soviet education in this

time was to abolish illiteracy. Another important aim was to use it as

an essential method to develop the industry and agriculture in the

national economy. Thus, Soviet education was planned to train people

to be skilled human resources to serve the state. Moreover, children

were taught about communism and powerful leaders of the Soviet

Union.

Vocational education was the essential method that, the Soviet

government believed, could prepare its people to serve the national
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economy. There were attempts to produce skillful people by vocational

schools but these attempts could not reach the goal.

During Khrushchevûs time (1953-1964), he was concerned with

improving vocational schools, so education in this period was called

the polytechnic period. The Soviet education became more related to

the industry and the need of labor. He wanted students who had

completed their education to be able to work in the real world, not

having textbook knowledge only. Although Khrushchev tried to reform

the educational system by gearing it towards more polytechnization

than only academic competency, practically, Soviet education faced

various difficulties in developing in accordance with his concept.

His reform did not succeed. Moreover, the idea of polytechnic

education became less important. Thus, during the Brezhnevûs time

(1964-1982), reform was again introduced.

In view of the failure in the past, Brezhnev was concerned

about how to save Soviet education from failure in the past. In his

period, there were many objectives. The general assessment was

initiated to determine if students could pass to the next level. During

this period, vocational schools were more successful than they had

been before because vocational education was better linked to the

industry. There was a job center to find suitable jobs for graduates.

Brezhnev wanted Soviet education to quickly increase the number of

graduates from schools and other institutions to serve the state

because the Soviet Union faced financial problems. Moreover, the

Soviet Union needed to compete with other powerful countries,

especially the United States.
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The last great educational reform was initiated by the last

Soviet leader, Gorbachev. This was the period of transition to the

Russian Federation before the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991. Gorbachev

submitted a plan for the reform of political and economic institutions.

It was called Glasnost and Perestroika, which mean openness and

reconstruction in the Russian language. Gorbachev believed that it was

time for people to have access to information and were able to make

criticism in public. This idea was opposite to communism. Education in

this time had more freedom. Schools were not controlled like before.

The reform was planned to restructure the curriculum for the general

education schools. Teaching methods were changed to be more

cooperative pedagogy rather than lecturing like in the past. Students

were encouraged to study through active thinking. Additionally, the

government provided computers and other advanced instructional

technology for education.

During 1986-1987, the Soviet education was focused on higher

education and specialized secondary schools. During this period,

Gorbachev actually encouraged the restructuring of Soviet society. Next,

for the Soviet education during 1987-1989, the main aim of Soviet

education was to improve the national economy and to build a new

socialist society. Education had to achieve higher standards of quality

in economic, political, social and spiritual life.

The next task of reform from 1989 to 1990 was to solve the

problem of the economic and social conditions of the Soviet Union

that continued to decline. Although education was one of the tools to

solve urgent problems for national survival, nothing was achieved in

terms of successfully reaching the desirable goals because of the lack
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of efficient coordination between the center and the agencies and

organizations that were tasked with implementing the educational policy.

Although there were many attempts to use education for the

purpose of preserving the Soviet Union, the Soviet state could not solve

economic problems. The study shows that all reforms in each period

were only like a way to move on in the future. Education in each period

was based on the ideas of the leaders. The government perceived

education to be an essential tool to maintain the political and economic

conditions of the Soviet state. In addition, education as an integral

part of the Soviet culture was simply a mechanism to ensure the

acceleration of economic development, though the leaders at the same

time played an important role in giving educational opportunities to

their people. Finally, Gorbachev gave freedom to his people. It was an

important change in education that may be said to later contribute to

the rise of the Russian Federation.

Educational reform in the Russian Federation

After the Soviet Union collapsed in December 1991, the

Russian Federation assumed its rights and obligations. The first

president of the Russian Federation was Boris Yeltsin. The Russian

government had to change the structure of the countryûs political,

economic, as well as social institutions. This actually came as a

result of change in the political system from communism to liberal

democracy. It was a change in political ideology that had effects on the

whole country. Education was again the best way to inculcate in the

people the new political ideology.
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It was thus not the first time that education was used to change

the ideology of the people in Russia. The revolution of 1917 that

overthrew the monarchy succeeded because the revolutionists used

education to convert peopleûs ideology by promoting their revolutionary

spirit through the introduction of communism to the Soviet Union. In

addition, the adoption of liberal democracy also amounted to adopting

capitalism as a basis for the organization of the economy. Capitalism

directly influenced the national economy, and the Russian government

had to reform its educational policy to make it suitable for the capital-

istic economy.

The aims of Russian education during this time were to

transform society to suit the democratic system of the state and to find

a way to create Russian education that responded to the labor market

in the capitalistic world. Joseph Zajda comments in International

Handbook on Globalisation that under Yeltsinûs administration, the

educational policy was driven by 4 principles: çequity and access,

quality and output measurement, resource mobilisation and efficiency,

and market linkages.é1

The government attempted to reform the educational

objectives to make them appropriate to the world standards and market

economy after Soviet Union collapsed. However, it was difficult to

attain the goal of each principle. Russia still failed in this reform

because of many factors that can be divided into four groups representing

1Joseph Zajda, çThe educational reform and transformation in Russia,é in

International handbook on globalisation, education and policy research. (Netherlands:

Springer, 2005), pp. 405-430.
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the four principles identified by Zajda.

1. Equity and access

The Russian government wanted all Russian schools to be equal.

That means all schools had the same educational standards. They

attempted to give everyone equal educational opportunity. This

included the access to information and sufficient educational

technology, such as sufficient books in the school libraries and

computers. According to Macbeath, generally the equity and access

to education may be grouped into four categories: the school as a

place for everyone, opportunities for participation, attitudes to

individual differences, and action to deal with racism, sexism or other

forms of discrimination.2

The categories show that Russian education could not achieve

equity and access to education. There were unequal opportunities to

enroll in schools. One of the indicators was the existence of secondary

schools for elitists, consisting of private schools and elite state schools.

These schools were growing. It means that these schools were

restricted for students who had an ability to pay. Students who were

from wealthy families had better access to good schools. On the other

hand, students from poor families were restricted in their educational

choice and opportunities to study at schools with highly good quality.

This shows that the educational policy could not be successful. This

shows the differences in educational opportunities between elitist and

poor students.

2MacBeath, J, Schools must speak for themselves: The case for school

self- evaluation, (London: Routledge, 1999), pp. 52-54.
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Another indicator is the issue of educational decentralization

and fiscal decentralization from the center to different regions. The

government could not well decentralize education. There were different

standards in education between schools in the central area and schools

in the regions. The schools in the regions faced various problems in

teaching students and organizing schools because of the lack of flexible

funding from the central government to the regions, which differ in

terms of weather and geographical conditions. This means that the

central government should allocate appropriate funding to all schools

because each school had different problems. For example, the Olkhonski

region faces more excessive cold weather in a long winter than other

regions, so the government should allot more money to acquire more

instruments to solve this problem. There is a letter that was written to

the regional governor to ask help as the following:

The first bell rings at 8AM, and the last at 9.20 PM! Recess is

10 minutes. Of the 89 teachers, 63 work 3 shifts . . . Adults and children

are running from one building to another. The room temperature is 10C

[this was during winter-JZ], as the heating system is in need of major

repair. The floor is rotten. More and more children and pedagogues

succumb to chronic illness . . . In such conditions it is impossible to

talk about the quality of knowledge and pedagogic creativity.3

Moreover, teachers who worked in the schools received

insufficient salary for living in the regions. Many letters were sent to

the government by these teachers. They wanted the government to

3Uchitelskaia Gazeta, (25 February 2000): p. 7.
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know their problems and help them. There was evidence from a teacherûs

letter in the newspaper Uchitelskaia Gazeta as the followings:

Today the salary of a young specialist [teacher] is 250 rubles.

Who can live for a whole month on this money? . . . It is very rare these

days to find young pedagogues in schools. They seek happiness in

other spheres . . . Educators of the Dmitrov County [Moscow region] are

expressing their concern regarding the critical position the education is

in . . . The situation of the educational system is catastrophic . . . The

government has no funds for teachers, doctors, and children.4

Furthermore, the schools in the regions lacked educational

instruments, such as books and computers. This means students in the

regions received a different educational opportunity from students in

the central area. All of these indicate that the goal of equity and access

to the educational policy had not been achieved.

2. Quality and output measurement

Educators consider that equity and quality are inversely

related.5 It means when equity rises, quality falls. On the other hand,

when quality rises, equity falls. This idea also has an effect on educa-

tional standards. For example, schools with high quality have sufficient

educational instruments for students, but students have to pay more

than other schools. This shows that while the government tried to

decentralize the educational system, schools in regional areas still

suffered from poor quality education, which caused students to lack the

4Uchitelskaia Gazeta, (14 March 2000): p. 2.
5Joseph Zajda, International Handbook on Globalisation, Education and

Policy Research, p. 407.
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opportunity to quality education in the same way as students in the

capital. Thus, these schools limited enrollment for rich people; students

in a poor family had no choice like that.

Output measurement in Russian education lacked valid and

reliable forms of assessment. Russian education did not have fair

assessment to ensure comparability of academic performance because

Russia was ethnically, culturally and geographically different from

region to region. Practically, the Ministry of Education concentrated on

the input and the output, but did not focus on the outcome. This means

that the output measurement in Russian education did not ensure

studentsû skills in the market economy at that time. Moreover, there

was a lack of the learning process in schools because of the lack of

access to resources, including new teaching materials and computer

technology. Students could not search for new information from

technology by individualized learning. Thus Russian educational

standards could not ensure graduatesû ability to work in the labor

market.

3. Resource mobilization and efficiency

During the Yeltsinûs period, Russia faced fiscal difficulties in the

national economy. The result was that the government had to reduce

Federal Government funding for education. This affected educational

institutions, especially schools in the regions because the government

supported fund for compulsory education to schools in the regional,

and the problems remained unsolved because the government did not

place its priority on education.

In addition, decentralization was not efficient and could not be

further developed. Resource mobilization was still difficult. Schools did
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not receive sufficient support and help in new teaching materials and

equipment from the central government. The students did not have

new learning technology to enhance their studies and conduct research

by themselves. Thus, education was not sufficiently developed enough.

4. Market linkages

The standards of secondary and vocational education,

especially vocational education, still could not respond to the market

economy that was rapidly changing the countryûs socio-economic

conditions at that time. Education could not be adapted to the

changing social and economic environment in the post-Soviet.6 This

problem was the result of the Soviet educational system because that

time students who had completed compulsory education from

secondary or vocational schools immediately got jobs from the job

centers or were immediately sent to factories because of the labor need

of the government. So, educational programs were developed without

pressure from the stateûs job agencies.7 Students could continue to

higher education for the need of the labor market because they

believed that people with higher education would improve job opportu-

nities. As the result, vocational education in the post-Soviet caused the

most troubled part of Russian education.

Russian education after the collapse of the Soviet Union caused

a major change for people in Russia, especially young people.

The government used education to bring about the social change.

6Ibid., pp. 406-408.
7Titma Mikk, and Tuma Nancy B, Modern Russia, (New York : McGraw-Hill,

2001), p. 112-130.
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In addition, education was the most important way to produce their

people for the market labor economy. However, it was not the same as

the Soviet educational system in which schools and employers were

directly linked to the workforce. On the other hand, graduates had to

find jobs by themselves. It was a new thing that they faced. They

believed that higher education was the best pathway for good jobs and

life. So, vocational education was not a good way to good jobs or a

good life anymore.

In addition, the government was not able to properly organize

the educational system. They should focus on the educational inequity

first, and then make the decentralized system comply with the ethnical,

cultural and geographical differences in the regions. But the govern-

ment was still not ready to develop Russian education to suit the

market economy: as evident in problems such as the educational

standards, appropriate fiscal educational funding, support for teachers,

new teaching materials and training of teachers. Training, skills and

resources were not appropriately provided. The government only

focused on the output. Normally, they should be concerned with

graduates or the outcome of education because if they had an ability to

work efficiently, it would affect the national economy. After Vladimir

Putin became President of Russia, there was a major reform in Russian

education.

The time of President Putin was an important reform of

Russian education. There were many changes in education in Russia,

especially during his second term. Vladimir Putin was the second

President of the Russian Federation. He came to power in May 2000.

He was President for two terms of office. The first term was from 2000
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to 2004. The second term was from 2004 to 2008.

General feature of the Russian education in the first term of

President Putin

The economic situation of the Russian Federation began

to stabilize before the beginning of the 21st century. Thus, the govern-

ment focused more on education by starting planning a new compre-

hensive reform. They attempted to answer the big question, How

would the Russian educational system be compared with those of the

powerful countries?8 The previous attempt did not succeed. So, they

changed to concentrate on educational mechanisms that would lead to

educational effectiveness and efficiency. The goal was to enable

students to use educational technology because students still lacked it

as a means to improve their skills and competency. Moreover, students

lacked self-study, creativity, tolerance, and communication skills in

foreign languages.

However, the educational mechanisms in Russia still could

not adapt to the innovations which the West had started.9 Russian

education lacked most of such innovations because academics lacked

experience in developing them. They did not understand the principles

of these innovations but they only adopted them from the West. As the

result, the adaption of innovations into Russian education did not

8Victor Bolotov, Elena Lenskaya and Mark Agranovich, Improving quality of

education in Russia through transforming quality assurance systems [Online], 20 January

2012. Source http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/bb4e/russiaEn.pdf
9Ibid.
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succeed. However, one of these innovations was successful, that

was the Information and Communication Technologies reform. The

government could support hardware for educational technologies,

such as computers in every school, including schools in rural areas,

more than before. Teachers were trained how to use them. Neverthe-

less, the training did not fully succeed as they had expected.

Russian education during the first term of President Putin did

not succeed practically. Educational standards did not improve when

compared with those of the leading countries. But this was the fist time

that the post-Soviet government attempted to improve the education

standards to seriously compete with other countries. It means this was

the significant beginning of Russian education because the previous

education reform in Russia often concentrated on using education to

produce their people for labor market and the market economy.

The second term of President Putin was a time of important education

reform in Russia because there were many changes in Russian

education that moved towards better standards.

Main concept and strategic goals of the educational policy

under President Putin from 2000 to 2008

The State Council of the Russian Federation has adopted the

National Concept of Education in the Russian Federation. Since August

2001, President Vladimir Putin and the government approved çthe

concept of modernization of Russian education until 2010é10 to develop

Russian education. The Government thought that çEducation is

10çRussian Federation,é World Data on Education 6th (August 2007): 2.
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becoming the major factor determining the formation of a new quality

economy, and society as a whole.é11 The government planned strategic

educational goals to achieve this concept. There were four main

strategic goals. Firstly, it was to ensure access to education and

continuing education in Russia. Secondly, the government would

improve education quality. Thirdly, they attempted to enhance the

effectiveness of the use of material and human resources. Fourthly, it

was to readjust the organization of mechanisms in public education.12

Before President Putinûs time, leaders did not take educational

development as their priority. They concentrated more on other major

problems, such as economic and political institutions. In President Putinûs

time, the government believed that educational policy was a major

component of the state policy of the Russian Federation because

education was an essential tool to provide people with the basic rights

and personal freedom. Education was also to support the development

process of social and economic conditions by scientific and technical

means. According to President Putinûs interview in St. Petersburg Time

(31 August 2001) entitled, çEducation System To Get a Financial Boosté,

he realized that education was an important tool to boost the national

economy, but Russian education should be rearranged to respond to

the requirements of the Russian market economy as the followings:

11çQuality Education for All Youth: Challengers, Trends and Priorities,é The

National Report of the Russian Federation, (2004): 1.
12çRussian Federation,é World Data on Education 6th : 1-5.
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The educational system must be readjusted to suit the

needs of the labor market. The cornerstone of the stateûs policy is free

education, but I acknowledged the growing commercial sector and

called for bringing order to it. People must clearly understand where

they can count on the state and where they must rely on their own

resources. The private-education system must be fully transparent and

people must know exactly what . . . they get for their money.13

Therefore, to achieve the goals of modernization of Russian

education until 2010, the government planned the goals and priority

tasks of the modern educational policy for Russia. There were 7 tasks

as follows:

1. To strengthen the social and economic priority of education,

2. To ensure accessibility and continuity of education,

3. To preserve the breeding of education,

4. To support national characteristics and the culture of peoples

of Russia with the help of education, taking account of regional and

national features of various territories of Russia,

5. To develop mechanisms of state and public governance in

education,

6. To increase the role and responsibility of subjects of

education, legislative definition of their status,

7. To introduce educational standards and benchmarks.14

13Oksana Yablokova, çEducation System To Get a Financial Boost,é St. Peters-

burg time (31 August 2001): pp. 1-2.
14çQuality Education for All Youth: Challengers, Trends and Priorities,é The

National Report of the Russian Federation: 1.
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These tasks show that President Putin was concerned to solve
educational problems from the failure of educational reform in the past,
especially the case of unequal accessibility in education and lack of
support for schools in regional areas. Moreover, President Putin tried to
develop education that suited Russia and the trends of modernization.
He was the first Russian leaders who realized the importance of the
educational cooperation with the international community.

Administration of the educational system in the Russian
Federation has been in the Ministry of Education and Science, which
was a new name adopted in 2004 (formerly it was the Ministry of
Education). Responsibility of the new Ministry of Education and
Science was 1) to develop the national policies and regulations in the
branch of education, research, innovation and technology and 2) to
control and coordinate the activities between the Federal Service for
Supervision in Education and Research and the Federal Service for
Education.15

Before 2008, the Russian Federation was comprised of eighty-
nine administrative areas. There were oblasts, krays, okrugs, two
autonomous cities (Moscow and St. Petersburg), and autonomous
republics. Each kind of administrative areas had different structure in
territorial bodies. Moreover, administrative areas were divided by the
characteristics of individual regions, such as society, culture and economy.
Therefore, the educational management in Russia was provided by the
different kinds of administrative areas, such as departments in Moscow
and St. Petersburg, offices of local administration in oblasts, ministries
in autonomous republics, and committees for education in kray.

15çRussian Federation,é World Data on Education 6th : 1-5.
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Structure of the Russian Educational System
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The Constitution of Russian Federation, Rights and Freedoms

of Man and Citizen and the Law on Education guarantee that citizens

have the right to free and accessible basic general education.16 So, the

government separated the tasks of the educational policy to local

authorities. Each local authority had many responsibilities to manage,

but the major responsibilities of local authorities were to develop and

distribute educational instruments in accordance with the educational

policy of the federal goverment. Local authorities had to suitably

manage the educational fund allocated by the Federal government to

schools in their areas, which had their own specificities.

The educational system in Russia which is based on World

Data on Education 6th edition17 into is divided into four major parts:

pre-school education, primary education, secondary education, and higher

education.

1. Pre-school education

Pre-school education was provided to children who were three

to six or seven years old. This part was not compulsory education.

It depended on the decisions of childrenûs parents to enroll. The

pre-school education had two types: nursery and kindergarten.

The basic program was to develop childrenûs abilities which

consisted of education, health protection, and physical education.

In addition, the educational program was to develop mental and artistic

capabilities of children by games and activities, which included

16Constitution of the Russian Federation [Online], 15 July 2012. Source http://

www.constitution.ru/en/10003000-03.html
17çRussian Federation,é World Data on Education 6th : 7-20.
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teaching design drawing, mathematics, music, and speech develop-

ment. Physical training was the most focused aspect of teaching

children. The program helped to develop childrenûs imagination that

might be useful to their life and studying later.

2. Primary education

Primary education was a part of compulsory education.

Children who were six or seven years old had to enroll in primary

education. This part covered three to four years. The aims of the

primary education were to develop childrenûs abilities which included

basic reading, writing, counting skills, and academic abilities. In

addition, there were aims to develop childrenûs mentality in terms of

self-control and educational activities, reasonable thinking, speech and

behavior, culture, a healthy lifestyle, and basic personal hygiene.

The main learning areas in the primary education were the

Russian language, languages and literature, mathematics, social

studies, physical education and sports, art, technology, and natural

sciences. In addition, in 2004 there was a new subject,18 which was an

environmental study. The aims of this subject were to instill the right

attitude towards the social environment and nature in children, and to

provide them with fundamental knowledge of democracy and human

rights. It was the first time that the government aimed to give the

understanding of democracy to children. This means President Putin

began to be concerned about peopleûs understanding of human rights

and knowledge of democracy in Russian society.

18Ibid., pp. 7-20.
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3. Secondary education
After four years of compulsory education or primary education,

students had to continue their study on the basic secondary level.
The basic secondary education covered five years. This means that
compulsory education in Russia amounted to nine years. All of nine
years of compulsory education were free education. World Data on
Education, 6th edition, which presents the Russian educational process
shows that the major aims of basic secondary education were
çto provide favorable conditions for the moral, intellectual, cognitive,
physical and emotional development of the individual and for his/her
realization, and integration into the society and the national and world
culture.é19

When students completed the basic secondary education, they
had to pass a final exam and then they would obtain a Certificate of
Basic General Education. After that, students could choose to enter
secondary complete general education, basic vocational education, or
middle level professional education. Students who chose to study
secondary complete general education had to study for two or three
years. After students finished secondary complete general education,
they had to pass a final examination (State Final Attestation) to
receive a Certificate of Secondary Complete General Education.
After September 2007, Secondary Complete General Education was
included into the compulsory education. So the compulsory education
has been eleven-year education in Russian since 2007.20

19Ibid., pp. 7-20.
20Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation [Online], 15 July

2012. Source http://eng.mon.gov.ru
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Basic vocational education, which was the first level of

vocational education, was offered in vocational secondary education

schools and professional lyceums. After students finished nine years of

general education, they could choose to take a vocational program for

one to two and a half years or a program combing vocational and

general education that was offered at professional lyceums, for three to

four years. In addtition, after students who finished eleven years of

secondary general education, they could choose a vocational program

for one to one and a half years. The development of education in the

Russian Federation in 2001 and Educational system in Russia in 2004

by the Ministry of Education show that seven state standards of basic

vocational education usually include:

1. A list of professions and occupations,

2. The compulsory components for specific professions and

occupations as well as for specific subjects,

3. A sample curriculum,

4. Standard parameters for assessing the quality of education,

5. A set of tests for assessing the knowledge and skills of

education,

6. Procedures for verifying if the knowledge and skills of

studentsmeet the requirements,

7. Requirements for educational staff and instructors.21

21Ministry of Education, çEducational system in Russia,é National report of

the Russian Federation, International Conference on Education 47th (2004).
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In addition, there was another choice to study in a vocational

program for students who completed secondary general education.

It was middle level professional education (or Non-university higher

education), which was provided in institutions of vocational training,

These institutions covered three to five years of vocational and general

education, or two to three years of a vocational program, or one year of

an advanced training program, which was offered by colleges only.

Students were awarded an appropriate diploma of middle level

professional education (from their technical institutions, professional

institutions, and colleges) and a professional title after completed the

program. Students who completed an advanced technical training course

at a college would receive the professional title of a senior technician.

Admissions to the professional education institutions required

competitive entrance examinations.22

The main object of middle level professional education was to

train students to be middle level professionals in many fields, such as

accountants, technicians, nurses, clerks, laboratory technicians,

teachers in pre-school and primary schools, and work managers.

However, these programs only trained students to be professional,

but they had to find a job by themselves. It differed from vocational

education in the Soviet period because institutions of vocational education

were directly linked to factories. Graduates had a job after graduating

from institutions. Therefore, there were problems of unemployed

graduates because they could not find a job in the Russian Federation.

22Nordic Recognition Network (NORRIC), çThe education system in Russia,é

NORRIC and the Danish Centre for Assessment of Foreign Qualifications (ENIC/

NARIC), (February 2005).
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4. Higher education

Higher education was provided in universities, higher

education institutions, and academies. There were programs which

covered two years to award a diploma to those who completed basic

higher education. In addition, there were bachelorûs degree programs

for a minimum of four years and specialistûs degree programs which

covered five to six years for a specialistûs diploma/degree. Graduates

from bachelorûs degree programs could continue to study for a masterûs

degree for two years. Specialists from specialistûs degree programs would

get access to doctoral studies. Programs of doctoral degree were

offered at two levels: postgraduate courses and doctoral studies.

Postgraduate courses covered three years after the masterûs or specialistûs

degree to receive the degree of candidate of sciences (kandidat nauk),

which is equivalent to a Ph.D. Doctoral studies led to the degree of

doctor in science (doctor nuak), which is higher than Ph.D.

Bachelorûs degree programs and masterûs degree programs,

which were introduced at the beginning the 1990s, were divided into

study areas and study fields, while specialist programs were divided

into professional specialties.

Admission to higher education in Russia was based on the

certificate of secondary education and the certificate of the results of

the Unified National Exam (UNE), which has been introduced since

2001. Graduates could apply to several different universities and

non-university institutions in Russia.23

23Ibid.
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Institutions of higher education in Russia had three types. Firstly,
it was the university. A university emphasized the development of
education, science and culture. Students must study integrated fields in
natural science, humanities, science, technology and culture they were
interested in. Secondly, it was the academy which emphasized the
development of education, science, culture in the same way as a
university. The difference between a university and an academy was
the latter focused on the fields of study that emphasized only a specific
study of science, technology and culture, not integrated in scope. Thirdly,
it was the institution. Institutions in Russia were independent or part of
a university or an academy. Students must study technical education in
science, technology and culture. Institutions emphasized the teaching
in the fields of vocation.

To achieve the modernization of Russian education, the
government supported international educational in the form of the
cooperation between Russia and other countries, especially European
countries and the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS).
The primary goal for the development of the international educational
cooperation was to create a complete system of links among nations in
education and in providing education services. The government used
the international educational cooperation to link Russian education to
the international educational community to develop educational
standards, as well as cooperation to develop and understand innovative
programs and participation in the international projects. In addition,
the government expected the international academic mobility of Russia
to prepare highly skilled specialists for foreign countries, and expanded
the international academic exchanges.
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In 2002, President Putin and the government approved a
plan to prepare national staffs for foreign students in the Russian
educational establishments. More foreign students were accepted to
study in technical schools and higher institutions in Russia to increase
the number of students from the CIS in the Russian higher institutions,
to develop cooperative activities between Russia and national
educational establishments, to help Russian students in foreign
educational institutions to complete their programs.24

First of all, the Russian Federation cooperated with interna-
tional organizations, such as the United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the Council of Europe, the
Commission of the European Community, and the Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). Since 2003 the
Russian Federation has joined the Bologna Process. All these activities
represent efforts to achieve the most important reforms in Russian
education during President Putinûs period.

The Bologna Process is a series of ministerial meetings and
agreements on educational cooperation in European countries to
guarantee standards and quality of higher education in participating
countries. The process has created the European Higher Education
Area. The Bologna Process was established by the signing of Education
Ministers from 29 European countries in 1999 at the University of
Bologna in Italy. Since 1999, there have been 47 countries participating
in the Bologna Process.25

24çQuality Education for All Youth: Challengers, Trends and Priorities,é The

National Report of the Russian Federation: 27.
25Bologna Process [Online], 30 July 2012. Source http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Bologna_Process
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The Bologna Process is a response to internationalization and

globalization challenges in the technological era. The goals of the

Bologna Process are to easily mobilize people in participating countries

for higher education and labor force, to attract many people from

non-European counties to come to study and/or work in Europe, to

ensure the further development of Europe from European Research

Area with high-quality advanced knowledge.

Russia joined the Bologna Process because the government

aimed to increase the efficiency of the higher educational system, and

to harmonize the higher educational system with European tendencies.

The government also intended to promote the concept of applied

studies that provided practical skills, which are related to the labor

market.

The government had hidden agendas that were expected to

yield other results after its participation in the Bologna process. Firstly,

it expected contributions to the democratic development in the country

because the participation seemed to offer more open educational

opportunity for students and to exchange knowledge among

Europeans and other nations. Secondly, the government thought

that the participation could support economic recovery in Russia

because free and convenient mobilization of study and labor force among

participating countries of the Bologna Process would increase an

opportunity to have common labor market with Europe. Thirdly, the

participation promoted the value of European integration. Fourthly,

it created more active steps leading to integration into European

educational community, so Russia could develop its educational quality

to be of higher standards as that of the European countries through the
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Bologna Process.

The Ministry of Education and Science planned activities from

2005 to 2010 to implement Bologna Process objectives in Russia. There

were five objectives in the development of a higher education system

which are in line with the Bologna Process principles as follows:

1. Development of higher education professional programs based

on two- level degree structures

2. Analysis and introduction of the European Credit Transfer

and Accumulation System (ECTS) as a compatible system

3. Introduction of the Diploma Supplement, compatible with

the standardized one developed within the framework of the Bologna

Process

4. Creation of the system of recognition of credentials between

the Russian Federation and other signatory countries of the Bologna

Declaration

5. Enhancing academic mobility of students, faculty, and staff26

Although there were limitations to the achievement of the

objectives in a higher education system which were developed in line

with the Bologna Process principles: geographical span of the Russian

Federation, the degree of financial and legislative support available, and

the difficulty of overcoming existing tradition in higher education, the

participation in the Bologna Process of the Russian Federation was

necessarily good for Russian education. The study shows that the

26Yulia Shumilova, çImplementation of the Bologna Process in Russia: Tomsk

Polytechnic University as a case model,é (A Thesis Submitted to the Department of

Management Studies University of Tampere, May 2007) pp. 69-72.
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participation in the Bologna Process was a major tool for Russia to

approach international standards because the world community thought

Russian higher education was absolutely not transparent and not ready

enough to compete internationally.

Analysis: educational reform of the Russian Federation in the

post-Soviet period

Russia was facing a pressing situation, which directly

influenced changes in its political and economic policies. At that time,

the democratic system and capitalist economy represented dominant

global trends. Therefore, the presidents and their governments of the

Russian Federation changed a national policy resulting in the adoption

of the democratic system and capitalist economy from the global trend

at that time and tried to appropriately adapt these systems to Russia.

Education has been playing a major role in completely changing

society.27 It means education was a national method to educate people

for serving the state in the future.

As the result, educational policies of the Russian Federation in

the post-Soviet period were adjusted to conform to the national goal of

adjusting the country to suit the global trend. There are four points of

main goals in educational policies.

27Tatiana Kholostova, çProblems in Todayûs Russian Education System,é The

journal of Education 188 (2009): 63-72.
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Firstly, educational policies focused on equal access to

information because the government in the Soviet time limited informa-

tion and news. The access to information was the first important step

towards democracy in the country. Thus, the government planned equal

access to information as an urgent priority after the Soviet Union had

collapsed. The government tried to provide technological instruments

for this purpose in schools and institutions in both central areas and

rural areas.

Secondly, according to the Constitution of Russian Federation,

everyone shall have the right to education. The basic general education

shall be free of charge. Parents or persons in law parents shall enable

their children to receive a basic general education.28 This shows that

although the Russian Federation has adopted democratic system and

capitalist economy to Russia, the government still gives opportunity on

education to people almost same as the Soviet time. After basic general

education, the government has given scholarships to students who can

pass examination for receiving scholarship to study on the next

levels.29 Moreover, the compulsory education increased levels from nine

years (primary general education and basic general education) to eleven

years (included secondary general education) in 2007. All of this shows

that the government supported people to complete high qualification in

education to develop them for the market labor.

28Constitution of the Russian Federation [Online].
29çRussian Federation,é World Data on Education 6th : 8.
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Thirdly, one of educational policies paid attention to using of

information technologies and innovative sources of knowledge, because

technology is the most important learning method of the 21st century.

Moreover, President Vladimir Putin and his government developed the

concept of modernization of Russian education, which was impossible

without supporting technology. The government tried to expand

technology to schools and institutions, though this objective was not

fully achieved in the rural areas of the Russian Federation.

Fourthly, the government under President Vladimir Putin

focused on the idea of borderless education. This goal was achieved by

Russiaûs participation in the Bologna Process in 2003. It shows that the

government paid attention to international educational cooperation. This

cooperation not only helped to improve Russian educational standard

to the international level, but it also promoted mobility of study and

work between Russia and the European countries. The government

expected that these would help to develop the quality of the labor

market in Russia and international business between Russia and

European countries.

Russian education had to involve with a way of the national

policy, which was dependent on the global trends and leaderûs vision.

This means that, at that time, the world trend was the most important

factor determining Russian politics and economy. In addition,

education was a necessary method to develop people or human sources

to serve the state. Therefore, educational policy was changed to

conform to the national policy of the Russian Federation at that time.

According to Problems in Todayûs Russian Education System

by Tatiana Kholostova, who examined important relationship between
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education and society in Russia, çEducation is a primary source of

cultural values, reflecting the interests and expectations of society.

In turn, society has a profound influence on the educational process,

considering it as a means of developing the social environment.é30

Thus, the study shows that education and society cannot be separated.

In addition, educational reform focused on using of technology

and borderless education. It means that the government did not only

attempt to open society in Russia for people, but they also supported

the study abroad to gain worldwide knowledge. It also supported

international business for Russia. Therefore, educational reform of the

Russian Federation affected social and economic development in

country in response to the needs of state at that time. However, this

education reform did not achieve all objectives of the educational policy

due to two important problems: decentralization of educational

organization in rural areas and educational financing. Thus, although

educational reform of the Russian Federation could respond to the

needs and trends of the time, it did not achieve all objectives set for it.

Conclusion

Russia was significantly influenced by the global trends of

education in the twenty-first century. In other words, educational

reform in Russia is a way in which it has adapted itself to these trends.

30Tatiana Kholostova, çProblems in Todayûs Russian Education System,é The

journal of Education 188 : 63-72.
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A comparison of Russian education in the Soviet and

post-Soviet time has found that education in the Soviet time was geared

towards a direct response to the needs of the national economy.

Everyone gained education, and after graduation obtained a job; that is,

working for the Soviet Union. So, the Soviet government determined

the types and number of jobs the government needed. During the

post-Soviet time, graduates must find jobs by themselves. Hence, if

unemployment increases, the country will face an important problem

that will adversely affect the economy.

Source: http://www.indexmundi.com/russia/unemployment_ rate.html

Russia Unemployment Rate

It is clear from the figures of the unemployment that, after the

Soviet Union collapsed in 1991, unemployment gradually increased, but

it slightly went down since beginning of President Vladimir Putinûs

period with his Russian educational reform. This shows that after

Russian education was no longer linked to jobs in government agencies
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and factories, Russia faced a problem of increasing unemployment.

However, the development of educational quality through educational

reform under President Vladimir Putin succeeded in reducing the

unemployment rate in Russia, though the country will lack workforce in

some branches that are crucial for its development goals. So, it would

possibly cause many companies in certain branches in Russia to set up

their own institutions to produce the personnel they need in the future.

Nevertheless, the researcher has found that educational reform

in the Russian Federation could respond to political and economic

pressures the country was facing. These included the world trends,

particularly the pressure of democratization and the dominance of the

capitalist economy, which were the main factors influencing the deci-

sion of the leaders of the Russian Federation in initiating educational

reform policy.

Russia is the largest country in the world in terms of land area.

The different parts differ in terms of weather and geographical

conditions. The problem it faces is that it has a poor quality of

administrative decentralization for whole country. The government could

not equally distribute educational instrument both of learning and

teaching for all. So schools in the rural areas have had poorer

educational quality than urban areas. This problem clearly reflects a

poor administrative decentralization and that of educational financing.

This is partly the reason why the goals of educational reform have not

been fully attained.
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Government Function Federal Budget Regional Budgets Local Budgets

(%) (%) (%)

Education (total) 22 26 52

Preschool 1 16 82

Primary and secondary 1 21 78

Vocational 28 69 2

Retraining and 53 44 3

continuous

Higher 95 5 0

Note: Extra-budgetary Funds are included.

Source: De Silva and others (2009).

Expenditures on various Levels of Education by Tier of Govern-

ment as a Percentage of Total Expenditures

The degree of regional inequalities in educational spending

depended on a particular level of education that was financed mostly

through the federal, regional, or local (municipal) budget. As seen from

the table of the expenditures on various levels of education by tier of

government as a percentage of total expenditures, 82 percent of

preschool education was financed through local budgets. It means that

poorer regions would be more disadvantaged in their capacity to

finance preschool education than richer regions. On the other hand, 95

percent of higher education is financed from the federal budget.

Therefore, there was a problem of poor administrative decentralization

because the most important problem was educational financing.

Actually, Russia has a large population that can develop the

country if this human resource is properly developed through

education. If the Russian government succeeds in solving these
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problems, Russian education will be able to produce high quality people

to further develop the country, making it more economically powerful.

In addition, the researcher has found that Russian education after 2008

has been better developed, and this is reflected in the gradual decrease

of the unemployment rate in Russia. Therefore, tendency of Russian

education for the future will be better than before, if the government

aims to solve a poor administrative decentralization and the problem of

educational financing as its top priorities.
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∫∑§—¥¬àÕ

∫∑§«“¡π’È¡’«—µ∂ÿª√– ß§å∑’Ë®–π”‡ πÕ¿“æ√«¡¢Õß°“√„Àâ§«“¡§ÿâ¡§√Õß

 ‘∑∏‘¡πÿ…¬™πµ“¡∫∑∫—≠≠—µ‘√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬ ‡™àπ °“√

ª√–°—π ‘∑∏‘¢—Èπæ◊Èπ∞“π„π‡√◊ËÕß¢Õß»—°¥‘Ï»√’§«“¡‡ªìπ¡πÿ…¬å °“√ª√–°—π ‘∑∏‘¢—Èπ

æ◊Èπ∞“π„π°“√‰¥â√—∫∫√‘°“√ “∏“√≥ ÿ¢®“°√—∞ ‡ √’¿“æ„π°“√™ÿ¡πÿ¡‚¥¬ ß∫

°“√ª√–°—π ‘∑∏‘„π°“√‰¥â√—∫°“√ª°ªÑÕß‚¥¬°√–∫«π°“√∑“ß»“≈ ‡ªìπµâπ

·≈–π”‡ πÕ„Àâ‡ÀÁπ¿“æ√«¡¢Õß°≈‰°„π°“√„Àâ§«“¡§ÿâ¡§√Õß ‘∑∏‘¡πÿ…¬™π

‚¥¬Õß§å°√»“≈·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡ ’́¬ ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ∑√“∫∂÷ß‚§√ß √â“ß Õ”π“®

Àπâ“∑’Ë·≈–√–∫∫»“≈·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬¿“¬„µâÀ≈—°‡°≥±å∑’Ë√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠°”Àπ¥

‡™àπ »“≈√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠ »“≈¬ÿµ‘∏√√¡ »“≈Õ“√∫‘µ√—™À√◊Õ»“≈æ“≥‘™¬å ‡ªìπµâπ

æ√âÕ¡π”‡ πÕ¡ÿ¡¡Õß¢Õß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡ ’́¬°—∫°√–· °“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß∑“ß

°“√‡¡◊Õß¢Õßª√–‡∑»´’‡√’¬ ‚¥¬¡’«—µ∂ÿª√– ß§å‡æ◊ËÕ∑√“∫·≈–„™â‡ªìπ·π«∑“ß„π

°“√»÷°…“‡ª√’¬∫‡∑’¬∫ ‡æ◊ËÕ°àÕ„Àâ‡°‘¥ª√–‚¬™πå°—∫°“√∑”ß“π¢Õß√—∞ Àπà«¬ß“π

¢Õß√—∞ À√◊Õ‡®â“Àπâ“∑’Ë¢Õß√—∞ µàÕª√–‡¥Áπ°“√„Àâ§«“¡§ÿâ¡§√Õß ‘∑∏‘¡πÿ…¬™π

µàÕ‰ª

§” ”§—≠:  ‘∑∏‘¡πÿ…¬™π √–∫∫»“≈ √—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠ √— ‡´’¬ °√–· ‚≈°

 ‘∑∏‘¡πÿ…¬™π·≈–√–∫∫»“≈¢Õß√— ‡´’¬°—∫°√–· ‚≈°
Human Rights and Judiciary of Russia in Global

Perspective
√.µ.Õ.™Ÿ™’«√√≥ µ¡‘»“ππ∑å

Pol.Capt.Choocheewan Tamisanont
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AN ABSTRACT

This article proposes to present the general overview of

legal method for ensuring human rights protection according to the

provision of Constitution of the Russian Federation 1993. Following

example states that ensuring the fundamental rights of human

dignity, ensuring the right of medical healthcare, freedom of public

assembly, ensuring the right of the judicial protection etc. To study

about the legal measure for protection the human rights by court of

the Russian Federation. In order to get to know the structure,

authority, duties and system of the court of the Russian federation

under the provision of Constitution, such as Constitutional Court of

the Russian Federation, Supreme Court of the Russian Federation,

Supreme Arbitrazh (Commercial) Court of the Russian Federation

etc. Therefore, To propose the general overview of Russian Federation

with political changing in Syria. In order to get to know and prepare

the guideline for comparative study for the benefit of the govern-

ment, government sector or government officials for the issue of

human rights protection.

Keywords: Human Rights, Judiciary, Constitution, Russia, Global

Perspective
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≈‘∑∏‘¡πÿ…¬™π·≈–√–∫∫»“≈¢Õß√— ‡´’¬°—∫°√–· ‚≈°

√.µ.Õ.™Ÿ™’«√√≥ µ¡‘»“ππ∑å*

1. ∫∑π”

√— ‡´’¬‡ªìπÕ’°ª√–‡∑»Àπ÷Ëß„π‚≈°π’È∑’ËÕ“®°≈à“«‰¥â«à“‡ª√’¬∫‡ ¡◊Õπ¥—Ëß

‡¡◊Õß„π “¬À¡Õ° ´÷ËßÀ≈“¬Ê ∑à“πÕ“®¬—ß§ß¡Õß¿“æ√— ‡´’¬«à“‡ªìπª√–‡∑»∑’Ë¬—ß

§ß‡ªìπ§Õ¡¡‘«π‘ µå À√◊Õ‡ªìπª√–‡∑»∑’Ë¡’°“√ª°§√Õß·∫∫‡º¥Á®°“√ ∑«à“§«“¡

®√‘ß·≈â«„πªí®®ÿ∫—πÀ“‰¥â‡ªìπ‡™àππ—Èπ‰¡à ‡æ√“–√— ‡´’¬‡ªìπª√–‡∑»∑’Ë¡’°“√ª°§√Õß

√–∫Õ∫ª√–™“∏‘ª‰µ¬ª√–‡∑»Àπ÷Ëß∑’Ë¡’§«“¡‡ªìπ‡Õ°≈—°…≥å‡©æ“–µπ ª√–°Õ∫°—∫

¡’°“√æ—≤π“·≈–‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß√–∫∫°“√‡¡◊Õßª°§√Õß·≈–‡»√…∞°‘®‰ª®“°Õ¥’µ

§àÕπ¢â“ß¡“° ®÷ß‡ªìπÕ’°ª√–‡∑»Àπ÷Ëß„π‚≈°∑’Ë‡√“§«√À—π¡“„Àâ§«“¡ π„®¡“°¢÷Èπ

‰¡à«à“®–‡ªìπ∑—Èß∑“ß¥â“π —ß§¡ ‡»√…∞°‘® °“√‡¡◊Õß °“√∑À“√ À√◊Õ°‘®°“√¥â“π

§«“¡¬ÿµ‘∏√√¡¢Õßª√–‡∑»√— ‡´’¬ ∑—Èßπ’È‡æ√“–À“°æ‘®“√≥“¬âÕπÀ≈—ß‰ª‰¡àπ“π®–

æ∫«à“¡’°“√√«¡°≈ÿà¡°“√æ—≤π“¥â“π‡»√…∞°‘®∑’Ë‡√’¬°«à“∫√‘° å (BRICS) ÷́Ëß

ª√–°Õ∫‰ª¥â«¬ª√–‡∑»∫√“´‘≈ √— ‡ ’́¬ Õ‘π‡¥’¬ ®’π ·≈– À¿“æ·Õø√‘°“„µâ

°≈ÿà¡ BRICS ¡’§«“¡¡ÿàßÀ¡“¬∑’Ë®–«“ß√“°∞“π‡»√…∞°‘®¢Õß‚≈° „π∞“π–‡ªìπ

µ—«·∑πª√–‡∑»°”≈—ßæ—≤π“ ∑’Ë¡’∫∑∫“∑π”„π ∂“∫—π°“√‡ß‘π√–À«à“ßª√–‡∑»

∑—Èßπ’È‡æ◊ËÕ∑”„Àâ°“√µ—¥ ‘π„®„πÕß§å°√‡À≈à“π’È‡ªìπª√–™“∏‘ª‰µ¬ ·≈– ¡“™‘°°≈ÿà¡®–

√à«¡¡◊Õ°—πÕ¬à“ß·¢Áß¢—π‡æ◊ËÕ·°â ‰¢«‘°ƒµ°“√‡ß‘π·≈–ªí≠À“Õ◊ËπÊ ¢Õß‚≈° §√—ÈßÀπ÷Ëß

*ºŸâ™à«¬»“ µ√“®“√¬åæ‘‡»… §≥–π‘µ‘»“ µ√å ¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬ ¬“¡ ªí®®ÿ∫—π¥”√ßµ”·Àπàß

√Õß “√«—µ√°≈ÿà¡ß“π Õ∫ «π °Õß∫—ß§—∫°“√µ”√«®π§√∫“≈ 3 °Õß∫—≠™“°“√µ”√«®π§√∫“≈

 ”π—°ß“πµ”√«®·Ààß™“µ‘ ·≈–°”≈—ß»÷°…“µàÕ„π√–¥—∫ª√‘≠≠“‡Õ°À≈—° Ÿµ√π‘µ‘»“ µ√¥ÿ…Æ’∫—≥±‘µ

§≥–π‘µ‘»“ µ√å ¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬·Ààß√—∞‡´Áπµåªï‡µÕ√å ‡∫‘√å° ª√–‡∑»√— ‡´’¬ (‚¥¬∑ÿπ√—∞∫“≈√— ‡´’¬)
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°≈ÿà¡π’È ‰¥âÕÕ°·∂≈ß°“√≥å¿“¬À≈—ß°“√ª√–™ÿ¡√–∫ÿ«à“  ¡“™‘°°≈ÿà¡µâÕß°“√„Àâ¡’

§«“¡‡ªìπª√–™“∏‘ª‰µ¬ ·≈–§«“¡¬ÿµ‘∏√√¡∫πæ◊Èπ∞“π¢Õß°ÆÀ¡“¬√–À«à“ßª√–‡∑»

√«¡∑—ÈßµâÕß°“√„Àâ¡’§«“¡√à«¡¡◊Õ√–À«à“ßª√–‡∑»„π¥â“π§«“¡¡—Ëπ§ß∑“ßæ≈—ßß“π

·≈–§«“¡¡—Ëπ§ß¥â“π°“√º≈‘µÕ“À“√‡æ◊ËÕ§«“¡¡—Ëπ§ß¢Õß‚≈°

ª√–‡∑»√— ‡´’¬À√◊Õ À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ„πÕ¥’µπ—Èπ‡ªìπª√–‡∑»∑’Ë¡’æ◊Èπ∑’Ë°«â“ß

„À≠à¡“° ·≈–®”π«πª√–™“°√°Á¡“°µ“¡‰ª¥â«¬‡™àπ°—π ¥—ßπ—Èπ °“√ª°§√Õß§π

À¡Ÿà¡“°®÷ß®”‡ªìπµâÕß¡’°ÆÀ¡“¬‡¢â“¡“‡ªìπ‡§√◊ËÕß¡◊Õ„π°“√∫—ß§—∫„™â „πÕ¥’µ°àÕπ∑’Ë

 À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ®–≈à¡ ≈“¬‰ªπ—Èπ °ÆÀ¡“¬°Á§◊Õ§” —Ëß¢ÕßºŸâª°§√Õß·ºàπ¥‘π À√◊Õ

§” —Ëß¢Õß√—Ø∞“∏‘ªíµ¬å ÷́Ëß®–µâÕß∂◊ÕªØ‘∫—µ‘Õ¬à“ß‡§√àß§√—¥ ¥—ßπ—Èπ ºŸâª°§√Õß·ºàπ¥‘π

À√◊Õ√—∞‡∑à“π—Èπ∑’Ë¡’Õ”π“®„π°“√∫—ß§—∫„™â°ÆÀ¡“¬ (Law Enforcement) ·≈–°Á¡’

Õ”π“®„π°“√µ√«® Õ∫·≈–∂à«ß¥ÿ≈°“√„™âÕ”π“® (Checks and Balances of

Powers) „π‡«≈“‡¥’¬«°—π¥â«¬ ·µàÀ≈—ß®“°∑’Ë À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ‰¥â≈à¡ ≈“¬‰ª·≈â«

ª√–‡∑»√— ‡ ’́¬‡Õß°Á‰¥âºàÕπª√πÀ≈—°‡°≥±å∑’Ë‡§√àß§√—¥µà“ßÊ ‰ª¡“° ·µà°Á¬—ß§ß¡’

‡Õ°≈—°…≥å¢Õß§«“¡‡ªìπª√–‡∑»√— ‡ ’́¬Õ¬Ÿàπ—Ëπ‡Õß1 À≈—ß®“°«‘°ƒµ°“√≥å∑“ß°“√

‡¡◊Õß„πªï §.». 1993 ∑’ËµâÕß∑”„Àâ À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ≈à¡ ≈“¬‰ªπ—Èπ ª√–‡∑»√— ‡ ’́¬

°Á‰¥â¡’°“√∑”ª√–™“¡µ‘·≈–¬Õ¡√—∫√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠©∫—∫„À¡à ‚¥¬‡√’¬°«à“√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠

·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡ ’́¬ ÷́Ëß„π√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠©∫—∫¥—ß°≈à“«®–·∫àß‡ªìπ 2  à«π¥â«¬°—π

§◊Õ  à«π∑’Ë 1 ‡ªìπ∫∑À≈—°À√◊Õ∫∑∑—Ë«‰ª (¿“¬„π¡’ 9 ∫∑¬àÕ¬) ·≈– à«π∑’Ë 2 ‡ªìπ

∫∑‡©æ“–°“≈ ‚¥¬„π à«π¢Õß ‘∑∏‘¡πÿ…¬™πÀ√◊Õ ‘∑∏‘æ≈‡¡◊Õß¢Õß™“«√— ‡´’¬

‰¥â∫—≠≠—µ‘√—∫√Õß§ÿâ¡§√Õß‰«â „π√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡ ’́¬ ¡“µ√“ 2 «à“

ç ‘∑∏‘¢—Èπæ◊Èπ∞“π¢Õß¡πÿ…¬å·≈–æ≈‡¡◊Õßπ—Èπ∂◊Õ‡ªìπ ‘∑∏‘·≈–‡ √’¿“æ∑’Ë¡’§à“ Ÿß ÿ¥

·≈–°“√„Àâ°“√ª°ªÑÕß§ÿâ¡§√Õß ‘∑∏‘·≈–‡ √’¿“æ¥—ß°≈à“«π—ÈπµâÕß‡ªìπÀπâ“∑’Ë¢Õß√—∞

∑’Ë®–µâÕß§«∫§ÿ¡¥Ÿ·≈é2

1http://old.sakharov-center.ru/projects/sambo/sambol1202.htm
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2. °“√„ÀâÀ≈—°ª√–°—π„π°“√§ÿâ¡§√Õß ‘∑∏‘¡πÿ…¬™πµ“¡√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠·Ààß

 Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬

 ◊∫‡π◊ËÕß¡“®“°°“√„ÀâÀ≈—°ª√–°—π°“√§ÿâ¡§√Õß ‘∑∏‘¡πÿ…¬™πµ“¡∑’Ë

∫—≠≠—µ‘‰«â „π√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡ ’́¬¡“µ√“ 2 ∑’Ë«à“ ‘∑∏‘¢—Èπæ◊Èπ∞“π¢Õß

¡πÿ…¬å·≈–æ≈‡¡◊Õßπ—Èπ∂◊Õ‡ªìπ ‘∑∏‘·≈–‡ √’¿“æ∑’Ë¡’§à“ Ÿß ÿ¥ ·≈–°“√„Àâ°“√

ª°ªÑÕß§ÿâ¡§√Õß ‘∑∏‘·≈–‡ √’¿“æ¥—ß°≈à“«π—ÈπµâÕß‡ªìπÀπâ“∑’Ë¢Õß√—∞∑’Ë®–µâÕß§«∫§ÿ¡

¥Ÿ·≈ ¬‘Ëß‰ª°«à“π—Èπ √—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬¬—ß‰¥â „Àâ°“√§ÿâ¡§√Õß ‘∑∏‘

‡ √’¿“æ¢Õßæ≈‡¡◊Õß™“«√— ‡´’¬ ´÷Ëß¡’ª√–‡¥Áπ∑’Ëπà“ π„®„π à«π∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«¢âÕß°—∫°“√

ª°ªÑÕß ‘∑∏‘¡πÿ…¬™πÀ≈“¬ª√–°“√¥â«¬°—π ‡™àπ °“√ª√–°—π ‘∑∏‘¢—Èπæ◊Èπ∞“π„π

‡√◊ËÕß»—°¥‘Ï»√’§«“¡‡ªìπ¡πÿ…¬å °“√ª√–°—π ‘∑∏‘¢—Èπæ◊Èπ∞“π„π°“√‰¥â√—∫∫√‘°“√

 “∏“√≥ ÿ¢®“°√—∞ ‡ √’¿“æ„π°“√™ÿ¡πÿ¡‚¥¬ ß∫ °“√ª√–°—π ‘∑∏‘„π°“√‰¥â√—∫

°“√ª°ªÑÕß‚¥¬°√–∫«π°“√∑“ß»“≈ ‡ªìπµâπ

2.1 °“√ª√–°—π ‘∑∏‘¢—Èπæ◊Èπ∞“π„π‡√◊ËÕß»—°¥‘Ï»√’§«“¡‡ªìπ¡πÿ…¬å √“°∞“π

¢Õß»—°¥‘Ï»√’§«“¡‡ªìπ¡πÿ…¬å„πª√–‡∑»√— ‡ ’́¬π—Èπ¡’∑’Ë¡“®“°À≈“¬ª√–°“√¥â«¬°—π

ª√–°“√·√° ¡’∑’Ë¡“®“° ‘∑∏‘„π™’«‘µ·≈–√à“ß°“¬ (Rights to Life) ´÷Ëß‡ªìπ ‘∑∏‘∑’Ë

µ‘¥µ—«¡“µ—Èß·µà‡°‘¥ ·≈–‡ªìπ ‘∑∏‘¢Õß∫ÿ§§≈∑’Ë¡’Õ¬Ÿà „π ¿“«–∏√√¡™“µ‘  ‘∑∏‘„π

™’«‘µ·≈–√à“ß°“¬®÷ß‰¡àÕ“®æ√“°‰ª®“°∫ÿ§§≈‰¥â ·µà„π∑“ßµ√ß°—π¢â“¡Õ“®∑”„Àâ

‰¥â√—∫À≈—°ª√–°—π¡“°¢÷Èπ‚¥¬∫—≠≠—µ‘√—∫√Õß‰«â „π√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠ °“√∑’Ë∂◊Õ«à“ ‘∑∏‘„π

™’«‘µ·≈–√à“ß°“¬‡ªìπ ‘∑∏‘¢—Èπæ◊Èπ∞“π¢Õß¡πÿ…¬å∑’Ë®”‡ªìπµàÕ°“√¥”√ßÕ¬Ÿà¢Õß¡πÿ…¬å

¥—ßπ—Èπ‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªìπ°“√‡§“√æ„π™’«‘µ·≈–√à“ß°“¬¢Õß∫ÿ§§≈®÷ß®”‡ªìπµâÕß‡§“√æ„π

¢Õ∫‡¢µ¢Õß∫ÿ§§≈Õ◊Ëπ ·≈–¥â«¬‡Àµÿπ’È  ‘∑∏‘„π™’«‘µ·≈–√à“ß°“¬®÷ß‡ªìπ√“°∞“π

Õ—π ”§—≠¢Õß ç»—°¥‘Ï»√’§«“¡‡ªìπ¡πÿ…¬åé ª√–°“√∑’Ë Õß ¡’∑’Ë¡“®“° ‘∑∏‘„π

§«“¡‡ ¡Õ¿“§ (Rights to Equality)  ‘∑∏‘¥—ß°≈à“«‡ªìπ°“√· ¥ß«à“¡πÿ…¬å∑ÿ°

§π¡’ ‘∑∏‘‡ √’¿“æÕ¬à“ß‡∑à“‡∑’¬¡°—π ¥—ßπ—Èπ ¡πÿ…¬å∑ÿ°§π§«√‰¥â√—∫°“√ªØ‘∫—µ‘‚¥¬

‡ ¡Õ¿“§°—π °“√‡≈◊Õ°ªØ‘∫—µ‘‚¥¬‰¡à‡ªìπ∏√√¡‡æ√“–‡Àµÿ·Ààß§«“¡·µ°µà“ß∑“ß

∂‘Ëπ°”‡π‘¥ ‡™◊ÈÕ™“µ‘ »“ π“ ¿“…“ ‡æ» Õ“¬ÿ  ¿“æ∑“ß°“¬  ∂“π–¢Õß∫ÿ§§≈

À√◊Õ°√≥’Õ◊Ëπ„¥®÷ß‰¡à “¡“√∂°√–∑”‰¥â
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√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡ ’́¬‰¥â∫—≠≠—µ‘∂÷ß»—°¥‘Ï»√’§«“¡‡ªìπ¡πÿ…¬å‰«â

„π¡“µ√“ 21 §«“¡«à“ ç»—°¥‘Ï»√’§«“¡‡ªìπ¡πÿ…¬åµâÕß‰¥â√—∫°“√ª°ªÑÕß§ÿâ¡§√Õß

‚¥¬√—∞ ‚¥¬‰¡à¡’ ‘Ëß„¥∑’Ë®–∑”„Àâ ‘∑∏‘¥—ß°≈à“«‡ ◊ËÕ¡§à“≈ß‰ª‰¥âé3 ¥—ßπ—Èπ∑”„Àâ‡ÀÁπ‰¥â

‚¥¬À≈—°°“√·≈â««à“√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬‰¥â‡≈Áß‡ÀÁπ∂÷ß§«“¡ ”§—≠

¢Õß§ÿ≥§à“·≈–»—°¥‘Ï»√’§«“¡‡ªìπ¡πÿ…¬å ®÷ß‰¥â¡’°“√∫—≠≠—µ‘√Õß√—∫ ‘∑∏‘¢—Èπæ◊Èπ∞“π

¥—ß°≈à“«‰«â „π√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠ ‚¥¬°“√µ’§«“¡§”«à“»—°¥‘Ï»√’§«“¡‡ªìπ¡πÿ…¬å¬—ß§ß‡ªìπ

ª√–‡¥Áπ∑’Ëπà“ π„®Õ¬Ÿà¡“° ‡æ√“–„π∑“ßªØ‘∫—µ‘·≈â« ·¡â Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡ ’́¬®–‰¥â

∫—≠≠—µ‘√—∫√Õß„Àâ»—°¥‘Ï»√’§«“¡‡ªìπ¡πÿ…¬å‡ªìπ ‘∑∏‘¢—Èπæ◊Èπ∞“π ·µà¬—ßª√– ∫ªí≠À“

°“√µ’§«“¡¢Õ∫‡¢µ¢Õß§”«à“»—°¥‘Ï»√’§«“¡‡ªìπ¡πÿ…¬å«à“¡’§«“¡À¡“¬°«â“ß‰°≈

‡æ’¬ß„¥ ·≈–‡æ√“–‡Àµÿ„¥®÷ß¬—ß§ß¡’°“√≈–‡¡‘¥ ‘∑∏‘¡πÿ…¬™π¥—ß°≈à“«Õ¬Ÿà‡ ¡Õ¡“

®“°√“°∞“π§«“¡‡ªìπ¡πÿ…¬å¥—ß°≈à“«®÷ß àßº≈„Àâ¡’°“√æ—≤π“µ’§«“¡

 ∂“π–¢Õß»—°¥‘Ï»√’§«“¡‡ªìπ¡πÿ…¬å∑’Ëπà“ π„®À≈“¬°√≥’¥â«¬°—π ´÷Ëß‡¡◊Ë Õ

‡ª√’¬∫‡∑’¬∫·π«∑“ß°“√µ’§«“¡»—°¥‘Ï»√’§«“¡‡ªìπ¡πÿ…¬å°—∫ª√–‡∑»‡¬Õ√¡π’ æ∫«à“

√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠‡¬Õ√¡—π‰¥â∫—≠≠—µ‘‡√◊ËÕß»—°¥‘Ï»√’§«“¡‡ªìπ¡πÿ…¬å ‰«â „π¡“µ√“ 1(1) «à“

ç»—°¥‘Ï»√’§«“¡‡ªìπ¡πÿ…¬å ‰¡àÕ“®∂Ÿ°≈à«ß≈–‡¡‘¥‰¥â Õ”π“®√—∞∑—ÈßÀ≈“¬ºŸ°æ—π∑’Ë®–„Àâ

§«“¡‡§“√æ·≈–„Àâ§«“¡§ÿâ¡§√ÕßµàÕ»—°¥‘Ï»√’§«“¡‡ªìπ¡πÿ…¬åé ‚¥¬»“≈

√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠‡¬Õ√¡—π‰¥â«‘π‘®©—¬«“ßÀ≈—°‰«â«à“»—°¥‘Ï»√’§«“¡‡ªìπ¡πÿ…¬å∂◊Õ‡ªìπ ‘∑∏‘

¢—Èπæ◊Èπ∞“πª√–‡¿∑Àπ÷Ëß ∑’ËºŸ°æ—πÕ”π“®√—∞∑—ÈßÀ¡¥4 ÷́ËßÀ¡“¬§«“¡«à“∑ÿ°Àπà«¬ß“π

¢Õß√—∞ À√◊Õ∑ÿ°Õß§å°√¢Õß√—∞µâÕß‡§“√æ·≈–§”π÷ß∂÷ß ‘∑∏‘¥—ß°≈à“«Õ¬Ÿà‡ ¡Õ

2.2 °“√ª√–°—π ‘∑∏‘¢—Èπæ◊Èπ∞“π„π°“√‰¥â√—∫∫√‘°“√ “∏“√≥ ÿ¢®“°√—∞

 ‘∑∏‘„π°“√‰¥â√—∫°“√∫√‘°“√¥â“π “∏“√≥ ÿ¢°Á∂◊Õ‰¥â«à“‡ªìπ ‘∑∏‘¢—Èπæ◊Èπ∞“π ∑’Ë‰¥â√—∫

°“√√—∫√Õß®“°√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡ ’́¬ ÷́Ëßª√“°Øµ“¡§«“¡„π¡“µ√“ 41

4∫√√‡®‘¥  ‘ß§‡πµ‘, À≈—°æ◊Èπ∞“π‡°’Ë¬«°—∫ ‘∑∏‘‡ √’¿“æ·≈–»—°¥‘Ï»√’§«“¡‡ªìπ¡πÿ…¬å,

(°√ÿß‡∑æ, «‘≠êŸ™π: 2555), π. 122.
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°≈à“«§◊Õ∫ÿ§§≈∑ÿ°§π®–µâÕß‰¥â√—∫°“√ª°ªÑÕß§ÿâ¡§√Õß¥â“π ÿ¢¿“æ·≈–°“√√—°…“

æ¬“∫“≈ ‚¥¬∑’Ë°“√√—°…“æ¬“∫“≈·≈–°“√∫√‘°“√ “∏“√≥ ÿ¢™ÿ¡™ππ—Èπ √—∞µâÕß

¡’Àπâ“∑’Ë àß‡ √‘¡ °“√ª°ªÑÕß§ÿâ¡§√Õß ‘∑∏‘¢Õßª√–™“™π ·≈–„Àâ√—∞‡ªìπºŸâ√—∫º‘¥™Õ∫

¥â“π§à“„™â®à“¬¥â«¬ æ√âÕ¡°—∫ àß‡ √‘¡„Àâ‡Õ°™π¡’ à«π√à«¡°—∫°“√ àß‡ √‘¡°“√

ª°ªÑÕß§ÿâ¡§√Õß ‘∑∏‘¢Õßª√–™“™π‡∑à“∑’Ë®–°√–∑”‰¥â¥â«¬5

„πªí®®ÿ∫—π ª√–‡∑»√— ‡ ’́¬ ¡’°“√®—¥°“√√–∫∫ª√–°—π ÿ¢¿“æ ‚¥¬„Àâ√—∞

¡’Àπâ“∑’Ë àß‡ √‘¡·≈–ª°ªÑÕß§ÿâ¡§√Õß ‘∑∏‘ √«¡∂÷ß π—∫ πÿπß∫ª√–¡“≥„π°“√„Àâ

∫√‘°“√ “∏“√≥ ÿ¢Õ¬à“ß∑—Ë«∂÷ß ·µà‡π◊ËÕß®“°ª√–‡∑»√— ‡´’¬¡’®”π«πª√–™“°√

§àÕπ¢â“ß¡“°®÷ß‡ªìπº≈„Àâ°“√∫√‘°“√„π‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈¢Õß√—∞¬—ß§ß‰¡à –¥«° ∫“¬

‡æ’¬ßæÕ ¥—ßπ—Èπ √—∞®÷ß π—∫ πÿπ„Àâ¡’∫√‘…—∑‡Õ°™π‡¢â“™à«¬„π°“√∫√‘À“√®—¥°“√

‚¥¬Õ“®®–‰¥â√—∫ß∫ª√–¡“≥™à«¬‡À≈◊Õ®“°√—∞„π∫“ß à«π ÷́Ëß‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈‡Õ°™π

À≈“¬·Ààß°Á¡’√–∫∫°“√®—¥°“√§àÕπ¢â“ß¥’ ¡’√–∫∫„Àâ§«“¡™à«¬‡À≈◊Õ·∫∫©ÿ°‡©‘π

´÷Ëß‡µ√’¬¡æ√âÕ¡ªØ‘∫—µ‘µ≈Õ¥ 24 ™—Ë«‚¡ß ·≈– “¡“√∂‡√’¬°„™â ‰¥â∑—π∑’  à«π„π

‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈‡Õ°™π¡’¢’¥§«“¡ “¡“√∂¢Õß°“√„Àâ∫√‘°“√ §◊ÕµâÕß¡’ºŸâ∑’Ë ‰¥â√—∫∫√‘°“√

‡°‘π 1 ™—Ë«‚¡ß„ÀâπâÕ¬∑’Ë ÿ¥ ∑’Ëπà“ π„®§◊Õ·ºπ°ºŸâªÉ«¬©ÿ°‡©‘π ÷́Ëß¡—°®–¡’ºŸâ∑’Ë‰¥â√—∫

Õÿ∫—µ‘‡Àµÿ®“°°“√‡¡“·≈â«¢—∫ ∫“ß§π¡’Õ“°“√∫“¥‡®Á∫‡≈Á°πâÕ¬°Á¡—°‚«¬«“¬æŸ¥®“

‰¡à√Ÿâ‡√◊ËÕß ∑“ß‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈®–®—¥§π‡À≈à“π’È ‰ªæ—°‰«â∑’ËÀâÕßÀâÕßÀπ÷Ëß ÷́Ëß¡’≈—°…≥–

‡À¡◊ÕπÀâÕß¢—ß πÕ°®“°π’È¬—ß¡’∫√‘°“√ÀâÕßæ‘‡»… ÷́Ëß‡ªìπ√“§“∑’Ë§àÕπ¢â“ß·æßæÕ
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 ¡§«√ ·µà§«“¡À√ŸÀ√“·≈–§«“¡ –¥«° ∫“¬‰¡à‡À¡◊ÕπÕ¬à“ß‡¡◊Õß‰∑¬ ‡æ√“–

‡ªìπ·§àÀâÕß∏√√¡¥“ ¡’µŸâ‡¬Áπ ‡µ’¬ß ÀâÕßπÈ” ·≈–Õ“À“√ ‚¥¬ÀâÕßæ‘‡»…„π

‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈®–¡’Õ¬Ÿà·§à 10% ‡∑à“π—Èπ ´÷Ëß‡¢“°Á®–‡°Á∫‡ß‘π®“°ÀâÕßæ‘‡»…‰ª‡ªìπ§à“

„™â®à“¬„π‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈ §π∑’Ë ‰ª„™â∫√‘°“√ÀâÕßæ‘‡»…¡—°®–‡ªìπ§π∑’Ë¡’∞“π–¥’ ·µà

„πÕπ“§µ‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈µà“ßÊ ‡À≈à“π’È®–§àÕ¬Ê ¡’°“√„Àâ∫√‘°“√ÀâÕßæ‘‡»…°—π¡“°¢÷Èπ

‡æ◊ËÕπ”‡ß‘π‰ªÀ¡ÿπ‡«’¬π„™â‡≈’È¬ß‡®â“Àπâ“∑’Ë ‰¥â ‡«≈“π’È√—∞∫“≈¬—ß®à“¬‡ß‘πÕÿ¥Àπÿπ„Àâ

‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈Õ¬Ÿàª√–¡“≥ 35% ·≈–®–§àÕ¬Ê ®à“¬≈¥≈ß‰ª ©–π—Èπ ‚√ßæ¬“∫“≈

‡À≈à“π’È°ÁµâÕßÀ“·π«∑“ßæ÷Ëßµπ‡Õß„Àâ ‰¥â‡æ◊ËÕ§«“¡Õ¬Ÿà√Õ¥µàÕ‰ª„πÕπ“§µ6

°√≥’¥—ß°≈à“«Õ“®‡ª√’¬∫‡∑’¬∫‰¥â°—∫√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠·Ààß√“™Õ“≥“®—°√‰∑¬

¡“µ√“ 51 «√√§Àπ÷Ëß ´÷Ëß∫—≠≠—µ‘«à“ ç∫ÿ§§≈¬àÕ¡¡’ ‘∑∏‘‡ ¡Õ°—π„π°“√‰¥â√—∫°“√

∫√‘°“√∑“ß “∏“√≥ ÿ¢∑’Ë‡À¡“– ¡·≈–‰¥â¡“µ√∞“π ·≈–ºŸâ¬“°‰√â¡’ ‘∑∏‘‰¥â√—∫

°“√√—°…“æ¬“∫“≈®“° ∂“π∫√‘°“√ “∏“√≥ ÿ¢¢Õß√—∞‚¥¬‰¡à‡ ’¬§à“„™â®à“¬é

¡“µ√“ 51 «√√§ Õß∫—≠≠—µ‘«à“ ç∫ÿ§§≈¬àÕ¡¡’ ‘∑∏‘‰¥â√—∫°“√∫√‘°“√ “∏“√≥ ÿ¢

®“°√—∞ ´÷ËßµâÕß‡ªìπ‰ªÕ¬à“ß∑—Ë«∂÷ß ·≈–¡’ª√– ‘∑∏‘¿“æé ·≈–¡“µ√“ 51 «√√§

 “¡∫—≠≠—µ‘«à“ ç∫ÿ§§≈¬àÕ¡¡’ ‘∑∏‘‰¥â√—∫°“√ªÑÕß°—π·≈–¢®—¥‚√§µ‘¥µàÕÕ—πµ√“¬

®“°√—∞Õ¬à“ß‡À¡“– ¡ ‚¥¬‰¡à‡ ’¬§à“„™â®à“¬ ·≈–∑—πµàÕ‡Àµÿ°“√≥åé ª√–°Õ∫°—∫

¡“µ√“ 80 ´÷Ëß‰¥â∫—≠≠—µ‘«à“ ç√—∞µâÕß¥”‡π‘π°“√µ“¡·π«π‚¬∫“¬¥â“π —ß§¡ °“√

 “∏“√≥ ÿ¢ °“√»÷°…“·≈–«—≤π∏√√¡ ¥—ßµàÕ‰ªπ’È ...(2)  àß‡ √‘¡  π—∫ πÿπ ·≈–

æ—≤π“√–∫∫ ÿ¢¿“æ∑’Ë‡πâπ°“√ √â“ß‡ √‘¡ ÿ¢¿“æ Õ—ππ”‰ª Ÿà ÿ¢¿“«–∑’Ë¬—Ëß¬◊π¢Õß

ª√–™“™π √«¡∑—Èß®—¥·≈– àß‡ √‘¡„Àâª√–™“™π‰¥â√—∫∫√‘°“√ “∏“√≥ ÿ¢∑’Ë¡’¡“µ√∞“π

Õ¬à“ß∑—Ë«∂÷ß·≈–¡’ª√– ‘∑∏‘¿“æ ·≈– àß‡ √‘¡„Àâ‡Õ°™π·≈–™ÿ¡™π¡’ à«π√à«¡„π°“√

æ—≤π“ ÿ¢¿“æ·≈–®—¥∫√‘°“√ “∏“√≥ ÿ¢ ‚¥¬ºŸâ¡’Àπâ“∑’Ë„Àâ∫√‘°“√¥—ß°≈à“« ÷́Ëß‰¥â

ªØ‘∫—µ‘Àπâ“∑’Ëµ“¡¡“µ√∞“π«‘™“™’æ·≈–®√‘¬∏√√¡ ¬àÕ¡‰¥â√—∫§«“¡§ÿâ¡§√Õßµ“¡

°ÆÀ¡“¬é

6http://www.thaipost.net/index.asp?bk=tabloid&post_date=17/Apr/2548&

news_id=105662&cat_id=220400
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®“°∫∑∫—≠≠—µ‘¢Õß√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠¥—ß°≈à“«¢â“ßµâπ ®–‡ÀÁπ‰¥â«à“∫∑∫“∑¢Õß

√—∞∑’Ëæ÷ß°√–∑”„Àâ·°àª√–™“™π„π¥â“π°“√√—°…“æ¬“∫“≈À√◊Õ°“√ “∏“√≥ ÿ¢

§àÕ¬Ê æ—≤π“®“°·π«∑“ß∫∑∫—≠≠—µ‘∑’Ë√—∞æ÷ß∑”„Àâª√–™“™π ‰ª‡ªìπ∫∑∫—≠≠—µ‘„π

‡√◊ËÕß ‘∑∏‘¢Õß§π‰∑¬„π°“√ “∏“√≥ ÿ¢„π√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠©∫—∫ªí®®ÿ∫—ππ’Ë‡Õß ÷́Ëß∂â“

æ‘®“√≥“®“°∫—≠≠—µ‘√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠©∫—∫ªí®®ÿ∫—π ®–‡ÀÁπ‰¥â«à“√—∞¡’Àπâ“∑’Ë®–µâÕß„Àâ

∫√‘°“√¥â“π “∏“√≥ ÿ¢·°àª√–™“™π 4 ª√–°“√§◊Õ

ª√–°“√∑’ËÀπ÷Ëß √—∞®–µâÕß¥Ÿ·≈ª√–™“™π„Àâ ‰¥â√—∫∫√‘°“√∑“ß “∏“√≥ ÿ¢

‚¥¬∑—Ë«∂÷ß·≈–¡’ª√– ‘∑∏‘¿“æ

ª√–°“√∑’Ë Õß ∂â“ª√–™“™π‡ªìπºŸâ¬“°‰√â √—∞æ÷ß„Àâ∫√‘°“√¥â“π “∏“√≥ ÿ¢

‚¥¬‰¡à‡ ’¬§à“„™â®à“¬

ª√–°“√∑’Ë “¡ √—∞æ÷ß àß‡ √‘¡„Àâ‡Õ°™π·≈–™ÿ¡™π‰¥â¡’ à«π√à«¡„π∫√‘°“√

 “∏“√≥ ÿ¢¥â«¬‡∑à“∑’Ë®–∑”‰¥â

ª√–°“√∑’Ë ’Ë °“√ªÑÕß°—π·≈–¢®—¥‚√§µ‘¥µàÕÕ—πµ√“¬∂◊Õ‡ªìπÀπâ“∑’Ë¢Õß

√—∞µâÕß∑”‚¥¬‰¡à‡ ’¬§à“„™â®à“¬ ·≈–∑—πµàÕ‡Àµÿ°“√≥å

2.3 ‡ √’¿“æ„π°“√™ÿ¡πÿ¡‚¥¬ ß∫ °“√™ÿ¡πÿ¡‚¥¬ ß∫·≈–ª√“»®“°

Õ“«ÿ∏‡ªìπ‡ √’¿“æ∑’Ë ‰¥â√—∫°“√√—∫√Õß‚¥¬√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡ ’́¬‰«â „π

¡“µ√“ 31 ÷́Ëß°≈à“««à“ª√–™“™π·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬¡’ ‘∑∏‘„π°“√™ÿ¡πÿ¡‚¥¬

 ß∫ª√“»®“°Õ“«ÿ∏·≈–‰¡à¡’°“√‡§≈◊ËÕπ¢∫«π ‡ªìπµâπ7 ‚¥¬∑’Ë°ÆÀ¡“¬«à“¥â«¬

‡ √’¿“æ„π°“√™ÿ¡πÿ¡‚¥¬ ß∫π’È √—∞∫“≈·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬‰¥â∫—≠≠—µ‘‰«â „Àâ

 Õ¥§≈âÕß°—∫À≈—°°ÆÀ¡“¬ “°≈µà“ßÊ ‡™àπ (1) ªØ‘≠≠“ “°≈«à“¥â«¬ ‘∑∏‘

¡πÿ…¬™π¢Õß Àª√–™“™“µ‘ §.». 1948†¡“µ√“ 20 (1) ÷́Ëß∫—≠≠—µ‘«à“ ç∫ÿ§§≈∑ÿ°§π

¡’ ‘∑∏‘„π‡ √’¿“æ·Ààß°“√™ÿ¡πÿ¡·≈– ¡“§¡‚¥¬ ß∫é (2) °µ‘°“√–À«à“ßª√–‡∑»

«à“¥â«¬ ‘∑∏‘¢Õßæ≈‡¡◊Õß·≈– ‘∑∏‘∑“ß°“√‡¡◊Õß §.». 1966 ¢âÕ 21 ∫—≠≠—µ‘«à“
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ç ‘∑∏‘„π°“√™ÿ¡πÿ¡‚¥¬ ß∫¬àÕ¡‰¥â√—∫°“√√—∫√Õß °“√®”°—¥°“√„™â ‘∑∏‘π’È®–°√–∑”

¡‘‰¥â πÕ°®“°®–°”Àπ¥‚¥¬°ÆÀ¡“¬ ·≈–‡æ’¬ß‡∑à“∑’Ë®”‡ªìπ ”À√—∫ —ß§¡

ª√–™“∏‘ª‰µ¬ ‡æ◊ËÕª√–‚¬™πå·Ààß§«“¡¡—Ëπ§ß¢Õß™“µ‘ À√◊Õ§«“¡ª≈Õ¥¿—¬

 “∏“√≥– §«“¡ ß∫‡√’¬∫√âÕ¬¢Õß —ß§¡ °“√ “∏“√≥ ÿ¢ À√◊Õ»’≈∏√√¡¢Õß

ª√–™“™π À√◊Õ°“√§ÿâ¡§√Õß ‘∑∏‘·≈–‡ √’¿“æ¢Õß∫ÿ§§≈Õ◊Ëπé ·≈– (3) Õπÿ —≠≠“

¬ÿ‚√ª«à“¥â«¬ ‘∑∏‘¡πÿ…¬™π ¡“µ√“ 11 ∫—≠≠—µ‘«à“ ç‡ √’¿“æ„π°“√™ÿ¡πÿ¡·≈–

°“√ ¡“§¡ √«¡∂÷ß°“√‡¢â“√à«¡„π‡¢µ°“√§â“ ®–∂Ÿ°®”°—¥¡‘‰¥â ∑—Èßπ’ÈπÕ°®“°

°ÆÀ¡“¬®–∫—≠≠—µ‘‰«â ·≈–‡æ’¬ß‡∑à“∑’Ë®”‡ªìπ ”À√—∫ —ß§¡ª√–™“∏‘ª‰µ¬é ‡ªìπµâπ

°ÆÀ¡“¬«à“¥â«¬‡ √’¿“æ„π°“√™ÿ¡πÿ¡¥—ß°≈à“«π—Èπ À“°‡ª√’¬∫‡∑’¬∫°—∫

√–∫∫°ÆÀ¡“¬‰∑¬„πªí®®ÿ∫—π °Á®–‡ÀÁπ‰¥â«à“ª√–‡∑»‰∑¬‰¥â¡’°“√∫—≠≠—µ‘√—∫√Õß

‡ √’¿“æ„π°“√™ÿ¡πÿ¡‰«â „π¡“µ√“ 63 (2) ¢Õß√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠·Ààß√“™Õ“≥“®—°√‰∑¬

æÿ∑∏»—°√“™ 2550 ·µà°“√„™â ‘∑∏‘„π°“√™ÿ¡πÿ¡∑’Ë°”Àπ¥√—∫√Õß‰«â „π√–∫∫

°ÆÀ¡“¬‰∑¬π—Èπ¬—ß‰¡à¡’§«“¡™—¥‡®π‡∑à“„¥π—°

2.4 °“√ª√–°—π ‘∑∏‘„π°“√‰¥â√—∫°“√ª°ªÑÕß‚¥¬°√–∫«π°“√∑“ß»“≈

¡’≈—°…≥– ”§—≠ 2 ª√–°“√§◊Õ ª√–°“√·√° Õß§å°√»“≈‚¥¬‡©æ“–Õ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß»“≈

√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠‡ªìπÕß§å°√À≈—°„π°“√µ√«® Õ∫§«“¡ºŸ°æ—π‡™◊ËÕ¡‚¬ß√–À«à“ß ‘∑∏‘

·≈–‡ √’¿“æ¢ÕßΩÉ“¬π‘µ‘∫—≠≠—µ‘·≈–ΩÉ“¬∫√‘À“√«à“‰¥â¥”‡π‘π°“√Õ¬à“ß„¥Õ¬à“ß

Àπ÷Ëß¢—¥µàÕ ‘∑∏‘‡ √’¿“æÀ√◊Õ‰¡à ª√–°“√∑’Ë Õß Õß§å°√»“≈µâÕßºŸ°æ—π°—∫ ‘∑∏‘‡ √’¿“æ

°≈à“«§◊Õ »“≈‡Õß°Á‰¡àÕ“®≈–‡¡‘¥ ‘∑∏‘‡ √’¿“æ‰¥â„π°√≥’∑’Ë»“≈‰¥â „™âÕ”π“®¡À“™π

„π°“√«‘π‘®©—¬¢âÕæ‘æ“∑

°“√ª√–°—π ‘∑∏‘∑“ß»“≈„π¿“…“√— ‡ ’́¬‡√’¬°«à“

´÷Ëß∫—≠≠—µ‘‰«â „π¡“µ√“ 46 ¢Õß√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬ Õ—π∂◊Õ‡ªìπÀ—«„®

¢ÕßÀ≈—°π‘µ‘√—∞ ‡æ√“–‡ªìπ°“√∑’Ë√—∞‰¥â· ¥ß«à“√—∞¬Õ¡√—∫§«“¡‡ªìπÕ‘ √–¢Õß»“≈8

„π°“√‡¢â“‰ª§«∫§ÿ¡µ√«® Õ∫°“√°√–∑”µà“ßÊ ¢Õß√—∞«à“‡ªìπ°“√≈–‡¡‘¥ ‘∑∏‘
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À√◊Õ‡ √’¿“æ¢Õßª√–™“™πÀ√◊Õ‰¡à ¥—ßπ—Èπ §«“¡‡ªìππ‘µ‘√—∞¢Õß√—∞„¥√—∞Àπ÷Ëß®–

ª√“°Ø°ÁµàÕ‡¡◊ËÕ√—∞π—Èπ¬Õ¡Õ¬Ÿà¿“¬„µâ°ÆÀ¡“¬ ·≈–¬Õ¡Õ¬Ÿà¿“¬„µâ°“√§«∫§ÿ¡

µ√«® Õ∫¢ÕßÕß§å°√»“≈ ª√–°Õ∫°—∫¡“µ√“ 47 ‰¥â „Àâ°“√¬◊π¬—πÕ’°«à“ ‘∑∏‘„π

°“√‰¥â√—∫°“√ª°ªÑÕß§ÿâ¡§√Õß∑“ß»“≈π—Èπ‰¡à¡’ºŸâ „¥∑’Ë “¡“√∂µ—¥ ‘∑∏‘ À√◊Õ¬°‡≈‘°

 ‘∑∏‘¥—ß°≈à“«‰¥â9 °“√ª√–°—π ‘∑∏‘„π°“√‰¥â√—∫°“√§ÿâ¡§√Õßª°ªÑÕß∑“ß»“≈π—Èπ

¬—ß§√Õ∫§≈ÿ¡∂÷ß¡’°“√°√–∑”§«“¡º‘¥∑“ßÕ“≠“¥â«¬ °≈à“«§◊Õ¡’ ‘∑∏‘∑’Ë®–‰¥â√—∫

°“√ —ππ‘…∞“π‰«â°àÕπ«à“∫√‘ ÿ∑∏‘Ï ®π°«à“®–¡’°“√æ‘ Ÿ®πå«à“¡’§«“¡º‘¥µ“¡°ÆÀ¡“¬10

·≈–¡’ ‘∑∏‘‰¥â√—∫°“√™à«¬‡À≈◊Õ®“°∑“ß√—∞„π°“√®—¥À“∑π“¬§«“¡„Àâ‚¥¬‰¡à‡ ’¬§à“

„™â®à“¬11 ́ ÷Ëß∫—≠≠—µ‘‰«â Õ¥§≈âÕß°—∫ªØ‘≠≠“ “°≈«à“¥â«¬ ‘∑∏‘¡πÿ…¬™π¡“µ√“ 11

‡ªìπµâπ

3. √–∫∫»“≈„π Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬

√–∫∫»“≈¢Õß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡ ’́¬π—Èπ¡’§«“¡πà“ π„®„π∑“ß«‘™“°“√‡ªìπ

Õ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß ∑—Èßπ’È‡æ√“–‡ªìπ à«πÀπ÷Ëß¢ÕßÕß§å°√∑“ß°ÆÀ¡“¬ ´÷Ëß√—∫∫∑∫“∑Àπâ“∑’Ë„π

°“√µ√«® Õ∫∂à«ß¥ÿ≈°“√≈–‡¡‘¥ ‘∑∏‘¡πÿ…¬™π∑’Ë‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ„π√— ‡ ’́¬ ÷́Ëß¡’§«“¡πà“

‡™◊ËÕ∂◊Õ¡“°∑’Ë ÿ¥ √–∫∫»“≈„π√— ‡´’¬‡ªìπ√Ÿª·∫∫∑’Ë¡’§«“¡§≈“  ‘°„πµ—«‡Õß ‰¡à«à“

®–‡ªìπ√–∫∫»“≈„π ¡—¬ À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ (Soviet Union) À√◊Õ√–∫∫»“≈

 Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬ (Russian Federation) ‚¥¬Õ“®®–‡ªìπ‡æ√“–√Ÿª·∫∫°“√‡¡◊Õß

°“√ª°§√Õß¢Õß√— ‡ ’́¬„π·µà≈–™à«ß‡«≈“π—Èπ ¡’§«“¡ —¡æ—π∏å°—∫√–∫∫»“≈ À√◊Õ
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°√–∫«π°“√¬ÿµ‘∏√√¡‡ ¡Õ ∑—Èßπ’È‡æ√“–ª√—™≠“∑“ß°ÆÀ¡“¬ À√◊Õπ‘µ‘ª√—™≠“∑’Ë„™â

„π°“√µ—¥ ‘π§¥’¢Õß»“≈ ®–¡’√Ÿª·∫∫À√◊Õ§«“¡‡™◊ËÕ„π§«“¡¬ÿµ‘∏√√¡‚¥¬Õ‘ß®“°

¿Ÿ¡‘À≈—ß∑“ßª√–«—µ‘»“ µ√å¥â«¬

3.1 √–∫∫»“≈„π ¡—¬ À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ  À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ‡§¬∂Ÿ°ª°§√Õß

„π√–∫∫°…—µ√‘¬å¡“°àÕπ ®“°π—Èπ®÷ß‡ª≈’Ë¬π¡“‡ªìπ√–∫∫ —ß§¡π‘¬¡ ·µà‡π◊ËÕß®“°

 À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ‡ªìπª√–‡∑»∑’Ë¡’Õ“≥“‡¢µ°«â“ß„À≠à¡“° ¥—ßπ—Èπ·µà≈–∑âÕß∂‘Ëπ´÷Ëß

≈â«πÕ¬ŸàÀà“ß‰°≈®“°‡¡◊ÕßÀ≈«ß®÷ßµà“ß¡’Õ”π“®ª°§√Õßµπ‡Õß Ÿß ¿“¬À≈—ß°“√

ªØ‘«—µ‘‡ √Á® ‘Èπ √—∞∫“≈ à«π°≈“ß®÷ß®”µâÕß· ¥ß· π¬“πÿ¿“æ¥â«¬°“√√«∫Õ”π“®

ª°§√Õß∑—ÈßÀ¡¥‡¢â“ Ÿà à«π°≈“ß ·≈–„πªï §.». 1917 √—∞∫“≈„π ¡—¬π—Èπ°Á‰¥â

¬°‡≈‘°√–∫∫°ÆÀ¡“¬æ√–‡®â“´“√å (Tsarist Legislation) ·≈–‰¥âπ”√–∫∫

°ÆÀ¡“¬ —ß§¡π‘¬¡ (Socialist Law) ‡¢â“‰ª„™â·∑π √«¡∂÷ß¡’°“√∫—≠≠—µ‘°ÆÀ¡“¬

µà“ßÊ ‡æ◊ËÕ√«∫√«¡√–∫∫°ÆÀ¡“¬∑âÕß∂‘Ëπ∑—ÈßÀ¡¥‡¢â“ Ÿà à«π°≈“ß ®π°≈“¬‡ªìπ

°ÆÀ¡“¬·Ààß™“µ‘12

‡¡◊ËÕ¡’°“√ªØ‘«—µ‘‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß°“√ª°§√Õß®“°√–∫∫°…—µ√‘¬å ‰ª‡ªìπ√–∫∫

 —ß§¡π‘¬¡ ́ ÷Ëß¡’‡ªÑ“ª√– ß§å‡æ◊ËÕ∑”„Àâ —ß§¡°≈“¬‡ªìπ§Õ¡¡‘«π‘ µå∑’Ë ¡∫Ÿ√≥å·∑â®√‘ß

°≈à“«§◊Õ¡’§«“¡‡ ¡Õ¿“§‡∑à“‡∑’¬¡°—π µ“¡§«“¡‡™◊ËÕ∑’Ë „Àâ§«“¡ ”§—≠·°à™ÿ¡™π

‡ªìπ„À≠à ¥—ßπ—Èπ  ‘∑∏‘·≈–°√√¡ ‘∑∏‘Ï¢Õß à«πµπ®÷ß¡’§«“¡ ”§—≠πâÕ¬°«à“º≈ª√–‚¬™πå

À√◊Õ‡»√…∞°‘®¢Õß à«π√«¡ ∫∑∫“∑¢Õß°ÆÀ¡“¬„π√–∫∫ —ß§¡π‘¬¡ ®÷ß®”‡ªìπ

µâÕß¥”‡π‘π‰ª„π«‘∂’∑“ß‡¥’¬«°—π °≈à“«§◊ÕµâÕß‡°◊ÈÕÀπÿπ„Àâ —ß§¡°≈“¬‡ªìπ

§Õ¡¡‘«π‘ µå„π∑’Ë ÿ¥ ¥â«¬‡Àµÿπ’È °ÆÀ¡“¬®÷ß·∫àß‡ªìπ 2 √Ÿª·∫∫„À≠àÊ13 §◊Õ

12Thomas C. Owen, The Corporation under Russian Law, 1800-1917: A

Study in Tsarist Economic Policy, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2002), p. 189.
13®‘√π‘µ‘ À–«“ππ∑å, ç√–∫∫»“≈·≈–°√–∫«π°“√¬ÿµ‘∏√√¡¢Õß À¿“æ “∏“√≥√—∞ —ß§¡

π‘¬¡‚´‡«’¬µ,é ¥ÿ≈æ“À ‡≈à¡ 4 ªï∑’Ë 36 (°√°Æ“§¡- ‘ßÀ“§¡ 2532), π. 33-34.
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°. °ÆÀ¡“¬√Ÿª·∫∫ —ß§¡π‘¬¡ (Socialist Law Style)  à«ππ’È‡ªìπ
°ÆÀ¡“¬∑’Ë§ÿâ¡§√Õßª√–‚¬™πå À√◊Õ —ß§¡ À√◊Õ™ÿ¡™π‡ªìπÀ≈—° ‚¥¬‡°‘¥®“°
ª√—™≠“À√◊Õ·π«§«“¡§‘¥¢Õß§“√å≈ ¡“√å°´å (Karl Marx) ·≈–«≈“¥’¡’√å ‡≈π‘π
(Vladimir Lenin) ´÷Ëß¡ÿàß √â“ß√–∫∫º≈ª√–‚¬™πå à«π√«¡¢÷Èπ ¥â«¬°“√„™â°ÆÀ¡“¬
‡ªìπ‡§√◊ËÕß¡◊Õ‡æ◊ËÕπ”‰ª Ÿà‡ªÑ“À¡“¬ Ÿß ÿ¥ §◊Õ∑”„Àâ —ß§¡°≈“¬‡ªìπ§Õ¡¡‘«π‘ µå∑’Ë
 ¡∫Ÿ√≥å·∫∫ ¥—ßπ—Èπ ∑√—æ¬“°√·≈–º≈º≈‘µµà“ßÊ ¬àÕ¡µ°‡ªìπ¢Õß™ÿ¡™π

¢. °ÆÀ¡“¬√Ÿª·∫∫∑’Ë ‰¡à „™à —ß§¡π‘¬¡ (Non Socialist Law Style)
 à«ππ’È‡ªìπ°ÆÀ¡“¬∑’Ë§ÿâ¡§√Õßª√–‚¬™πå¢Õß∫ÿ§§≈ À√◊Õ¢Õß‡Õ°™π‡ªìπÀ≈—°

√–∫∫°“√æ‘®“√≥“¢Õß»“≈∑’Ë„™â „π ¡—¬ À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µπ—Èπ ¡’≈—°…≥–
‡ªìπ°ÆÀ¡“¬·Ààß™“µ‘ ∑—Èßπ’È°√–∫«π°“√æ‘®“√≥“§¥’¢Õß»“≈√«¡‡√’¬°«à“ °“√
 Õ∫ «π‚¥¬µÿ≈“°“√ (Judicial Investigation) ‚¥¬¡’»“≈‡ªìπºŸâ ‰µà «π Õ∫∂“¡
§«“¡®√‘ß®“°§Ÿà§«“¡∑ÿ°ΩÉ“¬  ”À√—∫°“√æ‘®“√≥“®–·∫àßÕÕ°‡ªìπ 2 ¢—ÈπµÕπ
°≈à“«§◊Õ

1. ¢—Èπ‡µ√’¬¡§¥’ (Preparatory Phase) „π¢—ÈπµÕππ’È»“≈®–·®âß§Ÿà
§«“¡‡æ’¬ß«à“§¥’‡ªìπ‡√◊ËÕßÕ–‰√ „§√‡ªìπ‚®∑°å „§√‡ªìπ®”‡≈¬ ¡’æ¬“πÀ≈—°∞“πÕ¬à“ß‰√
·≈–Õ∏‘∫“¬«à“®”‡≈¬¡’ ‘∑∏‘„π√–À«à“ß°“√æ‘®“√≥“Õ¬à“ß‰√ ®“°π—Èπ°Á¥”‡π‘π°“√
√—∫·≈–æ‘®“√≥“§”√âÕßµà“ßÊ ¢Õß§Ÿà§«“¡

2. ¢—Èπæ‘®“√≥“ (Main Hearing) ¢—ÈπµÕπ∑’Ë Õßπ’È»“≈®–‰µà «π¢âÕ
‡∑Á®®√‘ß®“°§Ÿà§«“¡∑—Èß 2 ΩÉ“¬ ·≈–®“°π—Èπ°Á®–æ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“§¥’µàÕ‰ª

„π√–∫∫°ÆÀ¡“¬ —ß§¡π‘¬¡ ∂◊Õ«à“∑—ÈßºŸâæ‘æ“°…“ Õ—¬°“√·≈–∑π“¬§«“¡
µâÕßªØ‘∫—µ‘Àπâ“∑’Ë „Àâ·°à√—∞ ‡π◊ËÕß®“°√–∫∫°“√ª°§√Õß¢Õß§Õ¡¡‘«π‘ µå∂◊Õ‡Õ“
ª√–™“™π·≈–™ÿ¡™π‡ªìπ„À≠à ‡æ√“–©–π—Èπ π—°°ÆÀ¡“¬®÷ß‰¡à‰¥â‡ªìπ‡æ’¬ßºŸâ‡¥’¬«∑’Ë
¡’ ‘∑∏‘„π°“√„™â°ÆÀ¡“¬ ª√–™“™π∑—Ë«‰ªÕ“®®–‡¢â“‰ªªØ‘∫—µ‘Àπâ“∑’Ë∑“ß¥â“π
°ÆÀ¡“¬‰¥â¥â«¬ ¥—ßπ—Èπ ª√–™“™π∏√√¡¥“°ÁÕ“®®–‰¥â√—∫°“√·µàßµ—Èß„Àâ‡¢â“‰ª‡ªìπ
ºŸâæ‘æ“°…“‰¥â ¥â«¬‡Àµÿπ’È®÷ß¡’°“√‡√’¬°¢“π°—π«à“‡ªìπ»“≈ª√–™“™π14 ‡ß◊ËÕπ‰¢µà“ßÊ

14Richard J. Terrill, World Criminal Justice Systems: A Comparative

Survey, (Anderson Publishing: Massachusetts, 2013), p. 382.
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¥—ß°≈à“«∑”„Àâ°“√·µàßµ—ÈßºŸâæ‘æ“°…“„π À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ¡’¢âÕ —ß‡°µ∑’Ëπà“ π„®À≈“¬

ª√–°“√ ‡™àπ

1. ºŸâæ‘æ“°…“∑’Ë¡“®“°°“√‡≈◊Õ°µ—Èß¡’§«“¡Õ‘ √–¿“¬„µâ°ÆÀ¡“¬ ‚¥¬∑’ËºŸâ

¡’ ‘∑∏‘‡≈◊Õ°µ—Èß‰¥â·°àª√–™“™π∑’Ë¡’Õ“¬ÿ 18 ªï¢÷Èπ‰ª  à«πºŸâ¡’ ‘∑∏‘‰¥â√—∫°“√‡≈◊Õ°µ—Èß

‡ªìπºŸâæ‘æ“°…“ ‰¥â·°à ª√–™“™π∑’Ë¡’Õ“¬ÿ 35 ªï¢÷Èπ‰ª ‰¡à«à“®–¡’§«“¡√Ÿâ∑“ß¥â“π

°ÆÀ¡“¬À√◊Õ‰¡à°Áµ“¡ À≈—ß®“°‰¥â√—∫°“√‡≈◊Õ°µ—Èß·≈â« ∂â“ºŸâæ‘æ“°…“§π„¥‰¡à¡’

§«“¡√Ÿâ∑“ß¥â“π°ÆÀ¡“¬®–‰¥â√—∫°“√Õ∫√¡æ◊Èπ∞“π§«“¡√Ÿâ∑“ß°ÆÀ¡“¬Õ’°§√—ÈßÀπ÷Ëß

2. ºŸâæ‘æ“°…“‡ªìπÕ‘ √–¿“¬„µâ°ÆÀ¡“¬ ´÷Ëß„π ¿“æ¢Õß —ß§¡π‘¬¡§”«à“

Õ‘ √¿“æ¿“¬„µâ°ÆÀ¡“¬ À¡“¬∂÷ß§«“¡‡ªìπÕ‘ √–∑’ËµâÕß¡’°“√§«∫§ÿ¡‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªìπ

À≈—°ª√–°—π§«“¡¬ÿµ‘∏√√¡ °“√·µàßµ—ÈßºŸâæ‘æ“°…“„ÀâÕ¬Ÿà„πµ”·Àπàß‡√◊ËÕ¬‰ª √–∫∫

 —ß§¡π‘¬¡‡ÀÁπ«à“‡ªìπÀπ∑“ß∑”„ÀâºŸâæ‘æ“°…“„™â¥ÿ≈æ‘π‘®Õ¬à“ß≈”‡Õ’¬ß ‡π◊ËÕß®“°

®–°≈“¬‡ªìπ ¡“™‘°¢Õß™π™—ÈπÕ’°™π™—ÈπÀπ÷Ëß ·≈–®–ª°ªÑÕßº≈ª√–‚¬™πå¢Õß

™π™—Èππ—Èπ ¥—ßπ—Èπ Àπ∑“ß∑’Ë —ß§¡π‘¬¡ √â“ß‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªìπÀ≈—°ª√–°—π§«“¡¬ÿµ‘∏√√¡ ®÷ß

‰¥â·°à‡ß◊ËÕπ‰¢∑’Ë«à“ºŸâæ‘æ“°…“µâÕß√—∫º‘¥™Õ∫„Àâª√–™“™π‡≈◊Õ°µ—Èß∑ÿ° 5 ªï ·≈–

µâÕß¡’ª√–™“™π‡¢â“√à«¡°√–∫«π°“√æ‘®“√≥“¥â«¬15

15®‘√π‘µ‘ À–«“ππ∑å, ‡√◊ËÕß‡¥’¬«°—π, Àπâ“ 35.
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¿“æ‚ª ‡µÕ√å°“√æ‘®“√≥“¢Õß»“≈ª√–™“™π„π ¡—¬ À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ

∑’Ë¡“¢Õß¿“æ: http://www.rupor.info/

‚¥¬¿“æ√«¡·≈â« ≈—°…≥–æ‘‡»…¢Õß√–∫∫°ÆÀ¡“¬‚´‡«’¬µ¡’¥—ßπ’È

1. °ÆÀ¡“¬≈“¬≈—°…≥åÕ—°…√¬—ß§ß¬÷¥∂◊Õ‡ªìπÀ≈—°„π√–∫∫°√–∫«π¬ÿµ‘∏√√¡

Õ¬à“ß‰√°Áµ“¡ ∑—ÈßΩÉ“¬π‘µ‘∫—≠≠—µ‘·≈–ΩÉ“¬∫√‘À“√µà“ß°Á¡’Õ”π“®„π°“√ÕÕ°°ÆÀ¡“¬

≈“¬≈—°…≥åÕ—°…√ ∑—Èß∑’Ë‡ªìπ°ÆÀ¡“¬·¡à∫∑·≈–°ÆÀ¡“¬„π≈”¥—∫√Õß∑—Èßª«ß ∑—Èßπ’È

°ÆÀ¡“¬≈“¬≈—°…≥åÕ—°…√¡—°®–„™â∂âÕ¬§”∑’Ë “¡“√∂·ª≈§«“¡À¡“¬ À√◊Õµ’§«“¡

‰¥âÕ¬à“ß°«â“ß¢«“ß ·≈–ª≈àÕ¬∑‘Èßªí≠À“µà“ßÊ „ÀâÕ¬Ÿà „π¥ÿ≈¬æ‘π‘®¢Õß‡®â“Àπâ“∑’Ë

ΩÉ“¬ª°§√Õß ¥—ßπ—Èπ °ÆÀ¡“¬≈“¬≈—°…≥åÕ—°…√°—∫À≈—°ªØ‘∫—µ‘„π°“√ª°§√Õß®÷ß¡’

§«“¡ ”§—≠‰¡à¬‘ËßÀ¬àÕπ‰ª°«à“°—π

2. ®“√’µª√–‡æ≥’¡’∫∑∫“∑‡ªìπ‡§√◊ËÕß¡◊Õ™à«¬µ’§«“¡À¡“¬ ·≈–Õÿ¥™àÕß

«à“ß¢Õß°ÆÀ¡“¬„π°√≥’∑’Ë ‰¡à¡’°ÆÀ¡“¬≈“¬≈—°…≥åÕ—°…√∫—≠≠—µ‘‰«â ‚¥¬™—¥‡®π

Õ¬à“ß‰√°Á¥’ ®“√’µª√–‡æ≥’∑’Ëπ”‰ª„™â ‰¥âπ—Èπ°Á‡ªìπ‡æ’¬ß à«ππâÕ¬ ‡æ√“–µ—«∫∑

°ÆÀ¡“¬∑’Ë‡ªìπ≈“¬≈—°…≥åÕ—°…√¡—°‡¢’¬π‰«â°«â“ßÊ ª√–°Õ∫°—∫»“≈°Á¡’¥ÿ≈¬æ‘π‘®

„π°“√µ’§«“¡°ÆÀ¡“¬Õ¬à“ß°«â“ß¢«“ßÕ¬Ÿà·≈â«

3. Õ‘∑∏‘æ≈¢Õßª√—™≠“·≈–·π«§«“¡§‘¥¢Õß§“√å≈ ¡“√å°´å ·≈–«≈“¥’¡’√å

‡≈π‘π ´÷Ëß∂◊Õ«à“‡ªìπ√“°∞“π¢Õß°“√ª°§√Õß„π√–∫∫ —ß§¡π‘¬¡ ¬àÕ¡ àßº≈µàÕ
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°√–∫«π°“√∑“ß§«“¡§‘¥ À√◊Õ°“√‡¢’¬π§”æ‘æ“°…“¢Õß»“≈16 ¥—ß®–æ∫«à“

∫√√¥“À≈—°°“√‡À≈à“π—Èπ »“≈À√◊ÕºŸâæ‘æ“°…“„π ¡—¬ À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ¡—°®–°≈à“«

Õâ“ßÕ‘ß∂÷ß¢âÕ‡¢’¬π À√◊Õ·π«§«“¡§‘¥¢Õß∑—Èß Õß∑à“π¥—ß°≈à“«¢â“ßµâπ

3.2 √–∫∫»“≈ Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡ ’́¬„πªí®®ÿ∫—π °àÕπÀπâ“π’È ª√–‡∑»

√— ‡ ’́¬¡’°ÆÀ¡“¬®—¥Õ¬Ÿà„π√–∫∫°ÆÀ¡“¬‚√¡“‚π-‡¬Õ√¡—ππ‘§ (Romano-Germanic)

À√◊Õ√–∫∫°ÆÀ¡“¬≈“¬≈—°…≥åÕ—°…√ (Civil Law) ·µàÀ≈—ß®“°°“√ªØ‘«—µ‘§√—Èß„À≠à

„πª√–‡∑»√— ‡´’¬‡¡◊ËÕ §.». 1917 ·≈–æ√√§§Õ¡¡‘«π‘ µå‰¥â‡¢â“§√ÕßÕ”π“®°“√

∫√‘À“√ª√–‡∑»·≈â« °ÆÀ¡“¬¢Õß√— ‡ ’́¬„π¬ÿ§À≈—ß°“√ªØ‘«—µ‘π’È ·¡â®–¡’√Ÿª·∫∫

‡ªìπ°ÆÀ¡“¬≈“¬≈—°…≥åÕ—°…√ ·µà°Á‡ªìπ√–∫∫°ÆÀ¡“¬„π√Ÿª·∫∫ —ß§¡π‘¬¡ ‚¥¬

‡π◊ÈÕÀ“ “√–¢Õßµ—«∫∑°ÆÀ¡“¬°Á¥’ À√◊Õ°√–∫«π°“√¬ÿµ‘∏√√¡∑’Ë®–∫—ß§—∫„™â

°ÆÀ¡“¬°Á¥’ ≈â«π·µàπ”‡Õ“À≈—°°“√„À¡àµ“¡·π«§‘¥¢Õß§“√å≈ ¡“√å°´å ·≈–«≈“¥’¡’√å

‡≈π‘π ¡“„™â∑—Èß ‘Èπ √–∫∫°ÆÀ¡“¬π’È‡™◊ËÕ«à“°ÆÀ¡“¬‡ªìπ‡§√◊ËÕß¡◊Õ„π°“√®—¥

√–‡∫’¬∫·≈–°≈‰°µà“ßÊ ¢Õß —ß§¡‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ‡°‘¥§«“¡∑—¥‡∑’¬¡°—π„π —ß§¡ ·≈–‡æ◊ËÕ

§ÿâ¡§√Õß§π„π —ß§¡„Àâæâπ®“°°“√°¥¢’Ë¢à¡‡Àß¢Õßπ“¬∑ÿπ °ÆÀ¡“¬¥—ß°≈à“«®–¡’

§«“¡®”‡ªìπ‡æ’¬ß™—Ë«¢≥–Àπ÷Ëß‡∑à“π—Èπ ‡¡◊ËÕ —ß§¡‡¢â“ Ÿà√–∫∫§Õ¡¡‘«π‘ µå‚¥¬

 ¡∫Ÿ√≥å®πª√“»®“°§«“¡‡À≈◊ËÕ¡≈È”∑“ß∞“π–·≈–ª√“»®“°™π™—Èπ‚¥¬ª√–™“™π

‡ªìπ‡®â“¢Õß∑√—æ¬å ‘π∑—Èß¡«≈√à«¡°—π·≈â« °ÆÀ¡“¬®–‰¡à¡’§«“¡®”‡ªìπÕ’°µàÕ‰ª

·µà‡¡◊ËÕ¬—ß‰ª‰¡à∂÷ß‡ªÑ“À¡“¬¥—ß°≈à“« §«“¡®”‡ªìπ¢Õß°ÆÀ¡“¬®÷ß®–¬—ß§ß¡’Õ¬Ÿà

µàÕ‰ª17

16William E. Butler, Perestroika and the Rule of Law: Soviet and Anglo-

American Perspectives, (New York: St. Martinûs Press:, 1991), p. 3.
17Ibid., p. 9-10.
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µ—Èß·µàªï §.». 1990 ®π∂÷ßªí®®ÿ∫—π ª√–‡∑»√— ‡ ’́¬°Á‰¥âæ—≤π“√–∫∫

°ÆÀ¡“¬≈“¬≈—°…≥åÕ—°…√ (Civil Law) ÕÕ°‰ª„π≈—°…≥–‡ªìπ°ÆÀ¡“¬¿“§æ◊Èπ

¬ÿ‚√ª (Continental European Law) °≈à“«§◊Õ¬—ß§ß¡’°“√»÷°…“°ÆÀ¡“¬‚¥¬

„™âª√–¡«≈°ÆÀ¡“¬ À√◊Õ¬—ß§ß»÷°…“µ—«∫∑°ÆÀ¡“¬‡™àπ‡¥‘¡ ·µà®–¡’°“√æ—≤π“

»÷°…“‡ª√’¬∫‡∑’¬∫°—∫√–∫∫°ÆÀ¡“¬¢Õßª√–‡∑»µà“ßÊ „π¿Ÿ¡‘¿“§¬ÿ‚√ª¡“°¢÷Èπ

æ√âÕ¡∑—Èß¡’°“√·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π ª√—∫ª√ÿß¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈∑“ß°ÆÀ¡“¬µà“ßÊ ‡æ◊ËÕ √â“ß§«“¡‡ªìπ

¡“µ√∞“π„π¿Ÿ¡‘¿“§‡¥’¬«°—π18 √Ÿª·∫∫¢Õß°ÆÀ¡“¬∫“ß©∫—∫®÷ß¡’§«“¡

§≈â“¬§≈÷ß°—∫°ÆÀ¡“¬¢Õß‡¬Õ√¡π’ À√◊Õ‡π‡∏Õ√å·≈π¥å ‡ªìπµâπ

√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬ªï §.». 1993 ‰¥â¬Õ¡√—∫°“√·∫àß·¬°

Õ”π“® (Separation of Powers) √–À«à“ßΩÉ“¬π‘µ‘∫—≠≠—µ‘ ΩÉ“¬∫√‘À“√·≈–ΩÉ“¬

µÿ≈“°“√ ‚¥¬∑’Ë√–∫∫»“≈¡’≈—°…≥–‡ªìπ√–∫∫»“≈‡¥’Ë¬« (Single Court System)

À¡“¬§«“¡«à“„π§¥’∑’Ë‡ªìπ¢âÕæ‘æ“∑√–À«à“ß√—∞°—∫√—∞¥â«¬°—π‡Õß À√◊Õ¢âÕæ‘æ“∑

√–À«à“ßÀπà«¬ß“π¢Õß√—∞ À√◊Õ‡®â“Àπâ“∑’Ë¢Õß√—∞°—∫‡Õ°™π ®–∂Ÿ°æ‘®“√≥“‚¥¬»“≈

¬ÿµ‘∏√√¡‡∑à“π—Èπ ®–‰¡à¡’»“≈ª°§√Õß·¬°æ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“§¥’∑“ßª°§√ÕßÕÕ°

‡ªìπæ‘‡»…‡À¡◊Õπ°—∫ª√–‡∑»Ω√—Ëß‡» À√◊Õª√–‡∑»‰∑¬ ´÷Ëß‡ªìπ√–∫∫»“≈§Ÿà (Dual

Court System) ∑—Èßπ’È»“≈¬ÿµ‘∏√√¡„π√— ‡´’¬ “¡“√∂·∫àßÕÕ°‡ªìπ 3 »“≈À≈—°Ê

°Á§◊Õ »“≈√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬ (Constitutional Court of the

Russian Federation) »“≈¬ÿµ‘∏√√¡ (Courts of General Jurisdiction) ·≈–

»“≈Õ“√∫‘µ√—™À√◊Õ»“≈æ“≥‘™¬å (the Arbitrazh Courts À√◊Õ Commercial

Courts) πÕ°®“°π—Èπ¬—ß¡’Õß§å°√Õ—¬°“√ ÷́Ëß√—∫∫∑∫“∑Àπâ“∑’Ë„π°“√‡ªìπ∑π“¬

·ºàπ¥‘π„π°“√øÑÕß§¥’µàÕ»“≈¥â«¬19

18http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Judiciary_of_Russia
19The Federal Law on Prosecution Services of the Russian Federation of 17

January 1992 N 2202-1. available at <http://eng.genproc.gov.ru/legal_basis_of_the_ ac-

tivities>.
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1. »“≈√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬ (Constitutional Court

of the Russian Federation) »“≈π’È¡’Àπâ“∑’Ë§«“¡√—∫º‘¥™Õ∫æ‘®“√≥“·≈–

æ‘æ“°…“§¥’æ‘æ“∑∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«¢âÕß°—∫°“√µ’§«“¡√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠ À√◊Õ°“√§ÿâ¡§√Õß§«“¡

‡ªìπ°ÆÀ¡“¬ Ÿß ÿ¥¢Õß√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠ ∑—Èßπ’È‡æ◊ËÕªÑÕß°—π‰¡à „Àâ¡’°ÆÀ¡“¬„¥¡“¢—¥

À√◊Õ·¬âß°—∫∫∑∫—≠≠—µ‘·Ààß√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠ √«¡∂÷ß¡’Àπâ“∑’Ëæ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“§¥’„¥Ê

∑’Ë°”Àπ¥„ÀâµâÕßªØ‘∫—µ‘ À√◊Õ∑’ËµâÕß°√–∑”°“√„Àâ‡ªìπ‰ªµ“¡∫∑∫—≠≠—µ‘·Ààß

√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠ À√◊Õ‡ªìπ°√≥’∑’Ë¡’¢âÕæ‘æ“∑„π‡√◊ËÕß‡¢µÕ”π“®»“≈„π°“√æ‘®“√≥“§¥’

‡™àπ ªí≠À“‡¢µÕ”π“®¢Õß»“≈‡¡◊Õß°—∫»“≈∑âÕß∂‘Ëπ À√◊Õ‡¢µÕ”π“®¢Õß»“≈∑’Ë

‡√’¬°™◊ËÕÕ¬à“ßÕ◊Ëπ20 À√◊Õµ√«® Õ∫„π°√≥’∑’Ë°ÆÀ¡“¬∑’ËÕÕ°‚¥¬√—∞∫“≈ À√◊Õ

°ÆÀ¡“¬∑’ËÕÕ°‚¥¬ΩÉ“¬∫√‘À“√ «à“¢—¥À√◊Õ·¬âß°—∫∫∑∫—≠≠—µ‘·Ààß√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠·Ààß

 Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬À√◊Õ‰¡à ‡™àπ °Æ∫—µ√ ¢âÕ∫—≠≠—µ‘ ª√–°“»°√–∑√«ß °Æ°√–∑√«ß

¢—¥µàÕ∫∑∫—≠≠—µ‘·Ààß√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬À√◊Õ‰¡à ‡ªìπµâπ

®”π«πºŸâæ‘æ“°…“»“≈√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠ª√–°Õ∫‰ª¥â«¬ºŸâæ‘æ“°…“®”π«π 19

§π‚¥¬‰¥â√—∫°“√·µàßµ—Èß®“°ª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’µ“¡§”·π–π”¢Õß ¿“·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞

√— ‡ ’́¬ ·≈–¡’«“√–°“√¥”√ßµ”·Àπàß 12 ªï ∑—Èßπ’ÈºŸâ∑’Ë ‰¥â√—∫·µàßµ—Èß®–µâÕß¡’Õ“¬ÿ

Õ¬à“ßπâÕ¬‰¡àµË”°«à“ 40 ªï∫√‘∫Ÿ√≥å

20Richard J. Terrill, World Criminal Justice Systems: A Survey, (New Jersey:

Mathew Bender and Company, 2009), p. 423. available at <http://books.google.com/

books?id=hJaEzC1CBe8C&pg=PA419>.
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¿“æÕ“§“√»“≈√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬ µ—ÈßÕ¬Ÿà∑’Ëπ§√‡´Áπµåªï‡µÕ√å ‡∫‘√å°

∑’Ë¡“: ¢Õß¿“æ http://www.ksrf.ru/en/Info/Building/Pages/default.aspx

¿“æ°“√π—Ëßæ‘®“√≥“§¥’§√∫Õß§å§≥–¢Õß»“≈√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬

∑’Ë¡“¢Õß¿“æ : http://rapsinews.ru/judicial_mm/20111012/256271156_6.html
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2. »“≈¬ÿµ‘∏√√¡·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬ (Courts of General Juris-
diction) √–∫∫»“≈¬ÿµ‘∏√√¡·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬π—Èπ ¡’Õ¬Ÿà 4 √–¥—∫™—Èπ¥â«¬°—π§◊Õ

°. »“≈Æ’°“ (Supreme Court of Russia) »“≈Æ’°“·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞
√— ‡´’¬‡ªìπ»“≈¬ÿµ‘∏√√¡ Ÿß ÿ¥ ∑’Ë¡’»“≈∑À“√‡¢â“√à«¡Õ¬Ÿà„π‡¢µÕ”π“®»“≈¬ÿµ‘∏√√¡
·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡ ’́¬¥â«¬ ‚¥¬∑’Ë»“≈∑À“√®–¡’√–¥—∫™—Èπ°“√æ‘®“√≥“§¥’Õ¬Ÿà Ÿß
°«à“»“≈Õÿ∑∏√≥å ·µà®–µË”°«à“™—ÈπÆ’°“ ∑—Èßπ’ÈÕ“®®–‡ªìπ‡æ√“–√— ‡ ’́¬„Àâ§«“¡
 ”§—≠°—∫ª√–‡¥Áπªí≠À“∑“ß¥â“π°“√∑À“√ ‡æ√“–‡ªìπ‡√◊ËÕß∑’ËÕ“®®– àßº≈µàÕ
§«“¡ ß∫‡√’¬∫√âÕ¬ À√◊Õ§«“¡¡—Ëπ§ß¿“¬„π‰¥â §«“¡º‘¥∑’ËÕ¬Ÿà¿“¬„µâÕ”π“®»“≈
∑À“√°Á‡™àπ §«“¡º‘¥µàÕ°ÆÀ¡“¬Õ“≠“∑À“√ À√◊Õ§«“¡º‘¥Õ◊Ëπ„¥∑’Ë∑À“√‡¢â“‰ª¡’
 à«π√à«¡„π°“√°√–∑”§«“¡º‘¥π—ÈπÊ ‡ªìπµâπ ¥—ßπ—Èπ °ÆÀ¡“¬®÷ß‰¥â≈¥¢—ÈπµÕπ
°√–∫«π°“√æ‘®“√≥“§¥’∑“ß∑À“√„Àâ√«¥‡√Á«¢÷Èπ ·µà°Á¬—ß§ß„Àâ»“≈Æ’°“·Ààß
 Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡ ’́¬¡’Õ”π“®µ√«® Õ∫°“√„™â¥ÿ≈¬æ‘π‘®„π°“√æ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“§¥’
¢Õß»“≈∑À“√‰¥â Õ”π“®Àπâ“∑’ËÀ≈—°¢Õß»“≈¬ÿµ‘∏√√¡„π√— ‡ ’́¬π—Èπ ¡’‡¢µÕ”π“®
»“≈„π°“√æ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“∑—Èß§¥’·æàß §¥’Õ“≠“ ·≈–√«¡∂÷ß§¥’æ‘æ“∑∑“ß
ª°§√Õß¥â«¬ „π à«π¢Õß¢âÕæ‘æ“∑∑“ß·æàß ‡™àπ ¢âÕæ‘æ“∑¢Õß∫ÿ§§≈‡°’Ë¬«°—∫
°ÆÀ¡“¬«à“¥â«¬≈–‡¡‘¥ °ÆÀ¡“¬«à“¥â«¬∫ÿ§§≈ °ÆÀ¡“¬«à“¥â«¬∑√—æ¬å ‘π·≈–
°ÆÀ¡“¬«à“¥â«¬§√Õ∫§√—« ‡ªìπµâπ ·µàÀ“°‡ªìπ¢âÕæ‘æ“∑∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«°—∫∑“ß‡»√…∞°‘®
À√◊Õ∑“ßæ“≥‘™¬å °Á®–Õ¬Ÿà „πÕ”π“®¢Õß»“≈Õ“√∫‘µ√—™À√◊Õ»“≈æ“≥‘™¬å ÷́Ëß®–¡’
§«“¡™”π“≠∑“ß§¥’¡“°°«à“

¢. »“≈¿Ÿ¡‘¿“§ (Regional Court) »“≈π’È∑”Àπâ“∑’Ë§≈â“¬»“≈
Õÿ∑∏√≥å ÷́Ëß„π¿“…“√— ‡´’¬Õ“®®–‡√’¬°™◊ËÕÕ¬à“ßÕ◊Ëπ‡™àπ  À√◊Õ

  °Á‰¥â ·µà°Á¡’Àπâ“∑’Ë„π∑“ß°ÆÀ¡“¬§≈â“¬°—π‚¥¬∑’ËÕ”π“®Àπâ“∑’Ë
À≈—°¢Õß»“≈°Á§◊Õ°√–∑”°“√µ√«® Õ∫§¥’¢âÕæ‘æ“∑∑’Ë¡’¢âÕ¬ÿàß¬“°´—∫ ấÕπ ·≈–
ºà“π°“√æ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“¢Õß»“≈≈à“ß¡“·≈â« À“°‡¢â“À≈—°‡°≥±åÕß§åª√–°Õ∫
¢Õß°ÆÀ¡“¬∑’Ë®–√—∫§¥’‰«âæ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“‰¥â ·≈–‰¡àµâÕßÀâ“¡Õÿ∑∏√≥åµ“¡°ÆÀ¡“¬
»“≈¿Ÿ¡‘¿“§°Á¡’Õ”π“®Àπâ“∑’Ë√—∫§¥’‰«âæ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“µàÕ‰ª Õß§å§≥–„π°“√
æ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“§¥’¢Õß»“≈¡’®”π«π “¡§π  à«π„π§¥’Õ“≠“∫“ßª√–‡¿∑Õ“®
¡’§≥–≈Ÿ°¢ÿπ‡¢â“√à«¡¥â«¬°Á‰¥â
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§. »“≈‡¡◊Õß (District Courts) »“≈π’È∑”Àπâ“∑’Ë§≈â“¬»“≈®—ßÀ«—¥

°≈à“«§◊Õ¡’Õ”π“®Àπâ“∑’Ëæ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“§¥’·æàß∑’ËÕ¬Ÿà¿“¬„µâ‡¢µÕ”π“®»“≈‡¡◊Õß

‡™àπ §¥’æ‘æ“∑∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«°—∫°ÆÀ¡“¬§√Õ∫§√—« °ÆÀ¡“¬·√ßß“π °ÆÀ¡“¬«à“¥â«¬

∑√—æ¬å ‘π §¥’æ‘æ“∑∑“ßª°§√Õß À√◊Õ§¥’æ‘æ“∑∑’ËÕ¬Ÿà¿“¬„µâª√–¡«≈°ÆÀ¡“¬·æàß

¢Õß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬ ·≈–°Á¡’Õ”π“®Àπâ“∑’Ëæ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“§¥’Õ“≠“ ´÷Ëß¡’Õ—µ√“

‚∑…®”§ÿ°µ—Èß·µà “¡ªï¢÷Èπ‰ª ‚¥¬¡’ºŸâæ‘æ“°…“§π‡¥’¬«‡ªìπÕß§å§≥–„π°“√æ‘®“√≥“

æ‘æ“°…“§¥’

ß. »“≈¬ÿµ‘∏√√¡™—Èπµâπ (Magistrate Courts À√◊Õ Justices of the

Peace Courts) »“≈π’È∑”Àπâ“∑’Ë§≈â“¬»“≈·¢«ß ´÷Ëß¡’Õ”π“®æ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“

§¥’·æàß∑’Ë ‰¡à¡’¢âÕ¬ÿàß¬“°´—∫´âÕπ ‡™àπ §¥’øÑÕßÀ¬à“ À√◊ÕøÑÕß‡√’¬°§◊π∑√—æ¬å ‘π∑’Ë‰¡à

¡’¢âÕ¬ÿàß¬“° À√◊Õ‡ªìπ§¥’Õ“≠“∑’Ë¡’Õ—µ√“‚∑…®”§ÿ°‰¡à‡°‘π “¡ªï ‡™àπ ¥◊Ë¡ ÿ√“„π∑’Ë

 “∏“√≥–·≈–ª√–æƒµ‘µπ‡ªìπÕ—π∏æ“≈ À√◊Õ°“√≈–‡¡‘¥°ÆÀ¡“¬®√“®√ ‡ªìπµâπ

¿“æÕ“§“√»“≈Æ’°“ µ—ÈßÕ¬Ÿà∑’Ëπ§√¡Õ ‚°

∑’Ë¡“: http://www.supcourt.ru/galary.php?id=7#/5
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¿“æ°“√π—Ëßæ‘®“√≥“§¥’§√∫Õß§å§≥–¢Õß»“≈Æ’°“

∑’Ë¡“: http://www.supcourt.ru/galary.php?id=10#/10

3. »“≈Õ“√∫‘µ√—™À√◊Õ»“≈æ“≥‘™¬å (the Arbitrazh Courts À√◊Õ

Commercial Courts) »“≈π’È‡ªìπ»“≈∑’Ë¡’§«“¡™”π“≠‡ªìπæ‘‡»…∑“ß¥â“π§¥’

∑“ß‡»√…∞°‘® À√◊Õ§¥’æ“≥‘™¬å ‚¥¬¡’Õ”π“®Àπâ“∑’Ëæ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“§¥’æ‘æ“∑∑’Ë

‡°’Ë¬«°—∫¢âÕ‚µâ·¬âß∑“ß —≠≠“∏ÿ√°‘®21 ‡™àπ §¥’∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«°—∫°“√≈–‡¡‘¥ —≠≠“ °“√

‚Õπ°√√¡ ‘∑∏‘Ï„πÀÿâπ §¥’∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«°—∫Àÿâπ à«π∫√‘…—∑ °“√º‘¥ —≠≠“°Ÿâ¬◊¡ §¥’≈â¡≈–≈“¬

À√◊Õ§¥’∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«°—∫∑√—æ¬å ‘π∑“ßªí≠≠“ ‡ªìπµâπ √–∫∫»“≈Õ“√∫‘µ√—™À√◊Õ»“≈

æ“≥‘™¬å·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬¡’Õ¬Ÿà¥â«¬°—π 4 √–¥—∫™—Èπ§◊Õ22

°. »“≈Õ“√∫‘µ√—™ Ÿß ÿ¥ (Supreme Arbitrazh Court of the Rus-

sian Federation) »“≈π’È‡ªìπ»“≈ Ÿß ÿ¥¢Õß∫√√¥“»“≈Õ“√∫‘µ√—™ À√◊Õ»“≈æ“≥‘™¬å

´÷Ëß¡’Õ”π“®æ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“∫√√¥“§¥’∑’ËÕÿ∑∏√≥å§”æ‘æ“°…“À√◊Õ§” —Ëß¢Õß»“≈

Õÿ∑∏√≥å ·≈–»“≈Õÿ∑∏√≥å¿“§¿“¬„µâ‡ß◊ËÕπ‰¢¢Õß°ÆÀ¡“¬«à“¥â«¬°“√Æ’°“ √«¡∑—Èß

¡’Õ”π“®µ√«® Õ∫°≈—Ëπ°√Õß§”æ‘æ“°…“µà“ßÊ ∑’Ë§Ÿà§«“¡‰¥âÆ’°“§”æ‘æ“°…“∑’Ë»“≈

Õÿ∑∏√≥å‰¥â«‘π‘®©—¬‰ª·≈â« æ√âÕ¡∑—Èß«“ß∫√√∑—¥∞“π·≈–·π«∑“ß°ÆÀ¡“¬

21http://arbitr.ru/_upimg/C216FE2E282B463CA0D4617DA8DAFE8F_20dec.pdf
22http://www.ruscham.com/en/rossinfo/db/21.html
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¢. »“≈Õ“√∫‘µ√—™¿“§ (Federal Circuit Arbitrazh Courts)
»“≈π’È∑”Àπâ“∑’Ë§≈â“¬»“≈Õÿ∑∏√≥å¿“§ »“≈Õ“√∫‘µ√—™™—Èππ’È®–∑”Àπâ“∑’Ë§≈â“¬
°≈—Ëπ°√Õß§”æ‘æ“°…“µà“ßÊ ∑’Ë»“≈Õÿ∑∏√≥å‰¥âæ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“‰ª ‡æ◊ËÕµ√«® Õ∫
Õ’°§√—Èß«à“§”æ‘æ“°…“¢Õß»“≈Õÿ∑∏√≥å¥—ß°≈à“«π—Èπ¡’°“√∫—ß§—∫º≈„Àâ‡ªìπ‰ªµ“¡°ÆÀ¡“¬
·≈– “¡“√∂ àßµàÕ‰ª„Àâ»“≈Æ’°“æ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“‰¥âÕ’°À√◊Õ‰¡à À“°¢âÕ‡∑Á®®√‘ß
·≈–¢âÕ°ÆÀ¡“¬°”Àπ¥„Àâ¬ÿµ‘„π™—ÈπÕÿ∑∏√≥å·≈â« §¥’°ÁµâÕß‡ªìπÕ—π¬ÿµ‘ §Ÿà§«“¡°Á‰¡à
 “¡“√∂Æ’°“µàÕ‰ª‰¥â ·µàÀ“°¢âÕ°ÆÀ¡“¬‡ªî¥™àÕß„Àâ§Ÿà§«“¡ “¡“√∂µàÕ Ÿâ§¥’°—πÕ’°
°Á‡ªìπ ‘∑∏‘¢Õß§Ÿà§«“¡∑’Ë®– àß‡√◊ËÕß‰ª„Àâ»“≈Æ’°“«‘π‘®©—¬™’È¢“¥§¥’µàÕ‰ªÕ’°‰¥â23

§. »“≈Õ“√∫‘µ√—™™—ÈπÕÿ∑∏√≥å (Federal Arbitrazh Appeals Court)
»“≈π’È‡ªìπ»“≈ Ÿß∂—¥®“°»“≈™—Èπµâπ ´÷Ëß¡’Õ”π“®æ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“∫√√¥“§¥’
Õÿ∑∏√≥å§”æ‘æ“°…“À√◊Õ§” —Ëß¢Õß»“≈™—Èπµâπ∑’ËÕ¬Ÿà„π‡¢µÕ”π“®»“≈ °“√æ‘®“√≥“
¢Õß»“≈Õÿ∑∏√≥å®–¡’≈—°…≥–‡ªìπ°“√µ√«® Õ∫ À√◊Õ∑∫∑«π§”æ‘æ“°…“¢Õß»“≈
≈à“ß«à“‡ªìπ‰ª‚¥¬∂Ÿ°µâÕßµ“¡°ÆÀ¡“¬À√◊Õ‰¡à

ß. »“≈Õ“√∫‘µ√—™™—Èπµâπ (Federal Subject Level Arbitrazh Courts)
ªí®®ÿ∫—π  Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬¡’»“≈π’È∑—ÈßÀ¡¥®”π«π 83 ·Ààß Õ”π“®Àπâ“∑’Ë¢Õß»“≈
Õ“√∫‘µ√—™À√◊Õ»“≈æ“≥‘™¬å®–æ‘®“√≥“§¥’æ‘æ“°…“§¥’æ‘æ“∑ ∑’Ë¡’¡Ÿ≈‡Àµÿ∑“ß§¥’
‡°‘¥®“° —≠≠“∑“ß∏ÿ√°‘® À√◊Õ°‘®°“√ à«πµ—«∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«°—∫Àâ“ßÀÿâπ à«π∫√‘…—∑24

23http://eguides.cmslegal.com/pdf/arbitration_volume_I/CMS%20GtA_
Vol%20I_RUSSIA.pdf

24The Code of Arbitrazh Procedure of the Russian Federation of 24 June 2002
N95-FZ Art. 1-3. The jurisdiction of the Arbitration court of the subject of the Russian
Federation covers economic disputes, arising from administrative and other public legal
relations, and other cases, concerning the exercise by legal entities and individual
entrepreneurs of business and other commercial activities, such as disputes; (1) about
disputing normative legal acts concerning rights and legitimate interests of an applicant
in the area of business and other commercial activities; (2) about disputing non-normative
legal acts of the state bodies of the Russian Federation; (3) about administrative offences
where federal laws refer their consideration of the jurisdiction of Arbitration courts;
(4) about the recovery from legal entities and individual entrepreneurs, engaged in
business and other economic activities, compulsory payments and sanctions, unless
federal laws provide for another procedure for the recovery thereof.
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À“°∑”°“√‡ª√’¬∫‡∑’¬∫°—∫√–∫∫»“≈‰∑¬°Á®–æ∫«à“¡’≈—°…≥–‡¢µÕ”π“®»“≈

§≈â“¬°—∫»“≈·æàß ´÷Ëß¡’Õ”π“®æ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“Õ√√∂§¥’µà“ßÊ ∑’Ë‡°‘¥¢âÕæ‘æ“∑¢÷Èπ

µ“¡ª√–¡«≈°ÆÀ¡“¬·æàß·≈–æ“≥‘™¬å  à«π»“≈Õ“√∫‘µ√—™·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡ ’́¬

°Á¡’Õ”π“®æ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“Õ√√∂§¥’µà“ßÊ ∑’Ë‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ ‡°’Ë¬«æ—π°—∫ª√–¡«≈

°ÆÀ¡“¬Õ“√∫‘µ√—™·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬‡™àπ°—π

¿“æÕ“§“√»“≈Õ“√∫‘µ√—™™—Èπµâπ·Ààßπ§√¡Õ ‚° ÷́Ëßµ—ÈßÕ¬Ÿà∑’Ëπ§√¡Õ ‚°

∑’Ë¡“¢Õß¿“æ : http://www.mon-arch.ru/en/objects/47/518
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¿“æÕ“§“√»“≈Õ“√∫‘µ√—™™—Èπµâπ·Ààßπ§√‡ Á́πµåªï‡µÕ√å ‡∫‘√å°

∑’Ë¡“¢Õß¿“æ: http://www.spb.arbitr.ru/

µ“√“ß· ¥ß√–∫∫»“≈¢Õß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬

Constitutional Court of the 
Russian Federation

Supreme Court of the 
Russian Federation

Supreme Arbitrazh Court 
of the Russian Federation

Federation Subject Level
Courts

Federation District Courts

Federal Circuit Arbitrazh 
Courts

Federal Arbitrazh      
Appeals Court 

Justice of the Peace Courts Constitutional or Charter 
Court of the Subjects

Federal Subject Level 
Arbitrazh Courts

Military
Courts
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§ÿ≥ ¡∫—µ‘‡∫◊ÈÕßµâπ¢Õß°“√ Õ∫‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªìπºŸâæ‘æ“°…“„π√— ‡´’¬π—Èπ √—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠
·Ààß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡ ’́¬‰¥â°”Àπ¥‰«â „π¡“µ√“ 119 «à“µâÕß¡’Õ“¬ÿ 25 ªï¢÷Èπ‰ª
 ”‡√Á®°“√»÷°…“√–¥—∫ Ÿß∑“ß¥â“ππ‘µ‘»“ µ√å ·≈–µâÕß¡’ª√– ∫°“√≥å∑”ß“π∑“ß
¥â“ππ‘µ‘»“ µ√å¡“‰¡àπâÕ¬°«à“ 5 ªï ®÷ß®–¡’ ‘∑∏‘‡¢â“ ¡—§√ Õ∫‡ªìπºŸâæ‘æ“°…“‰¥â
´÷Ëß§ÿ≥ ¡∫—µ‘¢âÕπ’È®–§≈â“¬Ê °—∫√–∫∫°“√ Õ∫§—¥‡≈◊Õ°ºŸâæ‘æ“°…“„π»“≈¬ÿµ‘∏√√¡
¢Õßª√–‡∑»‰∑¬ ∑’Ë°”Àπ¥„ÀâºŸâ ¡—§√ Õ∫µâÕß¡’Õ“¬ÿ 25 ªï¢÷Èπ‰ª  ”‡√Á®°“√»÷°…“
π‘µ‘»“ µ√∫—≥±‘µ®“°¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬∑’Ë °.æ.„Àâ°“√√—∫√Õß ¡’ª√– ∫°“√≥å∑”ß“π
¥â“π°ÆÀ¡“¬‰¡àπâÕ¬°«à“ 2 ªï ·≈–µâÕß‡ªìπ‡πµ‘∫—≥±‘µ‰∑¬ (Thai Barrister-
at-law) ¥â«¬°≈à“«§◊ÕµâÕß ”‡√Á®°“√»÷°…“®“° ”π—°Ωñ°Õ∫√¡»÷°…“°ÆÀ¡“¬·Ààß
‡πµ‘∫—≥±‘µ¬ ¿“ ´÷ËßµâÕß„™â‡«≈“‡√’¬πÕ’°Õ¬à“ßπâÕ¬ 1 ªï‡ªìπÕ¬à“ßπâÕ¬À≈—ß®“°∑’Ë
 ”‡√Á®°“√»÷°…“„π™—Èπª√‘≠≠“µ√’¡“·≈â«

„πªí®®ÿ∫—π ºŸâæ‘æ“°…“„π√— ‡´’¬‰¥â√—∫°“√§ÿâ¡§√Õß§«“¡‡ªìπÕ‘ √–„π°“√
∑”Àπâ“∑’Ë¢Õß»“≈ (Independence of the judiciary) ‚¥¬°ÆÀ¡“¬°”Àπ¥„Àâ
ºŸâæ‘æ“°…“¡’Õ”π“®æ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“Õ√√∂§¥’‚¥¬Õ‘ √–ª√“»®“°°“√·∑√°·´ß
®“°ΩÉ“¬„¥Ê Õ’°∑—Èß‰¥â¡’°“√√—∫√Õß ‘∑∏‘¥—ß°≈à“«‰«â „π∫∑∫—≠≠—µ‘√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠·Ààß
 Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡ ’́¬25 ‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªìπÀ≈—°ª√–°—π§«“¡‡ªìπÕ‘ √–¢ÕßºŸâæ‘æ“°…“„π°“√
æ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“§¥’„Àâ‡ªìπÕ”π“®¢Õß»“≈‚¥¬·∑â ∫ÿ§§≈À√◊ÕÕß§å°√„¥®–‡¢â“‰ª
°â“«°à“¬·∑√°·´ß¡‘‰¥â26 ‚¥¬∑ÿ°ΩÉ“¬®–µâÕß„Àâ°“√¬Õ¡√—∫ ·≈–‡§“√æµàÕÀ≈—°
§«“¡‡ªìπÕ‘ √–¢ÕßºŸâæ‘æ“°…“ ¥â«¬°“√ªØ‘∫—µ‘µ“¡∫∑∫—≠≠—µ‘·Ààß°ÆÀ¡“¬
√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠Õ¬à“ß‡§√àß§√—¥

25The Constitution of the Russian Federation article 120 (1) stipulates that
çJudges shall be independent and submit only to the Constitution and the federal law.é

26The Constitution of the Russian Federation article 118 (1) stipulates that
çJustice in the Russian Federation shall be administered by courts alone; (2) The judicial
power shall be exercised by means of constitution, civil, administrative and criminal
proceedings; (3) The judicial system of the Russian Federation shall be instituted by the
Constitution of the Russian Federation and the federal constitutional law. The creation of
extraordinary courts shall not be allowed.é
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 ”À√—∫À≈—°§«“¡‡ªìπÕ‘ √–¢ÕßºŸâæ‘æ“°…“π—Èπ °Á‰¡à ‰¥âÀ¡“¬§«“¡«à“

ºŸâæ‘æ“°…“À√◊Õ»“≈„π√— ‡´’¬®–µâÕß‡ªìπÕß§å°√ªî¥·µàÕ¬à“ß„¥ ºŸâæ‘æ“°…“¡’ ‘∑∏‘

·≈– “¡“√∂‡¢â“√à«¡™ÿ¡πÿ¡· ¥ß§«“¡§‘¥‡ÀÁπ‰¥â‡™àπ‡¥’¬«°—∫ª√–™“™π∑—Ë«‰ª

·µàµâÕßªØ‘∫—µ‘µπ„Àâ Õ¥§≈âÕß°—∫∏√√¡‡π’¬¡ª√–‡æ≥’¢Õß»“≈∑’Ë§«√ªØ‘∫—µ‘ πÕ°®“°π’È

¬—ß¡’ ‘∑∏‘‡¢â“√à«¡„π°“√ª√–™ÿ¡¢ÕßÕß§å°√Õ◊ËπÊ ‡æ◊ËÕ àß‡ √‘¡§«“¡‡ªìπÕ‘ √–¢Õß

ºŸâæ‘æ“°…“·≈–µÿ≈“°“√ ÷́Ëßª√–‡∑»√— ‡ ’́¬‰¥â¡’∫∑∫—≠≠—µ‘·Ààß°ÆÀ¡“¬°”Àπ¥

«“ß°√Õ∫‰«â ‚¥¬Àâ“¡¡‘„ÀâºŸâæ‘æ“°…“°√–∑”°“√´÷ËßÕ“®∑”„Àâ‡ ’¬‡°’¬√µ‘»—°¥‘Ï

·Ààßµ”·ÀπàßÀπâ“∑’Ë°“√ß“π‰«â‡™àπ°—π

‡π◊ËÕß®“°°“√¥”‡π‘π§¥’‰¡à«à“®–‡ªìπ°“√¥”‡π‘π§¥’·æàß §¥’Õ“≠“ À√◊Õ

§¥’ª°§√Õßπ—Èπ ∫ÿ§§≈∑’Ë∑”Àπâ“∑’Ëæ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“§¥’§◊ÕºŸâæ‘æ“°…“ ¥—ßπ—Èπ

ºŸâæ‘æ“°…“µâÕß‰¡à¡’æƒµ‘°“√≥å„¥Ê ‰¡à«à“∑“ßµ√ßÀ√◊Õ∑“ßÕâÕ¡«à“µπ¢“¥§«“¡

‡ªìπ°≈“ß À√◊Õ¡’ à«π‰¥â‡ ’¬µ“¡À≈—°∑’Ë«à“ No man can be judge in his

own cause ‡æ√“–°“√¡’ à«π‰¥â‡ ’¬„π§¥’¢ÕßºŸâæ‘æ“°…“ ¬àÕ¡°àÕ„Àâ‡°‘¥§«“¡

 ß —¬„π§«“¡¬ÿµ‘∏√√¡∑’Ë ‰¥â®“°°“√æ‘æ“°…“§¥’ πÕ°®“°π—Èπ  ‘∑∏‘¢Õß§Ÿà§«“¡„π

Õ—π∑’Ë®–‰¥â√—∫°“√æ‘®“√≥“∑’Ë‡ªìπ∏√√¡‚¥¬ºŸâæ‘æ“°…“∑’Ë¡’§«“¡‡ªìπ°≈“ß ·≈–‰¡à¡’

 à«π‰¥â‡ ’¬π—Èπ ¬—ß‰¥â¡’°“√√—∫√Õß‰«â„π¡“µ√“ 10 ·ÀàßªØ‘≠≠“ “°≈«à“¥â«¬ ‘∑∏‘

¡πÿ…¬™π ªï §.». 1948 ·≈–¡“µ√“ 6 ·ÀàßÕπÿ —≠≠“¬ÿ‚√ª«à“¥â«¬ ‘∑∏‘¡πÿ…¬™π

´÷Ëß√— ‡´’¬°Á‰¥â‡ªìπ ¡“™‘°‡™àπ°—π27

27≥—∞æß»å °ÿ≈‡¡∏’, ç‡ÀµÿÀâ“¡·≈–‡Àµÿ§—¥§â“πºŸâæ‘æ“°…“„π°“√æ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“§¥’Õ“≠“,é

«‘∑¬“π‘æπ∏åπ‘µ‘»“ µ√¡À“∫—≥±‘µ: ¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬∏√√¡»“ µ√å, 2549, Àπâ“ 39.
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µ“√“ß«‘‡§√“–Àå‡ª√’¬∫‡∑’¬∫√–∫∫°ÆÀ¡“¬¢Õßª√–‡∑»µà“ßÊ

1. ‡ª√’¬∫‡∑’¬∫≈—°…≥–√–∫∫°ÆÀ¡“¬

‰∑¬

- ‡ªìπ√–∫∫°ÆÀ¡“¬≈“¬≈—°…≥å

Õ—°…√ (Civil Law) ´÷Ëß‰¥â√—∫

Õ‘∑∏‘æ≈¡“®“°√–∫∫°ÆÀ¡“¬

‚√¡“‚π-‡¬Õ√¡—ππ‘§ („πªí®®ÿ∫—π

√–∫∫°ÆÀ¡“¬¢Õßª√–‡∑»‰∑¬

·¡â®–Õâ“ß«à“‡ªìπ√–∫∫°ÆÀ¡“¬

≈“¬≈—°…≥åÕ—°…√°Áµ“¡ ·µà„π

°“√æ‘®“√≥“æ‘æ“°…“¥§’¢Õß

»“≈°Á¬—ß§ß¡’°“√§”π÷ß∂÷ß§”

æ‘æ“°…“¢Õß»“≈∑’Ë ‰¥â «“ß

∫√√∑—¥∞“π (Precedent) ‰«â „π

§¥’°àÕπÊ ¥—ßπ—Èπ®÷ßÕ“®°≈à“«

‰¥â«à“ª√–‡∑»‰∑¬‡ªìπ√–∫∫

°ÆÀ¡“¬·∫∫º ¡º “π√–∫∫

°ÆÀ¡“¬®“√’µª√–‡æ≥’·≈–

√–∫∫°ÆÀ¡“¬≈“¬≈—°…≥åÕ—°…√

Õ—ß°ƒ…

- ‡ªìπ√–∫∫°ÆÀ¡“¬®“√’µª√–‡æ≥’

(Common Law) ´÷Ëß‰¡à ‰¥â√—∫

Õ‘∑∏‘æ≈¡“®“°°ÆÀ¡“¬‚√¡—π

·µàÕ¬à“ß„¥

√— ‡ ’́¬

- ‡ªìπ√–∫∫°ÆÀ¡“¬¿“§æ◊Èπ

¬ÿ‚√ª (Continental Law) ´÷Ëß

‰¥â√—∫Õ‘∑∏‘æ≈¡“®“°°ÆÀ¡“¬

‚√¡—π À√◊Õ√–∫∫°ÆÀ¡“¬‚√¡“‚π-

‡¬Õ√¡—ππ‘§ (Õ¬à“ß‰√°Áµ“¡

„πªí®®ÿ∫—π√–∫∫°ÆÀ¡“¬¢Õß

 À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“°Á ‡√‘Ë¡‡¢â“¡“¡’

∫∑∫“∑µàÕ°√–∫«π°“√∑“ß

§«“¡§‘¥¢Õßπ—°°ÆÀ¡“¬√— ‡ ’́¬

‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß¡“°)
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2. ‡ª√’¬∫‡∑’¬∫∑’Ë¡“¢Õß°ÆÀ¡“¬

‰∑¬

- „™âÀ≈—°∫√√∑—¥∞“π®“°§”

æ‘æ“°…“„π§¥’°àÕπÊ (Prece-

dent) ‡ªìπ·π«∑“ß„π°“√«‘π‘®©—¬

µ—¥ ‘π§¥’

- ¡’√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠∑’Ë‡ªìπ≈“¬≈—°…≥å

Õ—°…√ (Written Constitution)

- ¡’æ√–√“™∫—≠≠—µ‘∑’ËÕÕ°‚¥¬

√—∞ ¿“

- ¡’ª√–¡«≈°ÆÀ¡“¬ (Code

Law)

Õ—ß°ƒ…

- „™â∫√√∑—¥∞“π®“°§”æ‘æ“°…“

„π§¥’°àÕπÊ (Precedent) ‡ªìπ

·π«∑“ß„π°“√«‘π‘®©—¬µ—¥ ‘π§¥’

- ‰¡à¡’√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠∑’Ë ‡ªìπ≈“¬

≈—°…≥åÕ—°…√ (Unwritten

Constitution (‰¡à¡’ª√“°Ø‡ªìπ

≈“¬≈—°…≥åÕ—°…√„π©∫—∫‡¥’¬«

°—π ·µà°√–®“¬Õ¬Ÿàµ“¡°ÆÀ¡“¬

µà“ßÊ À√◊Õµ“¡§”æ‘æ“°…“µà“ßÊ

√«¡∂÷ß∏√√¡‡π’¬¡ª√–‡æ≥’∑’Ë

ªØ‘∫—µ‘ ◊∫∑Õ¥°—π¡“¥â«¬ ∑—Èßπ’È

Õ“®®–‡ªìπ‡æ√“–µâÕß°“√§«“¡

¬◊¥À¬ÿàπ„π°“√„™â·≈–µ’§«“¡

°ÆÀ¡“¬)
- ¡’æ√–√“™∫—≠≠—µ‘∑’ËÕÕ°‚¥¬

√—∞ ¿“

- ‰¡à¡’ª√–¡«≈°ÆÀ¡“¬ (No

Code Law)

√— ‡ ’́¬

- ‰¡à ‰¥â „™âÀ≈—°∫√√∑—¥∞“π®“°

§”æ‘æ“°…“„π§¥’°àÕπÊ ·µà¢÷Èπ

Õ¬Ÿà°—∫¢âÕ‡∑Á®®√‘ß ∑«à“„π∫“ß

§√—Èß·≈–∫“ß§¥’»“≈ Ÿß°Á‰¥â „™â

·π«∑“ß∫√√∑—¥∞“π®“°ß“π

‡¢’¬π¢ÕßÕ“®“√¬å∑“ß¥â“π

°ÆÀ¡“¬∑’Ë¡’™◊ËÕ‡ ’¬ß

- ¡’√—∞∏√√¡πŸ≠∑’Ë‡ªìπ≈“¬≈—°…≥å

Õ—°…√ (Written Constitution)

- ¡’æ√–√“™∫—≠≠—µ‘∑’ËÕÕ°‚¥¬

√—∞ ¿“

- ¡’ª√–¡«≈°ÆÀ¡“¬ (Code

Law)
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3. ‡ª√’¬∫‡∑’¬∫≈—°…≥–«‘∏’æ‘®“√≥“§«“¡

‰∑¬

- ¡’ºŸâæ‘æ“°…“∑”Àπâ“∑’Ë«‘π‘®©—¬

™’È¢“¥ªí≠À“¢âÕ‡∑Á®®√‘ß·≈–

ªí≠À“¢âÕ°ÆÀ¡“¬ ‚¥¬®–¡’

æπ—°ß“πÕ—¬°“√À√◊Õ∑π“¬§«“¡

‡ªìπºŸâπ” ◊∫æ‘ Ÿ®πå¢âÕ‡∑Á®®√‘ß∑’Ë

‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ»“≈∑”°“√™—Ëß

πÈ”Àπ—°æ¬“πÀ≈—°∞“π„π§¥’

´÷Ëß„π§¥’Õ“≠“‡ªìπÀπâ“∑’Ë¢Õß

§Ÿà§«“¡ΩÉ“¬∑’Ë°≈à“«Õâ“ß∑’Ë®–µâÕß

æ‘ Ÿ®πå„Àâ‡ÀÁπ§«“¡º‘¥‚¥¬·®âß

À“°¡’§«“¡ ß —¬«à“®”‡≈¬‰¥â

°√–∑”§«“¡º‘¥À√◊Õ‰¡à »“≈®–

¬°ª√–‚¬™πå·Ààß§«“¡ ß —¬

π—Èπ„Àâ·°à®”‡≈¬ (Proof beyond
a reasonable doubt) ´÷Ëß

À¡“¬§«“¡«à“»“≈®–¬°øÑÕß

·≈–ª≈àÕ¬µ—«®”‡≈¬‰ªπ—Ëπ‡Õß

Õ—ß°ƒ…

- ¡’≈Ÿ°¢ÿπ (Jury) ∑”Àπâ“∑’Ë„π

°“√«‘π‘®©—¬™’È¢“¥ªí≠À“¢âÕ‡∑Á®®√‘ß

 à«πºŸâæ‘æ“°…“®–∑”Àπâ“∑’Ë «“ß

À≈—°°ÆÀ¡“¬·≈–™’È¢“¥ªí≠À“

¢âÕ°ÆÀ¡“¬ „π√–∫∫°ÆÀ¡“¬

¢ÕßÕ—ß°ƒ…π—Èπ¬÷¥∂◊ÕÀ≈—°®“√’µ

ª√–‡æ≥’ (Common Law) ÷́Ëß

∂◊Õ«à“‡ªìπÀ≈—°°ÆÀ¡“¬ ∑’Ë»“≈

 √â“ß¢÷Èπ®“°À≈—°‡Àµÿº≈∑’Ë¡’Õ¬Ÿà

„π¢âÕ‡∑Á®®√‘ ß√«¡∂÷ß§«“¡

 —¡æ—π∏å∑’Ë ‰¥â√—∫®“°¢âÕ‡∑Á®®√‘ß

„π¢âÕæ‘æ“∑ (Ratio decidendi)

‰¡à„™à‡ªìπ°“√µ—¥ ‘πµ“¡Õ”‡¿Õ

„® ®π∑”„Àâ¡’°“√¬÷¥À≈—°‡°≥±å
„π§”æ‘æ“°…“∑’Ë¡’¡“°àÕπ¡“„™â

„π°“√µ—¥ ‘π§¥’∑’Ë¡’¢âÕ‡∑Á®®√‘ß

‡À¡◊Õπ°—π ¥—ßπ—Èπ®÷ß‡°‘¥‡ªìπ

À≈—°∑ƒ…Æ’°“√µ—¥ ‘π‚¥¬¬÷¥

À≈—°µ“¡§”æ‘æ“°…“ (The

Doctrine of Precedent)

√— ‡ ’́¬

- „π§¥’Õÿ°©°√√®åÀ√◊Õ§¥’∑’Ë∂Ÿ°

°≈à“«À“«à“‰¥â¡’°“√°√–∑”§«“¡

º‘¥Õ“≠“√â“¬·√ß °ÆÀ¡“¬‰¥â

°”Àπ¥„Àâ¡’°“√æ‘®“√≥“§¥’

‚¥¬§≥–≈Ÿ°¢ÿπ‰¥â ́ ÷Ëß§≥–≈Ÿ°¢ÿπ

®–¡’®”π«π∑—Èß ‘Èπ 12 §π §≥–

≈Ÿ°¢ÿπ®–√à«¡°—πæ‘®“√≥“ªí≠À“

‡©æ“–¢âÕ‡∑Á®®√‘ß  à«πºŸâæ‘æ“°…“

®–æ‘®“√≥“‡©æ“–¢âÕ°ÆÀ¡“¬

‡∑à“π—Èπ ·≈–º≈°“√°“√≈ß¡µ‘

∑’Ë‡ªìπ‡Õ°©—π∑å (Unanimous)

«à“¡’°“√°√–∑”§«“¡º‘¥Õ“≠“

√â“¬·√ß·≈–µâÕß√—∫‚∑…π—Èπ

 “¡“√∂¡’°“√√à«¡æ‘®“√≥“
„À¡à ‰¥â¿“¬„π “¡™—Ë«‚¡ß·√°

À“°¡µ‘¢Õß§≥–≈Ÿ°¢ÿπ¡’°“√

‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß‡°‘πÀ°§π°ÁÕ“®¡’

°“√√âÕß¢Õ„Àâ»“≈°≈—∫§”µ—¥ ‘π

À√◊Õ‡ªìπ‡Àµÿ„Àâ»“≈ “¡“√∂

≈¥À¬àÕπºàÕπ‚∑…‰¥â
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4. √— ‡´’¬°—∫¡ÿ¡¡Õß„π´’‡√’¬

´’‡√’¬‡ªìπª√–‡∑»‚≈°Õ“À√—∫‡æ’¬ß‰¡à°’Ëª√–‡∑»∑’Ëª°§√Õß¥â«¬√–∫∫

 “∏“√≥√—∞ (·¡â ‚¥¬æƒµ‘π—¬®–‡ªìπ√—∞∫“≈‡º¥Á®°“√°Áµ“¡) ÷́Ëßµà“ß®“°ª√–‡∑»

Õ“À√—∫Õ◊ËπÊ ∑’Ë à«π„À≠àª°§√Õß¿“¬„µâ√–∫∫°…—µ√‘¬å À√◊Õ‰¡à°Á‡ªìπ√—∞Õ‘ ≈“¡

πÕ°®“°π’È √—∞∫“≈ ’́‡√’¬¬—ß¡’§«“¡·ª≈°µ√ß∑’Ë«à“‡ªìπ√—∞∫“≈∑’Ë¡“®“°¡ÿ ≈‘¡π‘°“¬

Õ≈“«‘∑ (Alawite) (‡ªìππ‘°“¬ “¢“¢Õßπ‘°“¬™’Õ–) ÷́Ëß‡ªìπ “¬√Õß¢Õßª√–‡∑»

‚¥¬π‘°“¬À≈—°¢Õßª√–‡∑» §◊Õ π‘°“¬´ÿππ’  à«π Õ≈“«‘∑°—∫§√‘ ‡µ’¬ππ—Èπ¡’®”π«π

√«¡°—π‡æ’¬ß 10% ‡∑à“π—Èπ28 ÷́Ëßµà“ß®“°ª√–‡∑»Õ◊ËπÊ „πµ–«—πÕÕ°°≈“ß∑’Ë√—∞∫“≈

¡—°®–¡“®“°π‘°“¬À≈—°¢Õßª√–‡∑» ·≈–π—Ëπ‡ªìπ‡Àµÿº≈Àπ÷Ëß∑’Ë∑”„Àâ´’‡√’¬‡ªìπ

ª√–‡∑»∑’Ëª°§√Õß¥â«¬√—∞∫“≈·∫∫¶√“«“  (Secular) ·∑π∑’Ë®–‡ªìπ√—∞Õ‘ ≈“¡

∑—Èßπ’È‡æ◊ËÕÀ≈’°‡≈’Ë¬ß§«“¡¢—¥·¬âß∑“ß»“ π“√–À«à“ßª√–™“™π°—∫°≈ÿà¡ºŸâπ” Õ¬à“ß‰√

°Áµ“¡ §«“¡¢—¥·¬âß∑’Ë‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ≈à“ ÿ¥π’È°Á‰¡à‰¥â¡“®“°§«“¡¢—¥·¬âß∑“ß»“ π“·µàÕ¬à“ß„¥

·µà‡ªìπ°“√ª√–∑â«ß∑’Ë‡°‘¥®“°°“√µàÕµâ“π°“√ª°§√Õß·∫∫‡º¥Á®°“√¢Õßµ√–°Ÿ≈

Õ—≈Õ—´ “¥ ∑’Ëª°§√Õß´’‡√’¬¡“π“π‡°◊Õ∫ 50 ªï

°“√ª√–∑â«ß„π´’‡√’¬°Á‡À¡◊Õπª√–‡∑»Õ◊ËπÊ „πµ–«—πÕÕ°°≈“ß ∑’Ë‡√’¬°°—π

«à“Õ“À√—∫ ª√‘ß (Arab Spring) ´÷Ëß‡°‘¥®“°°“√‰¡àæÕ„®¢Õßª√–™“™πµàÕ°“√¬÷¥

Õ”π“®ª°§√Õß¬“«π“π¢Õß∫—™™“√ Õ—≈Õ—´ “¥ ®π∑”„Àâ§π°≈ÿà¡Ê Àπ÷Ëß‰¡àæÕ„®

·≈–ÕÕ°¡“¢—∫‰≈à√—∞∫“≈ °≈ÿà¡π’È́ ÷Ëß∂Ÿ°‡√’¬°«à“‡ªìπ°≈ÿà¡°∫Ø À√◊Õ°≈ÿà¡µàÕµâ“π√—∞∫“≈

¡’°“√‡√’¬°√âÕß„ÀâªØ‘√Ÿª°“√‡¡◊Õß„πÀ≈“¬Ê ¥â“π ‚¥¬ √ÿª‰¥â¥—ßπ’È29

1. ¬°‡≈‘°°ÆÀ¡“¬©ÿ°‡©‘π∑’Ë∂Ÿ°„™â¡“π“π‡°◊Õ∫ 50 ªï

2. ¬°‡≈‘°°“√°√–∑”¢Õß√—∞∫“≈∑’Ë≈–‡¡‘¥ ‘∑∏‘¡πÿ…¬™π ·≈–æƒµ‘°√√¡

»“≈‡µ’È¬

3. ª≈àÕ¬°≈ÿà¡ºŸâª√–∑â«ß∑’Ë∂Ÿ°®—∫°ÿ¡µ—« ·≈–ª≈àÕ¬µ—«π—°‚∑…∑“ß°“√‡¡◊Õß

28http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syria
29http://dtad.dti.or.th
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4. „Àâ‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß°“√ª°§√Õß‡ªìπ·∫∫ª√–™“∏‘ª‰µ¬

5. „Àâ ◊ËÕ¡«≈™π¡’‡ √’¿“æ„π°“√‡ πÕ¢à“«

6. „ÀâÕß§å°√µÿ≈“°“√‡ªìπÀπà«¬ß“πÕ‘ √–‡æ◊ËÕ®–‰¥â¡’°√–∫«π°“√µ√«® Õ∫

∑’Ë‡¢â¡·¢Áß

7. „Àâ‡ß‘π§à“™¥‡™¬·°àπ—°‚∑…∑“ß°“√‡¡◊Õß ∫ÿ§§≈À“¬ “∫ Ÿ≠ ·≈–

∫ÿ§§≈∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«¢âÕß°—∫‡Àµÿ°“√≥å∑’Ë‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ

Õ¬à“ß‰√°Áµ“¡ „π¡ÿ¡¡Õß¢Õßπ—°«‘™“°“√À≈“¬Ê ΩÉ“¬¬—ß§ßµ—Èß¢âÕ

 ¡¡ÿµ‘∞“π«à“ °√≥’ªí≠À“´’‡√’¬πà“®–®∫≈ß·∫∫°√≥’‡¥’¬«°—∫Õ’¬‘ªµå ‚¥¬∑’Ë¡’

 À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“‡ªìπºŸâÕ¬Ÿà‡∫◊ÈÕßÀ≈—ß ·µà∑«à“ªí≠À“„π ’́‡√’¬§ß‰¡àßà“¬Õ¬à“ß∑’Ë§‘¥°—π

∑—Èßπ’È‡æ√“–∑—Èß√— ‡ ’́¬·≈–®’π ÷́Ëß‡ªìπÀπ÷Ëß„πÀâ“ ¡“™‘°∂“«√ (Five Permanent

Members) ¢ÕßÕß§å°“√ Àª√–™“™“µ‘ ¡’∑à“∑’∑’Ë™—¥‡®π¡“µ≈Õ¥ ‚¥¬¡’¡µ‘‰¡à‡ÀÁπ

¥â«¬µàÕ°“√„Àâ Àª√–™“™“µ‘ (United Nation) ¿“¬„µâ°“√π”¢Õß À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“

‡¢â“·∑√°·´ß„π´’‡√’¬ ‡Àµÿπ’È®÷ß∑”„Àâ À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“∑”Õ–‰√‰¡à∂π—¥π—° ·µà‡ªìπ∑’Ë√Ÿâ

°—π«à“ À√—∞œ ‡ªìπºŸâ π—∫ πÿπ°≈ÿà¡°∫Ø„π´’‡√’¬‚¥¬ºà“πª√–‡∑»Õ‘ √“‡Õ≈ ®π∑”„Àâ

°≈ÿà¡°∫Ø„π´’‡√’¬∑’ËµÕπ·√°¡’∑à“∑’ÕàÕπ≈â“ ‡π◊ËÕß®“°‰¡à¡’Õ“«ÿ∏µàÕ Ÿâ°—∫Õ—≈Õ—´ “¥

°≈—∫°≈“¬‡ªìπ°Õß°”≈—ßµ‘¥Õ“«ÿ∏∑’Ë “¡“√∂®–≈â¡√–∫∫Õ—≈Õ—́  “¥‰¥âÀ“°Õ—≈Õ—́  “¥

‡¥‘π‡°¡‚¥¬ª√–¡“∑ „π¢≥–‡¥’¬«°—π ∑“ß®’π·≈–√— ‡´’¬°Á·Õ∫¬◊Ëπ§«“¡™à«¬‡À≈◊Õ

„Àâ√—∞∫“≈ ’́‡√’¬ ‚¥¬ àßÕ“«ÿ∏ºà“π∑“ßÕ‘À√à“π ‡æ◊ËÕ‡Õ“‰«âª√“∫ª√“¡ºŸâµàÕµâ“π

√—∞∫“≈‡™àπ°—π

ª√–‡¥Áπ§”∂“¡°Á§◊Õ∑”‰¡∑—Èß®’π·≈–√— ‡´’¬®÷ßµâÕß‡ªî¥»÷°‡ß’¬∫°—∫ À√—∞œ

„π¥‘π·¥π ’́‡√’¬ ‚¥¬∑’Ë¡’ºŸâ∫√‘ ÿ∑∏‘Ï™“« ’́‡√’¬‡ªìπ‡À¬◊ËÕ∑“ß°“√‡¡◊Õß¢Õß¡À“Õ”π“®‚≈°

 à«πª√–‡¥Áπ§”µÕ∫°Á§◊Õ√— ‡´’¬·≈–®’π¡’∑’∑à“™—¥‡®π«à“  À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“‰¡àÕ“®

·∑√°·´ß°‘®°“√¿“¬„π¢Õßª√–‡∑»Õ◊ËπÊ ·≈–ªØ‘∫—µ‘µπ§√Õß‚≈°·∫∫Õ”π“®

‡¥’Ë¬« (Unilateral Polar) ‰¥âÕ’°µàÕ‰ª πÕ°®“°π’È ªí≠À“∑“ß∑–‡≈®’π„µâ∑’Ë¡’

 À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“‡¢â“¡“·∑√°·´ß°Á∑”„Àâ®’π‰¡àæÕ„®‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß¡“°µàÕ°“√‡¢â“¡“

·∑√°·´ß°‘®°“√¿“¬„πª√–‡∑» ‡™àπ‡¥’¬«°—π°—∫√— ‡ ’́¬„π™à«ß°“√‡≈◊Õ°µ—Èß ‡¡◊ËÕµâπªï

æ.». 2555 ∑’Ëºà“π¡“ «≈“¥’¡’√å ªŸµ‘π∂Ÿ°°≈à“«À“«à“¡’°“√ ◊́ÈÕ‡ ’¬ß·≈–¡’°“√‚°ß
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°“√‡≈◊Õ°µ—Èß„πÀ≈“¬√Ÿª·∫∫ ‡™àπ °“√°≈à“«À“‡√◊ËÕß°“√∑ÿ®√‘µ‡≈◊Õ°µ—Èß‚¥¬°“√

‡«’¬π∫—µ√‡≈◊Õ°µ—Èß (Carousel) ¥—ßπ—Èπ®÷ß∑”„Àâ À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“‰¡à‡ÀÁπ¥â«¬°—∫°“√

°≈—∫¡“¢Õß«≈“¥’¡’√å ªŸµ‘π  À√—∞œ ®÷ß π—∫ πÿπºŸâµàÕµâ“π„Àâª√–∑â«ß«≈“¥’¡’√å ªŸµ‘π

‡Àµÿπ’È ‡¡◊ËÕªŸµ‘π°≈—∫‡¢â“¥”√ßµ”·Àπàßª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’Õ’° ¡—¬®÷ßµâÕß°“√µÕ∫‚µâ°“√

·∑√°·´ß°‘®°“√¿“¬„πª√–‡∑» ‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªìπ°“√§“πÕ”π“®¡À“Õ”π“®ºŸâ¬‘Ëß„À≠à

Õ¬à“ß À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“30

 ”À√—∫¡ÿ¡¡Õß¢Õß√— ‡ ’́¬∑’Ë¡’µàÕ°“√ª√–∑â«ß√—∞∫“≈ ’́‡√’¬Õ“®¡’À≈“¬

ªí®®—¬¥â«¬°—π ‡™àπ

1. √— ‡ ’́¬µâÕß°“√¬◊πÀ¬—¥·≈–§ß ∂“π–ª√–‡∑»¡À“Õ”π“®¢Õßµπ‰«â

‡æ√“–°“√ Ÿ≠‡ ’¬Õ‘∑∏‘æ≈„π ’́‡√’¬®–‡∑à“°—∫√— ‡´’¬µâÕß Ÿ≠‡ ’¬ —≠≈—°…≥å°“√‡ªìπ

¡À“Õ”π“®„π¿Ÿ¡‘¿“§µ–«—πÕÕ°°≈“ß∑’Ë‡À≈◊ÕÕ¬ŸàπâÕ¬π‘¥‰ª ¥—ßπ—Èπ °“√· ¥ßÕÕ°

¢Õß√— ‡´’¬µàÕ∑’Ëª√–™ÿ¡ Àª√–™“™“µ‘°Á‡ªìπ‡ ¡◊Õπ°“√∫Õ°°—∫™“«√— ‡´’¬ ·≈–

™“«‚≈°«à“√— ‡´’¬·¢Áß·°√àß‰¡à‡°√ß°≈—«ºŸâ „¥31

2. √— ‡´’¬°≈—«°“√≈ÿ°¢÷Èπ¡“¡’Õ”π“®¢Õß·π«§‘¥·∫∫¡ÿ ≈‘¡À—«√ÿπ·√ß ́ ÷Ëß

¡’°√–· æŸ¥∂÷ß°—π¡“π“π·≈â« π—∫µ—Èß·µà‡√‘Ë¡¡’°“√®≈“®≈¢Õßª√–™“™π„π°≈ÿà¡

ª√–‡∑»µ–«—πÕÕ°°≈“ß À√◊Õ∑’Ë‡√’¬°°—π«à“Õ“À√—∫ ª√‘ß ∑’Ë«‘µ°°Á‡æ√“–„π√— ‡´’¬

‡Õß°Á¡’¡ÿ ≈‘¡®”π«π¡“° ·≈–°Á¡’ªí≠À“°—π¡“µ≈Õ¥ ‚¥¬‡©æ“–Õ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß„π¥‘π·¥π

·∂∫§Õ‡§´—  √— ‡´’¬‰¡à ‰¥â¡Õß«à“ ß§√“¡°≈“ß‡¡◊Õß„π´’‡√’¬‡ªìπ‡æ’¬ß‡√◊ËÕß¢Õß

ª√–™“™π°—∫√—∞∫“≈‡º¥Á®°“√‡∑à“π—Èπ ·µà¡Õß«à“‡ªìπ‡√◊ËÕß√–À«à“ß°≈ÿà¡»“ π“∑’Ë¡’

§«“¡¢—¥·¬âß°—π

3. √— ‡´’¬‰¡àµâÕß°“√„Àâ¡’°“√·∑√°·´ß°‘®°“√¿“¬„πª√–‡∑»Õ◊ËπÊ ·≈–

µâÕß°“√µÕ∫‚µâ™“µ‘µ–«—πµ° ∑—Èßπ’È‡æ√“–„πªí®®ÿ∫—π∫√√¥“™“µ‘µ–«—πµ°‰¡à§àÕ¬

„ à„®°—∫Õ‘∑∏‘æ≈¢Õß√— ‡´’¬·≈â« ¡’À≈“¬§√—Èß∑’ËÀ“°∫√√¥“™“µ‘µ–«—πµ°Õ¬“°®–

·∑√°·´ß°‘®°“√∑“ß∑À“√„πª√–‡∑»‰Àπ À√◊ÕÕ¬“°®–ªØ‘∫—µ‘°“√·∫∫ Õß

30http://supakinanderson.blogspot.ru/2012/08/blog-post.html
31http://russian.people.com.cn/95184/7727145.html
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¡“µ√∞“π·§à‰ÀπÕ¬à“ß‰√ °Á∑”°—π‰ª‚¥¬‰¡à ‰«âÀπâ“√— ‡ ’́¬ µ—«Õ¬à“ß‡™àπ„π°√≥’

≈‘‡∫’¬∑’Ë∑”„Àâ√— ‡ ’́¬√Ÿâ ÷°‡À¡◊Õπ°—∫∂Ÿ°À≈Õ° ‡æ√“–‡¡◊ËÕÕß§å°“√ Àª√–™“™“µ‘¡’

¡µ‘‡√◊ËÕß°“√ª°ªÑÕßæ≈‡√◊Õπ ·µà°≈—∫∂Ÿ°™“µ‘µ–«—πµ°π”‰ª„™â‡ªìπ¢âÕÕâ“ß‚®¡µ’∑“ß

Õ“°“»‡æ◊ËÕ‚§àπ≈â¡°—¥¥“øï ∑’Ëª√“∫ª√“∫°“√™ÿ¡πÿ¡„πª√–‡∑» „π¢≥–‡¥’¬«°—π

ΩÉ“¬µ–«—πµ°°≈—∫¡’°“√¬°‡≈‘°§” —Ëß§«Ë”∫“µ√Õÿ´‡∫°‘´ ∂“π ´÷Ëß°Á‡§¬ª√“∫ª√“¡

°“√™ÿ¡πÿ¡ √«¡∑—Èß‰¡à ‰¥â∑”Õ–‰√°—∫∫“Àå‡√π ÷́Ëß°Áª√“∫ª√“¡°“√™ÿ¡πÿ¡‡™àπ°—π

∑—Èßπ’È‡æ√“–∑—Èß Õß™“µ‘π’È¡’º≈ª√–‚¬™πåµàÕ°—π°—∫µ–«—πµ°32

4. √— ‡ ’́¬¬÷¥¡—Ëπ„π°“√∑Ÿµ·∫∫‰¡à·∑√°·´ß°‘®°“√¿“¬„π¢Õß™“µ‘Õ◊Ëπ

¥—ßπ—Èπ®÷ß‰¡à‡ÀÁπ¥â«¬°—∫‡√◊ËÕß°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ßµ—«ºŸâπ”‚¥¬«‘∏’·∑√°·´ß∑“ß∑À“√

¢ÕßΩÉ“¬µ–«—πµ° Õ’°∑—Èßª√–∏“π“∏‘∫¥’ªŸµ‘πºŸâπ”√— ‡´’¬¬—ßµâÕß°“√®– ◊ËÕ„Àâ™“«

‚≈°‡ÀÁπ«à“„π™à«ß∑’Ë√—∞∫“≈¢Õß‡¢“°”≈—ß‡º™‘≠ªí≠À“ª√–∑â«ßµà“ßÊ „πª√–‡∑»

¬àÕ¡‰¡à∫—ß§«√∑’Ë‚≈°µ–«—πµ°®–‡¢â“·∑√°·´ß ¥—ßπ—ÈπªŸµ‘π®÷ßµâÕß°“√„™âÕ—≈Õ—´ “¥

‡ªìπ —≠≈—°…≥å‡æ◊ËÕ∫àß∫Õ°«à“Õ”π“®¿“¬πÕ°°Á‰¡à§«√·∑√°·´ß°‘®°“√¿“¬„π¢Õß

ª√–‡∑»Õ◊Ëπ‡™àπ°—π33

5. √— ‡ ’́¬‚¥¬∏√√¡™“µ‘®–‰¡à‡™◊ËÕ„®™“µ‘µ–«—πµ° ÷́Ëß·π«§‘¥‡™àππ’È∂◊Õ

‡ªìπ∏√√¡‡π’¬¡ªØ‘∫—µ‘¡“π“π·≈â« ·≈–√— ‡ ’́¬¡Õß«à“°“√≈â¡µ√–°Ÿ≈Õ—≈Õ—´ “¥„π

´’‡√’¬‡ªìπ·ºπ¢Õßµ–«—πµ°„π°“√‚¥¥‡¥’Ë¬«Õ‘À√à“π ´÷Ëß‡ªìπæ—π∏¡‘µ√°—∫√— ‡´’¬

6. √— ‡´’¬«‘µ°°—∫ªí≠À“‡√◊ËÕß§«“¡‰√â‡ ∂’¬√¿“æ„π¥‘π·¥π·∂∫π’È

‚¥¬¡Õß«à“π—∫µ—Èß·µà°“√≈â¡ºŸâπ”‡´Õ√å‡∫’¬Õ¬à“ß¡‘‚≈‡´«‘™„πªï §.». 2000 ®π∂÷ß

°“√ªØ‘«—µ‘ ’ â¡„π¬Ÿ‡§√π ·≈–∂—¥¡“°Á§◊Õ°√≥’Õ’¬‘ªµå ·≈–≈‘‡∫’¬‡ÀÁπ‰¥âÕ¬à“ß™—¥‡®π

«à“ À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“·≈–µ–«—πµ°‡ªìπºŸâÕ¬Ÿà‡∫◊ÈÕßÀ≈—ß°“√‚§àπ≈â¡ºŸâπ”∑’Ëæ«°‡¢“‡ÀÁπ«à“

32Ruslan Pukhov, çWhy Russia is backing Syriaé, New-York Times: The

opinion pages (July 6, 2012)
33Richard Weitz, Global Security watch Russia: A reference handbook,

(Santa Barbara: Praeger Security International, 2010), p. 30.
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‰¡à‡À¡“– ‚¥¬°“√π”‡√◊ËÕß¡πÿ…¬∏√√¡¡“Õâ“ß ·≈–°ÁÕ“®®–∂÷ß§‘«√— ‡´’¬‰¡à«—π„¥°Á

«—πÀπ÷Ëß ¥—ßπ—Èπ √— ‡´’¬®÷ßµâÕßªÑÕß°—π‰¡à„Àâ¡’°“√π”‡Õ“¡µ‘Õß§å°“√ Àª√–™“™“µ‘

¡“∫—ßÀπâ“Õ’°µàÕ‰ª34

7. √— ‡´’¬Õ“®®–À«—ß„™â´’‡√’¬µàÕ√Õß°—∫ À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“„π∫“ß‡√◊ËÕß ‡™àπ

°“√„Àâ À√—∞œ ∂Õπ‚§√ß°“√√–∫∫ªÑÕß°—π¢’ªπ“«ÿ∏ÕÕ°‰ª®“°¬ÿ‚√ªµ–«—πÕÕ° ·≈°

°—∫°“√∑’Ë√— ‡´’¬‰¡à π—∫ πÿπµ√–°Ÿ≈Õ—≈Õ—´ “¥„π ’́‡√’¬35

34Howard Amos, çBillions of dollars of Russian business suffers along with

Syriaé, The Moscow Times (September 02, 2011).
35Dmitri Trenin, çWhy Russia Supports Assadé, New-York Times: The

opinion pages (February 9, 2012).
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∫∑§—¥¬àÕ

°“√«‘®—¬„π§√—Èßπ’È‡ªìπ°“√«‘®—¬‡™‘ß§ÿ≥¿“æ (Qualitative Research) ¡’

«—µ∂ÿª√– ß§å §◊Õ (1) ‡æ◊ËÕ»÷°…“æ—≤π“°“√π‚¬∫“¬°“√‡°…µ√¢Õß√— ‡ ’́¬„π

¬ÿ§®—°√«√√¥‘√— ‡´’¬ ·≈–¬ÿ§§Õ¡¡‘«π‘ µå (2) ‡æ◊ËÕ»÷°…“°“√ªØ‘√Ÿª°“√‡°…µ√

¢Õß Àæ—π∏√—∞√— ‡´’¬ ·≈– (3) ‡æ◊ËÕ«‘‡§√“–Àåº≈°“√ªØ‘√Ÿª°“√‡°…µ√¢Õß

√— ‡ ’́¬·≈–π—¬∑’Ë¡’µàÕª√–‡∑»‰∑¬

º≈°“√»÷°…“«‘®—¬æ∫«à“°“√ªØ‘√Ÿª°“√‡°…µ√„π ¡—¬«≈“¥’¡’√å ªŸµ‘π ªï

§.». 2000-2008 ‡ªìπ™à«ß∑’Ë√— ‡´’¬ª√—∫‚§√ß √â“ß¥â“π°“√‡°…µ√‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ

 Õ¥§≈âÕß°—∫µ≈“¥¡“°¢÷Èπ ‚¥¬¡’π‚¬∫“¬ àß‡ √‘¡°“√‡°…µ√‡æ◊ËÕµâÕß°“√≈¥

°“√π”‡¢â“ ‘π§â“‡°…µ√®“°µà“ßª√–‡∑» º≈®“°°“√ªØ‘√Ÿª°“√‡°…µ√¢Õß

√— ‡´’¬¡’ —≠≠“≥„Àâ‡ÀÁπ∂÷ß°“√æ—≤π“∑’Ë¥’¢÷Èπ ‡™àπ °“√ π—∫ πÿπ°“√‡æ‘Ë¡
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AN ABSTRACT

The paper used qualitative research, with the objectives to
1) study the evolution of the agricultural policy from the time of the
Russian Empire to the Soviet Union, 2) study the agricultural reform
of the Russian Federation, and 3) analyze the results of the Russian
agricultural reform and the implications for Thailand.

The study found that the agricultural reform of Vladimir Putin
from 2000 to 2008 adjusted agricultural structure to correlate more
with the market, reducing agricultural imports. The reform has shown
many positive developments including increased production in wheat,
barley and sunflower, making Russia one of the worldûs major
exporters of these products; support of foreign investments, budget
increase, land reform, and the attempt to join the WTO.  Even though
the policies have been successful, Russia still depends on the import
of agricultural products to satisfy domestic consumption.

Russia has been Thailandûs no. 1 trading partner among the
CIS since 2000, despite a low level of trade. Mainly Russia imports
light industrial products, such as sugar, rubber, food, canned and
processed fruit. Even though Russia has reformed agriculture and
has been able to reduced the agricultural import level, Thaiûs
agricultural products are of different types, creating opportunities
for Thailand to find more channels in exporting to the Russia.
Furthermore, despite the continual increase in the value of exports
value to Russia, there are problems, such as logistics, lack of personnel
with knowledge about Russia, and the tax system and other factors.

Keywords: The Russian Agricultural Reform, Vladimir Putinûs
Regime, Implications for Thailand
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The Russian Agricultural Reform During
Vladimir Putinûs Regime and The Implications

for Thailand

Rattanakorn Srimuang*

This paper, in its cope, covers the Russian Empire and the

Soviet period, the post Soviet era and the export of Thai products to

Russia. In order to understand and realize the potential of Thai

products, it is vital to look into the history of Russia since the time

when it was still ruled by kings and the oppressive leaders. With the

start of the 21st century, Russia is still one of the countries that have

not yet realized their true potential. Now having a more democratic

leadership, together with abundant natural resources and products,

Russia should be able to bring about change that would enable it to

operate more effectively in the new globalized era. This opens up many

opportunities for many countries, including Thailand, to seek further

investments and expand export and import channels.

*Master of Arts Program in Russian Studies (Interdisciplinary Program). Gradu-

ate School, Chulalongkorn University, Academic year 2012.
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The Development of an Agricultural Policy of The Russian Empire

and The Soviet Union

Before the 1917 Revolution, Russia was an formerly known as

the Russian Empire. The Slavic state was founded in 862 around

the city of Kiev, the most important center of trade. However, in 1240

the state was defeated by the Tatar and dispersed into small states.

The Grand Prince of Moscow then gathered the independent states to

form Muscovy and expanded the empire to embrace Belorussia and

other territories. In 1700, Peter the Great changed the name Muscovy

to the Russian Empire and established St. Petersburg as the new

capital city. The population was known as the Great Russians.

Between 1682 and 1725, Peter I modernized the country on the

western model by reforming the economy and various programs.

In following the western economic concept, he nevertheless forbade

western imports to Russia and accelerated industrial productions.

Russia created its own factories in Tames, Akem, and Vinius, and Marcelis.

It provided funds and procured labor for factories. Experts in various

fields from Western Europe were also welcome to settle and invest in

Russia. The Tsar created public industries for the private sector to

operate, recruited farmers to work in industries, as well as stimulated

officials to invest in trade. In only 20 years, more than 200 large

industries and 2,500 small industries in Moscow were created. In terms

of agriculture, many inventions were adopted and agricultural products

were so much improved that they became the countryûs main exports.

In 1900, agricultural production constituted 68% of the countryûs

economic output, mainly from oats, barley, wheat, and rye. The overall

picture was still grim. Its production, compared to western countries,
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was still far behind. Because of their low productivity, the farmers were

in harsh conditions. Middle income peasants, equipped with 1-2 horses

and 35-40 acres of land, had just enough food for their families.

According to a survey conducted in 1895, more than 50% of farmers

lacked sufficient bread and only 20% of the total had high consump-

tion. Average income was only between 150 and 180 rubles.

Table Agricultural output index of Russia between 1860 and 1913

1860 13.9 1896 72.9 1905 98.2

1870 17.1 1897 77.8 1906 111.7

1880 28.2 1898 85.5 1907 116.9

1890 50.7 1899 95.3 1908 119.5
1891 53.4 1900 100.0 1909 122.5

1892 55.7 1901 103.1 1910 141.4

1893 63.3 1902 103.8 1911 149.7

1894 63.3 1903 106.5 1912 153.2

1895 70.4 1904 109.5 1913 163.6

Source: P.R. Gregory, Russian National Income, 1895-1913 (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 1982), 155-56.

World War I cost not only the lives of soldiers who perished on

unknown land and soil, but it also took away the labor force from the

agricultural sector. As many as 15 million people were placed on

battlefields, leaving empty land and reduced production, especially on
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the northeastern side of the country. The export of wheat in 1916

decreased significantly. Demand then exceeded supply, resulting in

food shortage. In the beginning of March 1917, St. Petersburg severely

lacked bread and people had to queue up for days to buy it. A total of

100,000 laborers and 25% of the industrial laborers stopped their work

and protested. This eventually led to the overthrow of Tsars on 8 March

1917 and 4 days later Nicholas II resigned and set up a provisional

government led by Alexander Kerensky.

By summer of 1917, the price of bread tripled and that of

milk and butter increased fivefold. The food shortage continued. The

communication system also became worsened, coming to a halt in

certain areas which reduced the production of coal in Donbas. Cotton

production was also stopped because the raw materials could not be

transported from Turkistan. The disruption of the economy also affected

the wheat flour production and factories in various cities were closed.

All of these factors eventually led to the overthrow of the government1

After the revolution which abolished the monarchy, Lenin

became leader of the new Soviet Union. The new management was

under the çdictatorship of the proletariaté. Every resource would be

collectivized and planned by the state alone. It focused on the develop-

ment of industries, urban areas etc. in order to achieve çLeninûs

strategy of socialist transformationé. The state would suppress ideas

and behaviors of the mass, strictly following Marxûs Utopian socialism.

In the first half of 1918, Lenin strictly controlled production and

distribution of products. He aimed to increase labor efficiency by using

strict regulations on the laborers, elevating educational and cultural

standards, and adopting advanced scientific methods. He analyzed that
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in order for Russia to be socialist society, it needed to go through state

capitalism first and fight the power of small capitalists, including

small-sized entrepreneurs, traders, speculators, and hoarders.

During the War Communism between 1918 and 1922, however,

workers received equal pay, money was eliminated, and private market

ceased to exist. In terms of agriculture, the surpluses were requisi-

tioned by the police who were sent to the countryside to take away

grains from the middle income peasants and the rich. This destroyed

the link between deliveries and their incentives. Approximately 37,000

enterprises were nationalized by 1920.

Because of great pressure placed on the government, the New

Economic Policy (NEP) was created. Lenin issued the collection of taxes

from farmers instead of taking away their excess products. This

increased their incentives and gave them the freedom to gain extra

benefits. Private trade was resurrected and commercialized trade was

heavily supported. The situation had improved because the policy aimed

to amalgamate market and socialism. Unfortunately, despite some

success of the NEP, it was eventually replaced by a new system

dominated by a command economy dominated.2

Stalin came to power in 1922 and increased centralization of

the stateûs power, including stricter policies in politics, the economy,

and society. Stalinûs grip of power was so strong that anyone opposing

1Dixon Simon, The Modernisation of Russia, 1676-1825. (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 1999), pp. 28-58.
2See Pushkarev,Sergei, The Emergence of Modern Russia 1801-1917. (Alberta:

Pica Press, 1985), pp. 337-343.
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his measures would be harshly punished. He aimed to develop heavy

industries to compete with capitalist countries, but the implementation

backfired and deprived people of basic necessities.

The Five-Year Plan was then created, with its goal to transform

a weak country dependent on capitalist countries into an industrial

nation with the capability of standing on its own feet. Its main aim was

to transfer the small agricultural areas to collective farms, leaving no

opportunity for a resurrection of capitalism in the country. It was to

create defensive strategies to prevent possible external threats and

reinforced its independency from capitalist countries. The main core of

this concept was heavy industry and collectivization.

The collectivization process did not start until 1929 and 25,000

people, including the police, workers, and loyalists, were sent to

implement the process. From Table 2.4, it can be clearly seen that the

rise of the process after 1929 was rapid and completed by the mid

1930s. While many would argue that peasants accepted the change

willingly, it was actually through brutal force. Farmers who resisted

the idea were arrested, deported, or executed. Approximately 3.5

million peasants were in forced labor, another 3.5 million were

resettled, and another 3.5 died during the collectivization process.

The state then became the dominant force in controlling the economy

of the countryside and urban areas.
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Table Expansion of the Collective Farm Sector, 1918-1938 (selected years)

Collective farms Households in Peasant households

Year (1000) collectives (1000) collectivized (%)

1918 1.6 16.4 0.1

1928 33.3 416.7 1.7

1929 57.0 1,007.7 3.9

1930 85.9 5,998.1 23.6

1931 211.1 12,033.2 52.7

1932 211.1 14,918.7 61.5

1935 245.4 17,334.9 83.2

1938 242.4 18,847.6 93.5

Source: L. Volin, A Century of Russian Agriculture (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1970), 211.

In 1929, the state implemented full collectivization and more

than half of the peasants were assimilated. Unsurprisingly, the drastic

change brought nothing but chaos and disaster to every participant.

Since then the number of collectivization gradually increased until 1936

when only one tenth of the households was not included in it.

The rapid expansion of towns also resulted in more people starving due

to the insufficient supply of food, and when famine occurred in 1932,

the countryside suffered even more hardships. A number of 120 million

peasants were affected, not to mention the whole structure of the

Soviet agriculture.3

3Paul Gregory and Robert Stuart, Russian and Soviet Economic Performance

and Structure. (New York: Addison Wesley, 2001), pp. 39-56.
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During the Khrushchevûs era, Khrushchev initiated

çde-stalinizationé in 1956 and disapproved measures favoring the

execution and punishment of those opposing the leader. Khrushchev

focused on the reduction of weapon production and heavy industries

and the increase of consumer products, especially agricultural products

which were in short supply, and this required regular import of wheat

from the West. His plan, however, failed. The result of the virgin land

produced some mixed results. The land contributed more than 50% of

the overall grain harvest but 13,000 square miles of topsoil were

removed due to the erosion of wind in 1960. Then in 1963 the land

performed poorly, forcing Khrushchev to import grains from the West.

The lack of incentives had always been a major problem for the

Soviet Union. Farmers were not encouraged to perform with the best of

their ability. The state consistently changed the prices and the

agriculturalistsû income was set below the cost of production, including

products such as eggs, milk, and meat.4

4Martin McCauley, Khrushchev and the Development of Soviet Agriculture:

The Virgin Land Programme 1953-1964. (New York: Holmes & Meier Publishers, Inc.,

1976), pp.37-48.
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Table Changes in agricultural production in 1953-1958

million tons:

Production
State

procurement

1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1953 1958

Total grain harvest 82.5 85.6 103.7 125.0 102.6 134.7 31.1 56.9

Virgin land areas 26.9 37.2 27.7 63.3 38.1 58.4 10.8 32.8

Potatoes 72.6 75.0 71.8 96.0 87.8 86.5 5.4 7.0

Sunflower 2.6 1.9 3.8 3.9 2.8 4.6 1.8 2.6

Flax 0.16 0.22 0.38 0.52 0.44 0.44 0.15 0.39

Cotton 3.9 4.2 3.9 4.3 4.2 4.4 3.9 4.4

Meat 5.8 6.3 6.3 6.6 7.4 7.7 3.6 5.7

Milk 36.5 38.1 43.1 49.1 54.8 58.9 10.6 22.1

Cows 24.3 25.2 26.4 27.7 29.0 31.4 - -

Pigs 28.5 33.3 30.9 34.0 40.8 44.3 - -

Sheep 94.3 99.8 99.0 103.3 108.2 120.2 - -

Gross agricultural 100 105 117 132 136 151 - -

production (1953-100)

Source: D.B. Diamond, L.W. Bettis, and R.E. Ramsson, çAgricultural Production,é in A. Bergson

and H.S. Levine, eds., The Soviet Economy: Toward the Year 2000 (London: Allen &

Unwin, 1983), 146.

After Khrushchevûs fall from power perished in 1964, Leonid

Brezhnev took his place. During this period, agriculture performed very

poorly. Some investments, such as in houses and schools, were not

productive. Even though large investments were implemented, the

output did not respond accordingly. In addition to poor quality machinery,

the struggle to receive needed machines and the lack of spare parts

still persisted. Customersû demand was not met because the system
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refused to take them into account and the organization responsible for

transferring agricultureûs orders performed the task poorly.5

In 1985, Gorbachev emerged as the leader of the Soviet Union.

Citizens were now free to express their ideas and criticize their leaders

or officials. They could receive news from and travel to foreign

countries. The latter would also be able to monitor the situation in the

Soviet Union more openly. The state would not interfere with the

economic activities and creativity was encouraged for new ideas and

progress. The private sector would have more rights to hold assets, the

price mechanism would be applied according to the market system,

and the scientific field would be developed to the international

standard.

The economic results were mixed, however. There were

reports of success as well as failures on so many levels. In reality,

the payments were not actually linked to the agricultural output

produced by farmers, as many had to be paid in advance before work.

Contracts were not adhered to by the participants. Productivity did not

rise and many examples showed its decline. Planning and bureaucracy

still prevailed in agriculture. The procedure for requesting and purchasing

equipment was so badly processed that at the end of the day no one

knew who needed which product and how many.6

5George W. Breslauer. Khrushchev and Brezhnev as Leaders. (George Allen

& Unwin Ltd: London, 1984), pp.24-31.
6Richard Sakwa, Gorbachev and His Reforms, 1985-1990. (Deddington Oxon:

Philip Allan, 1990), pp. 40-62.
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Table  USSR: Growth in Agricultural Production, 1981-1989.

Share of
Annual Percentage Rates of Growth, 1989 Gross

in Constant Prices Value of
1981-85 1986-89 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 output

Gross value of agricultural
output (in comparable
prices) 2.1 1.9 0.1 5.3 -0.6 1.7 1.3

Output (in physical volume):
Grain 0.3 2.4 11.8 8.3 -0.1 -7.0 9.2 10.8
Meat 2.5 4.1 0.6 5.3 5.0 4.2 2.0 31.1
Milk 1.6 2.4 0.7 3.7 1.6 2.9 1.6 19.1
Eggs -0.1 0.8 -2.7 - -0.9 1.4 2.8 3.6
Potatoes 1.7 -0.3 -14.6 19.5 -13.0 -17.4 15.2 6.1
Vegetables 0.6 0.5 -10.8 5.7 -1.7 0.3 -2.0 3.8
Fruit-including grapes 2.3 -2.7 -10.8 10.9 -21.3 4.2 -1.3 2.8
Sugar beets 0.3 4.3 -3.5 -3.8 14.4 -3.0 10.7 2.2
Cutton lint 0.6 -1.1 7.1 -4.4 -5.9 9.8 -3.1 3.2
Wool 0.2 1.8 -4.0 5.0 -1.6 3.6 0.3 1.8
Other - - - - - - - 15.5

Source: United States Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, USSR: Outlook and
Situation Report (Washington, DC: USDA, various issues).

After the fall of the Soviet Union, the economic situation was a
wreck for the former states composing it. Russia then emerged after the
breakdown in 1991 as one of the first to initiate reform by freeing
prices. In 1992, approximately 80% of wholesale prices and 90% of
consumer prices were set free. By March 7 in the same year, the policy
was implemented to every product, freeing the remaining prices. The
state only controlled prices of specific medicines, energy, precious metals,
and transportation costs. Imports also did not face any restrictions.
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Agricultural Reform of The Russian Federation

After the fall of the Soviet Union, liberalization of the markets

was initiated. Subsidies were removed, forcing domestic products

to compete with imported goods. Unfortunately, the abrupt change

implemented by Yeltsin affected a number of domestic producers. Once

the support of the government declined, the producers no longer had

the advantage and had to bear the full costs of production.

In 1992, farmers received 67% of the credits provided through

AKKOR and the number of farmers receiving rose to 134% in 1993,

indicating the development of the rural credit. However, the slow growth

of independent farms and failure of independent farmers in the same

year contributed to reduced state support. Since then the failure rates

had tripled. Although it was possible to give the farmers some land, the

sufficient number of land could not be given to every new farmer.

Another problem was that individual farms lacked the access to

equipment and resources that were available to major producers. They

also relied heavily on local collective farms for inputs.

Because of the dependency on collective farms, individual farms

could not break away from them despite the change in policy. Even

when needs were identified, they lacked sufficient resources to meet

them. In a market economy, such an outcome would produce

bankruptcy. However, in the case of Russia, government officials could

not afford to do away with collective farms, as they were vital to the

well being of individuals in many villages. Federal and regional

governments then offered the extension of farm credits.

Yeltsin did not favor a gradual reform but would rather imple-

ment a drastic change to the free market system. This was known as
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the çshock therapyé and was applied to the agricultural sector as well.

Thus, during the 1990s the stateûs involvement in the sector declined

significantly. This ultimately increased production costs of producers;

even after raising higher prices they still did not receive as much

benefits. Subsidized inputs, including fuel, farm equipment, seeds, and

fertilizers, were no longer supplied to the producers. Many farmers

struggled, competing with imported agricultural products with lower

prices.

Crop farming was probably one of the few which received

some benefits in 1997. Before that year, crops did not do well and

declined by approximately 15%. Still, 30 regions saw their production

increase in 1997 and even state farms responded positively to the

market.
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Table Percentage Shares of Macro-Economic Regions in Russiaûs Total Production of

Selected Agricultural Products

   Regions Grain Potatoes Vegetable MeatMilk

1986-90 1997-98 1990 1997 1990 1997 1990 1997 1990 1997

Russia Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

North 0.4 0.4 2.4 3.9 1.3 2.3 2.6 2.1 2.9 3.1

Northwest and 0.8 0.6 4.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 4.3 2.8 4.5 4.3

Kaliningrad Oblast

Center 9.8 8.4 23.0 19.9 17.8 20.5 13.8 12.6 17.1 18.4

Volgo-Viatka 5.1 5.9 10.0 8.8 5.1 8.7 6.3 7.4 7.1 8.5

Central Black Earth 11.7 11.6 8.2 9.0 7.8 7.1 9.6 8.4 9.0 7.3

Volga 17.3 20.5 9.3 9.1 14.4 12.5 14.3 14.2 12.9 13.8

North Caucasus 21.8 18.4 5.6 6.2 23.7 10.6 15.6 13.2 11.2 8.2

Ural 14.0 15.8 15.1 15.7 10.1 14.9 13.3 16.7 14.1 17.1

West Siberia 12.5 12.6 12.9 12.5 8.5 9.2 11.4 13.5 13.0 13.3

East Siberia 5.5 5.2 6.0 8.0 3.6 5.9 5.7 7.1 5.3 4.6

Far East 1.1 0.8 3.6 3.9 3.8 3.4 3.5 2.3 2.8 1.4

Sources: Narkhoz RSFSR in 1990, Moscow; Selskoye Khoziaistvo v Rosii, Moscow:
Goskomstst 1998.

In 1998 the economic crisis, which was caused by default on

domestic debt and ruble devaluation, affected Russiaûs agriculture and

the food sector greatly. Food consumption was reduced due to

decreased citizensû income and the rising food prices. Imports of

agricultural products and U.S. agricultural exports to Russia also

decreased by three-fourths and by 80 percent respectively.7

7Wegren Stephen K, Agriculture and the State in Soviet and Post-Soviet.

Russia (Pittsburgh : University of Pittsburgh Press, 1998), pp.184-191.
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After becoming President, Putin used the term çmanaged

democracyé to represent power from the top while ensuring that

Russian citizens would receive legal protections like those of the

developed countries. He believed this system would work well in

Russia and be an important part of Russian history and culture. He also

took away licenses from popular outspoken media channels in order to

reduce criticism that could be imposed on him and the government.

In contrast with that of On the contrary to the Yeltsinûs regime, Putinûs

agricultural policy had become important to policy makers.

The change could be identified in 2003 when 60% of the

agricultural land had been distributed to farmers. In addition, 51% of

the land was land shares and they could be transferred, sold, or leased

to another owner. This saved owners from going through complicated

ownership transfer and was very convenient. Agricultural implementation

was then spread out. The objectives of the plan included antitrust

policy, agri-food markets regulation, land policy and legislation,

agricultural financing, regional support programs, reasonable protec-

tionism, integration of domestic products into the global market, and

unrestricted movement of products and services.

Each farm would have to become solvent by acquiring labor

discipline, restructuring debt, changing business plans etc. The

profitable farms nearby would have to purchase the assets of the

unprofitable farms and the Ministry of Agriculture had to distribute

the land and property. Regional administrations would also have to

play a larger role in helping the farms.
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As a result, it was not until 1999 when agriculture began to

enjoy a steady economic growth, together with an average 5-8% of

GDP between 2001 and 2008. This can be seen from Figure 3.3.

Figure Annual growth rates of Russian GDP and fixed investment,

2001-2010

2010 figures for Q1 (GDP) and January-June (fixed investment).

Source: Euromonitor International

From 2000 to 2002, the progress of the economy was very

positive, especially the tax reform. The progressive personal income tax

was reduced to 13% in 2001, after reaching 30%, and the corporate

profit tax was reduced to 24% in the same year from 35%. Small and

medium-sized enterprises were also able to rise up. In 2002, licensing

and registration were made easier, creating more incentives for companies

to join. By 2006, the number grew to almost 5 million businesses

registered in Russia after having increased more than 7% a year.
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The çease of doing business rankingé measured the ranking of

countries where it is easy to do business. Russia ranked 120 out of 183

in 2010, having its position raised to 79 in 2006. When it comes to

starting a business, Russia ranked 182 because of the heavy setup that

took a long time to complete. Border trading was also quite difficult

due to a large amount of paperwork, the time involved, and the high

costs of export and import.

Another problem which posed some serious threats to the

citizensû well being was the lack of health regulation. Russian men

were consuming too much alcohol, causing many to die from alcoholism.

Anti-alcohol measure was thereby initiated and adequate healthcare

system was focused on. The education the youth received was also of

poor quality because of corruption in the bureaucracy.8

Crop is the agricultural production which makes more than half

of the total output. In 2005 it contributed to 53%. However, the trend is

decreasing slowly due to the weather and the price. On the other hand,

grains and wheat still play a major role in the country’s agriculture.

Sunflower, sugar beet, vegetables and potatoes have exceeded the level

of output in pre-1991. Poultry productionûs growth rates increased

by 10% in 2000-2004 and pig meat production also expanded in

2002-2007.

8Anders Aslund, Russiaûs Capitalist Revolution. (Washington, DC: Petersen

Institute, 2007), pp. 23-43.
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Table Gross harvest for main crops in Russia, 2001-2009 (million tones)

Indicator 2001-2005 2005-2008 2008 2009 2009/2008

(average) (average)

Cereals 79.1 86.4 108.1 97.0 89.7%

Sugar beet 18.6 27.4 29.0 24.8 85.6%

Sunflower 4.5 6.6 7.3 6.4 87.4%

Flax fiber 53.0 48.0 52.8 53.0 100.3%

Potato 35.6 28.1 28.8 31.1 107.9%

Vegetables 14.2 11.8 12.9 13.4 103.6%

Source: National statistical officer, OECD.

Grain production increased from 2000 to 2008 due to improved

yield, management practices, physical infrastructure investment, and

favorable weather. The exports mostly consisted of minerals, such as

crude oil and natural gas (67%), with metals (13%), chemical products

(6%) and machines, and equipment and transport (6%). Meanwhile, the

export of food products and raw materials of agriculture totaled 3.3% of

the overall exports in 2009. When it comes to agricultural trade, Russia

has a major trade deficit. The export value was USD14.0 billion, which

was less than half of the value of imports: USD29.1 billion. This implied

that the economic crisis affected agricultural imports more than

exports. The imports of Russian agriculture consist of greater range of

products. This includes 18% of meat, 5 to 6% of beef, poultry and pork,

13% of fruits and nuts, 9% of beverages and spirits, and other products,

such as dairy, fish, sugar, and molasses and tobacco. Between 2000

and 2008, the imports of agriculture increased from $7billion to
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$33billion. This made Russia the second largest importer in the emerg-

ing markets, next to China.

Another problem that had existed for many decades in Russian

agriculture included the worn out and out of date equipment and

machines, which totaled 50% of the total resources, having no value

and producing zero productivity in the agriculture, except for foreign

investment which had steadily increased.9

Figure Foreign investment in Russia, 2000-2009

Source : National statistical officer, OECD.

9World Bank, From Transition to Development, (Washington DC: World Bank,

2004), www.worldbankorg.ru
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Russia applied to be a member of the WTO in 1995. Questions

were sent back to ensure that measures and policies of Russia would

comply with international trade. In 2002, however, the United States

and the European Union had some concerns over intellectual property

rights of the country. In order to become a part of the WTO, Article IV

(Market Access) clearly states that the participants are not allowed to

initiate çquantitative import restrictions, variable import levies,

minimum import prices, discretionary import licensing, non-tariff

measures maintained through state-trading enterprises, voluntary

export restraints, and similar border measure other than ordinary

customs duties.é Putin believed that Russiaûs being a member of the

WTO would receive great benefits from a competitive environment.

According to RIA Novosti, a news agency, he said, çI expect that

tighter competition will spur modernization of our economy. We wonût

be able to modernize our economy without accession to the WTO. Until

they (Russian producers) feel real competition, they will not invest in

modernizationé.
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Figure SWOT analysis of the Russian agrifood sector

Russiaûs Agricultural Reform: Its Prospect for Relations between

Thailand and Russia

Relations between Thailand and Russia were reinitiated at the

end of World War II through the establishment of advisory commerce

institution in Bangkok, which marked official bilateral trade relations.

Russia is considered to be one of the countries that are of great

importance to Thailand in terms of trade. Unfortunately, due to the

global financial crisis, the expansion of trade relations has been

affected. In 2008, bilateral trade totaled USD 3,820,000,000, while in

2009 the value decreased 52.5%. It was not until during the 10-month-

period of 2010 when it expanded to USD 3,060,000,000. Russiaûs main

Strengths
- Growing productivity within the agrigood
 sector
- Abundant availability of resources
- Low energy and labour costs

Opportunities
- Higher living standards due to the economic
 growth leading to higher demand for quality
 products and services
- Modernisation and consolidation of the agri-
 food sector and infrastructure investments
- Improving efficiency
- Government support programmes

Weaknesses
- Fragmented agrifood market and agricultural
 sector leading to weak competitiveness and
 lack of innovations
- Underdeveloped and outdated related and
 supporting industries
- Problematic logistics and infrastructure

Threats
- Low oil prices slowing down economical
 growth
- Little diversification of the economy due to
 lack of economic reforms
- Dependent position in relation to retail by
 size difference
- Increasing administrative burden impeding
 entrepreneurship
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products exported to Thailand included iron and steel, crude oil and

other hydrocarbon, fertilizer, machine, and equipment, electronic

appliances, juices, and jewelry.10

Table Thailandûs trade with Russia

Source: World Trade Atlas

Graph Ratio of products exported to Thailand

10Royal Thai Embassy, Moscow, Thai-Russian Bilateral Relations. [Online],

19 May 2009. Source http://en.thaiembassymoscow.com/info/?section=d1&artid=47

2544

Unit: million dollars

2550 Change (%)

Export 80.55 6115.62 86.92 

Import 314.9 1662.64 81.06

Trade balance -234.35 -1047.02 7.62

Value 395.45 2278.2 82.64
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Graph Ratio of products exported to Russia

Source: çGrowth in trade between Russia and Thailand reportedé http://
www.invest2russia.com/cgi-bin/headl.pl?id=411

After Putinûs reform, Russia has turned into one of the worldûs

fastest growing economies, with a growth rate of 8.1% in 2008.

Per capital income was around USD 14,600 which doubled the amount

of that of the Thai.
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Table Transportation route to Eastern Russia

Port Distance Time

duration

Note

Vladivostok Port,

Russia. The route

passes the South

China Sea, the East

China Sea, and the

Sea of  Japan.

3,900 miles 6 days This is the shortest popular route

to Russia. It focuses on the

distribution of goods to Eastern

Russia. Nevertheless, further trans-

portation to Moscow and other

cities in Western Russia can be

made by using the Trans-Siberian

route which is the main railway

of the country. The route is not

popular, though, because it is more

time consuming than directly

shipping goods via St. Petersburg,

which is also more economical.

Still, by using the railway, goods

can be transferred to many

countries in the CIS, for example

Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan,

Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan.

Source : Thai National Shippersû Council
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Table Transportation route to Western Russia

Even though it takes the longest
time to transport goods and costs
the most, St. Petersburg is equipped
with readiness and modernization
as well as safety. As a result, the
port receives the most credibility.

The route is shorter and the trans-
portation capital is lower than
transporting goods to St. Peters-
burg Port. However, Odessa Port
is in the process of development,
and requires further transportation
on land which creates difficulties
due to the bad road condition.
The por t is still not widely
demanded as it requires transpor-
tation through many countries and
borders, which are difficult and
unsafe routes. In addition, the
goods must be inspected by the
Customs in many countries.
Nevertheless, it is one of the routes
that must be closely monitored
because it has the shor test
distance and trucks are available
for further transportation to CIS coun
tries such as Armania, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan.

Port Distance Time

duration

Note

St. Petersburg
Port, Russia,
passes through
the Red Sea, the
Mediterranean
Sea, and the
Baltic Sea.
Odessa Port,
Ukraine, passes
through the Red
Sea, the Mediter-
ranean Sea, and
enters the Black
Sea.

Bandar Abbas
Port, Iran, passes
through the
Persian Gulf.

10,300 miles

7,000 miles

4,200 miles

21 days

14 days

8 days
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Port Distance Time

duration

Note

Northern Europe

such as Humburg

Port, Germany, Kotga

Port, Finland, Riga

Port, Latvia etc.

Tr an spo r t a t i on

through this route

passes the Red

Sea, the Mediterra-

nean Sea, and the

Baltic Sea.

30 days 9,500

miles

The port requires further land

transportation to Russia which

consumes more time than using

the St. Petersburg Port. Neverthe-

less, many ship companies use this

route because goods can be trans-

ferred to major ports along the way

in Europe. In addition, it is the most

economical route and has the

greatest number of ships, facilitat-

ing the scheduling of freight

charge.  The ports also have ships

that go to the Baltic Sea every day.
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Thailand and Russia have an average tariff rate of 10% and

11.4% respectively. This applies to agricultural products and other prod-

ucts of the two countries, meaning that they both use similar protective

measures.

Table MFN between Thailand and Russia

More than 25% of the 11 groups of products imported to

Thailand are from the agricultural industry sector. On the other hand,

there are only 4 types of products in Russia, including alcoholic drinks

and tobacco, sugar, wood, and meat. Thailand regulated tariff to mainly

protect the agricultural sector, whereas Russiaûs tariff protected only

the production sector.

Non-tariff measures of Thailand included import license

documents to protect domestic agricultural products and agro-industry.

The same principle also applied to medicines and chemicals to protect

the health of citizens.11

Russia

Overall Agricultural

products

Non-

agricultural

products

Thailand

Overall Agricultural

products

Non-

agricultural

products

Simple

average

applied

MFN

10.0 22.1 8.2 11.4 13.5 11.1

11Russian Federal Customs Service, Customs Tariff Of The Russian Federation.

[Online], 23 January 2004. Source http://www.russian-customs-tariff.com/
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Measure Product type Product

SPS

Technical measures

Import license

Agriculture

Industrial agriculture

Agriculture
Industrial agriculture

Industry

Industry

Rice and fishery products
such as frozen fish and

seafood products such as
frozen shrimps, canned
tuna, surimi, and dried

aquatic animals
Food products; canned
and processed fruits

Rice
Food products; canned

and processed fruit
Non-food products,

medicine and medical
equipment, communica-
tion service products,

electric appliances, radio
and television receiver,
cars and components
Alloy, carpet, colored
television, explosive
materials, medicines,
soldier equipment,

ciphering equipment,
precious metal, radioactive

material, self-defense
equipment, rocks, tobacco,

toxic chemicals, liquor,
and vodka.

Table Non-tariff measures of Russia in 2007

Source: Department of Foreign Trade, Ministry of Commerce
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Strengths Weaknesses

- Thai products are accepted worldwide,
especially agricultural products such as
rice, vegetables, fruit, canned food, frozen
and processed food etc.
- Such products are high in quality and
are able to compete in the international
market, gaining access in the European
market which is considered a market with
high standards. Thai products can access
the middle incomers as well as the high
incomers in Russia.
- There are 2 types of products with high
export value.

- Russia ranks 5th as one of the worldûs
most populated countries, with the total
of 142.8 million people.
- Russia is one of the fastest growing
economies and 10% of the population is
high incomers.
- The attitudes of Russian people towards
Thailand and Thai products are positive.
- The openness of the country correlates
with positive growth of the economy.
Citizens have more purchasing power, with
expanding domestic trade. It can support
more products from other countries, including
Thailand, signifying an opportunity for
Thailand to invest in the country.
- Russia has policies to expand trade with
ASEAN, whose members of which are major
agricultural exporting countries. While
Russia is weak in the sector and requires
high import rate of agricultural products,
Thailand can use this as an opportunity
to export food products to Russia.

- Russia is a new market and Thai
products are not widely known.
- Thai entrepreneurs still lack accurate
trading information and are not familiar
with the country.
- Thai entrepreneurs are not informed
of the trading channes in Russia and
have no product distribution network,
which plays an important role in
accessing to the market and expanding
its value.

- Russian entrepreneurs have limitations
in speaking English, and Thai exporters
cannot communicate in Russian.
- Thai entrepreneurs are not sure of the
reliability of financial institutions.
- Russia changes many regulations
constantly, lacking clarity in business
practicality.
- Regulations of the Customs Depart-
ment in Russia are still complicated and
lack transparency, causing unnecessary
expenditure and the loss of time.

The strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of the SWOT analysis
are as follows:

Opportunities Threats
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Conclusion

Agriculture in Russia has gone through many changes over the

past decades. When Stalin started the collectivization process, things

went horribly wrong: farmers were either evicted or executed if they

were not following the leaderûs instruction. Those who participated in

the collectivization then suffered from its inefficiency; they did not have

enough necessities to function properly and agricultural profits were

nowhere to be found. Eventually, many starved to death, succumbing

to physical and mental diseases. This policy was to be continued for

many years to come by successive leaders who refused to abandon the

old system. Thus, those suffering the most were peasants whose

liberty and opportunity for a better future were severely limited. Not

surprisingly, agricultural production was dismal, providing little, if at all,

benefits compared to the size and abundance of natural resources in

Russia. Having only obsolete equipment to work with, farmers had no

choice but had to make use of it as much as possible. This guaranteed

that nothing of significance, or anything remotely close to the

production of international standard, would be produced under the

system. In response to this, there were many policies implemented by

the leaders to change the system. Khrushchev focused on heavy

industries and weapons, not concentrating enough on agricultural

production, which enormously failed whereas Brezhnevûs policy was as

strict as that of Stalin, prohibiting change in the political and economic

sectors. The one major problem still remained: they did not create

changes drastic enough to lay out a new economic structure of the

Soviet Union. When other systems failed, they were not able to see that

the only way to get out of all the troubles was capitalism. Without
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leaders who were willing enough to implement a significant change,

the Soviet Union could not prosper, signifying how influential the roles

of the leaders actually were. This is why Russia always had a negative

balance sheet until Putin became President.

In terms of ideology and politics, Russia started to change

since in 1989 when the Soviet Union dissolved and Gorbachev favored

democracy and openness. Yeltsin then took charge, implementing

drastic economic reforms, breaking away from the old practice for a

new future. Unfortunately, the economy as a whole was still finding a

rough time adjusting to the new changes, producing negative results

and creating widespread protests from citizens. When Putin stepped

into power in 2000, nevertheless, domestic production increased very

positively for the first time; production of grain, meat and pork gained

a high level of growth percentage. The country was also more suitable

for foreign investments, gaining more confidence from outsiders.

This clearly shows that agriculture was reemphasized and revived

during Putinûs era. Peasants started to receive more income; employ-

ment and the shares of peasant lands increased. There was also more

liberty concerning agricultural organizations and land transactions.

Most importantly, Russia, after 18 years, was finally able to join the

WTO in 2012, sparkling new economic opportunities with other

countries, especially Thailand.

Among the CIS, Russia has been Thailandûs main trading

partner since 2000. Trading value between the two countries increased

nine fold, totaling USD 1,932 million. In 2010 the overall trade was USD

3,996.02 million, an increase of 90.5% compared to the year before.

It ranked the 26th as Thailandûs trading partner. Even though Thailand
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suffered a deficit of USD 2,453 million, products imported were necessary

for their use as energy and material, such as natural gas, oil, metal etc.

On the other hand, Russia required the import of products, such as

automobiles, electronics, and food. Russia also has the potential to

invest in energy, natural gas, heavy industry, and tourism in Thailand,

whereas Thailand has the potential to invest in agricultural industry,

beverages and food.

Both countries have expertise in different kinds of products

and one country’s specialization responds to the demand of the other.

Nevertheless, the trade between the two has not been sufficiently large.

Analysis of trade obstacles should be further conducted to support

more trade as well as investments between Thailand and Russia. After

an initial study, it can be found that Russiaûs tariff barriers against

Thailand were not high and most of the problems arose from non-tariff

measures, complicated regulations, business alliances, Thai businesses

unable to access Russian market, and the financial system.

The potential of entrepreneurs was also another important

factor besides regulations and tariff measures which played a major

role in trade. The analysis of potential of products between the two

countries has produced the following findings:

- Products from both countries were from different types and

supportive of each other. While Thailand specialized in consumer goods,

Russia specialized in oil, metal, and raw leather; products which were

demanded in Thailand and vice versa.

- Investments rate between the 2 was very low

Overall, support for trade should be a better option than

competition. There are 5 main obstacles: language, business transactions,
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transportation route, complicated trading procedures, and corruption.

The main obstacle is non-tax barriers, such as complicated

trading procedures, culture, language etc. Transportation might not pose

a serious problem and Thai entrepreneurs had potential in the Russian

market. Thai exporters could not export the products directly to Russia

and had to go through European countries, such as Germany first.

If this problem could be eliminated, export of Thai products to Russia

would be faster and less costly.

Entrepreneurs from the fishery industry said that Thai products

are accepted in the Russian market. The problem is the delay of

transportation and finding a suitable and trustworthy investor. Other

obstacles are that most management is up to the local authority and

taxes had to be paid to local officials. EXIM Bank was opened in

Moscow to take care of payment problems and Russian Cultural Center

was established to provide assistance in matters relating to culture and

language. The two new establishments are, however, still in the pilot

process.

Information about Russia is still fragmented. A meeting agreed

to have an integration and set up a business information center to

provide data for entrepreneurs and interested parties. The meeting also

agreed that bilateral negotiations should produce a better result than

negotiations in ASEAN. Nevertheless, the latter should give Thailand

more negotiating power and interests. Thus, Thailand could utilize the

bilateral negotiations with Russia, and the meeting urged for a bilateral

agreement without having to wait for ASEANûs decisions, as it did not

give importance to Russia under the FTA agreement. The meeting also

agreed to set up a Thai-Russian industrial zone, improve transportation
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and logistics, especially the creation of a land bridge, and emphasize

eastern Russia due to increased support of Russia in the eastern zone.

Nevertheless, the import of Thai products to Russia continually

expanded, following positive signs of Putinûs economic reform. The

reform has also made Russia the worldûs exporter of wheat, barley, and

sunflower. Further analysis found that Russia and Thailand specialized

in different types of products; a factor which should create mutual

benefits. Many meetings have been initiated to enhance their relation.

This including an important bilateral cooperation on 27 November 2009

as Deputy Prime Minister Sergei Sobyanin and Foreign Minister Kasit

Piromya agreed on the various cooperations, including agriculture.

The meetings also consisted of the 4th Thai Russian Joint Commission

on Bilateral Cooperation meeting on 27 November 2009 and the 1st

agricultural cooperation subcommittee under Thai Russian Joint

Commission on Bilateral Cooperation in the early 2012.

Opportunities of Thailand after Russia joined the WTO in 2012

Russia is a very important trading partner of Thailand. Its

businesses have potential and are interested in investing in energy,

natural gas, heavy industry, and tourism in Thailand while Thailand

could invest in agricultural industry, beverages, spas, and restaurants.

By becoming the WTO member, Russia has had many changes to

undertake, including the reduction of tax ceiling from 10% to 7.8%,

agricultural products from 13.2% to 10.8%, and industrial products from

9.5% to 7.3%. The country has also made agreements with 11 main

service sectors and 116 small service sectors, providing benefits for

foreign investors by canceling the limit of shareholding not exceeding
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49% if they have become a member for 4 years. Foreign insurance

companies can also open their operations in Russia in the next 9 years

after becoming a member.

After two decades of negotiations, Russia has officially become

a member of the WTO on 22 August 2012, a great leap of Russia in the

world market. This could lead to economic development as well as

changes in many dimensions. Having become a member of the WTO,

Russia is obliged to follow what is agreed under WTO conditions as

follows:

- The decrease of customs tax ceiling from 10% to 7.8%, taxes

on agricultural products from 13.2% to 10.8%, and taxes on industrial

products from 9.5% to 7.3%.

- TRQ would be applied to certain products, such as veil and

pork.

- Cancellation of support for industrial products.

- The support for agricultural products would be less than

USD 9 billion dollars in 2012 and continually decrease to USD 4.4 billion

dollars by 2018.

- Cancellation of tax exemption on some domestic agricultural

products.

- SPS was to correlate with the WTOûs regulations.

- The cancellation of any regulations that conflicted with

Agreement on Trade-Related Investment Measures Agreement: TRIMs.

- The transparency in the trading of products and services and

in intellectual property rights would be adjusted to correlate with the

WTOûs standard.

ASEAN+8 consist of 8 trading countries: the U.S., China, Russia,
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Japan, South Korea, India, Australia, and New Zealand. Because Russia

is one of the members, it has also emphasized its development in

the organization. On 21 August, the Thai cabinet agreed with

ASEAN-Russia Trade and Investment Cooperation Roadmap, as

suggested by the Ministry of Commerce. This is another mechanism to

expand trade and investment relations between ASEAN and Russia,

supporting more trade with Thailand. The Ministry of Commerce has

also aimed to double the trading value by 2015. As Russia has fully

stepped into the world trade and welcomed foreign investments as well

as reduced obstacles, it is predicted that the country would expand

11% in the long term (2012-2021). This creates incentives of Thai

businesses to find market opportunities, such as those for vehicles,

frozen chickens, granulated sugar, canned fruit, and jewelry.

It was also estimated that Thai export value to Russia would

increase from USD 1,149.51 million in 2011 to USD 2,200 million in

2015. The main driving force behind this is that in 2015 Russia will

have to reduce import tariff quota on one fourth of the total products.

Presently, the tariff has already been reduced by 30%. The cooperation

with the AEC that will occur in less than years will also push forward

negotiations on trade and investment between ASEAN and Russia.

In addition, Russia is about to host many international events, such as

APEC meeting in September 2012, the Winter Olympic Games in 2014,

and the Soccer World Cup in 2016, which would stimulate the Russian

market even further.

After this brief discussion on Russia and its evolving system, it

can be stated that the political and economic atmosphere is becoming

more positive, though a lot of changes are still needed. Compared to its
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grueling history in the early 20th century, Russia has taken a big

step towards a freer country where citizens can enjoy better quality of

life. The projection on foreign investments and export and import

opportunities also keeps looking brighter, not to mention that Russia is

now much more receptive to market negotiations after becoming a

member of international trade organization such as the WTO. If it

follows this positive trend, Thailand should be able to immensely

expand its businesses in this country and lessen the risks involved.
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AN ABSTRACT

The objectives of this research are to analyze Russiaûs healthcare

system from the Russian Empire to the present time as well as the

future plan, the relationship between politics and economy which

has affected the formation and policies of the healthcare system

from each period in time of Russian history, Russiansû health status

in each period of time, and Russianûs medical service demand in

Thailand. This research has gathered information from books,

documents and websites concerning the medical healthcare services

in Russia from the period of the Russian Empire, through the Soviet

Union, to the Russian Federation in 2011. The research also used

with semi-structured interviews of Russian who use health services

in Thailand.

At first Russians relied on traditional medicine until they started

to use modern medicine in the Russian Empire. During the Soviet

period, the healthcare system involved the government-supervised

service system whereby everybody could access the same standard

of services. Also, the vaccine distribution was a success in controlling

epidemic outbreaks. After the collapse of the USSR and transition to

the Russian Federation under the liberal democratic regime, the

government still kept the equal opportunity healthcare services for

the Russian population but gave opportunity for treatment at private

hospitals. Under the present government, the healthcare services

have become one of the priorities for the national policies until 2020

as the strategy is to improve the organizational structure of healthcare,
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including medical facilities, and budgeting. Results of the interviews

revealed Russian confidence in the quality of health services and

facilities in Thailand, but there are still obstacles in the form of

shortage of personnel who have skills in the Russian language and

the publicity of Thailandûs healthcare service in Russia.

Keywords: The Russian Traditional Medicine, The Russian Modern
Medicine, The Reform of Russian Healthcare Service
System, thailandûs Heathcare for Russian
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The Russian Health Care System

Wallaya Monchuket*

Russia, as one of the BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China),

is currently receiving international attention because of its continuous

economic growth. Russia is considered to be one of the worldûs most

important energy sources: 1st rank for natural gas, 2nd rank for bitumi-

nous coal, and 8th rank for its petroleum industry. Also Russia

recovered from the economic crisis of 1998 within a short period of

time, growing rapidly as a result of investment by other countries, its

own domestic consumption growth, all in the context of a politically

stable country.

The consequence of the continuous economic growth and the

increase in Russian workersû incomes have resulted in Russians

travelling abroad for pleasure, after the austerity of communist

influence which in the past prevented their population from going abroad.

Thailand has become one of the desirable countries for them to visit,

thanks to many seaside tourist destinations, the generosity of the Thai

people, and the excellent value of the Thai Baht. The number of

Russian tourists has grown enormously from 37,000 tourists in 2000 to

1.4 million in 2011. Some of these also come to Thailand for medical

*Master of Arts Program in Russian Studies (Interdisciplinary Program). Graduate

School, Chulalongkorn University, Academic year 2012.
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service during their vacation. They usually go to hospitals located in

the metropolitan areas of Thailand such as Bangkok, Pattaya, Chiang

Mai and Phuket. In Bangkok, a Russian interpreter service is available

especially for the Russian clientele. A poor and inefficient public

health system in Russia is another reason why potential patients are

influenced to travel abroad seeking better, faster and world standard

health practitioners, hence the rapid growth of the medical tourism.

According to an International Travel & Exhibition, dated 21-24

March 2010, the medical tourism industry has expanded very fast and

continuously. Tourists look for medical services from modern technology,

with better and faster service. The majority are from the Middle-East

(58%), followed by European (38%), and Asian (5%) countries.

The     Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT) realized that there was the

opportunity to develop a market for Russians. As a result, TAT launched

a çMedical Tourism in Thailandé campaign, and recommending Thailandûs

medical services in MATIW-Leisure 2011 Fair in Moscow in order to

present Thailand as a hub of Asian medical tourism which could offer

both tourism and medical services in the one destination. This

campaign was successful and interested a large numbers of Russians.

This information has led to the interest in, and provided the

rationale for this study of medical tourism of Russians. The aim of this

research is to study medical developments in Russia from the past to

the present. This includes paying attention to certain factors, such as

the economy and politics, in order to understand the processes and

both the positive and negative aspects of the Russian approaches to

medical services. This research provides a perspective on, and better

understanding of the nature of medical service in Russia as well as
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Thailandûs medical tourism operatives whose purpose is to prepare

medical services compatible with this clientele and/or the Russian market

in the future.

We can see the Russian healthcare system as originating in the

Russian Empire, at the beginning of the 15th century. During that time

there was not a systematic healthcare system available to the towns-

people. Medication was mainly traditional medicine passed down from

one generation to another explaining the treatment methods, and the

medicinal effects of herbs and animal ingredients to relieve and heal

symptoms. But this was not enough to stop death from epidemic

outbreaks (typhus fever, smallpox, cholera) which came from a lack of

daily hygiene resulting in the rapid spread of diseases. Although some

modern medical treatments were available, these were limited to the

royal family and members of the noble classes.

Until the 17th century, after Tsar Peter the Great came back

from a trip in Europe, he started to think of applying modern medical

technology to the military with the purpose of supporting it to increase

its efficiency. Traditional medicine was not able to accomplish that

goal. As a result, some noble family members were sent to Europe to

study medicine and he established modern medical colleges and

hospitals in metropolitan areas of Russia at the beginning of the 18th

century. This was the first period of medical technology in Russia,

which provided services to normal townspeople and this resulted in the

decrease of deaths from epidemics.

Modern medical healthcare was fully applied in Russia in 1917,

when Russia became a Communist country, under the concept that all

people had to have access to the medical services provided by the
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government. This conceptûs aim was to encourage people to support

Communism. The Ministry of Public Health was founded in 1923 to

administer the Soviet Unionûs healthcare services under Communist

principles: issuing policies, administrating, and providing budgets from

the centre for everyone with equal services. Its aim was to support

the countryûs economic development from agricultural production to

industrial production, especially heavy industry and weaponry to

support the countryûs military power. This project aimed to expand

Communism into other countries. Civilians and peasants were taken to

work as labourers for the government. Despite the healthcare provided,

problems from hard work and food shortages created difficulties due

to the Communist governmentûs repeated failures in efficiently

administrating the country. As a result, non-communicable diseases

(cardiovascular, blood pressure, heart diseases) and stress caused people

to consume more alcohol which led to death from accidents. World

War II also caused millions of casualties; the Communist regime thus

introduced the policy of increasing the population.

The health care system in the Communist period also faced

the problems of centralization and budgeting which resulted in poor

service quality, outdated appliances, and lack of motivation in medical

practitioners. Traditional medicine was still available, but mostly in far

remote areas where public healthcare was out of reach.

In 1991, the Soviet Union became the Russian Federation after

the independence of the various member countries as democratic ideas

spread worldwide. Communism in Russia was transformed into a liberal

democracy and effected changes in all aspects of life in Russia.

Investment flows and the importation of utility products into the
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country rapidly increased consumption demand under a free trade

system. However, the government still had to solve the accumulated

problems in politics and in the economy from the Soviet period.

The improvement of the healthcare system was effected only at the

policy level, though this included permitting the private sector to be

part of healthcare services. The social welfare in healthcare services

meant the government paid for standard medical services and this also

included an insurance system of the private sector. The facilities,

equipment, and medical staff were all from the Soviet period with the

poor standards without any visible concrete improvement. As a result,

people who could afford to travel abroad started to seek medical

services in foreign countries.

In 2006, President Vladimir Putin announced overall healthcare

system development policies. Despite the fact that the healthcare

system became decentralized after the political transformation,

problems still persisted as mentioned. Also, the non-communicable

diseases in Russia increased in numbers as a result of consumerism

and the stress of adapting to the new system. These problems caused

the government to pay particular attention to the healthcare system

again.

In 2008, President Dmitry Medvedev continued Vladimir Putinûs

project in reforming the healthcare system of Russia by announcing

that, in the period 2010-2020, this issue would be one of five urgent

economic policies for Russia. This policy has consequences for

medicine as well as the medical business. The latter needs to keep

an eye on these developments in which it is expected to participate.
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In studying the Russian healthcare system from the Russian

empire to the government policy in the future, we discover that the

crucial element affecting the healthcare policy planning of the government

is politics. Also, the element which affects the proper development of

the healthcare process in Russia is the economy. Finally, the health

status of Russians is directly affected by the healthcare system-both

preventative and care-provided by the government, and this involves

their life style and mental status in each period of time.

1. The health care system in the Russian Empire (14th Century-1917)

1.1 Heath problems

The Russian Empire started as a small empire in the 14th

century and became the biggest empire in the 17th century when Tsar

Peter the Great integrated Russia, made it strong and adopted a

European state system for it. Its territory expanded from Eurasia, the

Baltic Sea to the Pacific Ocean with an estimated 14 million population.

Most of the population was a rural folk who lived on agriculture.

Because of its north hemisphere location, the cold weather conditions

limited agricultural production in the south to only 6 months each year.

Agriculture production was mainly grains and tuber crops. Living

depended on these agricultural products and there had to be product

preservation for the winter time, but this resulted in scarcity. The main

food items included grains, milk, cheese, and fish. Pickled vegetables

were used for winter consumption.

Insufficient food and nutritional problems, as well as poor

hygiene in lifestyle caused fatal epidemic outbreaks which were one of

the great causes of death in Russia between the 14th and 16th
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centuries. Also, traditional medication, along with herbal medicines

could not support the epidemic prevention efforts effectively. In 17th-18th

centuries, cholera, typhus fever, and smallpox caused millions of deaths

in Russia once more.

From the industrial revolution from the end of the 18th to

mid-19th centuries, social changes took place with most of agriculturists

becoming labourers and relocating themselves from the countryside to

slums in the cities. Once an epidemic outbreak took place, it resulted in

a great number of deaths. At least a million died from cholera which

came from wastewater treatment problems, contaminated drinking water,

a hurried lifestyle, and hard working conditions in the factories

resulting in poor quality lifestyles. As a result, epidemic outbreaks were

the greatest reason for deaths in Russia of that time, other than

casualties from war and revolutions.

1.2 Social and economic elements of the health care system.

During the imperial period under an autocratic regime, with

the Tsar as the supreme and centralized leader, he would send trusted

governors to administer the local towns. Most of them were noble class

members or governors in whom he entrusted the responsibility to

collect land taxes from people who were agriculturists and peasants. In

the 17th century, Tsar Peter, who intended to develop Russia in a

European style also aimed to develop military power and issued stricter

measures for tax collection. The peasants who could not pay would

become state-peasants; some became labourers in factories or became

serfs. Despite many progressive developments in European countries,

the people in 18th century suffered from problems about political con-

flicts and ignorance of royal families who splurged taxes for their own
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satisfaction. Technology, society, and the economy in Russia fell behind

all nations of Europe. These frustrated Russians, especially labourers

and serfs, made many revolutionary attempts in Russia. In 1914, Tsar

Nicholas II decided to participate in World War I which resulted in large

numbers of casualties, both soldiers and civilians, during the war.

Famine, food shortages, epidemic outbreaks and war caused more than

5 million deaths. As soon as Russia surrendered and pleaded for the

ending of the war, disturbances took place all over Russia and the

Communist Party took over the country with the support of serfs and

labourers in 1917. This revolution terminated the Tsarist system in

Russia but still resulted in 8-10 million casualties for the revolution.

The consequences of WW I pushed the population into a state of

despair from the famine as well as grief during the long-lasting

torment. This difficult situation resulted in epidemics which spread

around in very large areas.

Concerning the economy in 14th-16th centuries, most of the

population stayed in the countryside. They lived on agriculture producing

field crops such as malt and barley while a far smaller number of

people lived in the cities. In the 17th century, trading and diplomatic

relationships started. The economy of Russia was under mercantilist

influence as in the western world. The weapons and ship manufacturing

industries were the beginning point of the industrial revolution in the

Russian Empire. Agriculturists were called to become labourers in

factories in order to increase productive capability so as to export

products to western countries. Also, agriculture was developed by

using new methods until it also became an important source of

products for export. As a result of this economic reform, most of
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peasants became state-labourers under very strict supervision. Their

living quality was poor while they worked very hard. The efforts made

by Russia to force its industry to reach the same level as that of

Western Europe caused most of the peasants to become state-labourers

for a long period of time. In the beginning of the 20th century, the

Russian economy underwent difficult times including those of famine

caused by WW I. Despite the end of the war, Russiaûs economy did not

recover, and this resulted in the continuous failure of the economy.

The population was in this difficult situation for many decades until

the countryûs reform under Communism.

1.3 Health care services

Traditional medicine was the principal medical alternative in

the beginning of the Russian empire. It involved mainly symptomatic

treatment more than preventive measures. These methods were passed

along from one generation to the other, by using herbs, minerals and

natural ingredients for treatment and therapy. Traditional medicine was

an integrated treatment, both mental and physical cure, by local

healers. In some fields, the practitioners had to be certified by the

government for herbal treatment such as bones, eyes, hernia,

midwifery, and so on. The local practitioners were local people or

Orthodox priests. Besides, there might be an integration of superstitious

therapy with religious rituals/belief. The outstanding local therapy was

the Russian sauna called çBanyaé which has been popular up to the

present day. At the household level, townspeople applied knowledge

about herbs to improve daily sanitary conditions both in relieving and

curing sickness. However, this could not prevent epidemic outbreaks,

both at prevention and curing, which was the main cause of death.
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Also, the military had problem in treating soldiers during the wars

which expanded territory. Tsar Peter hence decided to expand modern

medicine to include normal people instead of limiting it only to

members of the royal family.

Modern medication was first introduced to Russia in the 16th

century after it was successfully developed in Europe. But it was

limited only within the royal family and noble class members by hiring

practitioners from Europe to staff the palace. Once Tsar Peter the Great

saw the efficiency of this treatment, he ordered its expansion to the

military and ordinary people. This resulted in the sending of many

young noble members to Europe for medical technology studies, who

then came back to develop their own country. He ordered the

establishment of hospitals for modern medication in the main

metropolis as well as modern medicine programs in universities in

Moscow, St. Petersburg, Dopel, Kazan, and so on for the purpose of

producing qualified medical staff mainly for the military. Most of these

were surgical doctors, orthopedists, gynecologist, nurses, and

paramedics.

Modern medical services for the people first started in the

period of Tsarina Katherine II. There was the establishment of medical

colleges to supervise medical services and to improve the sanitary and

hygiene conditions of the population. Also, there was the establishment

of large hospitals and orphanage houses. During this period vaccine

was distributed for the first time to normal people so as to prevent

epidemic outbreaks (smallpox) and the founding of the Board of Public

Welfare to distribute the service administration to the town level in

1775. This organization could be called the first official medication
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organization of modern medicine technology in the Russian Empire.

But it was demoted after her period, and commenced again in the

middle of the 19th century as soon as the medical system decentralization

was promoted and adopted. The most efficient system in this period

was the çZemstvo systemé which encouraged people in the community

to assist in planning and managing the program. As a result, epidemic

outbreaks started to decrease and were systematically controlled by

vaccine distribution, daily sanitary development in the community, and

the founding of hospitals and clinics in each community. Modern

medication became popular among the people while traditional

medicine had a reduced role but was still available in the rural

community as alternative treatment.

At the end of 19th century, before WW I, during the intense

industrial revolution in the Russian Empire, Tsar Alexander II adopted

the German healthcare system under a liberal policy, namely the

çSemashko Systemé, so as to take care of peasants in the countryside

(for agricultural production department) and of the labourers in cities

(for the industrial production department) by adding healthcare centres

and medical practitioners as well as vaccine distribution to labourers

under government support which resulted in the decrease of the deaths

from epidemics.

2. Health care system in the Soviet Russia (1917-1991)

2.1 Health problems

During the Soviet era, the number of the population reached

280 million and the territory extensively expanded. Most of population

migrated to cities as labourers in industries as a result of the governmentûs
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industrial development programmes. They had to work 6 days per week,

12-14 hours on average a day. For accommodation, the government

provided one unit of an apartment which would be divided for 3

families to stay together. The workers in the factories would be

provided with free lunch, mainly potatoes and salad from cabbages or

beetroots. The agricultural labourers also suffered from hard working

conditions as much as the industrial group did. Their products would

all be for the government and the situation became worse and tenser

due to food shortages and overloaded burdens as well as repeated

failures of the economic policy. The government also decided to spend

more budgets on military projects, nuclear development, and space

technology against the opposition. This became, during the 20th

century, major causes of death from non-communicable diseases and

suicide. Also Russian consumed more alcohol and cigarettes. Despite

the healthcare support from the government, many couples did not

want to have a child, and this resulted in the low rate of birth. The

government then issued the Nataliaûs policy in order to increase the

population for industrial support and increase the general population.

2.2 Social and economic elements in the health care system.

When the Communist Party took power and transformed the

Russian Empire into Soviet Russia in 1917, the whole country came

under the control of the party. Its concept was about common property

for all people and producing income from its own production, so that all

people would be of the same status. However, after the Communist

Party started governing the USSR, the policy became increasingly

aggressive and dictatorial. Most of the population was forced to

become labourers in order to stimulate development and increase the
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income to be used for military activities. It was not until 1941 that the

USSR participated in World War II, in which it was on the winning side,

in spite of major losses. There were about 20-27 million casualties.

The rest of the population suffered losses of residences and production

bases were extensively destroyed. This made Russians live in a very

difficult condition. The end of WWII led to the Cold War between the

USSR and the USA, which led to numbers of military projects so as to

intimidate the opposition, such as space exploration projects, and nuclear

warhead collections, which required a great amount of money and

labour.

Because of this need for financial support, the Communist

government decided to adopt modern industrial development policies,

which were the same as those adopted at the end of the Russian

Empire in order to increase most of its budget for supporting military

projects. This also resulted in the expansion of weaponry and military

supplies as exported products. The economy was subject to a centralized

administration of the government, which resulted in a lack of desire

and enthusiasm in developing the country. It led, in turn, to a failure of

production and exports in spite of the governmentûs attempts to devise

many development plans to solve the economic problems and utilities

shortages. This was because the central authorities could not inspect

all the policies at the smaller regional departments. Hence the USSR

was facing economic instability throughout the 60 years of Communist

rule. Also, the Communist government spent too much of the budget

on the army and military spending, which resulted in a budget

shortage towards the end of the 20th century. This was a reason for

the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. The fact that Russia was
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forced to develop very fast in both economic and industrial sectors

tremendously affected the Russiansû living quality: they needed to work

hard but lacked consumer goods and public utilities. The stress from

daily living caused Russians to suffer from many health problems, such

as alcoholism, narcotics use, and an increase in psychiatric problems.

2.3 Health care system

The healthcare system under Communism benefited from the

influence of a modern medical system from the Russian Empire called

the çSemashko Systemé which had adopted medical technology and

knowledge from Europe since the medical reforms in the 19th century.

The Communist government applied the modern medical system (the

first phase) from the European system in Russia: founding the Ministry

of Health to administrate medical organizations, making them more

systematic and well-organized, creating principles for making policies

on the medical and healthcare systems for people with the financial

support from the government (socialized medicine) under six concepts

as follows;

1) Government responsibility for free services

2) Universal access to free services

3) A preventative approach to çSocial diseaseé

4) Quality professional care

5) A close relation between science and medical practice

6) Continuity of care between health promotion, treatment, and

rehabilitation

These concepts led to the founding of the Ministry of Health

(MOH) of USSR in 1917, and were finally achieved as a Communist

Party objective in 1923. This ministry issued all the policies centrally
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out of Moscow to all the 15 Soviet States, which were obliged to follow

these policies and apply them to local regions, cities, and districts.  The

local healthcare organizations were also expected to follow properly

and seriously the issued policies from the MOH.

The healthcare system decentralization was divided into 2 major

groups:

Central departments: these organizations were under the

supervision of MOH. Their roles were to issue the administrative

policies, healthcare development projects, and administrative plans for

the member countries. All were obliged to follow the condition that all

the population would be supported medically by the government, with

budget and expenses from the Communist Government. MOH would

be the policy planner in matters relating the development of medical

technology, medical practitioners, medical facilities, and medical

appliances for the member countries as a centralized control of the

Healthcare System.

Local departments: these organizations supervised the

healthcare system in the member countries according to the central

policies. It is divided into 3 categories.

(a) Urban hospital care: this division was the main healthcare

service facility and medical centre in each region. Its responsibility

included establishing specific care hospital such as emergency care,

ophthalmology, heart diseases, tuberculosis, sexually transmitted

diseases, oncology, and psychiatric as well as narcotics problems.

(b) Urban primary care: this division was the primary aid for

townspeople in the community: polyclinics for adults and children

separately. Patients with certain illnesses, after being diagnosed, would
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be transferred to an Urban Hospital.

(c) Rural healthcare: this division covered hospitals in the rural

areas which could provide medical services for uncomplicated cases.

In the very remote areas, there would be polyclinics with a medical

assistant on duty or MOH-certified herbal therapists as an alternative

treatment.

Besides these, there was also a medical service especially for

labourers namely ùenterprise polyclinicû to provide basic healthcare

service, under MOH standard, to labourers. The employer was

responsible for service expenses such as on hiring medical practitioners.

The number of clinics, doctors, and nursery facilities would follow the

government standard ratio as well as compelling the vaccination and

epidemic prevention upon MOH announcements.

3. Health care system at the present time (1991-2011)

3.1 Health problem.

In 1991, after the collapse of the USSR and the announcement

of independence of the 15 member countries, there remained only the

Russian Federation with 140 million inhabitants. But the way of living

and public utilities were the same as in the USSR period. In the first

period after the transformation, Russians had to make an effort to adapt

a new lifestyle within a short time. Their lives under strictly regulated

now suddenly became free under liberalism. But the situation was still

hard. With the pressure of a low economy and utilities shortages, people

were even more stressed when adapting themselves to this change.

It resulted in consuming alcohol and smoking cigarettes in a

recreational way. Accumulated health problems from hard work in the
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Communist period resulted in non-communicable diseases becoming

the major problem in the first decade after the opening up of the

country. In the second decade up to now, the most frequently found

non-communicable diseases were cholesterol-related, heart diseases,

and high blood pressure because of their consuming habits. The larger

choices in the market combined with more alcohol consumption raised

the death rate exponentially, especially accidents involving teenagers.

Psychiatric problems also increased in numbers from the competitive

lifestyle, which had never happened before in the Soviet period, and

resulted in stress in adaptation to this.

3.2 Social and economic elements in health care system

The Russian Federation was founded after the collapse of the

USSR. From a communist country, it became a liberal democracy

with the president elected as the countryûs administrator under the

constitution and a decentralized system of governance. In the first

place, President Yeltsin had to face a tremendous amount of resistance

and disagreement from the conservative Communist Party. This made

the progress in political reform rather slow. Corruption also prevented

the progress and transformation of all government organizations into

the new liberalised style. Also there were large numbers of violent

secessionist movements of many ethnic groups from the former

USSR which announced their own independence. This caused the

government to concentrate more on political and economic issues

seriously.

In the international sphere, Russia had to participate in many

activities in the place of the former USSR. This made Russian politics

difficult and full of challenges. Once Putin became President of Russia,
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politics became more stable and were able to develop other aspects. In

2006, educational reform, salary promotion for civil servants, populationûs

living quality improvement, and healthcare system reform were

initiated at the policy level. These policies were officially carried on in

President Medvedevûs period in 2010.

The Russian economy after the collapse of the USSR was mainly

characterized by recovery from the long-lasting difficulties in the

previous period. The government then needed to launch strict financial

policies, which caused more trouble to the financial market in

combination with çTom Yam Kungé economic crisis in Southeast Asia.

The fact that Russia opened up the country also led to economic

reforms. Once it turned into an open market, influential people

monopolized the economy for their own profits which had previously

been centralized under the Communist government.

Privatization, import and export tax reductions, foreign

investment in Russia, and membership of the World Trade Organization

(WTO) gave Russia more income. The most important exports were

energy resource products. In 2007, Russia ranked the 6th among the

countries with the highest GDP growth rates in the world, and was

categorized as belonging to the BRIC group which was under world

attention. From this development, the living quality in Russia improved

and it led to a consumerist trend which resulted in an increasing rate of

non-communicable diseases.

3.3 Health care system

The healthcare system of the Russian Federation still shared

the same concepts and structures as in the Soviet period. However, the

administration of the healthcare system became decentralized so as to
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coordinate with the democratic regime of the federation. There were 2

important steps of healthcare reform as follows:

(a) The reform of the public healthcare system

After the former USSR countries separated themselves from

Russia, the Russian Federation needed to minimize the organization

during the Yeltsinûs period in 4 ways:

(1) The Code of heathcare

(2) The infrastructure of the healthcare system

(3) The financial system of the healthcare system

(4) Healthcare appliance purchasing

We can assume that medical appliances and medical

practitioners were the same as in the Soviet period, but there was an

addition of social welfare services for the population provided by the

government tax collection system. In cases of exceeding the indicated

services in the law, each individual had to take responsibility for

the cost.

(b) The private health care reform

The government approved the service of private practitioners

from the private sectors under the governmentûs supervision according

to the constitution. The quality control of medical staff and facilities

was very strict. The government had agreements with the private

sector on its participation in social welfare services (OHs) for the

Russian population which covered only the basic treatments listed by

the government. This was the first step for medical services to become

a business in Russia as well as the founding an insurance company

which could manage the populationûs health issues in 1992.
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In 2006, during Putinûs period, there was health policy reform

(NHPP) but it was considered a small improvement, because after the

collapse of the USSR the Russian government was preoccupied with

solving economic and political problems as its main priority. During

President Medvedevûs period in 2008, he ordered the renewal of Putinûs

healthcare policy and included it in the modern economic development

plan by planning the NHPP from 2010 to 2020 with the principal aim of

increasing the numbers of Russiaûs population, developing healthcare

services, assuring the governmentûs responsibility for public healthcare

services, improving the social welfare system in dispensing medicines

to outpatients, increasing the efficiency and quality of medical

practitioners, developing medical technology and knowledge, and

applying the information technology to the healthcare services.

4. Healthcare Development Concept 2020

The new legislation goes beyond the traditional focus on

healthcare delivery to include a concern about population health,

setting out the goals of reducing mortality in working ages, especially

by lowering rates of injuries and alcohol poisoning, as well as reducing

infant and maternal mortality. It also highlights the need for effective

action against the socially determined conditions such as drug

addictions, smoking, hazardous drinking, sexually transmitted diseases,

tuberculosis, and AIDS. The Russian government placed emphasis on

high technology, greater primary care, increasing hospital capacity,

improvement of management, introduction of new systems of payment

for facilities and individual providers of services, construction of

cardiology centers and transition to insurance-based healthcare. The

major priorities for reform include closing the gap between formal
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commitments to the population and available resources; shifting the

structure of provision towards greater reliance on integrated primary

care; adopting payment schemes in the healthcare sector that

encourage more cost-effective therapeutic choices; and modernizing

the system of mandatory medical insurance. The main objectives and

goals of the development concept are as follows:

Objective:

1. The population growth up to 145 million people. (from 142

million people in 2007)

2. Increasing of life expectancy to 75 years. (from 67.5 years

in 2007)

3. Decreasing of infant mortality to 7,5 per 1000 born (20%

decrease compared to 2007)

4. Decreasing of maternal mortality to 18.6 per 100 000 born

(15.7% decrease compared to 2007)

5. The formation of healthy lifestyle, including curtailment of

tobacco and alcohol demand.

6. The improvement of quality and accessibility of healthcare

services, guaranteed to the population of the Russian Federation.

The goals:

1. Plan for the creation of conditions, possibilities and motivation

of population for healthy lifestyle.

2. Plan for the development of the healthcare system.

3. Plan for the specification of state guarantees of free medical

services provision to the population.
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4. Plan for the improvement of pharmaceutical supply at the

outpatient departments within the framework of the OMS system.

5. Plan for the creation of an effective management model of

financial resources of the state guarantee programme.

6. Plan for further training of medical staff and creation of

motivation system for quality work.

7. Plan for the development of medical science and innovations

in the healthcare sector.

8. Plan for IT development in healthcare.

One of the most interesting statements in the concept is the

ambition of the government to increase the size of insurance premiums

to the mandatory medical insurance system (OMS) both for working

and the non-working population as well as transfer to a single channel

financing model (via OMS). Then tariffs for the medical care should

include all expense items connected with maintenance of activity of

corresponding healthcare facilities. With introduction of single-channel

financing model the insurance medical organizations will become ùbuyersû

of medical services signing contracts on purchasing medical services

with the medical organizations of various organization-legal forms

and pattern of ownership. Eight major concepts of development were

developed for health promotion and guaranteeing the provision of

high-quality medical care to the population.
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5. Plan to reform healthcare system: 2012-2020

The healthcare reform policy in 2012 to 2020 of President Putin

after the 2nd presidency in May 2012 was considered as a means for

getting a majority vote, since this policy had been announced once in

2000 and there had been only a minor improvement. However,

the policy contained an interesting point of the governmentûs interest

in increasing the private sector investment in the healthcare system

while the government still provided budget support according to the

socialized medicine concept. As well, the government would encourage

foreign countries to invest in the Russian healthcare system by offering

the special privilege to companies which would like to invest with

medical appliances, medical supplies, and treatment services. But the

government would increase taxes and impose regulations on import of

the medical supplies and medical appliances in order to support the

national healthcare system so that it could properly improve. As for the

health status of the Russian people, the government has set its targets

to decrease the number of patients suffering from alcohol abuses and

smoking. This policy should now be of interest to the many foreign

countries which would be interested in investing in the healthcare

market of Russia which has been continually growing each year.

The results of the interview of 10 Russian tourists who came to

Thailand for medical services in order to understand the character,

behavior, and demand of the Russian clientele are given below.
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Russianûs medical service demand in Thailand

From this study of the Russian healthcare system, we can see

that Russians have an increasing tendency to travel abroad to receive

medical services each year due to the lack of constant development for

long period of time in their home country. Despite the availability of the

private hospitals and clinics, Russians still feel that the services and

quality are not advanced enough and are too expensive. Also, travelling

abroad is a preferred activity for Russians. As a result, they combine

travelling and getting medical services into one trip and this medical

tourism has become very popular. The researcher would like to under-

stand their demand and the advantage they saw in coming to Thailand

for this purpose. Hence, the researcher conducted a survey with the

help of an open-ended questionnaire given to 10 Russian tourists

who had experience of receiving medical services in Thailand and the

semi-structured interview method. The result of the interview can be

divided into 4 different categories as follows:

1. Services

According to 10 Russian tourists, four of them travelled to

Thailand mainly to receive the medical services, three of them received

the dental services, and the other three received the services from an

accident during their travel. The services received by the Russian

tourists can be divided in groups as follows:

1.1 Cosmetics: 3 from 10 received the dental services during

their travel in Thailand. One received the full abdominoplastry surgery.

The reasons for having this service in Thailand are as the following:
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çFor myself, I quite deliberately chose Thailand
for many reasons. These are: I do not trust Russian
specialists. Neither those who work in public clinics,
nor those who operate in private clinics and I know
that in Russia, no one is responsible for the results of
the operation and in the event of an unfavorable
outcome we never will achieve correction for medical
errors or compensation for the damage. Medical
institutions always escape accountability, and the
courts do not work in Russia. I previously familiarized
with the system of training of medical personnel in
Thailand and I think that professionals committed to
working with foreign patients have significant skills
and experience that I could trust them. This applies
both to doctors and to nursesé

1.2 Giving birth: 2 from 10 come to Thailand for gynecology
and pediatrics services because they have confidence in the quality
and professional ability in this field.

çWe decided that it is an ideal place to live in
and medicine here is very developedé

çProfessional level of hospital staff and great
attitude of Thais to take care pregnant and childrené

çI recommend everyone who is pregnant or about
to give childbirth and in the postpartum period to go
to Thailand. Here everything is easily tolerated, fresh
air, fresh food and a useful and natural medicine also
high-quality servicesé
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çWe have moved to live in Thailand since we

long wanted to leave Ukraine and at the time I was

pregnant with twins but was not confident in safe

childbirth. Therefore, chose Thai, with its high level of

medicineé

1.3 Surgical operation (bones, heart, and so on): one Russian

received the osseous surgery from the accident during the travel. This

person became impressed with the quality of the service so he decided

to come back for another treatment.

çI came in November 2007 as a tourist. I got

accident by which my leg was broken. At first I went

to a local hospital at Prachupkirikhan for x-rays,

then we caught up with the insurance and I was

transported to Bangkok at... Hospital where had

surgery on my leg (fractured were two bones) and the

second time I turned in...... Hospital, where we paid a

fee for the operation to remove the pins from the

properirovannoy feet (2010)é

2. Staff with competency in the Russian language/interpreters.

From the interview, staff with competency in Russian language

is not sufficient to provide services. We can see from the interview that

certain hospitals could not provide a Russian interpreter to support

clients. Since most of Russians cannot speak English, interpreter

service is mandatory for them as a means of communication as well

as an important factor in choosing the hospital.
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çThe main problem is the language barrier! The

main part of the Russian population does not speak

English, and if in an international hospitals will provide

the services of an interpreter for the Russian language,

I am sure that the number of appeals Russian medical

services will increase significantlyé

çBe sure you must have a Russian interpreter and

there is a problem with the insurance companies that

do not want to pay the bills demanded by some clinicsé

çI used to make an appointment with...... Hospital

from Russia via E-mail attaching the picture of the

abdomen for which I would like to receive the surgery

performed, and discussed with doctor and inquired about

the expense. But when I arrived at the hospital, there

was not a Russian interpreter and the surgeon did not

come to meet me. I felt discomfort and worried so I

decided to change to..... Hospitalé

çAt...... Hospital, the interpretation service was

done on the phone call. When I wanted to talk to

doctor or ask for information, it needed to transfer

the call for many times. It was time-wasting and the

information provided was not clear enoughé

Also, the staff should have a full basic knowledge of Russian

culture, mentality, and demand so that they could provide a proper and

better service to the clients.
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çI think students should be sent for training in

Russia as young medical professionals from Thailand

that will help our çbarbariansé and Thais in their

country will be even more to loveé

çMake the work of junior staff in hospitals-

receptionists, etc.,-clearer and more organized, for

example, in matters relating to the appointment

procedure, which is very slow and often erroneous.

So one day I got a call from the hospital on July 11 and

was told that my surgery is transferred from July 15

to July 12...or tomorrow!!. As you understand psycho-

logically I was not ready and my husband and I

immediately went to the hospital where it was found

out that this is a mistake, and the operation will take

place on the appointed day. We have before us a long

time and we sincerely apologize......but the two hours I

will remember for a long time!é

3. Access to information service in Thailand

8 out of 10 Russians from the interview indicate that there has

not been enough information about medical services in Thailand

written in Russian. This is a major obstacle for them to attain

information for making decision. Most of the information comes from

consulting with other friends or web blogs posted by Russians on the

internet. Also, once they decided to buy the travel insurance from the

agency or the insurance company in Russia, there is not enough
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information about hospitals in Thailand where the services can be

claimed by the insurance purchased-information that would help them

decide on the appropriate package which is suitable for their demand.

çWorking with insurance companies that are in

poor physical condition makes it difficult to communi-

cate with your agent and find out whether what he

recommends is an establishment of good profit. I be-

lieve that medical a care institution should have infor-

mation for this purpose.é

They suggest that Thailand, through websites with Russian

language created by reliable organizations in the country, should

inform more about the available medical services. This is because there

are not enough reliable sources of information in the Russian language

to make a proper research.

4. çWorth of servicesé

Russians who came to Thailand for medical services decided

to do so because the service fee is not expensive, the facility and

appliances are advanced, the medical practitioners are professional and

they perform their services very well. Also they are satisfied with the

services and hospitality.

çIt is cheap and shows a good level of abilityé

çI applied to an orthopedic surgeon and used the

services of physical therapy after the first operation.

Also I visited a dentist because this cost only 500 baht

(Moscow price is 1500 bath!)é
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çFriendly and smiling medicals personsé

çGood service and good quality. They took good

care of me.é

From this study it can be said that the medical service fees in
Thailand are relatively cheap. Hence the demand of Russian clients
who come to Thailand is mainly for this low level of expenses, the
quality of services, positive hospitality, and speed in delivering the
services. The comfortable and luxurious facilities also create positive
impressions while receiving medical services in Thailand. They will
share this impressive experience with family members and friends in
Russia. Thailandûs medical services have the potential to serve Russian
clientele for the cosmetic surgery, gynaecology, paediatrics, as well
as osseous and cardiovascular operation. Moreover, the medical
appliances and herbal medical supplies can become the export prod-
ucts to Russia. In any event, certain service recommendations are in
order here.

1. Medical appliances
The medical service improvement policy in Russia until 2020

will result in the foreign investment in this country to manufacture
medical appliances. The Thai government should look into opportunities
for this business as well as encourage investment in setting up
manufacturing factories in Russia.

2. Herbal medical supplies from Thailand
The increasing rate of vascular diseases, high blood pressure,

heart diseases and cholesterol problem in Russia, as well as the
growing popularity of traditional medicine as an alternative treatment,
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creates an opportunity to introduce Thai herb tea to the Russian

market. This product can become popular merchandise in Russia where

people would like to spend their money for taking care of themselves

and their health.

3. Medical services

From the study, one of the outstanding reasons for Russian to

come to Thailand to receive medical services is that these services are

worth their money. However, the language barrier is an important

obstacle to the growth of this business. Moreover, there is a need to

gain better understanding of Russian character and mentality which

will be a key to better communication. Both government and private

sector should improve some aspects in order to succeed in communi-

cating with the Russian market and clientele in the following ways:

3.1 Government

1) There should be an internship or exchange programmes

with Russian medical schools in order to understand the Russian

medical system so as to improve the service for Russian clientele.

2) The Thai government should provide seminars and training

by people who are qualified in Russian studies so as to improve

medical practices.

3) There should be campaigns, road shows and promotion of

Thailandûs medical tourism and medical services in the Russian

metropolis. Also, there should be websites providing information

about these subjects in the Russian language by the reliable medical

organizations in Thailand. Thai government may have to cooperate or

outsource the promotion service to Russian marketing companies so

as to obtain a better and compatible plan for the Russian clientele.
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4) The Thai government should encourage cooperation or

business alliances of Thailandûs travel operatives and Russian agencies

in order to stimulate the better and more efficient connection and

collaboration in delivering the medical service / tourism business

between Thailand and Russia.

3.2 Private sector

1) The operatives/medical facilities (both hospitals and clinics)

should prepare Russian coordinators and interpreters so as to facilitate

communication with Russian clients. Being able to communicate

efficiently will lead to a better environment and impression on the

clients.

2) Knowledge of Russian mentality and Russian culture should

be developed among the staff so that they could understand and

provide better services to the Russian clientele.

3) The private sector should expand more connections in

Russia by increasing partnership-travel agencies and health insurance

companies-so as to increase the potential marketing and better

opportunity in competition.

4) The private sector should insert itself into the Russian

market by participating in the annual tourism exhibition in Russia

organized by the Russian government in order to present the services

to Russians and expand the possibility to attract more clients.
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∫∑§—¥¬àÕ

∫∑§«“¡π’È¡’‡π◊ÈÕÀ“µàÕ‡π◊ËÕß®“°‡√◊ËÕß√— ‡´’¬: ¡À“Õ”π“®π‘«‡§≈’¬√å (1)

´÷Ëßµ’æ‘¡æå„π«“√ “√π’È©∫—∫∑’Ëºà“π¡“  “√– ”§—≠¢Õß‡√◊ËÕß®–°≈à“«∂÷ßæ—≤π“°“√

°“√ √â“ßÕ“«ÿ∏π‘«‡§≈’¬√å¢Õß À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ ÷́ËßÀ≈—ß°“√∑¥≈Õß√–‡∫‘¥

‰Œ‚¥√‡®π ”‡√Á®°Á‰¥â‡√‘Ë¡‚§√ß°“√∑¥≈Õß√–‡∫‘¥‡∑Õ√å‚¡π‘«‡§≈’¬√å (Ther-

monuclear bomb) ‚¥¬¡’‡ªÑ“À¡“¬„Àâ‡ªìπ√–‡∫‘¥∑’Ë¡’Õ“πÿ¿“æ°“√∑”≈“¬

≈â“ß Ÿß ÿ¥∂÷ß 101.5 ‡¡°–µ—π À√◊Õ‡∑à“°—∫§«“¡√ÿπ·√ß¢Õß√–‡∫‘¥∑’‡ÕÁπ∑’ (TNT)

®”π«π 101,500,000 µ—π ®“°æ≈—ß√–‡∫‘¥∑’Ë√ÿπ·√ß¥—ß°≈à“«®÷ß‰¥â√—∫©“¬“«à“ ç´“√å

·Ààß√–‡∫‘¥é (çTsar bombé) À√◊Õ∑’Ëπ‘°‘µ“ §√ÿ ™ÕøºŸâπ” À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ„π

¢≥–π—Èπ‰¥â°≈à“«∂÷ß„π°“√ª√“»√—¬„π ¡—™™“„À≠à·Ààß Àª√–™“™“µ‘§√—Èß∑’Ë 15 «à“

ç¡“√¥“°ÿ´¡“é (çKuzmaûs motheré) ÷́Ëß “¡“√∂·ª≈‰¥â«à“ ç¡“√¥“·Ààß

§«“¡™—Ë«√â“¬é √–‡∫‘¥≈Ÿ°ª√–«—µ‘»“ µ√åπ’È ‰¥â √â“ß‡ √Á®·≈–∑¥≈Õß„π«—π∑’Ë 30

µÿ≈“§¡ §.». 1961 ‚¥¬°“√ª≈àÕ¬®“°‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π„Àâ√–‡∫‘¥°≈“ßÕ“°“»∫√‘‡«≥

‡¢µ∑¥≈Õßπ‘«‡§≈’¬√å Ÿ́‚§¬‚π  (Sukhoi Nos) Õà“«¡‘®Ÿ™‘§“ (Mityushikha)

‡°“–‚π«“¬“ ‘́¡‡≈’¬ (Novaya Zemlya) ¡À“ ¡ÿ∑√Õ“√å§µ‘° º≈¢Õß°“√

∑¥≈Õß‰¥â √â“ß ∂‘µ‘Õ“πÿ¿“æ°“√√–‡∫‘¥∑’Ë√ÿπ·√ß∑’Ë ÿ¥§√—Èß„À¡à∑’Ë¬—ß‰¡à¡’°“√

∑¥≈Õß√–‡∫‘¥π‘«‡§≈’¬√å„¥∑”≈“¬ ∂‘µ‘‰¥â®«∫®πªí®®ÿ∫—π

§” ”§—≠: ´“√å·Ààß√–‡∫‘¥ ¡“√¥“°ÿ́ ¡“ √–‡∫‘¥‡∑Õ√å‚¡π‘«‡§≈’¬√å Õ“·Õπ 602

√— ‡´’¬: ¡À“Õ”π“®π‘«‡§≈’¬√å (2)
Russia as a Nuclear Power (2)

√¡¬å ¿‘√¡πµ√’

Rom Phiramontri
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AN ABSTRACT

This article is a continuation from çRussia as a Nuclear Power

(1)é, which was published in previous issue of this journal. Its main

focus is on the development of the Soviet Unionûs nuclear capabili-

ties. Following its successful hydrogen-bomb test, the Soviet Union

commenced its thermonuclear bomb program, whose objective was

to create a bomb with a destructive capacity of 101.5 megaton,

which amounts to a TNT equivalent of 101,500,000 tons. With such

a destructive power, the bomb was dubbed a çTsar bombé, or as

Nikita Khrushchev, the Soviet leader at that time, made a mention of

it at the 15th session of the UN General Assembly as çKuzmaûs

motheré, which could be translated as ça mother of evilé. After it had

been built, this historic bomb was successfully tested on 30 October
1961 by being dropped from a plane and exploded midair over Sukhoi

Nos nuclear test zone at Mityshikha Bay of the Novaya Zemlya

Island in the Arctic Ocean. The test gave a record explosive yield of

a nuclear bomb that still stands today.

Keywords: Tsar Bomb, Kuzmaûs Mother, Thermonuclear Bomb,

AN602
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√— ‡´’¬: ¡À“Õ”π“®π‘«‡§≈’¬√å (2)

√¡¬å ¿‘√¡πµ√’*

°“√·¢àß¢—π √â“ßÕ“«ÿ∏∑’Ë¡’Õ“πÿ¿“æ∑”≈“¬≈â“ß Ÿß√–À«à“ß Õß¡À“Õ”π“®

∑’Ë¡’Õÿ¥¡°“√≥å∑“ß°“√‡¡◊Õß·µ°µà“ß°—π„π™à«ß∑’Ë Õß¢Õß°“√æ—≤π“Õ“«ÿ∏π‘«‡§≈’¬√å

®∫≈ß¥â«¬™—¬™π–¢Õß À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ∑’Ë “¡“√∂ √â“ß√–‡∫‘¥‰Œ‚¥√‡®π‰¥â ”‡√Á®

°àÕπ À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“ ·µà‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªìπ°“√°â“«π”Àπâ“§Ÿà·¢àß  À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ‰¥â‡¥‘πÀπâ“

 √â“ß√–‡∫‘¥π‘«‡§≈’¬√å√ÿàπµàÕ‰ª¡’™◊ËÕ‡√’¬°«à“ çÕ“·Õπ 602é (AH602-AN602)1

´÷Ëß‡ªìπ√–‡∫‘¥π‘«‡§≈’¬√å ‰Œ‚¥√‡®π∑’Ë¡’æ≈—ß„π°“√√–‡∫‘¥ Ÿß°«à“√–‡∫‘¥‰Œ‚¥√‡®π

ç·Õ√·¥·Õ -6·Õ é ∑’Ë À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ‰¥â∑”°“√∑¥≈Õß¡“°àÕπÀπâ“π’È √–‡∫‘¥

™π‘¥π’È®—¥‡ªìπ√–‡∫‘¥‡∑Õ√å‚¡π‘«‡§≈’¬√å (Thermonuclear bomb) À√◊Õ√–‡∫‘¥

π‘«‡§≈’¬√å ‰Œ‚¥√‡®π∑’Ë¡’Õ“πÿ¿“æ°“√∑”≈“¬≈â“ß Ÿß ÿ¥‡∑à“∑’Ë¡πÿ…¬™“µ‘‡§¬ √â“ß¢÷Èπ

¡“ ®÷ß‡ªìπ∑’Ë¡“¢Õß™◊ËÕ‡√’¬°Õ¬à“ß‰¡à‡ªìπ∑“ß°“√¢Õß√–‡∫‘¥π‘«‡§≈’¬√å‰Œ‚¥√‡®π√ÿàππ’È

∑’Ë¡’°“√‡√’¬°°—πÕ¬Ÿà Õß™◊ËÕµ“¡Õ“πÿ¿“æ°“√∑”≈“¬≈â“ß¢Õß¡—π§◊Õ ΩÉ“¬µ–«—πµ°

À√◊Õ À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“‡√’¬°«à“ ç´“√å·Ààß√–‡∫‘¥é (  -çTsar bombé)

 à«π∑“ßΩÉ“¬ À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ‡√’¬°«à“ ç¡“√¥“°ÿ´¡“é (  -

çKuzkina motheré - çKuzmaûs motheré) ÷́Ëß “¡“√∂·ª≈‰¥â«à“ ç¡“√¥“·Ààß

§«“¡™—Ë«√â“¬é À√◊Õ ç¡“√¥“·Ààßªï»“®é ∑’Ë¡“¢Õß°“√„™â§”«à“ ç¡“√¥“°ÿ´¡“é

*Õ“®“√¬å ¥√.ª√–®”¿“§«‘™“¿“…“µ–«—πµ° §≥–Õ—°…√»“ µ√å ®ÿÃ“≈ß°√≥å¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬

ªí®®ÿ∫—π¥”√ßµ”·ÀπàßºŸâÕ”π«¬°“√»Ÿπ¬å√— ‡´’¬»÷°…“·Ààß®ÿÃ“≈ß°√≥å¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬ ·≈–ºŸâÕ”π«¬°“√

À≈—° Ÿµ√»‘≈ª»“ µ√¡À“∫—≥±‘µ ( À “¢“«‘™“π“π“™“µ‘) √— ‡´’¬»÷°…“ ∫—≥±‘µ«‘∑¬“≈—¬ ®ÿÃ“≈ß°√≥å

¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬
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·∑π™◊ËÕ√–‡∫‘¥‡∑Õ√å‚¡π‘«‡§≈’¬√åπ—Èπ‡ªìπ§”∑’Ë¡“®“°ª√–‚¬§∑’Ëπ‘°‘µ“ §√ÿ ™Õø

(Nikita Khrushchev §.». 1894-1971) ºŸâπ”ª√–‡∑» À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ°≈à“«

ª√“»√—¬„π ¡—™™“„À≠à·Ààß Àª√–™“™“µ‘ ¡—¬∑’Ë 15 ‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë 12 µÿ≈“§¡ §.». 1960

´÷Ëß∑’Ëª√–™ÿ¡ à«π„À≠à°Á‰¡à‡¢â“„®§«“¡À¡“¬¢Õß§”¥—ß°≈à“« ‡æ√“–≈à“¡„π∑’Ëª√–™ÿ¡

·ª≈∑—∫»—æ∑å‰ª«à“ çKuzmaûs motheré À√◊Õ ç¡“√¥“°ÿ´¡“é ·µà®“°∫√‘∫∑¢Õß

ª√–‚¬§·≈–°“√· ¥ßÕÕ°¢Õßπ‘°‘µ“ §√ÿ ™Õø„π¢≥–π—Èπ°Á‡ªìπ∑’Ë‡¢â“„®‰¥â«à“

‡ªìπ°“√¢à¡¢Ÿà À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“¥â«¬Õ“«ÿ∏∑’Ë∑√ßÕ“πÿ¿“æ∑’Ë ÿ¥¢Õß À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ

‚§√ß°“√ √â“ß ç´“√å·Ààß√–‡∫‘¥é ¢Õß À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ‰¥â‡√‘Ë¡µâπ¢÷Èπ„πªï

§.».1954 ∑’Ë ç ∂“∫—π«‘®—¬∑“ß«‘∑¬“»“ µ√å-1011é ( 1011) ÷́Ëß‡ªìπ

 ∂“∫—π«‘®—¬√–‡∫‘¥π‘«‡§≈’¬√å·≈–√–‡∫‘¥‰Œ‚¥√‡®π·Ààß„À¡à¢Õßª√–‡∑»∑’Ëµ—ÈßÕ¬Ÿà∫π

æ◊Èπ∑’Ë 120 µ“√“ß°‘‚≈‡¡µ√„π‡¢µ§“ ≈‘π °’ (Kaslinskiy) ¡≥±≈™’‡≈’¬∫‘π °å

(Chelyabinsk)2 ™◊ËÕ‡√’¬°√–‡∫‘¥π‘«‡§≈’¬√å ‰Œ‚¥√‡®π¢Õß‚§√ß°“√π’È „π‡∫◊ÈÕßµâπ„™â

√À— «à“ ç·Õ√å·Õπ 202é (PH202) ́ ÷Ëß„π‚§√ß°“√¡’§≥–π—°«‘∑¬“»“ µ√å∑’Ë¡’™◊ËÕ‡ ’¬ß

ªØ‘∫—µ‘ß“πÀ≈“¬§π À—«Àπâ“§≥–π—°«‘®—¬π”‚¥¬π—°π‘«‡§≈’¬√åøî ‘° å√—∞∫—≥±‘µ

·Ààß À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µÕ’°Õ√å §Ÿ√™“µÕø (Igor Kurchatov, §.». 1903-1960) ·≈–

π—°π‘«‡§≈’¬√åøî ‘° å∑’Ë¡’™◊ËÕ‡ ’¬ßÕ’°À≈“¬∑à“π ‡™àπ √—∞∫—≥±‘µÕ—π‡¥√¬å ´“§“√Õø

(Andrey Sakharov, §.». 1921-1989) «‘§µ“√å Õ“¥—¡ °’ (Biktor Adamskiy,

§.». 1923-2005) ¬Ÿ√‘ ∫–∫“¬‘ø (Yuri Babaev, §.». 1928-1986) ¬Ÿ√‘  ¡’√πÕø

(Yuri Smirnov, §.». 1937-2011) ¬Ÿ√‘ µ√Ÿ¥π‘ø (Yuri Trudnev, §.». 1927) ‡ªìπµâπ

„πªï §.». 1958 ‚§√ß°“√«‘®—¬‰¥â¬â“¬®“° ç ∂“∫—π«‘®—¬∑“ß«‘∑¬“»“ µ√å-

1011é ¡“∑’Ë»Ÿπ¬å∑¥≈Õß≈—∫√À— ‡§∫’ 11 (KB-11) À√◊Õ Õ“√ǻ “¡“ -16 (Arzamas-16)

‡¡◊Õß´“√Õø (Sarov) ∑’Ë¡’§«“¡æ√âÕ¡¡“°°«à“ ‡π◊ËÕß®“°Õ“√å´“¡“ -16 ‰¥â∂Ÿ°

æ—≤π“„Àâ‡ªìπ‚√ßß“πº≈‘µ√–‡∫‘¥π‘«‡§≈’¬√å¢Õßª√–‡∑» ‚¥¬¡’ºŸâ‡™’Ë¬«™“≠·≈–π—°

«‘®—¬∑”ß“πÕ¬Ÿà∂÷ß 21,800 §π ·≈–»Ÿπ¬å·Ààßπ’È¡’ π“¡∫‘π‡ªìπ¢Õßµπ‡Õß∑—Èß
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‡æ◊ËÕ°“√∑¥≈Õß·≈–°“√¢π àß æ√âÕ¡°—∫°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß ∂“π∑’Ë∑¥≈Õßπ’È ‰¥â¡’

°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß√À— ¢Õß‚§√ß°“√‡ªìπ çÕ“·Õπ 602é ·≈–πÕ°®“°°“√

‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß¥—ß°≈à“«·≈â«§≥–ºŸâ«‘®—¬¬—ß‰¥â¡’°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß·π«‚§√ß √â“ß¿“¬„π

¢Õß√–‡∫‘¥¥â«¬ °≈à“«§◊Õ çÕ“·Õπ 602é ‡ªìπ√–‡∫‘¥‡∑Õ√å‚¡π‘«‡§≈’¬√å∑’Ë¡’¢—ÈπµÕπ

°“√∑”ß“π 3 ¢—ÈπµÕπ ¢—ÈπµÕπ·√°‡ªìπ°“√√–‡∫‘¥π‘«‡§≈’¬ ∑’Ë®–∑”Àπâ“∑’Ë‡À¡◊Õπ

°“√®ÿ¥√–‡∫‘¥ ‚¥¬¡’§«“¡√ÿπ·√ß¢Õß°“√√–‡∫‘¥„π¢—ÈπµÕππ’È 1.5 ‡¡°–µ—π (À√◊Õ

ªØ‘°‘√‘¬“øî ™—Ëπ-Nuclear Fission) ®“°°“√√–‡∫‘¥¢Õß¢—ÈπµÕπ·√°®–∑”„Àâ‡°‘¥

ªØ‘°‘√‘¬“‡∑Õ√å‚¡π‘«‡§≈’¬√åøî«™—Ëπ (Thermonuclear Fusion) „π¢—ÈπµÕπ∑’Ë Õß´÷Ëß

®–¡’·√ß√–‡∫‘¥ 50 ‡¡°–µ—π ®“°·√ß√–‡∫‘¥„π¢—ÈπµÕπ∑’Ë Õßπ’È®–∑”„Àâ‡°‘¥§«“¡

√âÕπÕÿ≥À¿Ÿ¡‘‡∑à“°—∫„®°≈“ß¥«ßÕ“∑‘µ¬å ·≈â«‰ª∑”ªØ‘°‘√‘¬“µàÕ¬Ÿ‡√‡π’¬¡ 238

®π∑”„Àâ‡°‘¥°“√À≈Õ¡¢Õßπ‘«‡§≈’¬ ‰Œ‚¥√‡®π‡ªìππ‘«‡§≈’¬ Œ’‡≈’¬¡ À√◊Õ‡°‘¥°“√

√–‡∫‘¥¢Õß¢—ÈπµÕπ∑’Ë 3 ∑’Ë‡√’¬°«à“ ªØ‘°‘√‘¬“ ç‡®§‘≈≈å-‰Œ¥åé (çJekyll-Hydeé)3

°“√√–‡∫‘¥¢—ÈπµÕπ∑’Ë 3 π’È®–™à«¬‡æ‘Ë¡§«“¡√ÿπ·√ß¢Õß°“√√–‡∫‘¥‰¥âÕ’° 50 ‡¡°–µ—π

·≈–¬—ß®–™à«¬‡æ‘Ë¡ª√‘¡“≥ΩÿÉπ°—¡¡—πµ¿“æ√—ß ’Õ’°¥â«¬ ‡¡◊ËÕ√«¡Õ“πÿ¿“æ°“√√–‡∫‘¥∑—Èß

3 ¢—ÈπµÕπ·≈â« çÕ“·Õπ 602é ®–¡’Õ“πÿ¿“æ¢Õß·√ß√–‡∫‘¥∂÷ß 101.5 ‡¡°–µ—π

À√◊Õ‡∑à“°—∫§«“¡√ÿπ·√ß¢Õß√–‡∫‘¥∑’‡ÕÁπ∑’ (TNT) ®”π«π 101,500,000 µ—π4

·µà‡π◊ËÕß®“°√–‡∫‘¥µâπ·∫∫ çÕ“·Õπ 602é ∑’Ë¡’·√ß√–‡∫‘¥∂÷ß 101.5

‡¡°–µ—ππ—Èπ‡ªìπ√–‡∫‘¥∑’Ë¡’»—°¬¿“æ„π°“√∑”≈“¬≈â“ß Ÿß¡“° ·≈–Õ“®‡ªìπªí≠À“

µàÕ°“√∑¥ Õ∫ Õ’°∑—Èß®–∑‘Èß “√°—¡¡—πµ¿“æ√—ß ’µ°§â“ß‰«â‡ªìπ®”π«π¡“° ‡æ◊ËÕ

‡ªìπ°“√≈¥®”π«π “√°—¡¡—πµ¿“æ√—ß ’·≈–§«“¡·√ß¢Õß√–‡∫‘¥ §≥–ºŸâ«‘®—¬®÷ß‰¥â

≈¥¬Ÿ‡√‡π’¬¡≈ß§√÷ËßÀπ÷Ëß ‚¥¬„™âµ–°—Ë«∑¥·∑π®π∑”„Àâ·√ß√–‡∫‘¥≈¥≈ß‡À≈◊Õ

51.5 ‡¡°–µ—π ·√ß√–‡∫‘¥¥—ß°≈à“«®–¡’Õ“πÿ¿“æ„π°“√∑”≈“¬≈â“ß¡“°°«à“√–‡∫‘¥
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∑’‡ÕÁπ∑’ 50,000,000 µ—π ‡¡◊ËÕ‡∑’¬∫°—∫√–‡∫‘¥π‘«‡§≈’¬√å ç≈‘µ‡∑‘≈∫Õ¬é (çLittle

Boyé) ∑’Ë À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“π”‰ª∑‘Èß∑’Ë‡¡◊ÕßŒ‘‚√™‘¡“ (Hiroshima) ´÷Ëß¡’Õ“πÿ¿“æ°“√

∑”≈“¬≈â“ß‡∑à“°—∫√–‡∫‘¥∑’‡ÕÁπ∑’ 12,000 µ—π·≈â« ç´“√å·Ààß√–‡∫‘¥é ¡’Õ“πÿ¿“æ

„π°“√∑”≈“¬≈â“ß¡“°°«à“ 4,166 ‡∑à“ À√◊Õ¡“°°«à“√–‡∫‘¥∑’‡ÕÁπ∑’∑’Ë „™â „π

 ß§√“¡‚≈°§√—Èß∑’Ë Õß∑—ÈßÀ¡¥√«¡°—π°«à“ 10 ‡∑à“

 ‘Ëß ”§—≠Õ’°ª√–°“√Àπ÷Ëß¢Õß°√–∫«π°“√æ—≤π“√–‡∫‘¥‡∑Õ√å‚¡π‘«‡§≈’¬√å

çÕ“·Õπ 602é §◊Õ °“√æ—≤π“¬“πæ“Àπ–À√◊Õ‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π∑’Ë®–¢π àß√–‡∫‘¥‰ª∑‘Èß

¬—ß®ÿ¥À¡“¬ °“√‡µ√’¬¡‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π∑‘Èß√–‡∫‘¥ ”À√—∫ ç´“√å·Ààß√–‡∫‘¥é π—Èπ‰¥â‡√‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ

„πªï §.». 1954 À≈—ß®“°∑’Ë√—∞∫—≥±‘µÕ’°Õ√å §Ÿ√™“µÕø‰¥â‡¢â“À“√◊Õ°—∫æ≈‡Õ°

Õ—π‡¥√¬å µŸª–≈‘ø (Andrei Tupolev §.». 1888-1972) π—°ÕÕ°·∫∫‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π∑’Ë

¥’∑’Ë ÿ¥¢Õßª√–‡∑» °“√À“√◊Õ¥—ß°≈à“«‰¥â¡’¢âÕ¬ÿµ‘«à“‚§√ß°“√‡µ√’¬¡‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π∑‘Èß

√–‡∫‘¥ ´÷Ëß¡’™◊ËÕ√À— ‚§√ß°“√«à“ çª√–‡¥Áπ-242é (Tema-242) æ≈‡Õ°µŸª–≈‘ø‰¥â

¡Õ∫À¡“¬„Àâ ¥√.Õ≈‘§´“π¥√å π“¥“™‡°«‘™ (Aleksandr Nadashkevich: §.».

1897-1967) √ÕßºŸâÕ”π«¬°“√ΩÉ“¬¬ÿ∑‚∏ª°√≥å¢Õßµπ‡ªìπÀ—«Àπâ“‚§√ß°“√

æ—≤π“‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π‡æ◊ËÕ°“√¥—ß°≈à“« °“√«‘‡§√“–Àå„π‡∫◊ÈÕßµâπ¢Õß ¥√.π“¥“™ ‡°«‘™

´÷Ëß‡™’Ë¬«™“≠¥â“π°“√µ‘¥µ—ÈßÕ“«ÿ∏·≈–√–‡∫‘¥∫π‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π‡ÀÁπ«à“ ‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π∑’Ë¡’Õ¬Ÿà

‰¡à “¡“√∂√Õß√—∫πÈ”Àπ—°·≈–∫√√∑ÿ° ç´“√å·Ààß√–‡∫‘¥é ‰¥â ®÷ß®”‡ªìπµâÕß‡æ‘Ë¡

°”≈—ß‡§√◊ËÕß¬πµå·≈–‡ √‘¡§«“¡·¢Áß·√ß¢ÕßÀâÕß∫√√∑ÿ°√–‡∫‘¥ §“π¬°√–‡∫‘¥

·≈–™àÕß∑‘Èß√–‡∫‘¥ µàÕ¡“„π°≈“ßªï §.». 1955 §≥–π—°«‘®—¬√–‡∫‘¥‡∑Õ√å‚¡π‘«‡§≈’¬√å

çÕ“·Õπ 602é ‰¥â àß¡Õ∫·∫∫æ‘¡æå‡¢’¬«¢Õß√–‡∫‘¥„Àâ°—∫À—«Àπâ“‚§√ß°“√

çª√–‡¥Áπ-242é ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ°“√ÕÕ°·∫∫∑”‰¥â ¡∫Ÿ√≥å¬‘Ëß¢÷Èπ ´÷Ëß°Áµ√ß°—∫∑’Ë ¥√.π“¥“™

‡°«‘™ ‰¥âª√–‡¡‘π‰«â °≈à“«§◊Õ√–‡∫‘¥¡’πÈ”Àπ—°ª√–¡“≥ 15 ‡ªÕ√å‡´Áπµå¢Õß

‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π ·µà¢π“¥¢Õß√–‡∫‘¥„À≠à°«à“∑’Ë ‰¥âÕÕ°·∫∫™àÕß∫√√∑ÿ°·≈–™àÕß∑‘Èß

√–‡∫‘¥‰«â ®÷ß∑”„ÀâµâÕß∂Õ¥∂—ßπÈ”¡—π ”√ÕßÕÕ° ∑—Èßπ’È¢≥–∑’Ë√–‡∫‘¥Õ¬Ÿà∫π‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π

®–∂Ÿ°≈ÁÕ°¥â«¬√–∫∫≈ÁÕ°‰øøÑ“Õ—µ‚π¡—µ‘ 3 ®ÿ¥ ·≈–®–∂Ÿ°ª≈¥≈ÁÕ°æ√âÕ¡°—π‡¡◊ËÕ

°¥ªÿÉ¡∑‘Èß√–‡∫‘¥
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‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ ‚§√ß°“√ çª√–‡¥Áπ-242é ¡’ ∂“π–∑’Ë‡ªìπ∑“ß°“√ ¡’ß∫ª√–¡“≥

 π—∫ πÿπ ·≈–‡ªìπ‰ªµ“¡√–‡∫’¬∫ §≥–°√√¡°“√°≈“ßæ√√§§Õ¡¡‘«π‘ µå‚´‡«’¬µ

·≈–§≥–√—∞¡πµ√’·Ààß À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ‰¥â¡’§” —ËßÀ¡“¬‡≈¢ 357-288 „Àâ ”π—°ß“π

ÕÕ°·∫∫π«—µ°√√¡-156 ( -156: )

¥—¥·ª≈ß‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π√ÿàπµŸ-95 (Tu-95) „Àâ‡À¡“– ¡ ”À√—∫∫√√∑ÿ°√–‡∫‘¥π‘«‡§≈’¬√å

¢π“¥„À≠à ‚¥¬¡’ ∂“∫—π«‘®—¬°“√∫‘π¢Õß°√–∑√«ßÕÿµ “À°√√¡‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π‡ªìπºŸâ

¥”‡π‘π°“√ ÷́Ëß„™â‡«≈“‡æ’¬ß 5 ‡¥◊Õπ°Á “¡“√∂¥—¥·ª≈ß‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π‰¥â ”‡√Á® ·≈–

 àß¡Õ∫„ÀâÀπà«¬ß“π«‘®—¬„π‡¥◊Õπ°—π¬“¬π §.». 1956 À≈—ß®“°√—∫¡Õ∫‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π

‰ª·≈â«‰¥â¡’°“√∑¥ Õ∫°“√∫‘π ·≈–∑¥ Õ∫°“√∑‘Èß√–‡∫‘¥®”≈Õß ç´“√å·Ààß√–‡∫‘¥é

Õ¬Ÿàπ“π∂÷ß 3 ªï‚¥¬‰¡àæ∫¢âÕ∫°æ√àÕß„¥Ê5

∂÷ß·¡â«à“ ç´“√å·Ààß√–‡∫‘¥é ·≈–Õÿª°√≥å∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«¢âÕß∑ÿ°Õ¬à“ß¡’§«“¡

æ√âÕ¡∑’Ë®– √â“ßª√–«—µ‘»“ µ√å°“√‡ªìπÕ“«ÿ∏∑’Ë√â“¬·√ß∑’Ë ÿ¥„π‚≈°·≈â« ·µà°“√

∑¥≈Õß§√—Èß ”§—≠°Á‰¥â‡≈◊ËÕπÕÕ°‰ª¥â«¬‡Àµÿº≈∑“ß°“√‡¡◊Õß ‡π◊ËÕß®“° ∂“π°“√≥å

∑“ß°“√‡¡◊Õß√–À«à“ßª√–‡∑»„π¢≥–π—Èπ‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß‰ª„π∑‘»∑“ß∑’Ë¥’¢÷Èπ ‚¥¬

π‘°‘µ“ §√ÿ ™ÕøºŸâπ” À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ°”≈—ß®–‡¥‘π∑“ß‰ª‡¬◊Õπ À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“ ¥—ßπ—Èπ

‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π∑‘Èß√–‡∫‘¥µŸ-95 ®÷ß∂Ÿ° àß‰ª‡ªìπ‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘πΩñ°∑’Ë π“¡∫‘π‡¡◊ÕßÕŸ´‘π

(Uzin) ´÷Ëß‡ªìπ π“¡∫‘π∑À“√∑’Ë „À≠à∑’Ë ÿ¥„π “∏“√≥√—∞ —ß§¡‚´‡«’¬µ¬Ÿ‡§√π

(  )6

‡æ◊ËÕ‰¡à „Àâ∂Ÿ°®—¥‡ªìπ‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π√∫ „π¢≥–‡¥’¬«°—π ç´“√å·Ààß√–‡∫‘¥é ∑’Ë√Õ°“√

∑¥ Õ∫‰¥â∂Ÿ°≈”‡≈’¬ß‰ª‡°Á∫‰«â∑’Ë‡¢µ∑¥≈Õß∑“ß∑À“√‡¡◊Õß¥‡π’¬ª√–ªî‚µ√ø °å

(Dnepropetrovsk) ´÷ËßÕ¬Ÿà„π‡¢µ “∏“√≥√—∞ —ß§¡‚´‡«’¬µ¬Ÿ‡§√π
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ç´“√å·Ààß√–‡∫‘¥é À√◊Õ çÕ“·Õπ 602é ®”≈Õß„πæ‘æ‘∏¿—≥±åÕ“«ÿ∏π‘«‡§≈’¬√å√— ‡´’¬

(Russian Nuclear Weapons Museum) ‡¡◊Õß´“√Õø (Sarov)

„π√“¬ß“πµàÕ∑’Ëª√–™ÿ¡æ√√§§Õ¡¡‘«π‘ µå‚´‡«’¬µ§√—Èß∑’Ë 22 ‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë 17

µÿ≈“§¡ §.». 1961 π‘°‘µ“ §√ÿ ™Õø ‰¥â·®âßµàÕ∑’Ëª√–™ÿ¡«à“ª√–‡∑» À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ

®–¡’°“√∑¥ Õ∫√–‡∫‘¥√–‡∫‘¥‡∑Õ√å‚¡π‘«‡§≈’¬√å¢π“¥ 50 ‡¡°–µ—π‡ªìπ§√—Èß·√°

¢Õß‚≈°„π‡√Á««—ππ’È7 ´÷Ëßµ“¡§«“¡‡ªìπ®√‘ß·≈â«°“√∑¥≈Õß ç´“√å·Ààß√–‡∫‘¥é À√◊Õ

∑’Ëπ—°«‘∑¬“»“ µ√å‡√’¬°«à“√–‡∫‘¥‡∑Õ√å‚¡π‘«‡§≈’¬√å À√◊Õ∑“ß°“√∑À“√‡√’¬°«à“

çÕ“·Õπ 602é ‰¥â∂Ÿ°°”Àπ¥‚¥¬¡µ‘∑’Ëª√–™ÿ¡§≥–°√√¡°“√°≈“ßæ√√§

§Õ¡¡‘«π‘ µå·Ààß À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ ·≈–¡µ‘∑’Ëª√–™ÿ¡§≥–√—∞¡πµ√’·Ààß À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ

À¡“¬‡≈¢ 723-302 ≈ß«—π∑’Ë 15  ‘ßÀ“§¡ §.». 1961 ‰«â·≈â««à“„Àâ¥”‡π‘π°“√

∑¥≈Õß„π«—π∑’Ë 30 µÿ≈“§¡ §.». 1961 À√◊ÕµàÕ¡“Õ’° 13 «—πÀ≈—ß°“√°≈à“«

√“¬ß“π¢Õß§√ÿ ™ÕøµàÕ∑’Ëª√–™ÿ¡æ√√§œ
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°àÕπ°“√∑¥ Õ∫ ç´“√å·Ààß√–‡∫‘¥é ‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π∑‘Èß√–‡∫‘¥µŸ-95 ∑’Ë∑”

Àπâ“∑’Ë∫√√∑ÿ°√–‡∫‘¥‰ª∑‘Èß¬—ß®ÿ¥À¡“¬‰¥â∂Ÿ°¥—¥·ª≈ßÕ’°§√—Èß À≈—ß√–‡∫‘¥ çÕ“·Õπ

602é ¢Õß®√‘ß‰¥â∂Ÿ° √â“ß‡ √Á® ¡∫Ÿ√≥å ‡π◊ËÕß®“°√–‡∫‘¥µ—«®√‘ß¡’πÈ”Àπ—°¡“°°«à“

√–‡∫‘¥®”≈Õß∑’Ë„™â „π°“√Ωñ°´âÕ¡ (πÈ”Àπ—° 26.5 µ—π) ·≈–¢π“¥∑’Ë„À≠à (§«“¡¬“«

8 ‡¡µ√ ‡ âπºà“π»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß 2 ‡¡µ√) ¥—ßπ—Èπ®÷ß®”‡ªìπ∑’Ë®–µâÕß¢¬“¬‡æ¥“π¥â“π∫π

¢Õßµ—«‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π πÕ°®“°π—Èπ ≈”µ—«‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π¥â“ππÕ°¬—ß∂Ÿ°æàπ¥â«¬ ’¢“«æ‘‡»…

 –∑âÕπ· ß ´÷Ëß∑ÿ°Õ¬à“ß°Á‰¥â¥”‡π‘π‰ªÕ¬à“ß√“∫√◊Ëπ·≈–æ√âÕ¡ ”À√—∫°“√∑¥≈Õß

‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π∑‘Èß√–‡∫‘¥µŸ-95 ¢≥–∫√√∑ÿ° ç´“√å·Ààß√–‡∫‘¥é ‰ª¬—ß‡¢µ∑¥≈Õßπ‘«‡§≈’¬√å‚π«“¬“´‘¡‡≈’¬

„π«—π∑’Ë 30 µÿ≈“§¡ §.». 1961

‡¡◊ËÕ‡«≈“ 09.30 π“Ãî°“¢Õß«—π∑’Ë 30 µÿ≈“§¡ §.». 1961 ‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π∑‘Èß

√–‡∫‘¥µŸ-95 ∑’Ë∫√√∑ÿ° ç´“√å·Ààß√–‡∫‘¥é ‰¥â¢÷Èπ®“° π“¡∫‘πÕ“‡≈’¬π‘¬“ (Olenya)

¡ÿàßÀπâ“‰ª¬—ß‡¢µ∑¥≈Õßπ‘‡§≈’¬√ǻ Ÿ‚§¬‚π  (Sukhoi Nos) Õà“«¡‘®Ÿ™‘§“ (Mityushikha)

‡°“–‚π«“¬“ ‘́¡‡≈’¬ (Novaya Zemlya) ¡À“ ¡ÿ∑√Õ“√å§µ‘° ́ ÷Ëß„™â‡«≈“∫‘π 2 ™—Ë«‚¡ß

3 π“∑’ ‚¥¬æ—πµ√’Õ—π‡¥√¬å ¥ŸπÕø‡´ø8 (Andrey Dunovtsev §.». 1923-1976)

„π∞“π–π—°∫‘π ·≈–æ—π‚∑Õ’«“π ‡§≈’¬™ (Ivan Klesh §.». 1922-1989) π—°∫‘π
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ºŸâ™à«¬ «“‡≈πµ‘π ∫√ÿ¬ (Valentin Brui §.». 1935) ™à“ß‡§√◊ËÕß æ√âÕ¡∑—Èß≈Ÿ°‡√◊ÕÕ’°

6 §π‰¥â‡√‘Ë¡µâπ¿“√°‘®∑’ËµâÕß∫—π∑÷°‰«â „πª√–«—µ‘»“ µ√å‚≈° ‡æ◊ËÕ§«“¡ ¡∫Ÿ√≥å¢Õß

°“√∑¥≈Õß §≥–π—°«‘®—¬‰¥âµ‘¥µ—ÈßÀâÕßªØ‘∫—µ‘°“√≈Õ¬øÑ“Àπ—° 40 µ—π∫π‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π

µŸ-16‡Õ (Tu-16A) ‡æ◊ËÕµ‘¥µ“¡µ√«®«—¥ ·≈–∫—π∑÷°º≈°“√∑¥≈Õß§√—Èßª√–«—µ‘»“ µ√åπ’È

‚¥¬¡’æ—π‚∑«≈“¥’¡’√å ¡“√åµ◊Õ‡ππ‚°9 (Vladimir Martynenko §.». 1922-2002)

‡ªìππ—°∫‘π ´÷Ëß‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘πÀâÕßªØ‘∫—µ‘°“√≈Õ¬øÑ“π’È®–∫‘πÀà“ß®“°‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π∑‘Èß√–‡∫‘¥

12-15 °‘‚≈‡¡µ√„π√–¥—∫§«“¡ Ÿß 10.25 °‘‚≈‡¡µ√

‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π∑‘Èß√–‡∫‘¥µŸ-95 ∫‘πÕÕ°®“°√—»¡’§≈◊Ëπ§«“¡√âÕπ®“°°“√

√–‡∫‘¥„π√–¬–∑’Ëª≈Õ¥¿—¬ §≥–π—°«‘®—¬‰¥âµ‘¥√à¡™Ÿ™’æ¢π“¥ 1,600 µ“√“ß‡¡µ√

πÈ”Àπ—° 800 °‘‚≈°√—¡‰«â∑’Ë≈Ÿ°√–‡∫‘¥‡æ◊ËÕ™–≈Õ°“√µ° Ÿà√–¥—∫∑’Ë®–®ÿ¥√–‡∫‘¥ ‚¥¬¡’

√–¬–‡«≈“®ÿ¥√–‡∫‘¥À≈—ß®“°√–‡∫‘¥∂Ÿ°∑‘Èß®“°‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π 188 «‘π“∑’ ´÷Ëß®–™à«¬„Àâ

‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π∑‘Èß√–‡∫‘¥∫‘πÀà“ß®“°®ÿ¥∑‘Èß√–‡∫‘¥ 39 °‘‚≈‡¡µ√ „π¢≥–∑’Ë‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π

µŸ-16‡Õ ∑’Ëµ‘¥µ—ÈßÀâÕßªØ‘∫—µ‘°“√≈Õ¬øÑ“Õ¬ŸàÀà“ß®“°®ÿ¥√–‡∫‘¥ 53.5 °‘‚≈‡¡µ√ ∑“ß

∑‘»µ–«—πÕÕ°‡©’¬ß‡Àπ◊Õ¢ÕßÕà“«¡‘®Ÿ™‘§“∑’Ë‡ªìπ®ÿ¥°”Àπ¥„Àâ‡ªìπ»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß°“√√–‡∫‘¥

‡ âπ∑“ß°“√∫‘π¢Õß‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π∑‘Èß√–‡∫‘¥µŸ-95 ¢≥–∫√√∑ÿ° ç´“√å·Ààß√–‡∫‘¥é ®“° π“¡∫‘πÕ“‡≈’¬π‘¬“

‰ª¬—ß‡¢µ∑¥≈Õßπ‘«‡§≈’¬√å‚π«“¬“´‘¡‡≈’¬«—π∑’Ë 30 µÿ≈“§¡ §.». 1961
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 ç´“√å·Ààß√–‡∫‘¥é ‰¥â∂Ÿ°ª≈àÕ¬®“°‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π∑‘Èß√–‡∫‘¥µŸ-95 „π‡«≈“

11.33 π“Ãî°“ ¢Õß«—π∑’Ë 30 µÿ≈“§¡ §.». 1961 ∫π§«“¡ Ÿß 10.5 °‘‚≈‡¡µ√ ‚¥¬∑’Ë

°“√®ÿ¥√–‡∫‘¥‰¥â‡√‘Ë¡¢÷ÈπÀ≈—ß°“√∑‘Èß√–‡∫‘¥ 188 «‘π“∑’ ∑’Ë√–¥—∫§«“¡ Ÿß 4.2 °‘‚≈‡¡µ√

‡Àπ◊Õ√–¥—∫πÈ”∑–‡≈10

‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π∑‘Èß√–‡∫‘¥µŸ-95 ¢≥–∑‘Èß ç´“√å·Ààß√–‡∫‘¥é ∑’Ë§«“¡ Ÿß 10.5 °‘‚≈‡¡µ√ ∫π∑âÕßøÑ“‡Àπ◊Õ‡¢µ

∑¥≈Õßπ‘«‡§≈’¬√å ´Ÿ‚§¬‚π  (Sukhoi Nos) Õà“«¡‘®Ÿ™‘§“ (Mityushikha) ‡°“–‚π«“¬“ ‘́¡‡≈’¬

(Novaya Zemlya) ‡¡◊ËÕ‡«≈“ 11.33 π“Ãî°“ «—π∑’Ë 30 µÿ≈“§¡ §.». 1961 (∂à“¬®“°ÀâÕßªØ‘∫—µ‘°“√

∫π‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘πµŸ-16 ‡Õ Àà“ß®“°‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π∑‘Èß√–‡∫‘¥ 14.5 °‘‚≈‡¡µ√)

°“√√–‡∫‘¥‡√‘Ë¡®“°°“√‡°‘¥≈Ÿ°‰ø· ß «à“ß®â“‡ âπºà“π»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß 4.6 °‘‚≈‡¡µ√
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°“√√–‡∫‘¥„π™à«ß 30 «‘π“∑’·√°‡√‘Ë¡®“°°“√‡°‘¥≈Ÿ°‰ø· ß «à“ß®â“

‡ âπºà“π»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß 4.6 °‘‚≈‡¡µ√√à«ß Ÿàæ◊Èπ¥‘π ·≈–‡√‘Ë¡‡°‘¥°≈ÿà¡§«—π∑’Ë°àÕµ—«‡ªìπ√Ÿª

¥Õ°‡ÀÁ¥ „π¢≥–∑’Ë∫π∑âÕßøÑ“‡°‘¥«ß·À«π ’¢“« Õß«ß®“°∑âÕßøÑ“¥â“π≈à“ß¬°µ—«

 Ÿà¥â“π∫π‡Àπ◊Õ®ÿ¥√–‡∫‘¥ Õ’° 15 «‘π“∑’µàÕ¡“°≈ÿà¡§«—π®“°°“√√–‡∫‘¥√Ÿª¥Õ°‡ÀÁ¥

‰¥â≈Õ¬¢÷Èπ Ÿà∑âÕßøÑ“ Ÿß 30 °‘‚≈‡¡µ√ ·≈– 35 π“∑’À≈—ß°“√√–‡∫‘¥‡°‘¥°≈ÿà¡§«—π

√Ÿª¥Õ°‡ÀÁ¥ 2 ¥Õ°´âÕπ°—π ‚¥¬§«“¡ Ÿß¢Õß¥Õ°∫πÕ¬Ÿà∑’Ëª√–¡“≥ 67 °‘‚≈‡¡µ√

·≈–¡’‡ âπºà“»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß¥Õ°‡ÀÁ¥ª√–¡“≥ 95 °‘‚≈‡¡µ√ °≈ÿà¡§«—π®“°°“√√–‡∫‘¥

§ß√Ÿª‡ªìπ¥Õ°‡ÀÁ¥Õ¬Ÿàπ“π¡“°®π “¡“√∂¡Õß‡ÀÁπ‰¥â „π√–¬– 800 °‘‚≈‡¡µ√

ª√–°“¬· ß «à“ß®â“®“°°“√√–‡∫‘¥™à«ß·√°π—Èπ¬“«π“π∂÷ß 70 «‘π“∑’ ·≈– ‘Ëß∑’Ë

Õ¬Ÿà„π√—»¡’§≈◊Ëπ§«“¡√âÕπ√–¬–Àà“ß 100 °‘‚≈‡¡µ√ “¡“√∂‡°‘¥§«“¡‡ ’¬À“¬®“°

§≈◊Ëπ§«“¡√âÕπ¢Õß°“√√–‡∫‘¥π’È ‰¥â  à«π§≈◊Ëπ∑’Ë‡°‘¥®“°·√ß√–‡∫‘¥π—Èπ “¡“√∂

µ“¡∑—π‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π∑‘Èß√–‡∫‘¥‰¥â„π‡«≈“ 8 π“∑’ 20 «‘π“∑’„π¢≥–∑’Ë‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘πÕ¬ŸàÀà“ß

®“°®ÿ¥∑‘Èß√–‡∫‘¥ 115 °‘‚≈‡¡µ√ ‚¥¬‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π¡’Õ“°“√ —Ëπ‡≈Á°πâÕ¬·≈–‰¡à¡’º≈„¥Ê

µàÕ°“√∫‘π À≈—ß®“°‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π∫√√∑ÿ°√–‡∫‘¥≈ß®Õ¥∑’Ë π“¡∫‘π·≈–‰¥â¡’°“√ ”√«®

°≈ÿà¡§«—π√Ÿª¥Õ°‡ÀÁ¥®“°°“√√–‡∫‘¥≈Õ¬¢÷Èπ∫π∑âÕßøÑ“ Ÿß 56 °‘‚≈‡¡µ√ (¿“æ∂à“¬„π√–¬– 160 °¡.

∂à“¬®“°‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π∑‘Èß√–‡∫‘¥)
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≈”µ—«¢Õß‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘πæ∫«à“™‘Èπ à«πÕ–≈Ÿ¡‘‡π’¬¡¥â“π∑’Ë‚¥π√—ß ’§«“¡√âÕπ‚¥¬µ√ß∫“ß

™‘Èπ≈–≈“¬ À√◊Õ‡ ’¬√Ÿª∑√ß®“°§«“¡√âÕπ¢Õß√–‡∫‘¥11

ª≈“¬≈Ÿ°»√∫π·ºπ∑’Ë §◊Õ Õà“«¡‘®Ÿ™‘§“ ‡°“–‚π«“¬“ ´‘¡‡≈’¬ ¡À“ ¡ÿ∑√Õ“√å§µ‘°∑’Ë¡’°“√∑¥≈Õß
ç´“√å·Ààß√–‡∫‘¥é

«ß°≈¡„π√—»¡’ 16 °¡.‡ªìπ®ÿ¥»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß√–‡∫‘¥ (‡ âπºà“»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß 40 ‰¡≈å À√◊Õ 32 °¡.) ‰¥â∂Ÿ°
∑”≈“¬„π√–¥—∫À‘π∂Ÿ°§«“¡√âÕπ‰À¡â°≈“¬‡ªìπΩÿÉπ ·≈–«ß°≈¡πÕ°√—»¡’ 48 °¡.À√◊Õ‡ âπºà“»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß

98 °¡. ‡ªìπ‡¢µ∑’Ë∂Ÿ°·√ß√–‡∫‘¥·≈–§«“¡√âÕπ∑”≈“¬‡ ’¬À“¬Õ¬à“ß√ÿπ·√ßÀ‘πÀ≈Õ¡≈–≈“¬À√◊Õ
‡ª≈’Ë¬π√Ÿª (http://3b.p.blogspot.com/_1z5_frqW26w/ShaR_0_sVl/AAAAAAAF0k/-

qDFbnZI-IA/s1600-h/1.bmp.)
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√–‡∫‘¥‡∑Õ√å‚¡π‘«‡§≈’¬√å çÕ“·Õπ 602é À√◊Õ ç´“√å·Ààß√–‡∫‘¥é ∂Ÿ°®—¥

„Àâ‡ªìπ√–‡∫‘¥π‘«‡§≈’¬√åÕ“πÿ¿“æ°“√∑”≈“¬≈â“ß Ÿß∑’Ë√–‡∫‘¥°≈“ßÕ“°“»„π√–¥—∫

§«“¡ Ÿß‰¡à¡“° º≈¢Õß°“√√–‡∫‘¥‰¥â∑”„Àâ‡°‘¥≈Ÿ°‰ø¢π“¥„À≠à‡ âπºà“»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß

4.6 °‘‚≈‡¡µ√ ÷́Ëß§≈◊Ëπ§«“¡√âÕπ®“°≈Ÿ°‰ø “¡“√∂∑”„Àâ‡°‘¥·º≈‰ø‰À¡â√–¥—∫ 3

‰¥â (º‘«Àπ—ß‰À¡â‡ªìπ ’‡∑“À√◊Õ ’¥”) ·≈–„π√–¬– 100 °‘‚≈‡¡µ√ ‡°‘¥§≈◊Ëπ·¡à‡À≈Á°

‰øøÑ“√∫°«π§≈◊Ëπ«‘∑¬ÿ„π√–¬–À≈“¬√âÕ¬°‘‚≈‡¡µ√π“π 40 π“∑’12 πÕ°®“°π—Èπ¬—ß

‡°‘¥·√ß —Ëπ –‡∑◊Õπ·≈–Õ“ø‡µÕ√å™ÁÕ°√«¡ “¡§√—Èß ÷́Ëß “¡“√∂√—∫√Ÿâ ‰¥â „π√–¬–

Àà“ßÀ≈“¬æ—π°‘‚≈‡¡µ√13 ‡ ’¬ß√–‡∫‘¥‰¥â¬‘π‰ª‰°≈∂÷ß‡°“–¥‘° —π (Dikson island)

´÷ËßÕ¬ŸàÀà“ß®“°®ÿ¥√–‡∫‘¥ 800 °‘‚≈‡¡µ√ ·µà‰¡àæ∫§«“¡‡ ’¬À“¬¢ÕßÕ“§“√·≈–

 ‘Ëßª≈Ÿ° √â“ß„π√—»¡’ 280 °‘‚≈‡¡µ√ À≈—ß°“√√–‡∫‘¥ 2 ™—Ë«‚¡ß §≥–π—°«‘®—¬‰¥â∫‘π

‰ª‡°Á∫µ—«Õ¬à“ßÕ“°“»∫√‘‡«≥»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß°“√√–‡∫‘¥ ·≈–‰¥âæ∫«à“ “√

°—¡¡—πµ¿“æ√—ß ’¡’ª√‘¡“≥πâÕ¬·≈–‰¡à‡ªìπÕ—πµ√“¬µàÕ§≥–π—°∑¥≈Õß14 ‡π◊ËÕß®“°

°—¡¡—πµ¿“æ√—ß ’®–∂Ÿ°ª≈àÕ¬ÕÕ°¡“™à«ßªØ‘°‘√‘¬“øî ™—Ëπ À√◊Õ°“√√–‡∫‘¥¢—ÈπµÕπ

·√°‡∑à“π—Èπ (1.5 ‡¡°–µ—π)  à«πÕ’°√âÕ¬≈– 97 ¢Õß°“√√–‡∫‘¥ ‡ªìπªØ‘°‘√‘¬“

‡∑Õ√å ‚¡π‘«‡§≈’¬√åøî«™—Ëπ∑’Ë¡’ “√°—¡¡—πµ¿“æ√—ß ’πâÕ¬¡“°‡¡◊ËÕ‡∑’¬∫°—∫§«“¡

√ÿπ·√ß¢Õß√–‡∫‘¥

°“√∑¥ Õ∫√–‡∫‘¥‡∑Õ√å‚¡π‘«‡§≈’¬√å çÕ“·Õπ 602é ¢Õß À¿“æ‚´‡«’¬µ

π—∫«à“ª√– ∫º≈ ”‡√Á®·≈–∫√√≈ÿ«—µ∂ÿª√– ß§å∑ÿ°ª√–°“√ ∑—Èß¥â“π°“√‡¡◊Õß

√–À«à“ßª√–‡∑»∑’Ë ‰¥âª√–°“»„Àâ ‚≈°√Ÿâ«à“ ¡À“Õ”π“®ΩÉ“¬ —ß§¡π‘¬¡ “¡“√∂º≈‘µ

√–‡∫‘¥π‘«‡§≈’¬√å∑’Ë¡’Õ“πÿ¿“æ°“√∑”≈“¬≈â“ß Ÿß ÿ¥‡∑à“∑’Ë¡πÿ…¬å‡§¬ √â“ß¡“ æ≈—ß

¢Õß ç´“√å·Ààß√–‡∫‘¥é ‡¡◊ËÕ‡∑’¬∫°—∫√–‡∫‘¥ ç§“ ‡µ‘≈ ∫√“‚«é (çCastle Bravoé)
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´÷Ëß‡ªìπ√–‡∫‘¥π‘«‡§≈’¬√å∑’Ë¡’Õ“πÿ¿“æ°“√∑”≈“¬√ÿπ·√ß∑’Ë ÿ¥∑’Ë À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“‰¥â

∑¥≈Õß¡“ ‡¡◊ËÕ 1 ¡’π“§¡ §.». 1954 ‚¥¬¡’·√ß√–‡∫‘¥‡∑à“°—∫ 15 °‘‚≈µ—π∑’‡ÕÁπ∑’

π—Èπ ç´“√å·Ààß√–‡∫‘¥é ¡’Õ“πÿ¿“æ¡“°°«à“ 3.3 ‡∑à“ ·≈–º≈¢Õß°“√∑¥≈Õß¬—ß

· ¥ß„Àâ‡ÀÁπ«à“ çÕ“·Õπ 602é  “¡“√∂‡æ‘Ë¡Õ“πÿ¿“æ°“√∑”≈“¬≈â“ß‡ªìπ 6.6 ‡∑à“

¥â«¬¢π“¥≈Ÿ°√–‡∫‘¥‡∑à“‡¥‘¡

¿“æ· ¥ß‡ âπºà“»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß≈Ÿ°‰ø∑’Ë‡°‘¥®“°°“√√–‡∫‘¥¢Õß√–‡∫‘¥π‘«‡§≈’¬√åµà“ßÊ ∑’Ë‰¥â „™âÀ√◊Õ‰¥â

∑¥ Õ∫·≈â«‚¥¬ª√–‡∑»¡À“Õ”π“®π‘«‡§≈’¬√å (http://3b.p.blogspot.com/_1z5_frqW26w/

ShaR_0_sVl/AAAAAAAF0S/F_TyMl5H_KA/

s16000_hs582px_Comparative_nuclear_fireball_size.svg.png)
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¿“æ· ¥ß°“√‡ª√’¬∫‡∑’¬∫°≈ÿà¡§«—π∑√ß¥Õ°‡ÀÁ¥∑’Ë‡°‘¥®“°°“√√–‡∫‘¥¢Õß√–‡∫‘¥π‘«‡§≈’¬√åµà“ßÊ

§«“¡ ”‡√Á®¥â“π«‘∑¬“»“ µ√å·≈–‡∑§‚π‚≈¬’π—Èπ®—¥«à“‰¡à¥âÕ¬‰ª°«à“
¥â“π°“√‡¡◊Õß ‡π◊ËÕß®“°‰¥â§âπæ∫«à“√–‡∫‘¥‡∑Õ√å‚¡π‘«‡§≈’¬√å∑’Ë¡’¢—ÈπµÕπ°“√∑”ß“π
3 ¢—ÈπµÕππ—Èπ  “¡“√∂‡æ‘Ë¡§«“¡√ÿπ·√ß‰¥âÕ’°‰¡à®”°—¥ ´÷Ëß®– àßº≈„Àâ ‰¡à¡’Õ–‰√
 “¡“√∂µâ“π∑“π·√ß√–‡∫‘¥‰¥â ‡æ’¬ß·µà·∑π∑’Ëµ–°—Ë«∑’ËÀÿâ¡™—Èπ∑’Ë Õß¢Õß√–‡∫‘¥¥â«¬
¬Ÿ‡√‡π’¬¡ -238 ‡∑à“π—Èπ15

πÕ°®“°§«“¡ ”‡√Á®·≈â« °“√∑¥≈Õß√–‡∫‘¥‡∑Õ√å‚¡π‘«‡§≈’¬√å¬—ß∑”„Àâ
‡°‘¥§«“¡¢—¥·¬âß∑“ß§«“¡§‘¥√–À«à“ßºŸâπ”ª√–‡∑» °≈à“«§◊Õ π‘°‘µ“ §√ÿ ™Õø
∑’ËµâÕß°“√„™â°“√∑¥≈ÕßÕ“«ÿ∏π‘«‡§≈’¬√å‡ªìπ‡§√◊ËÕß¡◊Õ∑“ß°“√‡¡◊Õß√–À«à“ßª√–‡∑»
°—∫√—∞∫—≥±‘µπ—°π‘«‡§≈’¬√åøî ‘° åÕ—π‡¥√¬å ´“§“√Õø ∑’Ë‰¡àµâÕß°“√„Àâ¡’°“√∑¥≈Õß
Õ“«ÿ∏π‘«‡§≈’¬√å·≈– —Ëß ¡Õ“«ÿ∏π‘«‡§≈’¬√å∑’Ë¡’·µà§«“¡ Ÿ≠‡ ’¬ ·≈–À“°®”‡ªìπ‰¥â
‡ πÕ„Àâº≈‘µÀ—«√∫π‘«‡§≈’¬√å ‰¡à°’Ë ‘∫À—«§«“¡√ÿπ·√ß 100 ‡¡°–µ—πµ‘¥µ—Èßµ“¡·π«
πà“ππÈ”¢Õß À√—∞œ ‡æ◊ËÕ®–∑”„Àâπ—°°“√‡¡◊ÕßÀ—«Õπÿ√—°…å¢ÕßÕ‡¡√‘°“‰¡à°≈â“º≈—°¥—π
π‚¬∫“¬ —Ëß ¡Õ“«ÿ∏∑’Ë‰¡à àßº≈¥’µàÕºŸâ „¥ „π¢≥–∑’Ë§√ÿ ™Õø‰¡à¬Õ¡√—∫øíß·≈–‚µâµÕ∫
«à“ ç°“√µ—¥ ‘π„®∑“ß°“√‡¡◊Õß√«¡∑—Èß‡√◊ËÕß°“√∑¥≈ÕßÕ“«ÿ∏π‘«‡§≈’¬√å‡ªìπ‡√◊ËÕß
¢ÕßºŸâπ”æ√√§·≈–√—∞∫“≈‰¡à‡°’Ë¬«°—∫π—°«‘™“°“√é16
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